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CHAPTER VII.

TRANSIT OF CZAE PETEE.

In the Arttumn of 1717, Peter tlie Great, coming home from

Ms celebrated French journey, paid Friedrich Wilhelm a

visit ; and passed four days at Berhn. Of which let us give

one glimpse, if we can with brevity,

Friedrich Wilhelm and the Czar, like in several points,

though so dissimilar in others, had always a certain regard

for one another; and at this time, they had been brought

into closer intercourse by their common peril from Charles

XIL, ever since that Stralsund business. The peril was

real, especially with a Gortz and Alberoni putting hand to

it ; and the alarm, the rumour, and uncertainty were great

in those years. The wounded Lion driven indignant into

his lair, with Plotting Artists now operating upon the rage

of the noble animal : who knows what spring he will next

iake?

George I. had a fleet cruising in the Baltic Sounds, and

.again a fleet ;—^paying, in that oblique way, for Bremen and

Verden; which were got, otherwise, such a bargain to his

Hanover. Czar Peter had marched an Army into Denmark

;

Tmited Eussians and Danes count Fifty-thousand there ; for

a conjunct invasion, and probable destruction, of Sweden:

but that came to nothing; Charles looking across upon it

ioo dangerously, 'visible in clear weather over from the
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Danish eide.'^ So Peter's troops have gone home again;

Denmark too glad to get them away. Perhaps they -would

have staid in Denmark altogether ; much liking the green

pastures and convenient situation,—^had not Admiral Norris

with his cannon been there ! Perhaps ? And the Pretender

is coming again, they say? And who knows what is com-

ing ?—^How Gortz, in about a year hence was laid hold of,

and let go, and then ultimately tried and beheaded (once

his lion Master was disposed of) ;* how, Ambassador Cella-

mare, and the Spanish part of the Plot, having been disco-

vered in Paris, Cardinal Alberoni at Madrid was discovered,

and the whole mystery laid bare ; all that mad business, of

bi-inging the Pretender into England, throwing out George I.,

throwing out the Regent d'Orleans, and much more,—is now

sunk silent enough, not worthy of reawakening ; but it was

then a most loud matter ; filling the European Courts, and

especially that of Berlin, with rumours and apprehensions.

No wonder Friedrich Wilhelm was grateful for that Swedish

Peace of his, and named his little daughter "Ulrique" in

honour of it. Tumultuous cloud-world of Lapland Witch-

craft had ceased hereby, and dayhght had begun : old wo-

men (or old Cardinals) riding through the sky, on broom-

sticks, to meet Satan, where now are they ? The fact still

dimly perceptible is, Europe, thanks to that pair of Black-

Artists, Gortz and Alberoni, not to mentionLaw the Finance-

Wizard and his French incantations, had been kept generally,

for these three or four years past, in the state of a Haunted

House; riotous Goblins, of unknown dire intent, walking

now in this apartment of it, now in that ; no rest anywhere

for the perturbed inhabitants.

• 1716 : Fassmann, p. 171.

« 19th March 1719 : see Kohler (Munsbelustigungen, H. 283-240, xvii. 297-

804) for many cuious details of Gortz and his end.
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As to Friedrich Willielm, Lis plan in 1717, as all along,

in this bewitched state of matters, was : To fortify his Fron-

tier Towns ; Memel, Wesel, to the right and left, especially

to fortify Stettin, his new acquisition ;—and to put his Axmy,

and his Treasury (or Avmj-Chest'), more and more in order.

In that way we shall better meet whatever goblins there

may be, thinks Friedrich Wilhelm. Count Lottum, hero of

the Prussians at Malplaquet, is doing his scientific uttermost

in Stettin and those Frontier Towns. For the rest, his

Majesty, invited by the Czar and France, has been found

willing to make paction with them, as he is with all pacific

neighbours. In fact, the Czar and he had their private

Conference, at Havelberg, last year,—Havelberg, some sixty

miles from Berlin, on the road towards Denmark, as Peter

was passing that way;—ample Conference of five days;^

—privately agreeing there, about many points conducive

to tranquillity.

And it was on that same errand, though ostensibly to

look after Art and the higher forms of Civilisation so-called,

that Peter had been to France on this celebrated occasion

of 1717. We know he saw much Art withal ; saw Marly,

Trianon and the grandeurs and politenesses ;—saw, among

other things, * a Medal of himself fall accidentally at his

feet;' pohte Medal 'just gettiag struck in the Mint, with

a rising sun on it ; and the motto, VIEES AOQUIEIT eundo.'*

Ostensibly it was to see cette belle France; but privately

withal the Czar wished to make his bargain, with the Ee-

gent d'Orleans, as to these goblins walking in the Northern

' 23a-28th NoTem'ber 1716 : FasBmann, p. 172.

* Voltaire, CEuvres Completes {Histoire du Czar Pierre), xxxi. 336.—Kohler,

ia MUnzhelustigungen, xvii. 386-392 (this yeiy Medal the subject), gives authentic

account, day hy day, of the Czar's visit there.
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and Southern parts, and what was to be done with them.

And the result has been, the Czar, Friedrich Wilhelm and

the said Eegent have just concluded an Agreement ;' under-

taking in general, that the goblins shall be well watched

;

that they Three will stand by one another in watching

them. And now the Czar will visit Berlin in passing home-

wards again. That is the position of affairs, when he pays

this visit. Peter had been in Berlin more than once before

;

but almost always in a succinct rapid condition ; never with

his ' Com-t' about him till now. This is his last, and by far

his greatest, appearance in Berlin.

Such a transit, of the Barbaric semi-fabulous Sovereign-

ties, could not but be wonderful to everybody there. It

evidently struck WUhelmina's fancy, now in her ninth year,

very much. What her little Brother did in it, or thought

of it, I nowhere find hinted; conclude only that it would

remain in his head too, visible occasionally to the end of

his life. Wilhelmina's Narrative, very loose, dateless or

misdated, plainly wrong in various particulars, has still its

value for us: human eyes, even a child's, are worth some-

thing, in comparison to human want-of-eyes, which is too

frequent in History-books and elsewhere!—Czar Peter is

now forty-five, his Czarina Catherine about thirty-one. It

was in 1698 that he first passed this way, going towards

Saardam and practical Shipbuilding : within which twenty

years what a spell of work done I Victory of Pultawa is

eight years behind him;® victories in many kinds are be-

hind him : by this time he is to be reckoned a triumphant

Czar ; and is certainly the strangest mixture of heroic virtue.-

and brutish Samoeidic savagery the world at any time had..

' 4tb Augnst 1717 : Buchholz, i. 43. « 27th June 1709.
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It was Sunday 19tli September 1717, when the Czar ar-

rived in Berlin. Being already sated with scenic parades,

he had begged to be spared all ceremony; begged to be

lodged in Monbijou, the Queen's little Garden-Palace with

river and trees round it, where he hoped to be quietest.

Monbijou has been ^t apart accordiugly ; the Queen, not

in the benignest hmnour, sweeping all her crystals and

brittle things away ; knowing the manners of the Musco-

vites. Nor in the way of ceremony was there much : King

and Queen drove out to meet him; rampart-guns gave

three big salvos, as the Czarish Majesty stept forth. " I am
glad to see you, my Brother Friedrich," said Peter, in Ger-

man, his only intelligible language ; shaking hands with the

Brother Majesty, in a cordial human manner. The Queen

he, still more cordially, 'would have kissed;' but this she

evaded, in some graceftJ effective way. As to the Czarina,

—who, for obstetric and other reasons, of no moment to us,

had staid ia Wesel all the time he was in France,— she

followed him now at two-days distance; not along with

him, as Wilhelmina has it. Wilhelmiaa says, she kissed the

Queen's hand, and agaiu and agaia kissed it; begged to

present her Ladies,— 'about four-himdred so-caUed Ladies,

who were of her Suite.'— Surely not so many as Four-

hundred, you too-witty Princess? 'Mere German serving-

maids for the most part,' says the witty Princess ;
' Ladies

when there is occasion, then acting as chambermaids, cooks,

washerwomen, when that is over.'

Queen Sophie was averse to salute these creatures ; but

the Czarina Catherine making reprisals upon om- Margra-

vines, and the King looking painfully earnest iu it, she

prevailed upon herself. Was there ever seen such a tra-

velling tagraggery of a Sovereign Court before ? ' Several
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' of these creatures' (presque toutes, says tlie exaggerative

Princess) ' Lad, in their arms, a baby in rich dress ; and if

' you asked, " Is that yours, then ?" they answered, making

' salaams in Russian style, " The Czar did me the honour

' (m'a fait thonneur de me faire cet enfani) I"
'

—

T^Tiich statement, if we deduct the due 25 per cent, is

probably not mythic, after all. A day or two ago, the Czar

had been at Magdeburg, on his way hither, intent upon

inspecting matters there; and the Official Gentlemen,

—

President Cocceji (afterwards a very celebrated man) at the

head of them,—^waited on the Czar, to do what was needful.

On entering, with the proper Address or complimentary Har-

angue, they found his Czarish Majesty ' standing between

two Russian Ladies,' clearly Ladies of the above sort; for

they stood close by him, one of his arms was roimd the neck

of each, and his hands amused themselves by taking liber-

ties in that posture, all the time Cocceji spoke. Nay, even

this was as nothing among the Magdeburg phenomena.

Next day, for instance, there appeared in the audience-cham-

ber a certain Serene high-pacing Duke of Mecklenbui-g, with

his Duchess;—thrice-unfortunate Duke, of whom we shall

too often hear again; who, after some adventures, under

Charles XII, first of all, and then under the enemies of

Charles, had, about a year ago, after divorcing his first Wife,

married a Niece of Peter's :—^Duke and Duchess arrive now,

by order or gracious in^satation of then- Sovereign Uncle, to

accompany him in those parts; and are announced to an

eager Czar, giving audience to his select Magdebm-g public.

At sight of which most desirable Duchess and Brother's

Daughter, how Peter started up, satyrlike, clasping her in

his arms, and snatching her into an inner room, with the

door left ajar, and there— It is too Samoeidic for human
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speech ! and would excel belief, were not tlie testimony so

strong.' A Duke of Mecklenburg, it would appear, who may
count himself the Non-plus-uUra of Husbands in that epoch

;

—as among Sovereign Eulers, too, in a small or great way,

he seeks his fellow for ill-luck

!

Duke and Duchess accompanied the Czar to Berlin,

where Wilhelmina mentions them, as presentees; part of

those ' four-hundred' anomalies. They took the Czar home

with them to Mecklenburg: where indeed some Russian

Regiments of his, left here on their retm-n from Denmark,

had been very useful in coercing the rebellious Ritterschaffc

(Knightage, or Landed-Gentry) of this Duke,—till at length

the general outcry, and voice of the Reich itself, had ordered

the said Regiments to get on march again, and take them-

selves away.* For all is rebellion, passive-rebellion, in Meck-

lenbm-g ; taxes beuig so indispensable ; and the Knights

BO disinclined ; and this Duke a Sovereign,— such as we
may construe from his quarrelling with almost everybody,

and his not quarrelling with an Uncle Peter of that kind.^

His troubles as Sovereign Duke, his flights to Dantzig,

oustiags, returns, law-pleadings and foohsh confiisions, lasted

all his Kfe, tlurty years to come; and were bequeathed as a

sorrowful legacy to Posterity and the neighbom-ing Coxmtries.

Voltaire says, the Czar wished to buy his Duchy from him.^"

And truly, for this wretched Duke, it would have been good

to sell it at any price: but there were other words than

his to such a bargain, had it ever been seriously meditated.

' PoUnitz {Meimiren, ii. 95) gives Friedrich Willielin as voucher, ' who used

to relate it as from eye-and-ear witneases.'

' The last of them, 'July 1717;' two months ago. (Michaelis, ii. 418.)

' One poor hint, on his behalf, let us not omit : ' Wife quitted him in 1719,

and lived at Moscow afterwards !' (General Mannstein, Memoirs of Bussia, Lon-

don, 1770, p. 27 n.) '» Uhi supra, xxxi. 414.
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By tluB extraordinary Duchess lie becomes Father (real or

putative) of a certain Princess, whom we may hear of; and

through her again is Grandfather of an unfortunate Russia,n

Prince, much bruited about, as " the murdered Iwan," in

subsequent times. With such a Duke and Duchess let our

acquaintance be the minimum of what necessity compels.

Wilhelmina goes by hearsay hitherto ; and, it is to be

hoped, had heard nothing of these Magdebm-g-MecMenbui'g

phenomena ; but after the Czarina's arrival, the little crea-

ture saw with her own eyes

:

'Next day,' that is, Wednesday 22d, 'the Czar and his Spouse

' came to return the Queen's visit ; and I saw the Court myself.'

Palace Grand-Apartments ; Queen advancing a due length, even to

the outer guard-room
;
giving the Czarina her right hand, and leading

her into her audience- chamher in that distinguished manner : King

and Czar followed close;—and here it was that "Wilhelmina's per-

sonal experiences hegan. 'The Czar at once recognised me, having

' seen me before, five years ago' (March 1713). 'He caught me ia his

' arms ; fell to kissing me, like to flay the skin off my face. I boxed
' his ears, sprawled, and struggled with all my strength ; saying I

' would not allow such familiarities, and that he was dishonouring

' me. He laughed greatly at this idea ; made peace, and talked a

' long time with me. I had got my lesson : I spoke of his fleet and

'his conquests;—which charmed him so much, that he said more
' than once to the Czarina, "If he could have a child Hke me,

' he would willingly give one of his Provinces in exchange." The
' Czarina also caressed me a good deal. The Queen' (Mamma) ' and
' she placed themselves under the dais, each ia an arm-chaic' of pro-

per dignity ; ' I was at the Queen's side, and the Princesses of the

' Blood,' Margravines above spoken of, ' were opposite to her,'—all

in a standing posture, as is proper.

' The Czarina was a little stumpy body, very brown, and had
' neither air nor grace

;
you needed only look at her, to guess her
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'low extraction.' It is no secret, she had lieen a kitchen-wench, in

her Lithuanian native country; afterwards a female of the kind

called unfortunate, under several figures : however, she saved the

Czar once, hy her ready-wit and courage, from a devouring Turkish

Difficulty, and he made her fortunate and a Czarina, to sit under the

dais as now. * With her huddle of clothes, she looked for all the

' world Uke a German Playactress ; her dress, you would have said,

' had been hought at a secondhand shop ; aU was out of fashion, all

' was loaded with silver and greasy dirt. The front of her hodice

' she had ornamented with jewels in a V£ry singular pattern : A
' douhle-eagle in embroidery, and the plumes of it set with poor little

' diamonds, of the smallest possible carat, and very ill mounted. AU
' along the facing of her gown were Orders and little things of metal

;

' a dozen Orders, and as many Portraits of saints, of relics and the

' like ; so that when she walked, it was with a jingling, as if you

' heard a mule with bells to its harness.'—Poor little Czarina ; shifty

nutbrown fellow-creature, strangely chased about from . the bottom to

the top of this world ; it is evident she does not succeed at Queen

Sophie Dorothee's Court !

—

' The Czar, on the other hand, was very tall, and might be called

' handsome,' continues WOhelmina :
' his countenance was beautiful,

' but had something of savage in it which put you in fear.' Partly a

kind of MUton's-Devn physiognomy? The Portraits give it rather

so. Archangel not quite ruined, yet in sadly ruinous condition ; its

heroism so bemired,—with a turn for strong drink, too, at times ! A
physiognomy to make one reflect. ' His dress was of sailor fashion,

' coat altogether plain.'

'The Czarina, who spoke German very ill herself, and did not

' understand well what the Queen said, beckoned to her Fool to come

' near,'—a poor female creature, who had once been a Princess Galit-

zia, but having got into mischief, had been excused to the Czar by

her high relations as mad, and saved from death or Siberia, into her

present strange harbour of refuge. With her the Czarina talked in

unknown Euss, evidently ' laughing much and loud,' till Supper was

announced.
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' At tatle,' continues Willielinina, ' the Czar placed himself heside

' the Queen. It is understood this Prince was attempted with poison

' in his youth, and that something of it had settled on his nerves

' ever after. One thing is certain, there took him very often a. sort

' of convulsion, like Tic or St.-Vitus, which it was heyond his power

' to control. That happened at table now. He got into contortions,

' gesticulations ; and as the knife was in his hand, and went dancing

' ahout within armslength of the Queen, it frightened her, and she

' motioned several times to rise. The Czar hegged her not to mind,

' for he would do her no ill ; at the same time he took her hy the

' hand, which he grasped with such violence that the Queen was forced

' to shriek out. This set him heartily laughing ; saying she had not

' hones of so hard a texture as his Catherine's. Supper done, a grand

' BaU had heen got ready ; hut the Czar escaped at once, and walked

' home hy himself to Monbijou, leaving the others to dance.'

Wilhelmina's stoiy of the Cabinet of Antiques ; of the

Indecent little Statue there, and of the orders Catherine got

to kiss it, with a " Koff ah (Head off, if you won't) !" from

the bantering Czar, whom she had to obey,—is not incre-

dible, after what we have seen. It seems, he begged this

bit of Antique Indecency from Friedrich Wilhelm ; who, we

may fancy, would give him such an article with especial

readiness. That same day, fourth of the Visit, Thursday

23d of the month, the august Party went its ways again;

Friedrich Wilhelm convoying ' as far as Potsdam ;' Czar

and Suite taking that route towards Mecklenbm-g, where he

Btni intends some little pause before proceeding homeward.

Friedrich WUhelm took farewell; and never saw the Czar

again.

It was on this Journey, best part of which is now done

that the famous Order bore, ' Do it for six-thousand thalers

;

' won't allow you one other penny {nit einen Pfennig gele meJir
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' dazii) ; but give out to the world that it costs me thirty

' or forty thousand !' Nay, it is on record that the sum
proved abundant, and even superabundant, near half of it

being left as overplus." The hospitalities of Berlin, Fried-

rich WUhelm took upon himself, and he has done them as

we see. You shall defray his Czarish Majesty, to the last

Prussian milestone; punctually, properly, though with thrift!

Peter's viaticum, the Antique Indecency, Friedrich Wil-

helm did not grudge to part with; glad to purchase the

Czar's goodwill by coin of that kind. Last year, at Havel-

berg, he had given the Czar an entire Cabinet of Amber

Articles, belonging to his late Father. Amber Cabinet, in

the lump ; and likewise such a Yacht, for shape, splendour

and outfit, as probably Holland never launched before ;

—

Yacht also belonging to his late Father, and without value

to Friedrich Wilhelm. The old King had got it built in

Holland, regardleas of expense,—15,000/., they say, perhaps

as good as 50,000Z. now ;—and it lay at Potsdam: good for

what? Friedrich Wilhelm sent it down the Havel, down

the Elbe, sUk sailors and aU, towards Hamburg and Peters-

burg, with a great deal of pleasure. For the Czar, and

peace and goodwill with the Czar, was of essential value to

him. Neither, at any rate, is the Czar a man to take gifts

without return. Tall fellows for soldiers: that is always

one prime object with Friedrich Wilhelm ; for ah-eady these

Potsdam Guards of his are getting ever more gigantic. Not

less an object, though less an ideal or poetic one (as we once

defined), was this other, to find buyers for the Manufactures,

new and old, which he was so bent on encouraging. ' It is

' astonishing, what quantities of cloth, of hardware, salt, and

11 Forster, i. 215,
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' all kinds of manufactured articles the Russians buy from

' us,' say the old Books ;
—

' see lio-w our " Russian Company"

* flourishes !' In both these objects, not to speak of peace

and goodwill ia general, the Czar is our man.

Thus, this very Autumn, there arrive, astonished and as-

tonishing, no fewer than a Hundred-and-fifty human figures

(one-half more than were promised), probably from seven to

eight feet high ; the taUest the Czar could riddle out fi-om

his Dominions : what a windfall to the Potsdam Guard and

its Colonel-King! And all succeeding Autumns the like,

so long as Friedrich Wilhelm lived ; every Autumn, out of

Russia a hundred of the tallest mortals living. Invaluable,

—to a "man of genius" mounted on his hobby! One's

" stanza" can be polished at this rate.

In return for these Russian sons of Anak, Friedi-ich Wil-

helm grudged not to send German smiths, millwrights, drill-

sergeants, cannoneers, engineers ; having plenty of them.

By whom, as Peter well calculated, the inert opaque Russian

mass might be kindled into luminosity and vitality; and

drilled to know the Art of War, for one thing. Which fol-

lowed accordingly. And it is observable, ever since, that

the Russian Art of War has a tincture of German in it (solid

German, as contradistinguished from imsolid Revolutionary-

French) ; and hints to us of Friedrich Wilhelm and the Old

Dessauer, to this hour. Exeant now the Barbaric semi-

fabulous Sovereignties, till wanted again.



CHAPTER VIII.

THE CROWN-PRINCE IS PUT TO HIS SCHOOLING.

In his seventh year, young Friedrich -was taken out of the

hands of the women; and had Tutors and Sub-Tutors of

masculine gender, who had been nominated for him some

time ago, actually set to work upon their function. These

we have already heard of; they came from Stralsund Siege,

all the principal hands.

Duhan de Jandun, the young French gentleman who had

escaped from grammar-lessons to the trenches, he is the

practical teacher. Lieutenant-General Graf Fink von Fink-

ensteia and Lieutenant -Colonel von Kalkstein, they are

Head Tutor {OherJiofmeister) and Sub-Tutor; military men

both, who had been in many wars besides Stralsund. By

these Three he was assiduously educated, subordinate school-

masters working under them when needful, in such branches

as the paternal judgment would admit; the paternal object

and theirs being to infase useful knowledge, reject useless,

and wind-up the whole into a military finish. These ap-

pointments, made at different precise dates, took effect, all

of them, in the year 1719.

Duhan, independently of his experience in the trenches,

appears to have been an accomplished, ingenious and con-

scientious man ; who did credit to Friedrich Wilhelm's judg-

ment ; and to whom Friedrich professed himself much in-

debted in after life. Their progress in some pf the technical
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branches, as we shall perceive, was indisputably imsatisfac-

tory. But the mind of the Boy seems to have been opened

by this Duhan, to a lively, and in some sort genial, percep-

tion of things round him;— of the strange confusedly opu-

lent Universe he had got into ; and of the noble and su-

preme function which Intelhgence holds there ; supreme, in

Art as in Nature, beyond all other functions whatsoever.

Duhan was now tinned of thirty: a cheerful amiable French-

man ;
poor, though of good birth and acquirements ; origin-

ally from Champagne. Friedrich loved him very much;

always considered him his spiritual father; and to the end

of Duhan's life, twenty years hence, was eager to do him

any good in his power. Anxious always to repair, for poor

Duhan, the great sorrows he came to on his account, as we

shall see.

Of Graf Fink von Finkenstein, who has had military ex-

periences of all kinds and all degrees, from marching as

prisoner into France, 'wounded and without his hat,' to

fighting at Malplaquet, at Blenheim, even at Steenkirk, as

well as Stralsund; who is now in his sixtieth year, and

seems to have been a gentleman of rather high solemn man-

ners, and indeed of undeniable perfections,—of this supreme

Count Fink we learn almost nothing farther in the Books,

except that his little Pupil did not dislike bi'm either. The

little Pupil took not unkiadly to Fink ; welcoming any be-

nignant human ray, across these lofty gravities of the Ohei-^

hofmeister ; went often to his house in Berlin; and made

acquaintance vsdth two young Finks about his own age,

whom he found there, and who became important to him,

especially the younger of them, in the com-se of the future.^

» Zedlitz-NenMroh, Preussisjihes AdeU-Lexihon (Leipzig, 1886), ii. 168. Mili-

tair-Lexikon, i. 420.
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This Pupil, it may be said, is creditably known for bis attach-

ment to his Teachers and others; an attached and attaching

little Boy.

Of Kalkstein, a rational, experienced and earnest kind

of man, though as yet but young, it is certain also that

the little Fritz loved him ; and fui-thermore that the Great

Friedrich was grateful to him, and had a high esteem of his

integrity and sense. "My master, Kalkstein," used to be

his designation of him, when the name chanced to be men-

tioned in after times. They continued together, with vari-

ous passages of mutual history, for forty years afterwards,

till Kalkstein's death. Kalkstein is at present twenty-eight,

the youngest of the three Tutors; then, and ever after, an

altogether downright correct soldier and man. He is of

Preussen, or Prussia Proper, this Kalkstein;— of the same

kindred as that mutinous Kalkstein, whom we once heard of,

who was ' rolled in a carpet,' and kidnapped out of Warsaw,

in the Great Elector's time. Not a direct descendant of that

beheaded Kalkstein's, but, as it were, his nephew so many

times removed. Preussen is now far enough from mutiny

;

subdued, with all its Kalksteins, into a respectful silence,

not lightly using the right even of petition, or submissive

remonstrance, which it may still have. Nor, except on the

score of parliamentary eloquence and newspaper copyright,

does it appear that Preussen has suffered by the change..

How these Fink-Kalkstein functionaries proceeded in

the great task they had got, — very great task, had they

known what Pupil had fallen to them,— is not directly

recorded for us, with any sequence or distinctness. We
infer only that everything went by inflexible routine ; not

asking at all, What pupil ? — nor much, Whether it would

VOL. XXII. (Freaericfc, vol. 2.)
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suit any pupil ? Dulian, with the tendencies we have seen

in him, who is willing to soften the inflexible when pos-

sible, and to ' guide Nature' by a rather loose rein, was

probably a genial element in the otherwise strict affair.

Fritz had one unspeakable advantage, rare among princes

and even among peasants in these ruined ages : that of not

being taught, or in general not, by the kind called ' Hypo-

crites, and even Sincere-Hypocrites,'—fatalest species of the

class Hypocrite. We perceive he was lessoned, all along,

not by enchanted Phantasms of that dangerous sort, breath-

ing mendacity of mind, unconsciously, out of every look

;

but by real Men, who believed from the heart outwards, and

were daily doing what they taught. To which unspeakable

advantage we add a second, likewise considerable : That his

masters, though rigorous, were not unlovable to him ;—that

his affections, at least, were kept alive; that whatever of

seed (or of chaff and hail, as was likelier) fell on his mind,

had sunshine to help in dealing with it. These are two ad-

vantages stiU achievable, though with difficulty, iu our epoch,

by an earnest father in behalf of his poor little son. And
these are, at present, nearly all ; with these well achieved,

the earnest father and his son ought to be thankful. Alas,

in matter of education, there are no highroads at present; or

there are such only as do not lead to the goal. Fritz, like

the rest of us, had to struggle his way. Nature and Didactic

Art differiug very much from one another; and to do bat-

tle, incessant partial battle, with his schoolmasters for any

education he had.

A veiy rough Document, giving Friedrich Wilhelm's re-

gulations on this subject, from his own hand, has come down

to us. Most dull, embroiled, heavy Document; intricate,
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gnarled, and, in fine, rough and stiff as natural bullheaded-

ness helped by Prussian pipeclay can make it;^contains

some excellent hints, too; and will show us something of

Fritzchen and of Friedrich Wilhelm both at once. That is

to say, always, if it can be read ! If by aid of abridging,

elucidating and arranging, we can get the reader engaged

to peruse it patiently ;—which seems doubtful. The points

insisted on, in a ponderous but straggling confused manner,

by his didactic Majesty, are chiefly these :

1°. ' Must impress my Son with, a proper love and fear of God, as

' tlie foundation and sole pillar of our temporal and eternal welfare.

' No false religions, or sects of Atheist, Arian (Arrian), Socinian, or

' whatever name the poisonous things have, which can so easily cor-

' rupt a young mind, are to be even named in his hearing : on the

' other hand, a proper abhorrence {Ahscheu) of Papistry, and insight

' into its baselessness and nonsensicaKty (Ungrund mid Ahsurditdt), is

' to be communicated to him :'—Papistry, which is false enough, like

the others, but impossible to be ignored like them ; mention that, and

give him due abhorrence for it. !For we are Protestant to the bone in

this country; and cannot stand Ahsurditdt, least of all hypocritically-

religious ditto ! But the grand thing will be, ' To impress on him the

' true religion, which consists essentially in this. That Christ died for

' aU. men,' and generally that the Almighty's justice is eternal and

omnipresent,^-:-' which consideration is the only means of keeping a

' sovereign person (souveraine MacM), or one feed from human pen-

' alties, in the right way.'

2°. ' He is to learn no Latin ;' observe that, however it may sur-

prise you. What has a living German man and King, ofthe eighteenth

Christian Sceculum, to do with dead old Heathen Latins, Eomans, and

the lingo they spoke their fraction of sense and nonsense in ? Fright-

ful, how the young years of the European Generations have been

wasted, for ten centuries back ; and the Thinkers of the world have

become mere walking Sacks of Marine-stores, " Gelehrten, Learned,"

as they call themselves j and gone lost to the world, in that manner,
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as a set of confiscated Pedants ;—^babbling about said Heattens, and

their extinct lingo and fraction of sense and nonsense, for the thou-

sand years last past ! Heathen Latins, Eomans ;—who perhaps were

no great things of Heathen, after all, if well seen into ? I have heard

judges say, they were inferior, ia real worth and grist, to German

homegrowths we have had, if the coniiscated Pedants could have dis-

cerned it ! At any rate, they are dead, buried deep, these two-thou-

sand years ; well out of our way ;—and nonsense enough of our own

left, to keep sweeping into corners. Silence about their lingo and

them, to this new Crown-Prince !
' Let the Prince learn French and

German,' so as to write and speak, ' with brevity and propriety,' in

these two languages, which may be useful to him in life. That will

suffice for languages,—provided he have anything effectually rational

to say in them. For the rest,

3°. ' Let him learn Arithmetic, Mathematics, Artillery,—^Economy

' to the very bottom.' And, in short, useful knowledge generally

;

useless ditto not at all. 'History in particular;—Ancient History

' only slightly (wwr uberMn)

;

—but the History of the last Hundred-

' and-fifty Years to the exactest pitch. The Jus Naturals and Jus

' Gentium,^ by way of handlamp to History, ' he must be completely

' master of; as also of Geography, whatever is remarkable in each

' Country. And in Histories, most especially the History of the

' House of Brandenburg ; where he will find domestic examples,

' which are always of more force than foreign. And along with

Prussian History, chiefly that of the Countries which have been

' connected with it, as England, Brunswick, Hessen and the others.

' And in reading of wise History-books there must be considerations

' made (sollen teym Lesen kluger Historiarum BetracMungen gemacht

' werden) upon the causes of the events.'—Surely, King !

4°. 'With increasing years, you will more and more, to a most

' especial degree, go upon Fortification,'—mark you!—' the Formation

' of a Camp, and the other War-Sciences ; that the Prince may, from

' youth upwards, be trained to act as Officer and General, and to seek

' all his glory in the soldier profession.' This is whither it must all

tend. • You, Finkenstein and Kalkstein, ' have both of you, in the
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' highest measure, to m%ke it your care to infuse into my Son' (einzu-

prdgen,. stamp into him) ' a true love for the Soldier business, and to

' impress on him that, as there is nothing in the -world which can

' bring a Priuce renown and honour like the sword, so he would be a

• despised creature before all men, if he did not love it, and seek his

' sole glory (die einzige Gloria) therein.'^ Which is an extreme state-

ment of the case ; showing how much we have it at heart.

These are the chief Friedrich-Wilhelm traits; the rest

of the document corresponds in general to what the late

Majesty had written for Friedrich Wilhelm himself on the

like occasion.* Euthless contempt of Useless Knowledge j

and passionate insight into the distinction between Useful

and Useless, especially into the worth of Soldiering as a

royal accomplishment, are the chief peculiarities here. In

which latter point too Friediich .Wilhelm, himself the most

pacific of men, unless you pulled the whiskers of him, or

broke into his goods and chattels, knew very well what he

was meaning,—^much better than we of the " Peace Society"

and " Philanthropic Movement" could imagiae at first sight

!

It is a thing he, for his part, is very decided upon.

Already, a year before this time,* there had been insti-

tuted, for express behoof of little Fritz, a miniature Soldier

Company, above a hundred strong ;
. which grew afterwards

to be near three-hundred, and indeed rose to be a per-

manent Institution by degrees ; called Kompagnie der Kron-

prinzlichen Kadetten (Company of Crown-Prince Cadets). A
hundred-and-ten boys about his own age, sons of noble

families, had been selected from the three Military Schools

then extant, as a kind of tiny regiment for him ; where, if

he was by no means commander all at once, he might learn

2 PreuBS, i. 11-ld (of date 18lh August 1718).

' Stenzel, iii. 572. * 1st Septemter 1717: Prouss, i. 13.
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his exercise in fellowship with others. Czar Peter, it is

likely, took a glance of this tiny regiment just getting into

rank and file there ; which would remind the Czar of his

own young days. An experienced Lieutenant-Colonel was

appointed to command in chief. A certain handy and

correct young fellow, Rentzel by name, about seventeen,

who already knew his fugling to a hairsbreadth, was Drill-

master ; and exercised them all, Fritz especially, with due

strictness ; till, in the course of time and of attainments,

Fritz could himself take the head charge. Which he did

duly, in a year or two : a little soldier thenceforth
;
properly

strict, though of small dimensions • in tight blue bit of coat

and cocked-hat:— miniature image of Papa (it is fondly

hoped and expected), resembling him as a sixpence does

a half-crown. In 1721 the assiduous Papa set-up a 'Kttle

arsenal' for him, ' in the Orange Hall of the Palace :' there

let him, with perhaps a chosen comrade or two, mount bat-

teries, fire exceedingly small brass ordnance,—his Engineer-

Teacher, one Major von Senning, limping about (on cork

leg), and superintendiag if needful.

Rentzel, it is known, proved an excellent Drill-sergeant

;

— had good talents everyway, and was a man of probity

£tnd Sense. He played beautifully on the fiute too, and had

a cheerful conversible turn ; which naturally recommended

him still farther to Fritz ; and awoke or encouraged, among
other faculties, the musical faculty in the little Boy. Rentzel

continued about him, or in sight of him, through life ; ad-

vancing gradually, not too fast, according to real merit and

service (Colonel ia 1759) ; and never did discredit to the

choice Friedrich WUhelm had made of him. Of Sennins'

too, Engineer-Major von Senning, who gave Fritz his les-

sons in Mathematics, Fortification and the kindred branches
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the like, or better, can be said. He was of graver years

;

had lost a leg in the Marlborongh Campaigns, poor gentle-

man; but had abundant sense, native worth and cheery

rational talk, in him : so that he too could never be parted

with by Friedrich, but was kept on hand to the last, a

permanent and variously serviceable acquisition.

Thus, at least, is the military education of our Crown-

Prince cared for. And we are to fancy the little fellow,

from his tenth year or earlier, going about in miniature

soldier figure, for most part ; in strict Spartan-Brandenburg

costume, of body as of miad. Costume little flattering to

his own private taste for finery
;
yet by no means unwhole-

some to him, as he came afterwards to know. In October

1723, it is on record, when George I. came to visit his

Son-in-law and Daughter at Berlin, his Britannic Majesty,

looking out from his new quarters on the morrow, saw

Fritzchen ' drilling his Cadet Company ;' a very pretty little

phenomenon. Drilling with clear voice, mihtary sharpness,

and the precision of clock-work on the Esplanade {Ijust-

garten) there;— and doubtless the Britannic Majesty gave

some grimt of acquiescence, perhaps even a smile, rare on

that square heavy-laden countenance of his. That is the

record :* and truly it forms for us by far the Uveliest little

picture we have got, fi-om those dull old years of European

History. Years already sunk, or sinking, into lonesome un-

peopled Dusk for all men ; and fast verging towards vacant

Oblivion and eternal Night;—which (if some few articles

were once saved out of them) is their just and inevitable

portion from afflicted human nature. '

Of riding-masters, fencing-masters, swimming-masters

;

much less of dancing-masters, music-masters (celebrated

' Forster, i. 215.
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Graun, ' on tlie organ,' with Psalm-tunes), we cannot speak

;

but the reader may be satisfied they were all there, good

of their kind, and pushing on at a fair rate. Nor is there

lack anywhere of paternal supervision to our young Ap-

prentice. From an early age. Papa took the Crown-Prince

with him on his annual Reviews. From utmost Memel on

the Russian border, down to Wesel on the French, all Prus-

sia, in every nook of it, garrison, marching-regiment, board

of management, is rigorously reviewed by Majesty once a

year. There travels little military Fritz, beside the military

Majesty, amid the generals and of&cial persons, in their

hardy Spartan manner ; and learns to look into everything

like a Rhadamanthine Argus, and how the eye of the mas-

ter, more than all other appliances, fattens the cattle.

On his hunts, too. Papa took him. For Papa was a

famous hunter, when at Wusterhausen in the season :—^hot

Beagle-chase, hot Stag-hunt, your chief game deer; huge
' Force-Hunt' {Parforce-Jagd, the woods all beaten, and yoTir

wild-beasts driven into straits and caudine-forks for you);

Boar-hunting (Saulietze, * sow-baiting,' as the Germans call

it), Partridge -shooting, Fox- and Wolf-hunting :— on all

grand expeditions of such sort, little Fritz shall ride with

Papa and party. Rough furious riding ; now on swift steed,

now at places on Wurstwagen,— Wurstwagen, 'Sausage-Car'

so-called, most Spartan of vehicles, a mere stuffed pole or

'sausage' with wheels to it, on which you sit astride, a

dozen or so of you, and career ;—regardless of the summer

heat and sandy dust, of the winter's fi-ost-storms and muddy
rain. All this the little Crown-Prince is bound to do ;—^but

likes it less and less, some of us are sorry to observe ! In

fact he could not take to hunting at all, or find the least

of permanent satisfaction in shooting partridges and baiting
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SOWS,— "witli suet an expenditure of industry and suoli

damage to the seedfields," lie would sometimes allege in ex-

tenuation. In later years he has been known to retire into

some glade of the thickets, and hold a little Flute-Hautbois

Concert with his musical comrades, while the sows were

getting baited. Or he would converse with Mamma and

her Ladies, if her Majesty chanced to be there, in a day

for open driving. "Which things by no means increased his

favom- with Papa, a sworn hater of " effeminate practices."

He was ' nomished on beer-soup,' as we said before.

Frugality, activity, exactitude were lessons daily and hourly

brought home to him, in everything he did and saw. His

very sleep was stingily meted out to him :
" Too much sleep

stupefies a fellow !" Friedrich Wilhelm was wont to say ;

—

so that the very doctors had to interfere, in this matter, for

little Fritz. Frugal enough, hardy enough ; urged in every

way to look with indifference on hardship, and take a Spar-

tan view of life.

Money-aUowance completely his own, he does not seem

to have had tUl he was seventeen. Exiguous pocket-money,

counted in groschen (English pence, or hardly more), only his

Kalkstein and Finkenstein could grant as they saw good

;

—about eighteenpence in the month, to start with, as would

appear. The other small incidental moneys, necessary for

his use, were likewise all laid out under sanction of his

Tutors, and accurately entered in Day-books by them, au-

dited by Friedrich Wnhelm; of which some specimens re-

main, and one whole month, September 1719 (the Boy's

eighth year), has been published. Very singular to con-

template, in these days of gold-nuggets and irrational man-

mountains fattened by mankind at such a price! The

monthly amount appears to have been some 2il. 10s. :—and
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has gone, all but the eigMeenpence of sovereign pocket-

money, for small furnisliings and very minute necessary lux-

uries ;—as thus

:

' To putting his Higliness's shoes on tlie last ;' for stretching them

to the little feet,—and only one ' last,' as we perceive. ' To twelve

yards of Hairtape' (Haarhand, for our L'ttle queue, which becomes

visihle here). ' For drinkmoney to the PostilUons.' ' For the House-

' maids at Wusterhausen' (Don't I pay them myself? objects the au-

diting Papa, at that latter kind of items : ITo more of that). ' For

' mending the flute, four grosclien (or pence) ;' ' Two Boxes of Colours,

' sixteen ditto ;' ' For a live snipe, twopence j' ' For grinding the han-

' ger' (little swordkin) ; ' To a Boywhom the dog hit ;'—and chiefly of

aU, ' To the KlingbeuteV (Collection-plate, or hag, at Church), which

comes upon us once, nay twice, and even thrice a week, eighteen-

pence each time, and eats deep into our straitened means.^

On such terms can a Kttle Fritz be nom-ished into a

Friedrich the Great ; while irrational man-mountains, of

the beaverish or beaverish-vulpine sort, take such a price

to fatten them into monstrosity! The Art-manufacture of

your Friedrich can come very cheap, it -would appear, if

once Nature have done her part in regard to him, and there

be mere honest will on the part of the bystanders. Thus

Samuel Johnson, too, cost next to nothing in the way of

board and entertainment in this world. And a Robert Burns,

remarkable modem Thor, a Peasant-god of these sunk ages,

with a touch of melodious runes in him (since aU else lay

under ban for the poor fellow), was raised on frugal oat-

meal, at an expense of perhaps half-a^crown a week. Nug-

gets and ducats are divine; but they are not the most

divine. I often wish the Devil had the lion's share of them,

— at once, and not circuitously as now. It would be an

' PrensB, i. 17.
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tmspeakable advantage to the bewildered sons of Adam, in

tMs epoclil

But with regard to our little Crown-Prince's intellectual

culture, there is another Document, specially from Papa's

hand, which, if we can redact, adjust and abridge it, as in

the former case, may be worth the reader's notice, and elu-

cidate some things for him. It is of date, Wusterhausen,

3d September 1721 ; little Fritz now in his tenth year, and

out there, with his Duhans and Fiakensteias, while Papa

is rusticating for a few weeks. The essential title is, or

might be

:

To Head-Governor von FinJcenstein, Sub-Governor von KaTkstein, Pre-

ceptor Jacques Egide Duhan de Jandun, and others whom it may
concern : Regulations for schooling, at Wusterhausen, Zd September

1721 -^—in greatly abridged form.

Sunday. ' On Sunday he is to rise at 7 ; and as soon as lie has

' got his slippers on, shaU. kneel down at his bedside, and pray to

' God, so as aU in. the room may hear it' (that there be no deception

or short measure palmed upon us), ' in these words :
" Lord God,

" blessed Father, I thank thee from my heart that thou hast so gra-

" ciously preserved me through this night. Fit me for what thy holy

" wUl is ; and grant that I do nothing this day, nor all the days of

*' my life, which can divide me from thee. For the Lord Jesus my
" Eedeemer's sake. Amen." After which the Lord's Prayer. Then

' rapidly and vigorously {geselimnde und hurtig) wash himself clean,

' dress and powder and comb himself :' we forget to say, that while

they are combing and queuing him, he breakfasts, with brevity,

on tea :
' Prayer, with washing, breakfast and the rest, to be done

' pointedly within fifteen minutes,'—that is, at a quarter-past 7.

* Prenss, i. 19.
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' This finislied, all Ms Domestics and Dulian shall come in, and

' do family -worship {das grosse Gebet zu lialten) : Prayer on their

' Imees, Duhan withal to read a Chapter of the Bible, and sing some

' proper Psalm or Hymn' (as practised in -well-regulated families) :

—

' It -will then he a quarter to 8. All the Domestics then -withdra-w

' again ; and Duhan no-w reads -with my Son the Gospel of the Sun-

' day; expounds it a little, adducing the maia points of Christianity;'

—
' questioning from Noltenius's Catechism' (-which Pritz kno-ws by

heart) :
—

' it -wiU then be 9 o'clock.

' At 9 he brings my Son do-wn to me ; -who goes to Church, and

' dines, along -with me' (dinner at the stroke of Ifoon) :
' the rest of

' the day is then his o-wn' (Fritz's and Duhan's). ' At half-past 9

' in the evening, he shall come and bid me goodnight. Shall then

' directly go to his room ; very rapidly {sehr geschwind) get off his

' clothes, -wash his hands' (get into some tiny dressing-go-wn or cas-

saquin, no doubt) ; ' and so soon as that is done, Duhan makes a

' prayer on his knees, and sings a hymn ; all the Servants heing

' again there. Instantly after -which, my Son shall get into bed

;

' shaU be in bed at half-past 10;'— and fall asleep ho-w soon, your

Majesty ? This is very strict -work.

Monday. ' On Monday, as on aU -weekdays, he is to be called at

' 6 ; and so soon as called he is to rise
;
you are to stand to him {an-

' Jialten) that he do not loiter or turn in bed, but briskly and at once

' get up ; and say his prayers, the same as on Sunday morning. This

' done, he shall as rapidly as possible get on his shoes and spatter-

' dashes ; also -wash his face and hands, but not -with soap. Farther

'shall put on his cassaquin^ (short dressing-go-wn), 'have his hair

' combed out and queued, but not po-wdered. While getting combed

' and queued, he shall at the same time take breakfast of tea, so that

' both jobs go on at once ; and all this shall be ended before half-

' past 6.' Then enter Duhan and the Domestics, -with -^vorship, Bible,

Hymn, all as on Sunday; this is done by 7, and the Servants go

again.

' From 7 till 9 Duhan takes him on History ; at 9 comes Nolte-

' nius' (a sublime Clerical Gentleman from Berlin) -with the ' Chris-
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' tian Eeligion, till a quarter to 11. Then Fritz rapidly (geschwind)

' washes his face with water, hands with soap-and-water ; clean shirt

;

'powders, and puts on his coat;— ahout 11 comes to the King.

' Stays with the King tUl 2,'—perhaps promenading a little ; dining

always at Noon; after which Majesty is apt to he slumbrous, and

light amusements are over.

' Directly at 2, he goes hack to his room. Duhan is there, ready

;

'takes him upon the Maps and Geography, from 2 to 3,— giving

' account' (gradually !)
' of all the European Kingdoms ; their strength

' and weakness ; size, riches and poverty of their towns. From 3 to

' 4, Duhan treats of Morality (soil die Moral tractiren). From 4 to

' 5, Duhan shall write German Letters with him, and see that he

' gets a good stylum' (which he never in the least did). ' Ahout 5,

' Fritz shaU wash his hands, and go to the King ;—ride out ; divert

' himself, in the air and not in his room ; and do what he likes, if

' it is not against God.'

There, then, is a Sunday, and there is one Weekday ; which latter

may serve for all the other five ;—though they are strictly specified in

the royal monograph, and every hour of them marked out : How, and

at what points of time, besides this of History, of Morality, and Writ-

ing in German, of Maps and Geography with the strength and weak-

ness of Kingdoms, you are to take-up Arithmetic more than once

;

Writing of French Letters, so as to acquire a good stylum : in what

nook you may intercalate ' a Httle getting by heart of something, in

order to strengthen the memory ;' how instead of iNoltenius, Panzen-

dorf (another sublime Eeverend Gentleman from Berlin, who comes

out express) gives the clerical drill on Tuesday morning ;—with which

two onslaughts, of an hour-and-half each, the Clerical Gentlemen

seem to withdraw for the week, and we hear no more of them till

Monday and Tuesday come round again.

On Wednesday we are happy to observe a liberal slice of holiday

come in. At half-past 9, having done his History, and ' got some-

' thing by heart to strengthen the memory' (very little, it is to be

feared), 'Fritz shall rapidly dress himself, and come to the King.
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' And tlie rest of the day belongs to little Fritz (gehort vor FritzcherC)'

On Saturday, too, there is some fair chance of half-holiday :

'Saturday, forenoon tiU half-past 10, come History, Writing and

' Ciphering; especially repetition of what was done through the week,

' and in Morality as well' (adds the rapid Majesty), 'to see whether

' he has profited. And General Graf von Knienstein, with Colonel

' von Kalkstein, shall be present during this. If Fritz has profited,

' the afternoon shall be his own. If he has not profited, he shall,

' from 2 to 6, repeat and learn rightly what he has forgotten on the

' past days.' And so the labouring week winds itself up. Here, how-

ever, is one general rule which cannot be too much impressed upon

you, with which we conclude :

' In undressing and dressing, you must accustom him to get out

' of, and into, his clothes as fast as is humanly possible (hurtig so

' viel als menscliemnoglieh ist). You will also look that he learn to

' put on and put off his clothes himself, without help from others

;

' and that he be clean and neat, and not so dirty [nicht so sehmutzig).'

' Not so dirty,' that is my last word ; and here is my sign-manual.

'Feiedeich Wilhelm.'*

» PreuBs, i. 21.



CHAPTER IX.

WUSTERHAUSEN,

WUSTBRHAUSEN, where for tlie present these operations go

on, lies about twenty English mUes south-east of Berlin, as

you go towards Schlesien (Silesia);— on the old Silesian

road, in a flat moory country made of peat and sand ;—and

is not distinguished for its beauty at all among royal Hunt-

ing-lodges. The Gohrde at Hanover, for example, what

a splendour there in comparison ! But it serves Friedrich

Wilhelm's simple purposes: there is game abundant in

the scraggy woodlands, otter -pools, fish -pools, and muy
thickets, of that old " Schenkenland" (belonged aU once to

the " Schenken Family," till old King Friedi-ich bought it for

his Prince) ; retinue sufficient find nooks for lodgment ia the

poor old Schloss so-called; and Noltenius and Panzendorf

drive out each once a week, in some light vehicle, to drill

Fritz in his rehgious exercises.

One ZoUner, a Tourist to Silesia, confesses himself rather

pleased to find even Wusterhausen in such a country of

sandy bent-grass, lean cattle, and flat desolate languor.

' Getting to the top of the ridge' (most insignificant ' ridge,' made

hy hand, "Wilhelmina satirically says), Tourist Zblbier can discern

with pleasure ' a considerahle Brook,'—visible, not audible, smooth

Stream, or chain of meres and lakelets, flowing languidly northward

towards Kopenik. Inaudible big Brook or Stream ; which, we per-

ceive, drains a slightly hollowed Tract j too shallow to be called val-
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ley,—of several miles in -width, of several yards in depth;—Tract

with wood here and there on it, and signs of grass and culture, wel-

come after what you have passed. On the foreground close to you is

the Hamlet of Kdnigs-Wusterhausen, with tolerahle Lime-tree Avenue

leading to it, and the air of something sylvan from your Hilltop.

Kbnigs-Wusterhausen was once Wendish -WvisteihaMsen, and not far

oif is Deutseh-'Wxiatevh.axiseii, famed, I suppose, by faction-fights in the

Vandalic times : both of them are no-w j^MgrVWusterhausen (since

the King came thither), to distinguish them from other Wuster-

hausens that there are.

Descending, advancing through your Lime-tree Avenue, you come

upon the backs of officehouses, outhouses, stables or the Uke,—on

your left hand I have guessed,—extending along the High^way. And
in the middle of these you come at last to a Idnd of Gate or vaulted

passage (Art von Thor, says Zbllner), -where, if you have liberty, you

face to the left, and enter. Here, once through into the free light

again, you are in a Court : four-square space, not without prospect

;

right side and left side are lodgings for his Majesty's gentlemen ; be-

hind you, well in their vie-w, are stables and kitchens : in the centre

of the place is a Fountain ' with he^wn steps and iron railings ;' where

his simple Majesty has been kno^wn to sit and smoke, on summer

evenings. The fourth side of your square, again, is a palisade ; be-

yond which, over bridge and moat and intervening apparatus, you

perceive, on its trim terraces, the respectable old Schloss itself. A
rectangular mass, not of vast proportions, -with to^wer in the centre

of it (tower for scre^w-stair, the general road-way of the House) ; and

looking though weatherbeaten yet "weathertight, and as dignified as

it can. This is Wusterhausen ; Priedrich Wilhelm's Hunting-seat from

of old.

A dreadfully cro^wded place, says "Wilhelmina, where you are

stuffed into garrets, and have not room to turn. The terraces are of

some magnitude, trimmed all round -with a ro-w of little clipped trees

one big lime-tree at each corner ;—under one of these big lime-trees

aided by an a-wning, it is his Majesty's delight to spread his ftu"-al

but substantial dinner, four-and-twenty covers, at the stroke of 12
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and so dine mh dio. If rain come on, says Willielmina, you are wet

to midleg, the ground being hollow in that place,—and indeed in

all weathers your situation everyway, to a Tehement young Priacess's

idea, is rather of the horrible sort. After dinner, his Majesty sleeps,

stretched perhaps on some wooden settle or garden-chair, for about an

hour ; regardless of the flaming heat, under his awning or not ; and

we poor Princesses have to wait, praying all the Saints that they

would resuscitate him soon. This is about 2 p.m. ; happier Pritz is

gone to his lessons, in the interim.

These four Terraces, this rectangular Schloss with the four big

lindens at the corners, are surrounded by a Moat ; black abominable

ditch, "WUhebnina calls it; of the hue of Tartarean Styx, and of a far

worse smell, in fact enough to choke one, in hot days after dinner,

thinks the vehement Princess. Three Bridges cross this Moat or

ditch, from the middle of three several Terraces or sides of the Schloss;

and on the fourth it is impassable. Bridge first, coming from the

palisade and OflS.cehouse Court, has not only human sentries walking

at it ; but two white Eagles perch near it, and two black ditto, sym-

bols of the heraldic Prussian Eagle, screeching about in their littery

way ; item two black Bears, ugly as Sin, which are vicious wretches

withal, and many times do passengers a mischief. As perhaps we

shall see, on some occasion. This is Bridge first, leading to the Court

and to the outer Highway ; a King's gentleman, going to bed at night,

has always to pass these Bears. Bridge second leads us southward to

a common Mill which is near by ; its clacking audible upon the com-

mon Stream of the region, and not rmpleasant to his Majesty, among

its meadows fringed with alders, in a country of mere and moor.

Bridge third, directly opposite to Bridge first and its Bears, leads you

to the Garden ; whither Mamma, playing tocadille all day with her

women, will not, or will not often enough, let us poor girls go.^

Such is Wusterliausen, as delineated by a vehement Prin-

cess, some years hence,—who becomes at last intelligible,

1 ZbUner, Briefe iiber Schlesien (Berlin, 1792), i. 2, 3 ; WiUielmiiia, i. 364,

365.

VOL. X2II. (Frederick, vol 2.) D
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by study and the aid of our Silesian Tourist. It is not dis-

tinguished among Country Palaces : but the figure of Fried-

rich Wilhehn asleep there after dinner, regardless of the

flaming sun (shotdd he sleep too long and the shadow of his

Linden quit him),—this is a sight which no other Palace

in the world can match ; this wiU long render Wusterhatisen

memorable to me. His Majesty, early always as the swal-

lows, hunts, I should suppose, in the morning ; dines and

sleeps, we may perceive, till towards three, or later. His

Official busiuess he wiU not neglect, nor shirk the hours

due to it ; towards sunset there may be a walk or ride with

Fritz, or Feekin and the womankind : and always, in the

evening, his Majesty holds Tabagie, Tabaks-Collegium (Smok-

ing College, kind of Tobacco-Parliament, as we might name

it), an Institution punctually attended to by his Majesty,

of which we shall by and by speak more. At Wusterhausen

his Majesty holds his Smoking Session mostly in the open

air, oftenest ' on the steps of the Great Fountain' (how ar-

ranged, as to seating and canvas-screening, I cannot say)

;

—smokes there, with his Grumkows, Derschaus, Anhalt-

Dessaus, and select Friends, in various slow talk ; till Night

kindle her mild starlights, shake down her dark curtains

over all Countries, and admonish weary mortals that it is

now bedtime.

Not much of the Picturesque in this autumnal life of our

little Boy. But he has employments in abundance; and

these make the permitted open air, under any terms, a

deUght. He can rove about with Duhan among the gorse

and heath, and their wild summer tenantry winged and

wingless. In the woodlands are wild swine, in the meres

are fishes, otters; the drowsy Hamlets, scattered round,
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awaken in an interested manner at the sound of our pony-

hoofs and dogs. Mittenwalde, where are shops, is within

riding distance ; we could even stretch to Kopenik, and visit

in the big Schloss there, if Duhan were willing, and the

cattle fresh. From some church-steeple or sand-knoll, it is

to be hoped, some blue streak of the Lausitz Hills may be

visible; the Sun and the Moon and the Heavenly Hosts,

these full certainly are visible ; and on an Earth which

everywhere produces miracles of all kinds, from the daisy

or heather-beU up to the man, one place is nearly equal to

another for a brisk little Boy.

Fine Palaces, if Wusterhausen be a sorry one, are not

wanting to our young Friend : whatsoever it is in the power

of architecture and upholstery to do for him, may be con-

sidered withal as dohe. Wusterhausen is but a Hunting-

lodge for some few Autumn weeks: the Berlin Palace and

the Potsdam, grand buildings both, few Palaces in the world

surpass them ; and there, in one or the other of these, is our

usual residence.—Little Fritz, besides his young Finken-

steins and others of the Uke, has Cousins, children of his

Grandfather's Half-brothers, who are comrades of his. For

the Great Elector, as we saw, was twice wedded, and had

a second set of sons and daughters : two of the sons had

children ; certain of these are about the Crown-Prince's own

age, " Cousins" of his (strictly speaking. Half-cousins of his

Father's), who are much about him in his young days,—and

more or less afterwards, according to the worth they proved

to have. Margraves and Margravines of Schwedt,—there

are five or six of such young Cousins. Not to mention the

eldest, Friedrich Wilhehn by name, who is now come to

manhood (born 1700) ;—^who wished much in after years to

have had WUhelmina to wife; but had to put-up with a
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yoimger Princess of the House, and ought to have been

thankful. This one has a younger Brother, Heinrich, slightly

Fritz's senior, and much his comrade at one time ; of whom

we shall transiently hear again. Of these two the Old Des-

sauer is Uncle : if both his Majesty and the Crown-Priace

should die, one of these would be king. A circumstance

which WUhelmiaa and the Queen have laid well to heart,

and build many wild suspicions upon, in these years !
As

that the Old Dessauer, with his gunpowder face, has a plot

one day to assassinate his Majesty,—plot evident as sun-

light to WUhehnina and Mamma, which providentially came

to nothiag;— and other spectral notions of theirs.^ The

Father of these two Margraves (elder of the two Half-bro-

thers that have children) died ia the time of old King Fried-

rich, eight or nine years ago. Their Mother, the scheming

old Margravine, whom I always fancy to dress in high col-

ours, is still living,—as WUhelmina weU knows !

Then, by another, the younger of those old Half-bro-

thers, there is a Karl, a second Friedrich Wilhelm, Cousia-

Margraves : plenty ofCousins ;—and two young Margravines

among them,' the youngest about Fritz's own age.* No

2 Willielinina, i. 35, 41. ' MiohaeUB, i. 425.

' Note of the Cousin Margraves.—Great Elector, by his Second Wife, had

Five Sons, Two of whom left Children ;^as follows (so far as they concern us,

—

the others omitted)

:

V. Son Philip's Children (Mother the Old Dessauer's Sister) are : Friedrich

Wilhelm (1700), who wished much, hut ia vain, to marry Wilhelmina. Heinrich

IMedrich (1709), a comrade of Fritz's in youth ; sometimes getting into scrapes

;

—mishehayed, some way, at the Battle of Molwitz (first of Friedrich's Battles),

1741, and was inexorably cut by the new King, and continued under a cloud

thenceforth.— This Philip (' Philip Wilhelm') died 1711, his forty-third year;

Widow long survived him.

2°. Son Albert's Children (Mother a Courland Princess) are: Karl (1705);

lived near Custrin ; became a famed captain, in the SUesian Wars, under his

Cousin. , Friedrich (1701) ; feU at Molwitz, 1741. Friedrich Wilhelm (a Mar-
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want of Cousins ; the Crown-Prince seeing mucli of them

all; and learning pleasantly their various qualities, which

were good in most, in some not so good, and did not turn

out supreme in any case. But, for the rest. Sister Wilhel-

mina is his grand confederate and companion ; true in sport

and in earnest, in joy and in sorrow. Their truthful love

to one another, now and till death, is probably the brightest

element their life yielded to either of them.

What might be the date of Fritz's first appearance in

the Roucoulles ' Soiree held on Wednesdays,' in the Finken-

stein or any other Soiree, as an independent figure, I do

not know. But at the proper time, he does appear there,

and with distinction not extrinsic alone ;—talks delightfully

in such places ; can discuss, even with French Divines, in

a charmingly ingenious manner. Another of his elderly con-

sorts I must mention: Colonel Camas, a highly cultivated

Frenchman (French altogether by parentage and breeding,

though born on Prussian land), who was Tutor, at one time,

to some of those young Margraves. He has lost an arm,

—

left it in those Italian Campaigns, under Anhalt-Dessau and

Eugene;— but by the aid of a cork substitute, dextrously

managed, almost hides the want. A gallant soldier, fit

for the diplomacies too ; a man of fine high ways.^ And

then his Wife—In fact, the Camas House, we perceive, had

fi-om an early time been one of the Crown-Prince's haunts.

Madam Camas is a German Lady ; but for genial elegance,

graf Friedrioh Wilhelm 'No. 2,'

—

namesake of Ms now Majesty, it is like) ; torn

1714 ; tilled at Prag, by a oannon-sliot (at King Friedrich's hand, reconnoitring

the place), 1744.—This Albert (' Albert Fiiediioh') died suddenly 1731, age fifty-

nine.

5 MilUair-Lexilton, i. 308.
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for wit and wisdom and goodness, could not readily be paral-

leled in France or elsewhere. Of both these Camases there

will be honourable and important mention by and by ; espe-

cially of the Lady, whom he Continues to call " Mamma" for

fifty years to come, and corresponds with in a very beauti-

ful and human fashion.

Under these auspices, in such environment, dimly visible

to us, at Wusterhausen and elsewhere, is the remarkablest

little Crown-Prince of his Century growing up,—prosper-

ously as yet.



CHAPTER X.

THE HEIDELBEEG PROTESTANTS.

Friedrich Wilhelm holds Tabagie nightly ; but at Wuster-

hausen or wherever he may be, there is no lack of intricate

Official Labour, which, even in the Tabagie, Friedrich Wil-

helm does not forget. At the time he was concocting those

Instructions for his little Prince's Schoolmasters, and smok-

ing meditative under the stars, with Magdeburg " Ritter-

Dienst" and much else of his own to thiuk of,—^there is an

extraneous Political Intricacy, making noise enough ia the

world, much in his thoughts withal, and no doubt occasion-

ally murmured of amid the tobacco-clouds. The Busiaess

of the Heidelberg Protestants ; which is just coming to a

height in those Autumn months of 1719.

Indeed this Year 1719 was a particularly noisy one for

him. This is the year of the ' nephritic cholic,' which befell

at Brandenburg on some journey of his Majesty's ; with

alarm of immediate death ; Queen Sophie sent for by ex-

press ; testament made in her favour ; and iatrigues, very

black ones, Wilhelmiaa thinks, foUowiag thereupon.^ And

the ' Affair of Clement,' on which the old Books are so pro-

fuse, falls likewise, the crisis of it falls, in 1719. Of Clement

the "Hungarian Nobleman," who was a mere Hungarian

Swiadler, and Forger of Eoyal Letters ; sowiag mere dis-

cords, black suspicions, between Friedrich Wilhelm and the
f

' Memoires de Bareith, i. 26-29.
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neigliboTiring Courts, Imperial and Saxon : " Your Majesty

to be snapt up, some day, by hired ruffians, and spirited

away, for behoof of those treacherous Courts :" bo that Fried-

rich Wilhelm fell into a gloom of melancholy, and for long

weeks ' never slept but with a pair of loaded pistols under

his pillow :'—of this Clement, an adroit Phenomenon of the

kiad, and intensely agitating to Friedrich Wilhelm ;—^whom

Friedrich Wilhelm had at last to lay hold of, try, this very

year, and ultimately hang,^ amid the rumour and wonder

of mankind :—of him, noisy as he was, and stiU filling many

pages of the old Books, a hint shall suffice, and we will

say nothing farther. But this of the Heidelberg Protest-

ants, though also rather an extinct business, has stiU some

claims on us. This, in justice to the ' iaarticulate man of

genius,' and for other reasons, we must endeavour to resus-

citate a little.

OfKur-Pfalz Karl Philip : How he got a Wife long since,

and did Feats in the World.

There reigns, in these years, at Heidelberg, as Elector

Palatine, a kind-tempered but abrupt and somewhat unrea-

sonable old gentleman, now verging towards sixty, Karl

Philip by name ; who has come athwart the Berlin Court

and its affairs more than once; and will again do so, in a

singularly disturbing way. From before Friedrich Wilhelm's

2 Had arrived in Berlin, ' end of 1717 ;' staid atout a year, often privately in

the King's company, poisoning the royal mind ; withdrew to the Hague, suspect-

ing Berlin might soon grow dangerous ;—^is wiled out of that Territory into the

Prussian, and arrested, hy one of Friedrich Wilhelm's Colonels, ' end of 1718 ;'

Jies in Spandau, getting tried, for seventeen months ; hanged, with two Accom-

plices, 18th April 1720. (See, in succession, Stenzel, iii. 298, 302 ; Fassmann,

p. 821 ; Forster, ii. 272, and iii. 320-324.)
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birth, all through Friedrich Wilhelm's life and farther, this

Karl Philip is a stone-of-stumbling there. His first feat in

life was that of running off with a Prussian Princess from

Berlin; the rumour of which was still at its height when

Friedrich Wilhelm, a fortnight after, came into the world,

—the gossips still talking of it, we may fancy, when Fried-

rich Wilhelm was first swaddled. An unheard-of thing ; the

manner of which was this.

Eeaders have perhaps forgotten, that old King Fried-

rich I. once had a Brother ; elder Brother, who died, to the

Father's great sorrow, and made way for Friedrich as Crown-

Prince. This Brother had been married a short time; he

left a Widow without children ; a beautiful Lithuanian Prin-

cess, born Eadzivil, and of great possessions in her own

coimtry: she, in her crapes and close -cap, remained an

ornament to the new Berlin Com-t for some time ;—^not too

long. The mourning-year once out, a new marriage came

on foot for the brilliant widow; the Bridegroom, a James

Sobieski, eldest Prince of the famous John, King Sobieski

;

Prince with fair outlooks towards PoUsh Sovereignty, and

handy for those Lithuanian Possessions of hers : altogether

an eligible match.

This marriage was on foot, not quite completed; when

Karl Philip, Cadet of the Pfalz, came to Berlin ;—a rather

idle young man, once in the clerical way ; now gone into the

military, with secular outlooks, his elder Brother, Heir-Ap-

parent of the Pfalz, ' having no children :'—came to BerHn,

in the course of visiting, and roving about. The beautiftd.

Widow-Princess seemed very charming to Karl Philip; he

wooed hard ; threw the Princess into great perplexity. She

had given her Yes to James Sobieski ; inevitable wedding-
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day was coming on with James ; and here was Karl Philip

wooiag so :—ia brief, the result was, she galloped off with

Karl Philip, on the eve of said weddiag-day ; married Karl

Philip (24th July 1688) ; and left Prince James standing

there, too much like Lot's Wife, in the astonished Court of

Berlin.' Judge if the Berlin public talked,—unintelligible to

Friedrich Wilhelm, then safe ia swaddliag-clothes.

King Sobieski, the Father, famed Deliverer of Vienna,

was in high dudgeon. But Karl Philip apologised, to all

lengths ; made his peace at last, giving a Sister of his own

to be Wife to the injured James. This was Karl Philip's

first outbreak ia Hfe ; and it was not his only one. A man

not ill-disposed, all grant ; but evidently of headlong turn,

with a tendency to leap fences in this world. He has siace

been soldiering about, in a loose way, governing Innspruck,

fighting the Tm-ks. But, lately, his elder Brother died child-

less (year 1716) ; and left him Kurfurst of the Pfalz. His

fair Radzivil is dead long ago; she, and a successor, or it

may be two. Except one Daughter, whom the fair Radzivil

left him, he has no children; and in these times, I think,

Hves with a third Wife, of the leftrlvmd kiad.

His scarcity of progeny is not so indifferent to my readers

as they might suppose. This new Kur-Pfalz (Elector-Pala-i

tiae) Karl Philip is by genealogy—^who, thinks the reader ?

Vialz-Neuhurg by Hne ; own Grandson of that Wolfgang

Wilhelm, who got the slap on the face long since, on ac-

count of the Cleve-Jiilich matter I So it has come round.

The Line of Simmern died out, Winter-Kiag's Grandson

the last of that ; and then, as right was, the Line of Neu-

bm-g took the top place, and became Kur-Pfalz. The first

of these was this Karl PhUip's Father, son of the Beslapped

;

' MiohaeHs, ii. 98.
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an old man when he succeeded. Karl Philip is the third

Kur-Pfalz of the Neuburg Line ; his childless elder Brother

(he who collected the Pictures at Diisseldorf, once notable

there) was second of the Neuburgs. They now, we say, are

Electors-Palatine, Head of the House;—and, we need not

add, along with their Electorate and Neuburg Country, pos-

sess the Cleve-JiiHch Moiety of Heritage, about which there

was such worrying in time past. Nay the last Kur-Pfalz

resided there, and collected the "Diisseldorf Gallery," as

we have just said; though Karl Philip prefers Heidelberg

hitherto.

To Friedrich Wilhelm the scarcity of progeny is a thrice-

interesting fact. For if this actual Neuburg should leave

no male heir, as is now humanly probable,—the Line of

Neuburg too is out ; and then great -thuigs ought to follow

for our Prussian House. Then, by the last Bargain, made

in 1666, with all solemnity, between the Great Elector, our

Grandfather of famous memory, and yom* serene Father the

then Pfalz-Neuburg, subsequently Kur-Pfalz, likewise of

famous memory, son of the Beslapped,—the whole Heritage

falls to Prussia, no other Pfalz Branch having thenceforth

the least claim to it. Bargain was express ; signed, sealed,

sanctioned, drawn-out on the due extent of sheepskin, which

can still be read. Bargain clear enough : but will this Karl

Philip inchne to keep it ?

That may one day be the interesting question. But that

is not the question of controversy at present : not that, but

another ; for Karl Philip, it would seem, is to be a frequent

stone -of-stumbling to the Prussian House. The present

question is of a Protestant-Papist matter ; into which Fried-

rich Wilhelm has been drawn by his public spirit alone.
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Karl Philip and his Heidelberg Protestants.

The Pfalz population was, from of old, Protestant-Cal-

vinist; the Electors -Palatine used to he distingmshed for

their forwardness in that matter. So it still is with the

Pfalz population ; but with the Electors, now that the House

of Simmern is out, and that of Neuburg in, it is not so. The

Neuburgs, ever since that slap on the face, have contiaued

Popish; a sore fact for this Protestant population, when it

got them for Sovereigns. Karl Philip's Father, an old sol-

dier at Vienna, and the elder Brother, a collector of Pictures

at Diisseldorf, did not outwardly much molest the creed of

their subjects. Protestants, and the remnant of Catholics

(remnant naturally rather expanding now that the Court

shone on it), were allowed to live in peace, according to the

Treaty of Westphalia, or nearly so ; dividing the churches

and chtirch-revenues equitably between them, as directed

there. But now that Karl Philip is come in, there is no

mistaking his procedures. He has come home to Heidel-

berg with a retinue of Jesuits about him ; to whom the poor

old gentleman, looking before and after on this troublous

world, finds it salutary to give ear.

His nibbliags at Protestant rights, his contrivances to

slide Catholics into churches which were not theu-s, and the

like foul-play in that matter, had been sorrowful to see, for

some time past. The Elector of Mainz, Chief-Priest of Ger-

many, is busy in the same bad direction; he and others.

Indeed, ever since the Peace of Ryswick, where Louis XIV.

surreptitiously introduced a certain "Clause," which could

never be got rid of again,* nibbling aggressions of this kind

* ' Clause of the Fourth Article' is the technical name of it. Fourth Article

stipulates that King Louis XIV. shall punctually restore all manner of towns
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have gone on more and more. Always too sluggisMy

resisted by tlie Corpus Evangelicorum, in the Diets or other-

wise, the ' United Protestant Sovereigns' not beiag an ac-

tive ' Body' there. And now more sluggishly than ever ;

—

said Corpus haviag August Elector ofSaxony, CathoHc (Sham-

Catholic) Kiag of Poland, for its Official Head ; ' August the

Physically Strong,' a man highly unconcerned for matters

Evangelical ! So that the nibblings go on worse and worse.

An offence to aU Protestant Rulers who had any conscience

;

at length an unbearable one to Friedrich Wilhelm, who,

alone of them all, decided to intervene effectually, and say,

at whatever risk there might be, We wiU not stand it

!

Karl Philip, after some nibblings, took-up the Heidelberg

Catechism (which candidly calls the Mass ' idolatrous'), and

ordered said Catechism, an Authorised Book, to cease in his

dominions. Hessen-Cassel, a Protestant neighbour, pleaded,

remonstrated, Friedrich Wilhelm glooming ia the rear ; but

to no purpose. Our old gentleman, his Priests being very

diligent upon him, decided next to get possession of the

Heilige-Geist Kirche (Church of the Holy Ghost, principal

Place of Worship at Heidelberg), and make it his principal

Cathedral Church there. By Treaty of Westphalia, or peace-

ably otherwise, the Catholics are already in possession of the

Choir : but the whole Church would be so much better.

" Was it not Catholic oncef thought Karl Philip to himself:

and places, in the Palatinate &c. (mncli lurnt, somewhat be-jesuited too, in late

Wars, by the said King, dming his occupancy) : Clause of Fourth Article (added

to it, hy a quirk, ' at midnight,' say the Books) contains merely these words,

' Beligione tamen Catholicd Bomand, in locis sic restitutis, in statu quo nunc est

remanente : Roman-Catholic religion to continue as it now is' (as we have made

it to he) ' in such towns and places.'—^Which Clause gave rise to very great but

ineffectual lamenting and debating. (Scholl, Traites de Paix (Par. 1817), i. 433-8;

Buchholz ; Spittler, Geschichte Wurtemiergs ; &c.)
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" built by our noble Ancestor Kaiser Rupert of the Pfalz,

Rupert Klemm ('Pincers,' so-named for his firmness of mind) :

—why should these Heretics have it? I will bmld them

another!" These thoughts, in 1719, the third year of Karl

Philip's rule, had broken out iato open action (29th August,

4th September the consummation of it) ;^ and precisely m. the

time when Friedrich Wilhelm was penning that first Didac-

tic Morsel which we read, grave clouds fi-om the Palatinate

were begumiug to overshadow the royal mind more or less.

For the poor Heidelberg Consistorium, as they could

not undertake to give-up their Church on request of his

Serenity,—"How dare we, or can wel" answered they,

—

had been driven out by compulsion and stratagem. Partly

strategic was the plan adopted, to avoid violence ; smith's

picklocks being employed, and also mason's crowbars : but

the end was. On the 31st of August 1719, Consistorium and

Congregation found themselves fairly ia the street, and the

Heilige-Geist Kirche clean gone fi-om them. Screen of the

Choir is torn down; one big Catholic edifice now; getting

decorated into a Com-t Church, where Serene Highness may

feel his miud comfortable.

The poor Heidelbergers, thus thrown into the street,

made applications, lamentations ; but with small prospect

of help : to whom apply with any sure prospect % Remon-

strances fi'om Hessen-Cassel have proved unavailing with

his bigoted Serene Highness. Corpus Evangelicorum, so pre-

sided over as at present, what can be had of such a Corpus ?

Long-wiuded lucubrations at the utmost; real action, in

such a matter, none. Or will the Kaiser, his Jesuits advising

him, interfere to do us justice % Kur-Maiuz and the rest ;

—

it is everywhere one story. Everywhere unhappy Protest-

» Mauvillon, i. 340-345.
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antism getting bad usage, and ever worse ; and no Corpus

Evangelicorum, or appointed Watclidog, doing other than hang

its ears, and look sorry for itself and us !

—

The Heidelbergers, however, had applied to Friedrich

Wilhehn among others. Friedrich WUhehn, who had long

looked on these Anti-Protestant phenomena with increas-

ing anger, found now that this of the Heidelberg Catechism

and Heilige-Geist Kirche was enough to make one's patience

run over. Your tmruly Cathohc buU, plunging about, and

goring men ia that mad absm'd manner, it will behove that

somebody take him by the horns, or by the tail, and teach

him manners. Teach him, not by vocal precepts, it is likely,

which would avail nothing on such a brute, but by practical

cudgelling and scourging to the due pitch. Pacific Fried-

rich Wilhelm perceived that he himself would have to do

that disagreeable feat:—the growl of him, on coming to

such resolution, must have been consolatory to these poor

Heidelbergers, when they applied !—His plan is very simple,

as the plans of genius are ; but a plan leading direct to the

end desired, and probably the only one that would have

done so, jn the circumstances. Cudgel in hand, he takes the

Catholic bull,—shall we say, by the horns 1—more properly

perhaps by the tail; and teaches him manners.

Friedrich WUhelnt's Method;—proves remedial in

Heidelberg.

Friedrich Wilhelm's first step, of course, was to remon-

strate pacifically with his Serene Highness on the Heidel-

berg-Church affair : firom this he probably expected nothing

;

nor did he get anything. Getting nothing from this, and

the countenance of external Protestant Powers, especially of
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George I. and the Dutch, being promised him. in ulterior

measures, he directed his Administrative Officials in Magde-

bui-g, in Minden, in Hamersleben, where are Catholic Foun-

dations of importance, to assemble the Catholic Canons,

Abbots, chief Priests and aU whom it might concern in these

three Places, and to signify to them as foUows

:

"From us, your Protestant Sovereign, you yourselves

and aU men will witness, you have hitherto had the best

of usage, fair-play, according to the Laws of the Reich, and

even more. With the Protestants at Heidelberg, on the

part of the Catholic Powers, it is different. It must cease

to be different ; it must become the same. And to make it

do so, you are the implement I have. Sorry for it, but

there is no other handy. From this day your Churches

also are closed, your Public Worship ceases, and furthermore

your Revenues cease; and all makes dead halt, and falls

torpid ia respect of you. From this day ; and so continues,

tUl the day (may it be soon !) when the Heidelberg Church

of the Holy Ghost is opened again, and right done in that

question. Be it yours to speed such day : it is you that can

and will, you who know those high Catholic regions, iaac-

cessible to yotir Protestant Sovereign. Till then you are

as dead men ; temporarily fallen dead for a pm-pose. And
herewith God have you in his keeping!"^

That was Friedrich Wilhelm's plan; the simplest, but

probably the one effectual plan. InfaUible this plan, if you

dare stand upon it ; which Friedrich Wilhehn does. He has

a formidable Army, ready for fight; a Treasmy or Army-

chest in good order. George I. seconds, according to bar-

gain; shuts the Catholic Chm-ch at Zelle in his Liineburg

Country, in like fashion ; Dutch, too, and Swiss will endorse

" Mauvillon, i. 347, 349,
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the matter, should it grow too serious. All which, involv-

iag some diplomacy and correspondence, is managed with

the due promptitude, moreover.'^ And so certain doors are

locked ; and Friedrich Wilhelm's word, unalterable as gravi-

tation, has gone forth. In this manner is the mad Catholic

bull taken by the tail : keep fast hold, and apply yom- cud-

gel dtdy in that attitude, he will not gore you any more

!

The Magdeburg-Hamersleben people shrieked piteously

;

not to Friedrich Wilhelm, whom they knew to be deaf on

that side of his head, but to the Kaiser, to the Pope, to the

Serenity of Heidelberg. Serene Highness of Heidelberg was

much huffed; Kaiser dreadfully so, and wrote heavy men-

acing rebukes. To which Friedrich Wilhelm listened with

a minimum of reply ; keeping firm hold? of the tail, in such

bellowing of the animal. The end was. Serene Highness

had to comply ; within three months. Kaiser, Serene High-

ness and the other parties interested, found that there would

be nothing for it but to compose themselves, and do what

was just. April 16th, 1720, the Protestants are reinstated

in their Heilige-Geist Kirche ; Heidelberg Catechism goes its

free course again, May 16th ; and one Baron Reck* is ap-

pointed Commissioner, from the Corpus Evangelicorwm, to

Heidelberg; who continues rigorously inspecting Church

matters there for a considerable time, much to the grief of

Highness and Jesuits, till he can report that all is as it

should be on that head. Karl Philip felt so disgusted

with these results, he removed his Com't, that same year, to

Mannheim
;
quitted Heidelberg ; to the discom'agement and

' Church of Zelle shut np, 4th November ; Minden, 28th Noyemher ; Monas-

tery of Hamersleben, 3d December, &o. (Piitter, Sistorische Entwickelung der

Jieutigen Staatsverfassung des Teutschen BeicJis, Gottingen, 1788, ii. 384, 390.)

8 Michaelis, ii. 95; Patter,.ii. 884, 390; Buphholz, pp. 61-63.

VOL. XXIL (Froderiofc, vol. 2.) E
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visible decay of the place ; and, in spite of hnmble petitions

and remonstrances, never would return; neither he nor

those that followed him would shift from Mannheim agaia,

to this day.

Prussian Majesty has displeased the Kaiser and the King

of Poland.

Friedrich Wilhehn's praises from the Protestant public

were great, on this occasion. Nor can we, who He much

farther fr'om it ia every sense, refuse him some grin of ap-

proval. Act, and manner of doiug the act, are creditably

of a piece with Fiiedrich Wilhelm; physiognomic of the

rugged veracious man. It is one of several such acts done

by him : for it was a duty apt to recur in Germany, in his

day. This duty Friedrich Wilhelm, a soUd Protestant after

his sort, and convinced of the 'nothingness and nonsen-

sicaHty (Ungrund und Absurditdt) of Papistry,' was always

honourably prompt to do. There is an honest bacon-and-

greens conscience in the man; almost the one conscience

you can find ia any royal man of that day. Promptly, with-

out tremulous counting of costs, he always starts up, soHd

as oak, on the occurrence of such a thing, and says, " That

is unjust ; contrary to the Treaty of Westphalia
; you will

have to put down that!"—^And if words avail not, his plan

is always this same: Clap a similar thumbscrew, pressure

equitably calcxdated, on the Catholics of Prussia ; these can

complain to their Popes and Jesuit Dignitaries : these are

nnder thumbscrew till the Protestant pressure be removed.

Which always did rectify the matter in a little time. One
other of these instances, that of the Salzburg Protestants
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the last such instance, as this of Heidelberg was the first,

will by and by claim notice from tis.

It is very observable, how Friedrich Wilhelm, hatiag

o[uarrels, was ever ready to tm-n out for quarrel on such an

occasion ; though otherwise conspicuously a King who staid

well at home, looking after his own affairs ; meddling with

no neighbour that would be at peace with him. This pro-

perly is Friedrich Wilhelm's "sphere of political activity"

among his contemporaries ; this smaU quasi-domestic sphere,

of forbidding injury to Protestants. A most small sphere,

but then a genuine one : nor did he seek even this, had it

not forced itself upon him. And truly we might ask. What
has become of the other more considerable " spheres" in that

epoch? The supremest loud-trumpeting "political activi-

ties" which then filled the world and its newspapers, what

has the upshot of them universally been? Zero, and ob-

livion ; no other. While this poor Friedrich-Wilhelm sphere

is perhaps still a countable quantity. Wise is he who stays

well at home, and does the duty he finds lying there !

—

Great favour from the Protestant public: but, on the

other hand, his Majesty had given offence in high places.

What help for it? The thing was a poiut of conscience

with him; natural to the surly Eoyal Overseer, going his

rounds iu the world, stick ia hand ! However, the Kaiser

was altogether gloomy of brow at such disobedience. A
Kaiser unfriendly to Friedrich Wilhelm: witness that of the

Ritter-Dienst (our unreasonable Magdeburg Eitters, counte-

nanced by him, on such terms, in such style too), and other

offensive instances that could be given. Perhaps the Kai-

ser will not always continue gloomy of brow ;
perhaps the

thoughts of the Imperial breast may alter, on our behalf or

his own, one day?

—
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Nor could King August the Physically Strong be glad

to see his " Director" function virtually superseded, in this

triumphant way. A year or two ago, Friedrich Wilhelm

had, with the due cautions and politic reserves, inquired o£

the Corpus Evangelicorum, " If they thought the present

Directorship (that of August the Physically Strong) a good

one !" and " Whether he, Friedrich Wilhelm, ought not per-

haps himself to be Director f—To which, though the ans-

wer was clear as noonday, this poor Corpus had only mum-

bled some " Quieta non movere," or other wise-fooHsh saw;

and helplessly shrugged its shoulders.' But King August

himself,—though a jovial social kind of animal, quite other-

wise occupied in the world ; busy producing his Three-hun-

di-ed and fifty-four Bastards there, and not careful of Church

matters at all,—^had expressed his indignant sm-prise. And

now, it would seem nevertheless, though the title remains

w^here it was, the function has fallen to another, who actu-

ally does it : a thing to provoke comparisons in the public.

Clement the Hungarian Forger, vender of false state-

secrets, is well hanged; went to the gallows (18th April

1720) with much cu-cumstance, just two days before that

Heidelberg Church was got reopened. But the suspicions

sown by Clement cannot quite be abolished by the hanging

of him : Forger indisputably ; but who knows whether he

had not something of fact for basis ? What with Clement,

what with this Heidelberg business, the Court of Berlin has

fallen wrong with Dresden, with Vienna itself, and important

clouds have risen.

" 1717-1719, when August's Kurprinz, Heir-Apparent, likemse declared him-
self Papist, to the horror and astonishment of poor Saxony, and wedded the late

Kaiser Joseph's Daughter :—not to Father August's horror ; who was steering

towards 'popularity in Poland,' ' hereditary Polish Crown,' &c. with the young
man. (Buohholz, i. 53-56.)
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There is an absurd Flame of War, blown out hy Admiral

Byng ; and a new Man of Genius announces himself

to the dim Populations.

The poor Kaiser himself is otherwise in trouble of his

own, at this time. The Spaniards and he have fallen out,

in spite of Utrecht Treaty and Rastadt ditto ; the Spani-

ards have taken Sicily from him; and precisely in those

days while Karl Philip took to shutting-up the Heilige-Geist

Church at Heidelberg, there was, loud enough in all the

Newspapers, silent as it now is, a " Siege of Messina" going

on ; Imperial and Piedmontese troops doing duty by land.

Admiral Byng still more effectively by sea, for the purpose

of getting Sicily back. Which was achieved by and by,

though at an extremely languid pace.-"* One of the most

tedious Sieges ; one of the paltriest languid Wars (of ex-

treme virulence and extreme feebleness, neither party hav-

ing any cash left), and for an object which could not be

excelled in insignificance. Object highly interesting to

Kaiser Karl VI. and Elizabeth Farnese Termagant Queen of

Spain. These two were red, or even were pale, with in-

terest in it ; and to the rest of Adam's Posterity it was not

intrinsically worth an ounce of gunpowder, many tons of

that and of better commodities as they had to spend upon

it. True, the Spanish Navy got well lamed in the business
;

Spanish Fleet blown mostly to destruction,—' Roads of Mes-

" Byng's Seafight, 10th August 1718 (CampteU's lAves of the Admirals, iii:

468) ! whereupon the Spaniards, who had hardly yet completed their capture of

Messina, are hesieged in it;—29th Octoher 1719, Messina retaken (this is the

' Siege of Messina') : February 1720, Peace is clapt up (the chief article, that

Alheroni shall be packed away), and a "Congress of Cambrai" is to meet, and

Bettle everything.

,
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sina, 10th August 1718,' by the dextrous Byng (a creditable

handy figure both in Peace and War) and his considerable

Seafight there :—if that was an object to Spain or mankind,

that -was accompKshed. But the " War," except that many

men were killed in it, and much vain babble was uttered

upon it, ranks otherwise with-that of Don Quixote, for con-

quest of the enchanted Helmet of Mambrino, which when

looked into proved to be a Barber's Basin.

Congress of Cambrai, and other high Gatherings and;

convulsive Doings, which all proved futile, and look almost,

like Lapland witchcraft now to us, will have to follow this

futility of a War. It is the first of a long series of en-

chanted adventures, on whichKaiser Karl,—duelling with that

Spanish Virago, Satan's Invisible World in the rear of her,

—has now embarked, to the woe of mankind, for the rest of

his life. The first of those terrifico-ludicrous paroxysms of

crisis into which he throws the Em-opean Universe ; he with

his Enchanted Barber's-Basin enterprises ;—as perhaps was

fit enough, in an epoch presided over by the Nightmares.

Congress of Cambrai is to foUow; and much else equally

spectral. About aU which there will be enough to say

anbnl For it was a fearful operation, though a ludicrous,

one, this of the poor Kaiser; and it tormented not the big.

Nations only, and threw an absm-d Europe into paroxysm

after paroxysm ; but it whirled up, in its wide-sweeping

skirts, our little Fritz and his Sister, and almost dashed the

lives out of them, as we shall see! Which last is perhaps

the one claim it now has to a cursory mention from man-

kind.

Byng's Seafight, done with due dexterity of manceuver-

ing, and then with due emphasis of broadsiding, decisive of

that absurd War, and almost the one creditable action in it,
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dates itself 10th Aiagnst 1718. And about three montlis

later, on the mimic stage at Paris there came out a piece,

CEdipe the title of it,'^^ by one Fran9ois Arouet, a young gen-

tleman about twenty-two ; and had such a run as seldom

was ;—apprisiag the French Populations that, to all appear-

ance, a new man of genius had appeared among them (not

intimating what work 'he would do) ; and greatly angering

old M. Arouet of the Chamber of Accounts ; who thereby

found his Son as good as cast into the whirlpools, and a

solid Law-career thenceforth impossible for the young fool.

,—The name of that " M. Arouet junior" changes itself, some

years hence, into M. de Voltaire ; under which latter desig-

nation he will conspicuously reappear in this Narrative.

And now we will go to om- little Crown-Prince again ;

—

ignorant, he, of all this that is mounting up in the distance,

and that it will envelop him one day.

" IStli NoTemter 1718.



CHAPTER XL

OF THE OROWN-PEINOE'S PROGRESS IN HIS SCHOOLING.

WiLHELMiNA says,^ her Brother was ' slow' in learning : we

may presume, she means idle, volatile, not always prompt

in fixing his attention to what did not interest him. More-

over, he was often weakly in health, as she herself adds;

so that exertion was not recommendable for him. Herr von

Loen (a witty Prussian Official, and famed man-of-letters

once, though forgotten now) testifies expressly that the Boy

was of bright parts, and that he made rapid progress. ' The
' Crown-Prince manifests in this tender age' (his seventh year)

' an uncommon capacity ; nay we may say, something quite

' extraordinary {etwas ganz Ausserordentliches). He is a most
' alert and vivacious Prince ; he has fine and sprightly man-
' ners ; and shows a certain kindly sociality, and so affec-

' tionate a disposition that all things may be hoped of him.

' The French Lady who' (under RoucouUes) ' has had charge
' of his learning hitherto, cannot speak of him without en-

' thusiasm. " C'est un esprit angilique (A little angel)," she

' is wont to say. He takes up, and learns, whatever is put
' before him, with the greatest facility.'^

For the rest, that Friedrich Wilhelm's intentions and
Rhadamanthine regulations, in regard to him, were fulfilled

> Mimoires, i. 22.

2 Vou Loen, Kleine Schriften, ii. 27 (as cited in Eodenbeek, No. iv. 479).
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in every point, we will by no means affirm. Rules of such

exceeding preciseness, if grounded here and there only on

the sic-volo, how could they be always kept, except on the

surface and to the eye merely? The good Duhan, dili-

gent to open his pupil's mind, and give Nature fair-play, had

practically found it inexpedient to tie him too rigorously

to the arbitrary formal departments where no natural curi-

osity, but only order from without, urges the ingenious

pupil. What maximum strictness in school-drill there can

have been, we may infer from one thing, were there no

other : the ingenious Pupil's mode of spelling. Fritz learned

to write a fine, firee-flowing, rapid and legible business-hand;

'Arithmetic' too, 'Geography,' and many other Useful Know-

ledges that had some geniality of character, or attractive-

ness in practice, were among his acquisitions ; much, very

much he learned in the course of his life ; but to spell, much

more to punctuate, and subdue the higher mysteries of

Grammar to himself, was always an unachievable perfec-

tion. He did improve somewhat in after life ; but here is the

length to which he had carried that necessary art in the

com-se of nine-years exertion, under Duhan and the subsidi-

ary preceptors ; it is in the following words and alphabetic

letters that he gratefully bids Duhan farewell,—who sm-ely

cannot have been a very strict drill-sergeant in the arbitrary

branches of schooling!

' Mon eher Duhan Je Vous promais (promets) que quand faurez

* (j'aurai) mon propre argent en main, je Vous donnerez (donnerai)

' enuelement (annuellement) 2400 ecu (^cus) par an, etje vous aimerais

' (aimerai) toujour encor (toujours encore) un peu plus ^asteUre (qu'k

' cette heure) s't7 me Vest (m'est) posible (possible).'

'My dear Duhan,—I promise to you, that when I shall have my
'money in my own hands, I will give you annually 2400 crowns'
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(say 350?.) 'every year; and that I will love you always even a little

' more than at present, if that be possible.

Pb»deric P.E.' (Prince-Eoyal).

'Potsdam, le 20 dejuin 1727.'^

The Document has otherwise its beauty ; but such is the

spelling of it. In fact his Grammar, as he would himself

now and then regretfully discern, in riper years, with some

transient attempt or resolution to remedy or help it, seems

to have come mainly by nature ; so likewise his ' stylus' both

in French and German,—a very fair style, too, in the former

dialect :—^but as to his spelling, let him try as he liked, he

never came within sight of perfection.

The things ordered with such rigorous minuteness, if

but arbitrary things, were apt to be neglected ; the things

forbidden, especially in the like case, were apt to become

doubly tempting. It appears, the prohibition of Latin gave

rise to various attempts, on the part of Friedrich, to attain

that desirable Language. Secret lessons, not from Duhan,

but no doubt with Duhan's connivance, were from time to

time undertaken with this view: once, it is recorded, the

vigilant Friedrich Wilhelm, going his rounds, came upon

Fritz and one of his Preceptors (not Duhan but a subaltern)

actually engaged in this illicit employment. Friedrich him-

self was wont to relate this anecdote in after life.* They
had Latin books, dictionaries, grammars on the table, all

the contraband apparatus ; busy with it there, Kke a pair

of coiners taken in the fact. Among other Books was a

copy of the Golden Bull of Kaiser Karl IV.,

—

Aurea Bulla,

from the little golden bullets or pellets hung to it, by

' Prenss, i. 22.

' Biisching, Beitrage zu der LebensgescMchte denkwurdiger Fersoneii, v. 38.

PreasB, i. 24.
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which, sublime Document, as perhaps we hinted long ago,

certain so-called Fundamental Constitutions, or at least

formahties and solemn practices, method of election, rule of

precedence, and the like, of the Holy Roman Empu-e, had

at last been settled on a sure footing, by that busy little

Kaiser, some three-htmdred and fifty years before ; a Docu-

ment venerable almost next to the Bible in Friedrich Wil-

helm's loyal eyes. " What is this ; what are you venturing

" upon here f exclaims Paternal Vigilance, in an astonished

dangerous tone. " Ihro Majestdt, ich explicire dem Prinzen

" Auream Bullam," exclaimed the trembling pedagogue:

" Your Majesty, I am explaining Aurea Bulla (Golden Bull)

"to the Prince!"— "Dog, I will Golden-Bull you!" said

his Majesty, flourishing his rattan, "Ich will dich, Schurhe,

" he-auream-buHam !" which sent the terrified wretch off at

the top of his speed, and ended the Latin for that time.**

Friedrich's Latin could never come to much, under these

impediments. But he retained some smatterings of it in

mature hfe ; and was rather fond of producing his classical

scraps,—often in an altogether mouldy, and indeed hither-

to inexpHcable condition. ' De gustibus non est disputandus,'

' Beati possedentes' ' Compille intrare' ' Beatus pauperes spin

' ritus ;' the meaning of these can be guessed : but ' Tot

' verbas tot spondera,' for example,—^what can any commen-

' tator make of that 1 ' Festina lente,' ' Dominus vobiscum,'

' Flectamus genua,' 'Quod bene notandum; these phrases too,

and some three or four others of the like, have been riddled

from his Writings by diligent men :^ ' iempora, mores !

You see I don't forget my Latin,' writes he once.

The worst fruit of these contraband operations was, that

'^ Forster, i. 856. " PreuBS (i. 24) fwuiBhes the whole stock of them.
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they involved the Boy m clandestine practices, secret dis-

obediences, apt to be found out from time to time, and

tended to alienate bis Father from bim. Of wbicb sad

mutual humour we already find traces in that early Wus-

terbausen Document :
' Not to be so dirty,' says the reprov-

ing Father. And the Boy does not take to hunting at all,

likes verses, story-books, flute-playing better ; seems to be

of effeminate tendencies, an effeminirter Kerl; affects French

modes, combs-out his hair like a cockatoo, the foolish French

fop, iastead of conforming to the Army-regulation, which

prescribes close-cropping and a club

!

This latter grievance Friedrich Wflhelm decided, at last,

to abate, and have done with; this, for one. It is an au-

thentic fact, though not dated,—dating perhaps from about

Fritz's fifteenth year. " Fritz is a Querpfeifer und Poet" not

a Soldier ! would his indignant Father growl ; looking at

those foreign effeminate ways of his. Querpfeife, that is

simply ' German-flute,' ' Cross-pipe (or fife of any kind, for

we English have thriftily made two useful words out of

the Deutsch root) ;
' Cross-pipe,' being held across the mouth

horizontally. Worthless employment, if you are not born

to be of the regimental band! thinks Friedrich Wilhelm.

Fritz is celebrated, too, for his fine foot; a dapper little

fellow, altogether pretty in the eyes of simple female cour-

tiers, with his blond locks combed-out at the temples, with

his bright eyes, sharp wit, and sparkling capricious ways.

The cockatoo locks, these at least we will abate ! decides

the Paternal mind.

And so, unexpectedly, Friedi-ich Wilhelm has commanded

these bright locks, as contrary to military fashion, of which

Fritz has now unworthily the honour of being a specimen,

to be ruthlessly shorn away. Inexorable : the Hof-Chirurgus
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(Court- Surgeon, of the nature of Barber- Surgeon), with

scissors and comb, is here; ruthless Father standing by.

Crop him, my jolly Barber ; close down to the accurate

standard ; soaped club, instead of flowing locks ; we suffer

no exceptions in this military department: I stand here

till it is done. Poor Fritz, they say, had tears in his eyes

;

but what help in tears 1 The judicious Chirurgus, however,

proved merciful. The judicious Chu-urgus struck in as if no-

thing loath, snack, snack ; and made a great show of chp-

ping. Friedrich Wilhelm took a newspaper till the job were

done; the judicious Barber, still making a great show of

work, combed back rather than cut off these Apollo locks

;

did Fritz accurately into soaped club, to the cursory eye

;

but left him capable of shaking-out his chevelm-e again on

occasion,—to the lasting gratitude of Fritz.^

The Noltenius-and-Panzendorf Drill-exercise.

On the whole, as we said, a youth needs good assimi-

lating power, if he is to grow in this world ! Noltenius

and Panzendorf, for instance, they were busy 'teaching

Friedrich religion.' Rather a strange operation this too, if

we were to look into it. We will not look too closely. Ano-

ther pair of excellent most solemn drill-sergeants, in clerical

black serge ; they also are busy instilling dark doctrines

into the bright young Boy, so far as possible; but do not

seem at any time to have made too deep an impression on

him. May we not say that, in matter of religion too, Fried-

rich was but ni-bested 1 Enhghtened Edict-of-Nantes Pro-

testantism, a cross between Bayle and Calvin : that was but

indifferent babe's-milk to the little creature. Nor could Nol-

' PreusB, i. 16.
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tenius's Catechism, and ponderous drill-exercise in orthodox

theology, nrach inspire a clear soul with pieties, and tend-

encies to soar Heavenward.

Alas, it is a dreary htter indeed, mere wagonload on

wagonload of shot-rubbish, that is heaped round this new-

human plant, by Noltenius and Company, among others. A
wonder only that they did not extinguish all Sense of the

Highest in the poor young soul, and leave only a Sense of

the Dreariest and Stupidest. But a healthy human soul

can stand a great deal. The healthy soul shakes off, in an

unexpectedly victorious manner, immense masses of dry

rubbish that have been shot upon it by its assiduous peda^-

gogues and professors. What would become of any of us

otherwise ! Duhan, opening the young soul, by such modest

gift as Duhan had, to recognise black from white a little,

in this embroiled high Universe, is probably an exception

in some small measm-e. But, Duhan excepted, it may be

said to have been in spite of most of his teachers, and their

diligent endeavours, that Friedrich did acquire some human

piety ; kept the sense of truth alive in his mind ; knew, in

whatever words he phrased it, the diviue eternal nature of

Duty; and managed, in the muddiest element and most

ecHpsed Age ever known, to steer by the heavenly loadstars

and (so we must candidly term it) to follow God's Law, in

some measure, with or without Noltenius for company.

Noltenius's Catechism, or ghostly Drill-manual for Fritz,

at least the Catechism he had plied WUhehnina with, which

no doubt was the same, is still extant.® A very abstruse

Piece ; orthodox Lutheran-Calvinist, all proved from Scrip-

ture ;
giving what accoxmt it can of this unfathomable Uni-

verse, to the young mind. To modern Prussians it by no

» PretiBS, i. 15 ;—Bpedmens of it in Eodenbeok.
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means shiaes as the indubitablest Theory of the Universe.

Indignant modern Prussians produce excerpts from it, of an

abstruse nature ; and endeavour to deduce therefrom some

of Friedrich's aberrations in matters of religion, -which be-

.
came notorious enough by and by. Alas, I fear, it would

not have been easy, even for the modern Prussian, to pro-

duce a perfect Catechism for the use of Friedrich; this Uni-

verse stiU continues a little abstruse

!

And there is another deeper thing to be remarked : the

notion of 'teaching' religion, in the way of drill-exercise;

which is a very strange notion, though a common one, and

not peculiar to Noltenius and Friedrich WiLhelm. Piety to

God, the nobleness that inspires a human soul to struggle

Heavenward, cannot be ' taught' by the most exquisite cate-

chisms, or the most industrious preachings and drillings.

No ; alas, no. Only by far other methods,—chiefly by silent

continual Example, sUently waiting for the favourable mood
and moment, and aided then by a kind of mu-acle, well

enough named 'the grace of God,'— can that sacred con-

tagion pass from soul into soul. How much beyond whole

Libraries of orthodox Theology is, sometimes, the mute

action, the unconscious look of a father, of a mother, who

had in them ' Devoutness, pious Nobleness' ! In whom the

young soul, not unobservant, though not consciously observ-

ing, came at length to recognise it ; to read it, in this irre-

fragable manner : a seed planted thenceforth in the centre

of his holiest affections forevermore

!

Noltenius wore black serge; kept the comers of his

mouth well down ; and had written a Catechism of repute

;

but I know not that Noltenius carried much seed of living

piety about with him; much affection from, or for, young

Fritz he could not well carry. On the whole, it is a bad
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outlook on tlie religious side ; and except in Apprenticeship

to the rugged and as yet repulsive Honesties of Friedrich

Wilhelm, I see no good element in it. Bayle-Calvin, vrith

Noltenius and Catechisms of repute: there is no 'religion'

to be had for a little Fritz out of all that. Endless Doubt

will be provided for him out of all that, probably disbelief

of all that ;—and, on the whole, if any form at aU, a very

scraggy form of moral existence ; from which the Highest

shall be hopelessly absent; and in which anything High,

anything not Low and Lying, wUl have double merit.

It is indeed amaziug what quantities and kinds of ex-

tinct ideas apply for belief, sometimes ia a menacing man-

ner, to the poor mind of man, and poor mind of child, in

these days. They come bullyiag in upon him, in masses,

as if they were quite liviag ideas; ideas of a dreadfully

indispensable nature, the evident counterpart, and salutary

interpretation, of Facts round him, which, it is promised

the poor young creature, he shall recognise to correspond

vTith them, one day. At which ' correspondence,' when the

Facts are once well recognised, he has at last to ask himself

with amazement, "Did I ever recognise it, thenf Whereby

come results iacalculable ; not good results any of them ;

—

some of them unspeakably bad ! The case of Crown-Prince

Friedrich in Berlin is not singular ; all cities and places can

still show the like. And when it will end, is not yet clear.

But that it ever should have begun, wiU one day be the

astonishment. As \S the divinest function of a human beiag

ware not even that of believing ; of discriminating, with his

god-given intellect, what is from what is not ; and as if the

point were, to render that either an impossible function, or

else what we must sorrowfully call a revolutionary, rebeUi-

ous and mutinous one. Noltenius, Panzendorf, do for
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pity's sake take a;way yoior Catechetical ware ; and say

either nothing to the poor young Boy, or some small thing

he will find to be beyond doubt when he can judge of it

!

Fever, pestilence, are bad for the body ; but Doubt, impious

mutiny, doubly impious hypocrisy, are these nothing for the

mind? Who would go about inculcating Doubt, unless he

were far astray indeed, and much at a loss for employment

!

But the sorest fact in Friedrich's schooling, the sorest,

for the present, though it ultimately proved perhaps the

most beneficent one, being well dealt with by the young

soul, and nobly subdued to his higher uses, remains still to

be set forth. Which will be a long business, first and last

!

VOL. XXn. (Frederick, vol. 2.)



CHAPTER XII.

OEOWN-PEINCE PALLS INTO DISFAVOUR WITH PAPA.

Those vivacities of young Fritz, his taste for music, finery,

those furtive excursions into the domain of Latin and for-

bidden things, were distasteful and incomprehensible to

Friedrich WUhelm : Where can such things end ? They be-

gin ia disobedience and intolerable perversity ; they will be

the ruin of Prussia and of Fritz !—Here, in fact, has a great

sorrow risen. We perceive the first small cracks of incurable

divisions in the royal household ; the breaking-out of foim-

taias of bitterness, which by and by spread wide enough.

A young sprightly, capricious and vivacious Boy, inclined to

self-wUl, had it been permitted ; developing himself into

foreign tastes, into French airs and ways ; very iU seen by

the heavy-footed practical Germanic Majesty.

The beginmngs of this sad discrepancy are traceable

from Friedrich's sixth or seventh year : " Not so dirty. Boy !"

And there could be no lack of growth in the mutual ill-hum-

our, while the Boy himself continued growing; enlarging

in bulk and in activity of his own. Plenty of new children

come, to divide om- regard withal, and more are coming;

five new Princesses, wise little Ulrique the youngest of them
(named of Sweden and the happy Swedish Treaty), whom
we love much for her grave staid ways. Nay, next after

Ulrique comes even a new Prince; August Wilhelm ten

years younger than Friedrich; and is growing up much
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more according to the paternal heart. Pretty children, all

of them, more or less ; and towardly, and comfortable to a

Father;—and the worst of them a paragon of beauty, in

comparison to perverse, clandestine, disobedient Fritz, with

his French fopperies, flutings, and cockatoo fashions of

hair !

—

And so the silent divulsion, silent on Fritz's part, ex-

ploding loud enough now and then on his Father's part,

goes steadily on, sphtting ever wider; new offences ever

superadding themselves. Till, at last, the rugged Father

has grown to hate the son; and longs, with sorrowful in-

dignation, that it were possible to make August WUhelm
Crown-Prince in his stead. This Fritz ought to fashion him-

self according to his Father's pattern, a weU-meant honest

pattern; and he does not ! Alas, your Majesty, it cannot be.

It is the new generation come ; which cannot live quite as

the old one did. A perennial controversy in human life

;

coeval with the genealogies of men. This little Boy should

have been the excellent paternal Majesty's exact counter-

part ; resembling him at all points, ' as a little sixpence does

a big half-crown :' but we perceive he cannot. This is a

new coin, with a stamp of its own. A surprising Friedrich

Sor this ; and may prove a good piece yet ; but will never

be the half-crown your Majesty requires 1

—

Conceive a rugged thick -sided Sqtiire Western, of su-

preme degree,—for this Squire Western is a hot Hohenzol-

lern, and wears a crown royal ;—conceive such a burly ne-

plus-^ltra of a Squire, with his broad-based rectitudes and

surly irrefragabihties ; the honest German instincts of the

man, convictions certain as the Fates, but capable of no

utterance, or next to none, in words ; and that he produces
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a Son who takes into Voltairism, piping, fiddling and belles-

lettres, witli apparently a total contempt for Gnuakow and

tlie. giant-regiment ! Sulphurotls rage, in igusts or in lasting

tempests, rising fi-om a,fund of just, implacability, is inevit-

able. Such as we shall see.

The Mother, as mothers will, secretly favours Fritz;

anxious to screen him in the day of high-wind. Withal she

has plans of her own in regard to Fritz, and the others;

being a lady ofmany plans. That of the "Double-Marriage,"

for example ; of marrying her Priace and Princess to a Prin-

cess and Priace of the English-Hanoverian House ; it was

a pleasant eligible plan, consented to by Papa and the other

parties ; but when it came to be perfected by treaty, amid

the rubs of external and internal poHtics, what new amazing

discrepancies rose upon her poor children and her! Fear-

fully aggravating the quarrel of Father and Son, almost to

the fatal point. Of that " Double-Marriage," whirled up in

a universe of intriguing diplomacies, in the ' skirts of the

Kaiser's huge Spectre-Hunt,' as we have called it, there will

be sad things to say by and by.

Plans her Majesty has; and silently a will of her own.

She loves all her children, especially Fritz, and would so

love that they loved her.—For the rest, all along, Fritz and
Wilhelmina are sure allies, , We perceive they have fallen

into a kind of cipher-speech -^ they communicate with one

another by telegraphic signs. One of their words, "Eagotin

(Stumpy)," whom does the reader think it designates ?

Papa himself, the Eoyal Majesty of Prussia, Friedrich WH-
helm L, he to his rebellious children is tyrant "Stumpy,"

1 Memoires de Bareith, i. 168,
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and no better ; being indeed short of stature, and growing

ever thicker, and surlier in these provocations !

—

Such incurable discrepancies have risen in the Berlin

Palace : fountains of bitterness flowing ever wider, till they

made life aU bitter for Son and for Father; necessitating

the proud Son to hypocrisies towards his terrible Father,

which were very foreign to the proud youth, had there been

any other resource. But there was none, now or afterwards.

Even when the young man, driven to reflection and insight

by intolerable miseries, had begun to recogiiise the worth

of his sm-ly Rhadamanthine Father, and the intrinsic wis-

dom of much that he had meant with him, the Father hardly

ever could, or could only by fits, completely recognise the

Son's worth. Rugged suspicious Papa requires always to

be humoured, cajoled, even when our feeling towards him

is genuine and loyal. Friedrich, to the last, we can pei^

ceive, has to assume masquerade in addressing him, in writ-

ing to him,—and, in spite of real love, must have felt it a

rohef when such a thing was over.

That is, all along, a sad element of Friedrich's educa-

tion! Out of which there might have come incalculable

damage to the young man, had his natural assimilative

powers, to extract benefit from all things, been less con-

siderable. As it was, he gained self-help from it; gained

reticence, the power to keep his own counsel ; and did not

let the hypocrisy take hold of him, or be other than a hate-

ful compulsory masquerade. At an uncommonly early age,

he stands before us accomplished in endm-ance, for one

thing; a very bright young Stoic of his sort; silently pre-

pared for the injustices of men and things. And as for the

masquerade, let us hope it was essentially foreign even to
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the skin of the man I The reader will judge as he goes on.

' Je rial jamais trompi personne durant ma vie, I have never

' deceived anybody during my life ; still less will I deceive

' posterity,'^ writes Friedrich when his head was now grown

very gray.

2 Mfynoires depuU la Paix de Huhertshowrg, 1763-1774 (Avant - Propos),

(Euvres, vii. 8.



CHAPTER Xin.

RESULTS OF THE CEOWN-PRINCE'S SCHOOLING,

Neither as to intellectual culture, in Duhan's special sphere,

and -with, all Duhan's goodwill, was the opportunity ex-

tremely golden. It cannot be said that Friedrich, who spelh

iu the way we saw, ' asteure' for ' a cette heure,' has made

shining acquisitions on the literary side. However, in the

longrun it becomes clear, his intellect, roving on devious

com-ses, or plodding along the prescribed tram-roads, had

been wide awake ; and busy all the while, briuging-in abund-

ant pabulum of an irregular nature.

He did learn 'Arithmetic,' 'Geography,' and the other

useful knowledges that were indispensable to him. He
knows History extensively ; though rather the Eoman,

French, and general European as the French have taught

it him, than that of ' Hessen, Brunswick, England,' or even

the 'Electoral and Eoyal House of Brandenburg,' which

Papa had recommended. He read History, where he could

find it readable, to the end of his life ; and had early begun

reading it,—immensely eager to learn, in his little head,

what strange things had been, and were, in this strange

Planet he was come into.

We notice with pleasure a lively taste for facts in the

Httle Boy ; which continued to be the taste of the Man, in

an eminent degree. Fictions he also knows ; an eager ex-

tensive reader of what is called Poetry, Literature, and him-
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self a performer in that province by and by : but it is ob-

servable bow mucb of Realism there always is in bis Lite*

rature; bow close, bere as elsewhere, be always bangs on

the practical truth of things ; bow Fiction itself is either an

expository illustrative garment of Fact, or else is of no

value to him. Romantic readers of bis Literature are much

disappointed in consequence, and pronounce it bad Litera-

ture;—and sure enough, in several senses, it is not to be

called good! Bad Literatm-e, they say; shallow, barren,

most unsatisfactory to a reader ofromantic appetites. Which

is a correct verdict, as to the romantic appetites and it.

But to the man himself, this quality of mind is of immense

moment and advantage ; and forms truly the basis of all be

was good for in life. Once for all, he has no pleasure in

dreams, ia particolom-ed clouds and nothingnesses. All bis

cm-iosities gravitate towards what exists, what has being

and reaUty round bim. That is the significant thing to

him; that be would right gladly know, being already re-

lated to that, as friend or as enemy ; and feeling an uncon-

scious indissoluble kinship, who shall say of what import-

ance, towards all that. For be too is a little Fact, big as

can be to himself; and in the whole Universe there exists

nothing as fact but is a fellow-creature of bis.

That our little Fritz tends that way, ought to give Nol-

tenius, Fiukenstein and other interested parties, the very

highest satisfaction. It is an excellent symptom of his intel-

lect, this of gravitating irresistibly towards realities. Better

symptom of its quality (whatever quantity there be of it),

human iatellect cannot show for itself. However it may
go vrith Literature, and satisfaction to readers of romantic

appetites, this young soul promises to become a successful

Worker one day, and to do something imder the Sun. For
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work is of an extremely iiiifictitious nature ; and no man
can roof his house with, clouds and moonshine, so as to turn

the rain from him.

It is also to be noted that his style of French, though

he spelt it so ill, and never had the least mastery of punc-

tuation, has real merit. Rapidity, easy vivacity, perfect

clearness, here and there a certain quaint expressiveness:

on the whole, he had learned the Art of Speech, from those

old French Governesses, in those old and new French Books

of his. We can also say of his Literatm-e, of what he

hastily wrote in mature life, that it has much more worth,

even as Literature, than the common romantic appetite as-

signs to it. A vein of distinct sense, and good interior arti-

culation, is never wanting in that thin-flowing utterance.

The true is well riddled out from amid the false; the im-

portant and essential are alone given us, the unimportant

and superfluous honestly thrown away. A lean wiry vera-

city (an immense advantage in any Literature, good or

bad !) is everywhere beneficently observable ; the quality of

the intellect always extremely good, whatever its quantity

may be.

It is true, his spelling,

—

'asteure' for 'a cette heure,'—is

very bad. And as for punctuation, he never could under-

stand the mystery of it; he merely scatters a few commas

and dashes, as if they were shaken out of a pepper-box

upon his page, and so leaves it. These are deficiencies

lying very bare to criticism; and I confess I never could

completely understand them in such a man. He that would

have ordered arrest for the smallest speck of mud on a

man's buff-belt, indignant that any pipe-clayed portion of

a man should not be perfectly pipe-clayed: how could he
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tolerate false spelling, and commas shaken as out of a pep-

per-box over his pagel It is probable he cared little about

Literature, after all; cared, at least, only about the essen-

tials of it; had practically no ambition for himself, or none

considerable, in that kind;—and so might reckon exact

obedience and punctuality, in a soldier, more important

than good spelling to an amateur literary man. He never

minded snuff upon his own chin, not even upon his waist-

coat and breeches: A merely superficial thing, not worth

botheriag about, in the press of real business !

—

That Friedrich's Course of Education did on the whole

prosper, in spite of every drawback, is known to aU men.

He came out of it a man of clear and ever-improving in-

telligence ; equipped with knowledge, true in essentials, if

not punctiliously exact, upon all manner of practical and

speculative things, to a degree not only unexampled among

modern Sovereign Priuces so-called, but such as to distin-

guish him even among the studious class. Nay many ' Men-

of-Letters' have made a reputation for themselves with but

a fraction of the real knowledge concerniug men and things-,

past and present, which Friedrich was possessed of. Already

at the time when action came to be demanded of him, he

was what we must call a well-informed and ciiltivated man

;

which character he never ceased to merit more and more

;

and as for the action, and the actions,—we shall see whe-

ther he was fit for these or not.

One point of supreme importance in his Education was

all along made sure of, by the mere presence and presidence

of Friedrich WOhelm in the business : That there was an

inflexible law of discipline everywhere active in it; that

there was a Spartan rigour, fi:ugality, veracity iaculcated
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upon him. 'Economy he is to study to the bottom;' and

not only so, but, in another sense of the word, he is to prac-

tise economy; and does, or else suffers for not doiag it.

Economic of his time, first of all : generally every other

• noble economy will follow out of that, if a man once under-

stand and practise that. Here was a truly valuable founda-

tion laid ; and as for the rest. Nature, in spite of shot-

rubbish, had to do what she could in the rest.

But Nature had been very kind to this new child of

hers. And among the confused hurtful elements of his

Schooling, there was always, as we say, this emiaently

salutary and most potent one, of its being, in the gross, an

Apprenticeship to Friedrich Wilhelm the Rhadamanthine Spar-

tan King, who hates from his heart all empty Nonsense,

and Unveracity most of all. Which one element, well aided

by docility, by openness and loyalty of mind, on the Pupil's

part, proved at length sufficient to conquer the others; as

it were to burn-up all the others, and reduce their sour

dark smoke, abounding everywhere, into flame and illumi-

nation mostly. This radiant swift-paced Son owed much

to the surly, irascible, sure-footed Father that bred him.

Friedrich did at length see into Friedrich Wilhelm, across

the abstruse, thunderous, stJphurous embodiments and ac-

companiments of the man;— and proved himself, in all

manner of important respects, the filial sequel of Friedrich

Wilhelm. These remarks of a certain Editor are perhaps

worth adding

:

' Friedrich Wilhelm, King of Prussia, did not set-up for a Pesta-

' lozzi ; and the plan of Education for his Son is open to manifold

' ohjections. Nevertheless, as Schoolmasters go, I much, prefer him

' to most others we have at present. The wild man. had discerned,

' with his rugged natural intelligence (not wasted away in the idle
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' element of speaking and of being spoken to, but kept wholesomely

' silent for most part). That human education is not, and cannot he, a

' thing of vocables. That it is a thing of earnest facts ; of capabilities

' developed, of habits established, of dispositions well dealt with, of

' tendencies confirmed and tendencies repressed :—a laborious sepa-

' rating of the character into two firmaments ; shutting down the sub-

' terranean, well down and deep ; an earth and waters, and what lies

' under them ; then your everlasting azure sky, and iouneasurable

' depths of ffither, hanging serene overhead. To make of the human

' soul a Cosmos, so far as possible, that was Friedrich WOhelm's

' diunb notion : not to leave the human soul a mere Chaos ;—how

' much less a Singing or eloquently Spouting Chaos, ,
which is ten

' times worse than a Chaos left mute, confessedly chaotic and not

' cosmic ! To develop the man into doing something ; and withal

' into doing it as the Universe and the Eternal Laws require,—^which

' is but another name for really doing and not merely seeming to do

' it :—that was Friedrich Wilhelm's dumb notion : and it was, I can

' assure you, very far from being a foolish one, though there was no

' Latin in it, and much of Prussian pipeclay !'

But the Congress of Cambrai is met, and mucli else is

met and parted ; and the Kaiser's Spectre-Hunt, especially

his Duel with the She-Dragon of Spain, is in fuU course;

and it is time we were saying something of the Double-

Marriage in a directly narrative way.
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CHAPTER I.

DOUBLE-MAKRIAGE IS DECIDED ON.

We saw George I. at Berlin in October 1723, looking out

upon his little Grandson drilling the Cadets there ; but we
did not mention what important errand had brought his

Majesty thither.

Visits between Hanover and Berlin had been frequent

for a long time back ; the young Queen of Prussia, some-

times with her husband, sometimes without, running often

over to see her Father; who, even after his accession to

the English crown, was generally for some months every

year to be met with in those favourite regions of his. He
himself did not much visit, being of taciturn splenetic na-

ture : but this once he had agreed to return a visit they

had lately made him,—where a certain weighty Business

had been agreed upon, withal ; which his Britannic Majesty

was to consummate formally, by treaty, when the meeting

in Berlin took effect. His Britannic Majesty, accordingly,

is come ; the business in hand is no other than that thrice-

famous " Double-Marriage" of Prussia with England ; which

once had such a sound in the ear of Eumour, and still

bulks so big in the archives of the Eighteenth Century;

which worked such woe to aU parties concerned in it ; and

is, in fact, a first-rate nuisance in the History of that poor
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Century, as written hitherto. Nuisance demanding urgently

to be abated ;—were that well possible at present. Which,

alas, it is not, to any great degree ; there being an impor-

tant young Friedrich inextricably wrapt up iu it, to whom

it was of such vital or almost fatal importance ! Without

a Friedrich, the affair could be reduced to something like

its real size, and recorded in a few pages ; or might even,

with advantage, be forgotten altogether, and become zero.

More gigantic instance of much ado about nothing has sel

dom occurred in human annals;— had not there been a

Friedrich in the heart of it.

Crown-Prince Friedrich is still very young for marriage-

speculations on his score : but Mamma has thought good

to take matters in time. And so we shall, in the next en-

suing parts of this poor History, have to hear almost as

much about Marriage as in the foolishest Three-volume

Novel, and almost to still less purpose. For indeed, in that

particular, Friedrich's young Life may be called a Romance

flung heels-over-head;—Marriage being the one event there,

round which all events tm-n,—but turn in the inverse or

reverse way (as if the Devil were in them) ; not only to-

wards no happy goal for him or Mamma, or us, but at last

towards hardly any goal at all for anybody! So mad did

the affair grow;—and is so madly recorded in those inex-

tricable, dateless, chaotic Books. We have now come to

regions of Narrative, which seem to consist of mm-ky No-

thiagness put on boil ; not land, or water, or air, or fire, but

a tumultuously whirling commixtm-e of all the four;— of

immense extent too. Which must be got crossed, in some

human manner. Courage, patience, good reader I
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Queen Sophie Dorothee has taken Time ly the Forelock.

Already, for a dozen years, this matter has been treated

of. Queen Sophie Dorothee, ever since the birth of her

Wilhelmina, has had the notion of it ; and, on her first visit

afterwards to Hanover, proposed it to ' Princess Caroline,'

—Queen Caroline of England who was to be, and who in

due course was;—an excellent accomplished Brandenbm-g-

Anspach Lady, familiar from of old in the Prussian Court:

" You, Caroline, Cousia dear, have a little Prince, Fritz, or

let us call him Fred, since he is to be English ; little Fred,

who will one day, if all go right, be King of England. He
is two years older than my little Wilhelmina: why should

not they wed, and the two chief Protestant Houses, and

Nations, thereby be united?" Princess Caroline was very

willing; so was Electress Sophie, the Great-Grandmother of

both the parties ; so were the Georges, Father and Grand-

father of Fred: little Fred himself was highly charmed,

when told of it; even little Wilhelmina, with her dolls,

looked pleasantly demm-e on the occasion. So it remained

settled in fact, though not in form ; and Httle Fred (a florid

milk-faced foolish kind of Boy, I guess) made presents to

his little Prussian Cousin, wrote bits of love-letters to her

;

and all along afterwards fancied himself, and at length ard-

ently enough became, her little lover and intended,—always

rather a little feUow:—to which sentiments Wilhelmina

signifies that she responded with the due maidenly indif-

ference, but not in an offensive manner.

After om- Prussian Fritz's birth, the matter took a still

closer form :
" You, dear Princess Caroline, you have now

two little Princesses again, either of whom might suit my
VOL. SXII. (Frederick, vol. 2.) G
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little Frltzchen; let us take Amelia, tlie second of them,

who is nearest his age?" "Agreed!" answered Princess

Caroline again. "Agreed,!" answered all the parties inter-

ested : and so it was settled, that the Marriage of Prussia

to Engknd should be a Double one, Fred of Hanover and

England to Wilhelmina, Fritz of Prussia to Amelia ; and

children and parents lived thenceforth in the constant un-

derstanding that such, in due com-se of years, was to be

the case, though nothing yet was formally concluded by

treaty upon it.^

Queen Sophie Dorothee of Prussia was always eager

enough for treaty, and conclusion to her scheme. True to

it, she, as needle to the pole in all weathers ; sometimes in

the wildest weather, poor lady. Nor did the Hanover Se-

rene Highnesses, at any time, draw bact or falter: but

having very soon got wafted across to England, into new

more complex conditions, and wider anxieties in that new

country, they were not so impressively eager as Queen So-

phie, on this interesting point. Electress Sophie, judicious

Great-Grandmother, was not now there: Electress Sophie

had died about a month before Queen Aime ; and never saw

the English Canaan, much as she had longed for it. George

I., her son, a taciturn, rather splenetic elderly Gentleman,

very foreign in England, and oftenest rather sulky there

and elsewhere, was not in a humour to be forward in that

particular business.

George I. had got into quarrel with his Prince of Wales,

Fred's Father,—him who is one day to be George H., always

a rather foolish little Prince, though his Wife Caroline was
Wisdom's self in a manner:—George I. had other much
more urgent cares than that of marrying his disobedient

> PoUnitz, Menwiren, ii. 193.
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foolish little Prince of Wales's offspring ; and he always

pleaded difficulties, Acts ofParliament that would be needed,

and the like, whenever Sophie Dorothee came to visit him

at Hanover, and urge this matter. The tacitm-n, inarticul-

' ately thoughtful, rather sulky old Gentleman, he had weighty

burdens lying on him; felt fretted and galled, in many
ways ; and had found life, Electoral and even Royal, a de-

ceptive sumptuosity, little better than a more or less exten-

sive 'feast oi'sJiells,' next to no real meat or drink left in it

to the hungry heart of man. Wife sitting half-frantic in the

Castle of Ahlden, waxing more and more into a gray-haired

Megsera (with whom Sophie Dorothee under seven seals of

secrecy corresponds a little, and even the Prince of Wales

is suspected of wishing to correspond) ; a foolish disobe-

dient Prince ofWales ; Jacobite Pretender people with their

Mar RebelUons, with their Alberoni combinations ; an Eng-

lish Parliament jangling and debatirig unmelodiously, whose

very language is a mystery to us, nothing but Walpole in

dog-latici to help us through it : truly it is not a Heaven-

on-Earth altogether, much as Mother Sophie and her foolish

favourite, our disobedient Prince of Wales, might long for

it I And the Hanover Tail, the Robethons, Bernstorfs, Fa-

brices, even the Blackamoor Porters,—they are not beau-

tiful either, to a tacitm-n Majesty of some sense, if he cared

about their doings or them. Voracious, plunderous, all of

them; like hounds, long hungry, got into a rich house which

has no master, or a mere imaginary one. " Mentiris itnpu-

dentissime,'' said Walpole in his dog-latin once, in our Royal

presence, to one of these official plunderous gentlemen, " You

teU an impudent he 1"—at which we only laughed.^

His Britannic Majesty by no means wanted sense, had

' Horace Walpole, Beminiscences of George I. and George II. (London, 1788.)

'
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not Ms situation been incurably absurd. In his young time

lie had served creditably enough agaiust the Turks ; twice

commanded the Reichs-Armj in the Marlborough Wars, and

did at least testify his indignation at the ineflScient state

of it. His Foreign Politics, so-called, were not madder than

those of others. Bremen and Verden he had bought a bar-

gain ; and it was natural to protect them by such resources

as he had, English or other. Then there was the World-

Spectre of the Pretender, stretching huge over Creation,

like the Brocken-Spectre in hazy weather;—against whom
how protect yourself, except by cannonading for the Kaiser

at Messiaa; by rushing into every brabble that rose, and

hiring the parties with money to fight it out well? It

was the estabHshed method in that matter ; method not of

George's inventing, nor did it cease with George. As to

Domestic Politics, except it were to keep quiet, and eat

what the gods had provided, one does not find that he had

any.—The sage Leibnitz would very fain have followed him

to England; but, for reasons iudifierently good, could never

be allowed. If the truth must be told, the sage Leibnitz

had a wisdom which now looks dreadfully like that of a

wiseacre! In Mathematics even,—he did invent the Dit-

ferential Calculus, but it is certain also he never could be-

lieve in Newton's System of the Universe, nor would read

the Principia at all. For the rest, he was in quarrel about

Newton with the Royal Society here ; ill seen, it is probable,

by this sage and the other. To the'Hanover Official Gentle-

men devouring then- English dead-horse, it did not appear

that his presence could be useful in these parts.^

Nor are the Hanover womankind his Majesty has about

3 Guhrauer, Gottfried Freiherr von Leibnitz, eine Biographie (Breslau, 1842)

;

Ker of Kereland, Memoirs of Secret Transactions (Loudon, 1727).
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liim, quasi-wives or not, of a soul-enfrancing character ; far

indeed from that. Two in chief there are, a fat and a

lean : the lean, called " Maypole" by the English populace,

is "Duchess of Kendal," with excellent pension, in the Eng-
lish Peerages; Schulenburg the former German name of

her; decidedly a quasi-wife (influential, against her will,

in that sad Konigsmark Tragedy, at Hanover long since),

who is fallen thin and old. 'Maypole,'— or bare Hop-pole,

with, the leaves all stript; lean, long, hard;—though she

once had her simimer verdures too ; and still, as an old

quasi-wife, or were it only as an old article of furniture,

has her worth to the royal mind. Schulenburgs, kindred

of hers, are high in the military line ; some of whom we
may meet.

Then, besides this lean one, there is a fat; of whom
Walpole (Horace, who had seen her in boyhood) gives

description. Big staring black eyes, with rim of circular

eyebrow, like a coachwheel round its nave, very black the

eyebrows also; vast red face; cheeks running into neck,

neck blending indistinguishably with stomach,—a mere cata-

ract of fluid taUow, skinned over and cmiously dizened, ac-

cording to Walpole's portraiture. This charming creature,

Kielmannsegge by German name, was called "Countess of

Darhngton" in this country,— with excellent pension, as

was natural. They all had pensions : even Queen Sophie

Dorothee, I have noticed in our State-Paper Office, has her

small pension, ' 800^. a year on the Irish Establishment :' Irish

Establishment will never miss such a pittance for our poor

Child, and it may be useful over yonder I—This Kielmann-

segge Countess of Darlington was, and is, believed by the

gossiping English to have been a isecond simultaneous Mis-

tress of his Majesty's ; but seems, after all, to have been his
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Half-Sister and nothing more. Half-Sister (du6 to Gentle-

man Ernst and a Countess Platen of bad Hanover fame)

;

grown dreadfully fat ; but not -without shrewdness, perhaps

affection ; and worth sometlung in this dull foreign country,

mere cataract of animal oils as she has become. These Two
are the amount of his Britannic Majesty's resources in that,

matter ; resources surely not extensive, after all I

—

His Britannic Majesty's day, in St. James's, is not of an

interesting sort to him; and every evening he comes pre-

cisely at a certain hour to drink beer, seasoned with a little

tobacco, and the company of these two women. Drinks dili-

gently ia a sipping way, says Horace; and smokes, with

such dull speech as there may be,—not tUl he is drunk,

but only perceptibly drunkish ; raised into a kind of cloudy

narcotic Olympus, and opaquely superior to the ills of life;

in which state he walks uncomplairiingly to bed. Govern-

ment, when it can by any art be avoided, he rarely meddles

with; shows a rugged sagacity, where he does and must

meddle : consigns it to Walpole in dog-latin,—^laughs at his

" mentiris." This is the First George ; first triumph of the

Constitutional Principle, which has since gone to such sub-

lime heights among us,—heights which we at last begin to

suspect might be depths, leading down, all men now ask

:

Whitherwards 1 A much-admired invention in its time, that

of letting-go the rudder, or setting a wooden figure expen-

sively dressed to take charge of it, and discerning that the

ship would sail of itself so much more easily I Which it

will, if a peculiarly good sea-boat, in certain. kinds of sea,

—^for a time. TiU the Sinbad ' Magnetic Mountains' begin to

be felt pulling, or the circles of Charybdis get you in their

sweep;, and then what an invention it was!— This, we
Bay, is the new Sovereign Man, whom the English People,
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being in some perplexity abdiif the Pope and other points,

have called-in from Hanover, to walk before them in the

ways, of heroism, and by command, and by example guide

Heavenwards their affairs and them. And they hope that

he will do it? Or perhaps that 'their afiairs will go thither

of their own accord ? Always a singular People !

—

Poor George, careless of these ulterior issues, has always

trouble enough with the mere daily details. Parliamentary

insolences, Jacobite plottings, South-Sea Bubbles; and wishes

to hunt, when he gets over to Hanover, rather than to make
Marriage -Treaties. Besides, as Wilhelmina tells us, they

have filled him with lies, these Hanover Women and their

emissaries :
" Your Priacess Wilhelmina is a monster of ill-

temper, crooked ia the back and what-not," say they. If

there is to be a Marriage, double or single, these Improper

Females must first be persuaded to consent.* Difficulties

enough. And there is none to help ; Friedrich Wilhelm

cares little about the matter, though he has given his Yes,

-^Yes, since you will.

But Sophie Dorothee is diligent and urgent, by all op-

portunities ;— and, at length, in 1723, the conjuncture is

propitious. Domestic Jacobitism, in the shape of Bishop

Atterbury, has got itself well banished; Alberoni and his

big schemes, years ago they are blown into outer darkness

;

Charles XII. is well dead, and of our Bremen and Verden

no question henceforth; even the Kaiser's Spectre-Hunt, or

Spanish Duel, is at rest for the present, and the Congress of

Cambrai is sitting, or trying all it can to sit: at home or

abroad, there is nothing, not even Wood's Irish Halfpence,

as yet making noise. And on the other hand. Czar Peter is

* Memoires dc Bdreith.
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rumoured (not without foiuidation) to be coming westward,

with some huge armament; which, whether 'intended for

Sweden' or not, renders a Prussian alhance doubly Talu-

able.

And so now at last, in this favourable aspect of the stars.

King George, over at Herrenhausen, was by much, manage-

ment of his Daughter Sophie's, and after many hitches,

brought to the mark. And Friedrich Wilhelm came over

too ; ostensibly to bring home his Queen, but in reality to

hear his Father-in-law's compliance to the Double-Mamage,

—for which his Prussian Majesty is wiUiag enough, if others

are wilKng. Praised be Heaven, King George has agreed

to everything; consents, one propitious day (Autumn 1723,

day not otherwise dated),—Czar Peter's Armament, and the

questionable aspects in France, perhaps quickening his voK-

tions a little. Upon which Friedrich Wilhelm and Queen

Sophie have returned home, content in that matter; and

expect shortly his Britannic Majesty's counter-visit, to per-

fect the details, and make a Treaty of it.

His Britannic Majesty, we say, has in substance agreed

to everything. And now, in the silence of Nature, the broAvn

leaves of October still hanging to the trees in a picturesque

manner, and Wood's Hal^ence not yet begrm. to jingle in

the Drapier's Letters of Dean Swift,—^his Britannic Majesty

is expected at BerKn. At Berlin; properly at Gharlotten-

burg, a pleasant rm-al or subm-ban Palace (built by his Bri-

tannic Majesty's late noble Sister, Sophie Charlotte, "the

Republican Queen," and named after her, as was once men-

tioned), a mile or two South-west of that City. There they

await King George's counter-visit.

Poor Wilhehnina is, in much trepidation about it; and
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imparts her poor little feelings, lier anticipations and experi-

ences, in readable tenns

:

' There came, in those -weeks, one of the Duke of Gloucester's

' gentlemen to Berlin,'

—

Dulce of Gloucester is Fred our intended, not

yet Prince of Wales, and if the reader should ever hear of a Duke of

Edinburgli, that too isEred,—'Duke of Gloucester's gentlemen toBer-

' Un,' says WilhehniQa : ' the Queen had Soiree (Appariement) ; he

' was presented to her as well as to me. He made me a very ohHging

' compliment on his Master's part ; I hlushed, and answered only by

' a curtsy. The Queen, who had her eye on me, was very angry I had

' answered the Duke's compliments in mere silence ; and rated me
' sharply (me lava la tete d'importance) for it ; and ordered me, under

' pain, of her indignation, to repair that fault tomorrow. I retired, all

' in tears, to my room ; exasperated against the Queen and against

' the Duke ; I swore I would never marry him, would throw myself

' at the feet' And so on, as young ladies of vivacious temper, in

extreme circumstances, are wont :—did speak, however, next day, to

my Hanover gentleman about his Duke, a little, though in an em-

barrassed manner. Alas, I am yet but fourteen, gone the 3d of July

last: tremulous as aspen-leaves; or say, as sheet-lightning bottled in

one of the thinnest human skins ; and have no experience of foolish

Dukes and affairs !

—

' Meanwhile,' continues Wilhehniua, ' the King of England's time

of arrival was drawing nigh. "We repaired, on the 6th of October,

' to Gharlottenburg to receive him. The heart of me kept beating,

' and I was in cruel agitations. King George' (my Grandfather and

Grand Uncle) ' arrived on the 8th, about seven in the evening ;'

—

dusky shades already sinking over Nature everywhere, and aU paths

growing dim. Abundant flunkies, of course, rush out with torches

or what is needful. ' The King of Prussia, the Queen and aU their

' Suite received him in the Court of the Palace, the " Apartments"

' being on the ground-floor. So soon as he had saluted the King and

' Queen, I was presented to him. He embraced me ; and turning to

' the Queen said to her, "Your daughter is very big of her age !" Ho
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' gave the t^ueen Ms hand, and led her into her apartment, whither

' everybody followed them. As soon as I came in, he took a light

' from the table, and surveyed me from head to foot. I stood motion-

' less' as a statue, and was touch put' out of countenance. AU this

' went on without his uttering the least word. Having thus passed

' me in review, he addressed himseK to my Brother, whom he caressed

' much, and amused himself with, for a good whUe.' Pretty little

Grandson this, your Majesty ;—any future of history in this one,

think you? 'I,' says Wilhelmina, 'took the opportunity of slip-

' ping out j'—hopeful to get away ; but could not, the Queen having

noticed.

' The Queen made me a sign to follow her • and passed into a

' neighbouring apartment, where she had the English and Germans

' of King George's Suite successively presented to her. After some

' talk with these gentlemen, she withdrew; leaving me to entertain

' them, and saying : " Speak English to my Daughter
;
you will find

' she speaks it very well." I felt much less embarrassed, once the

' Queen was gone ; and picking up a little courage, I entered into

' conversation with these English. As I spoke their language Hke

' my mother-tongue, I got pretty well out of the affair, and every-

' body seemed charmed with me. They made my eulogy to the

' Queen ; told her I had quite the English air, and was made to be

' their Sovereign one day. It was saying a great deal on their part

:

' for'these English think themselves so much above all other people,

' that they imagine they are paying a high compliment when they teU

* any one he has got English manners.

' Their King' (my Grandpapa) ' had got Spanish manners, I should

' say : he was of an extreme gravity, and hardly spoke a word tii

' anybody. He saluted Madam Sonsfeld' (my invaluable thrice-dear

Groverness) ' very coldly ; and asked her, " If I was always so seri-

' ous, and if my humour was of the melancholy turn i" " Anything

' but that. Sire," answered the other : " but the respect she has for

' your Majesty prevents her from being as sprightly as she commonly
' is." He wagged his head, and answered nothing. The reception

' ho had given me, and this question, of which I heard, gave me sue])
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' a cMU, that I never had the courage to speak to him,'—was' merely-

looked at with a candle hy Grandpapa.

' We were summoned to supper at last, where this grave Sovereign
' stiU remained dumb.. Perhaps he was right, perhaps he was wrong

;

' hut I think he followed the proverb, which says. Better hold your
' tongue than speak badly. At the end of the repast he felt in-

' disposed. The Queen would have persuaded liim to quit table

;

' they bandied compliments a good while on the point; but at last

' she threw down her napkin, and rose. The King of England na-

' turally rose too ; but began to stagger ; the King of Prussia ran up
' to help him, aU the company ran bustling about him ; but it was
' to no purpose : he sank on his knees ; his peruke falling on one

' side, and his hat' (or at least his head, Madam !)
' on the other. They

' stretched him softly on the floor ; where he remained a good hour

' without consciousness. The pains they took with hiTn brought back
' his senses, by degrees, at last. The Queen and the King (of Prussia)

' were in despair all this while. Many have thought this attack was

' a herald of the stroke of apoplexy which came by and by,'—within

four years from this date, and carried off his Majesty in a very gloomy

manner.

' They passionately entreated him to retire now,' continues WU-
helmina ; ' but he would not by any means. He led out the Queen,

' and did the other ceremonies, according to rule ; had a very bad

' night, as we learned underhand ;' but persisted stoically neverthe-

less, being a crowned Majesty, and bound to it. He stoically under-

went four or three other days, of festival, sight-seeing, ' pleasure' so-

called ;—among other sights, saw little Fritz drilling his Cadets at

Berhn;—and on the fourth day (12th October 1723, so thinks Wil-

hehnina) fairly ' signed the Treaty of the Double-Marriage,' English

Townshend and the Prussian Ministry having settled all things.^

' Signed tlie Treaty,' thinks Wilhelniina, ' all things being

" WiUielinma, Memoires de Bareith, i. 83, 87.—In Coxe {Memoirs of Sir Bo-

bert Walpole, London, 1798), ii. 266, 272, 273, are some faint hints, from Towns-

hend, of this Berlin journey.
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settled.' Which is an error on the part of Wilhelmina. Set-

tled many or all things -were by Townshend and the others

:

but before signing, there was Parliament to be apprised,

there were formalities, expenditure of time ; between the

cup and the lip, such things to intervene ;—and the sad fact

is, the Double-Marriage Treaty never was signed at all!

—

However, all things being now settled ready for signing, his

Britannic Majesty, next morning, set offfor the Gohrde again,

to try if there were any hunting possible.

This authentic glimpse, one of the few that are attain-

able, of their first Constitutional King, let English readers

make the most of. The act done proved dreadfully mo-

mentous to our little Friend, his Grandson ; and will much

concern us

!

Thus, at any rate, was the Treaty of the Double-Mar-

riage settled, to the point of signing,—thought to be as

good as signed. It was at the time when Czar Peter was
mating armaments to burn Sweden; when Wood's Half-

pence (on behalf of her Improper Grace of Kendal, the lean

Quasi-Wife, 'Maypgle' or Hop-pole, who had run short of

money, as she often did) were about beginning to jingle

in Ireland;^ when Law's Bubble 'System' had fallen, well

flaccid, into Chaos again ; when Dubois the unutterable Car-

dinal had at length died, and d'Orleans the imutterable Ee-

gent was unexpectedly about to do so,—^in a most surprising

Sodom-and-Gomorrah manner.^ Not to mention other dull

and vile phenomena of putrid fermentation, which were

" Coxe (i. 216, 217, and supply the dates) ; Walpolo to Townshend, 13tli

October 1723 (ib. ii. 275) : ' Tlie DrapUr's Letters' are of 1724.

' 2d December 1723 : Barbier, Journal Historique du Eigne de Louis XV
(Paris, 1847), i. 192, 196; Lacretelle, Eistoire de France, IS""" siicle; &o.
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transpiring, or sluttishly bubbling up, in poor benigbted

rotten Europe bere or there;—since these are sufficient to

date the Transaction for us; and what does not stick to

our Fritz and his affairs it is more pleasant to us to forget

than to remember, of such an epoch.

Hereby, for the present, is a great load rolled from Queen

Sophie Dorothee's heart. One, and that the highest, of her

abstruse negotiations, cherished, laboured iu, these fourteen

years, she has brought to a victorious issue,—has she not ?

Her poor Mother, once so radiant, now so dim and angry,

shut in the Castle of Ahlden, does not approve this Double-

Marriage ; not she for her part ;—as indeed evil to all Hano-

verian interests is now chiefly her good, poor Lady ; and she

is growing more and more of a Megsera every day. With

whom Sophie Dorothee has her own difficulties and abstruse

practices; but struggles always to maintain, under seven-

fold secrecy, some thread of correspondence and pious filial

ministration wherever possible; that the poor exasperated

Mother, wretchedest and angriest of women, be not quite

cut off from the kinship of the living, but that some soft

breath of pity may cool her bm-ning heart now and then.^

A dark tragedy of Sophie's, this ; the Bluebeard Chamber of

her mind, iato which no eye but her own must ever look.

Princess Amelia comes into the World.

In. reference to Queen Sophie, and chronologically if not

otherwise connected with this Double-Marriage Treaty, I

will mention one other thing. Her Majesty had been in

fluctuating health, aU summer; unaccountable symptoms

' In Memoirs of Sophia Dorothea (London, 1845), ii. 385, 398, are certain

fractions of this Correspondence, ' edited' in an amazing manner.
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tuming-up in her Majesty's constitution, languors, qualms,

especially a tendency to swelliag or increase of size, which

had puzzled and alarmed her Doctors and her. Friedrich

Wilhelm, on conclusion of the Marriage -Treaty, had been

appelated to joiu his Father-in-law, Britannic George, at

the Gohrde, ia some three-weeks time, and hare a bout of

hunting. On the 8th of November, bedtime being come, he

kissed his WUhelmina and the rest, by way of good-bye ; in-

tending to start very early on the. morrow :—long journey

(150 miles or so), to be done all in one day. In the dead of

the night, Queen Sophie was seized with dreadful colics,

—

pangs of colic or who knows what ;—Friedrich WUhehn is

summoned ; rises iu the highest alarm ; none but the maids

and he at hand to help ; and the colic, or whatever it may

be, gets more and more dreadful.

Colic 1 poor Sophie, it is travail, and no colic ; and

a clever young Princess is suddenly the result ! None but

Friedrich Wilhelm and the maid for midwives ; mother and

infant, nevertheless, doing perfectly well. Friedrich Wil-

helm did not go on the morrow, but next day; laughed,

ever and anon in loud hahas, at the part he had been play-

ing ; and was very glad and merry. How the experienced

Sophie, whose twelfth child this is, came to commit such

an oversight is unaccountable ; but the fact is certain, and

made a merry noise in Court circles.^

The clever little Princess, now born in this manner, is

known by name to idle readers. She was christened Amelia;

and we shall hear of her in time coming. But there was, as

the Circulating Libraries still intimate, a certain loud-spoken

braggart of the histrionic-heroic sort, called Baron Trenck,

windy, rash, and not without mendacity, who has endea-

» PoUnitz, ii. 199 ; Wilhelmina, i. 87, 88.
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vom-ed to associate her with his own transcendent and not

uadeserved Ul-luck; hinting the poor Princess into a sad
fame in that way. For which, it would now appear, there

was no basis whatever ! Most condemnable Trenck ;—^whom,

however, Kobespierre guillotined finally, and so settled that

account and others.

Of Sophi^ Dorothee's twelve children, iacluding this

Amelia, there are now eight living, two boys, six ghls; and
after AmeHa, two others, boys, are successively to come : ten

in all, who grew to be men and women. Of whom perhaps

I had better subjoin a List ; now that the eldest Boy and

Girl are about to get settled in life ; and therewith close this

Chapter.

FriedricTi WilhelmJs Ten Children.

Marriage to Sophie Dorotliee,'28th !N"ovem'ber 1706.

A little Prince, born 23d November 1707, died in six months.

Then came,

1°. Feederika Sophie Wilhelmijsta, ultimately Margravine of

Baiteuth, after strange adventures in the marriage-treaty way. Wrote

her Memoires there, about 1744. Of whom we shall hear much.

Left a Daughter, her one child ; Daughter badly married, to ' Karl

reigning Duke of Wiirtemberg' (Poet SchUler's famous Serene High-

ness there), from whom she had to separate, &o., with anger enough,

by and by.

After "WUhelmina in thePamily series came a second Prince, who

died in the eleventh month. Then, 24th January 1712,

^°. Peibdeich.

After whom (1713) a little Princess, who died in few months.

And then,

3°. Peedeeika Louisa, born 28th September 1714; age now

about nine. Margravine of Anspach, 30th May 1729 ; Widow 1757.
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Her one Son, torn 1736, was tlie Lady-CraverCs Anspach. Prederika

Louisa died 4th. February 1784.

4°. Phtlippina Charlotte, bom 13th. of March 1716; became

Duchess of Brunswick (her Husband wasEldest Brother of the " Prince

Ferdinand" so famous in England in the Seven-Years War) ; her Son

was the Duke who invaded France in 1792, and was tragically hurled

to ruin in the Battle of Jena, 1806. The Mother lived till 1801;

Widow since 1780.

After whom, in 1717, again a little Prince, who died within two

years (oiir Fritz then seven,—probably the first time Death ever came

before him, practically into his little thoughts in this world) : then,

5°. Sophie Dobothee Maria, born 25th January 171 9; Margravine

of Schwedt, 1734 (eldest Margraf of Schwedt, mentioned above as a

comrade of the Crown-Prince). Her life not very happy ; she died

1765. Left no son (Brother-in-law succeeded, last of the Schwedt

Margraves) : her Daughter, wedded to Prince Friediich Eugen, a

Prussian Of&cer, Cadet of Wiirtemberg and ultimately Heir there, is

Ancestress of the Wiirtemberg Sovereignties that now are, and also

(by one of her daughters married to Paul of Eussia) of aU the Czar

kindred of our time.i"

6°. Louisa TJlriqde, born 24th July 1720 ; married Adolf Fried-

rich, Heir-Apparent, subsequently Bang of Sweden, 17th July 1744;

Queen (he having acceded) 6th April 1751 ; Widow 1771 ; died, at

Stockholm, 16th July 1782. Mother of the subsequent Kings; her

Grandson the Deposed}'^

7°. August Wilhelm, bom 9th August 1722; Heir-Apparent

after Friedrich (so declared by Friedrich, 30th June 1744); Father of

the Kings who have since followed. He himself died, in sad circum-

stances, as we shall see, 12th June 1758.

8°. Anna Amelia, born 9th November 1723,—on the terms we
have seen.

9°. Feiedbich Heinrich Ludwig, born 18th January 1726 ;—the
famed Prince Henri, of whom we shall hear.

" PreuBS, lY. 278 ; Erman, Vie de Sophie Charlotte, p. 272.

" (Ertel, p. 83 ; Hutoer, tt. 91, 227,
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10°. August Ebbdinand, born 23d May 1730 : a brilliant enough

little soldier under his Brother, full of spirit and talent, but Hable to

weak health ;—was Pather of the " Prince Louis Ferdinand," a tragic

Failure of something considerable, who went off in Liberalism, wit,

in high sentiment, expenditure and debauchery, greatly to the admira-

tion of some persons ; and at length rushed desperate upon the French,

and found his quietus (10th October 1806), four days before the Bat-

tle of Jena.

VOL. XXII. (Frederick, vol 2.)



CHAPTER II.

A KAISER HUNTING SHADOWS.

Treaty of Double-Marriage is ready for signing, once the

needful Parliamentary preludings are gone througli ; Treaty

is signed, thinks Wilhelmina,—forgetting the distance be-

tween cup and lip !—As to signing, or even to burning, and

giving-up the thought of signing, alas, how far are we yet

from that! Imperial spectre -huntings, and the pohtics of

most European Cabinets will connect themselves with that;

and send it wandering wide enough,—^lost in such a jungle

of intrigues, pettifoggings, treacheries, diplomacies domestic

and foreign, as the course of true-love never got entangled

in before.

The whole of which extensive Cabiaet opera.tions, cover-

ing square miles of paper at this moment,—having never-

theless, after ten years of effort, ended in absolute zero,

—

were of no worth even to the managers of them ; and are of

less than none to any mortal now or henceforth. So that

the method of treating them becomes a problem to History.

To pitch them utterly out of window, and out of memory,

never to be mentioned ia human speech again : this is the

manifest prompting of Nature ;—and this, were not our poor

Crown-Prince and one or two others involved in them,

would be our ready and thrice -joyful course. Surely the

so-called " Politics of Europe" in that day are a thing this
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Editor woiild otherwise, "with his whole soul, forget to all

eternity! 'Putrid fermentation,' ending, after the endur-

ance of much malodoui', in mere zero to you and to every

one, even to the rotting-bodies themselves:—is there any

wise Editor that would connect himself with that ? These

are the fields of History which are to be, so soon as humanly

possible, suppressed ; which only Mephistopheles, or the Bad

Genius of Mankind, can contemplate with pleasure.

Let us strive to touch lightly the chief summits, here

and there, of that intricate, most empty, mournful Business,

—^which was really once a Fact in practical Europe, not the

mere nightmare of an Attorney's Dream ;—and iadicate, so

far as indispensable, how the young Friedrich, Friedrich's

Sister, Father, Mother, were tribulated, almost heartbroken

and done to death, by means of it.

Imperial Majesty on the Treaty of Utrecht.

Kaiser Karl VI., head of the Holy Romish Empu-e at this

time, was a handsome man to look upon ; whose life, full of

expense, vicissitude, futile labour and adventure, did not

prove of much use to the world. Describable as a laborious

futility rather. He was second son of that little Leopold,

the solemn little Herr in red stockings, who had such

troubles, frights, and runnings to and fro with the sieging

Turks, hberative Sobieskis, acquisitive Louis Fom-teenths;

and who at length ended ia a sea of futile labour, which

they call the Spanish-Succession War.

This Karl, second son, had been appointed "King of

Spaia" in that futUe busiaess; and with much sublimity,

though internally in an impoverished condition, he pro-

ceeded towards Spain, landing in England to get cash for
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the outfit;—arrived in Spain; and roved about there as Ti-

tular King for some years, -with the fighting Peterboroughs,

Galways, Stahrembergs ; but did no good there, neither

he nor his Peterboroughs. At length, his Brother Joseph,

Father Leopold's successor, having died,^ Karl came home

from Spain to be Kaiser. At which point, Karl would have

been wise to give-up his Titular Kingship in Spain ; for he

never got, nor will get, anything but futile la;bour from

hanging to it. He did hang to it nevertheless; and still,

at this date of George's visit and long afterwards, hangs,

—

with notable obstinacy. To the woe of men and nations

:

punishment doubtless of his sins and theirs !

—

Kaiser Karl shrieked mere amazement and indignation,

when the English tired of fighting for him and it. When
the English said to their great Marlborough :

" Enough, you

sorry Marlborough! You have beaten Louis XIV. to the

suppleness of washleather, at om- bidding ; that is true, and

that may have had its difficulties : but, after all, we prefer

to have the thing precisely as it would have been without

any fighting. You, therefore, what is the good of you?

You are a — person whom we fling out like sweepings, now
that our eyesight returns, and accuse of common stealing.

Go and be — !" —
Nothing ever had so disgusted and astonished Kaiser

Karl as this treatment,—not of Marlborough, whom he re-

garded only as he would have done a pair of military boots

or a holster-pistol of superior excellence, for the uses that

were in him,—^but of the Kaiser Karl his own sublime self,

the heart and focus of Political Nature ; left in this manner,

now when the sordid English and Dutch decHned spending

blood and money for him farther. " Ungrateful, sordid, in-

» 17th Api-U 1711.
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conceivable souls," answered Karl, "was there ever, since

the early Christian times, such a martyr as you have now
made of me!" So answered Karl, in diplomatic groans and

shrieks, to all ends of Europe. But the sulky English and

AUies, thoroughly tired of paying and bleeding, did not

heed him; made their Peace of Utrecht^ with Louis XIV.,

who was now beaten supple ; and Karl, after a year of in-

dignant protests, and futile attempts to fight Louis on his

own score, was obliged to do the Hke. He has lost the

Spanish crov^n; but stUl holds by the shadow of it; will

not quit that, if he can help it. He hunts much, digests

well; is a sublime Kaiser, though internally rather poor,

carrying his head high ; and seems to himself, on some sides

of his life, a martyred much-enduring man.

Imperial Majesty has got happily wedded.

Kaiser Karl, soon after the time of going to Spain, had

decided that a Wife would be necessary. He applied to

Caroline of Anspach, now English Princess of Wales, but at

that time an orphaned Brandenburg-Anspach Princess, very

beautiful, graceful, gifted, and altogether unprovided for;

living at Berlin under the guardianship of Friedrich the first

King. Her young Mother had married again,—^high enough

match (to Kur-Sachsen, elder Brother of August the Strong,

August at that time without prospects of the Electorate) ;

—

but it lasted short while : Caroline's Mother and Saxon Step-

father were both now, long since, dead. So she lived at

BerHn, brilliant though unportioned;—with the rough cub

Friedrich Wilhelm much following her about, and passion-

2 Peace of UtrecM, 11th April 1713 ; Peace of Bastadt (foUowing upon the

PreliminarieB of Baden), 6th March 1714.
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ately loyal to her, as the Beast was to Beauty; whom she

did not mind, except as a cub loyal to her ; being five years

older than he.' Indigent bright Caroline, a young lady of

fine aquiline features and spirit, was applied for to be Queen

of Spain; wooer a handsome man, who might even be Kaiser

by and by. Indigent bright Caroline at once answered, No.

She was never very orthodox in Protestant theology; but

could not thiok of taking up Papistry for lucre's and am-

bition's sake : be that always remembered on Caroline's

behalf.

The Spanish Majesty next applied at Brunswick Wolfen-

biittel; no lack of Princesses there: Princess Elizabeth, for

instance ; Protestant she too, but perhaps not so squeamish 1

Old Anton XJlrich, whom some readers know for the idle

Books, longwinded Novels chiefly, which he wrote, was the

Grandfather of this favoured Princess ; a goodnatured old

gentleman, of the idle ornamental species, in whose head

most things, it is likely, were reduced to vocables, scribble

and sentimentality; and only a steady internal gravitation

towards praise and pudding was traceable as very real in

him. Anton Ulrich, affronted more or less by the immense

advancement of Gentleman Ernst and the Hanoverian or

Younger Brimswick Line, was extremely glad of the Im-

perial offer ; and persuaded his timid Granddaughter, am-

bitious too, but rather conscience-stricken. That the change

from Protestant to Catholic, the essentials being so perfectly

identical in both, was a mere trifie ; that he himself, old as

he was, would readily change along with her, so easy was

it. Whereupon the young Lady made the big leap; ab-

jured her religion;*—went to Spain as Queen (with sad

injury to her complexion, but otherwise successfully more

" Forster, i. 107. * Ist May 1707, at Bamberg.
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or less) ;—and sits now as Empress beside her Karl VI. in a

grand enongli, probably rather dull, but not singularly un-

happy manner.

She, a Brunswick Princess, with Nephews and Nieces

who may concern us, is Kaiserinn to Kaiser Karl : for aught

I know of her, a kindly simple Wife, and unexceptionable

Sovereign Majesty, of the sort wanted;—^whom let us re-

member, if we meet her again one day. I add only of this

poor Lady, distinguished to me by a Daughter she had, that

her mind' still had some misgiviags about the big leap she

had made in the Protestant-Papist way. Finding Anton

UMch still continue Protestant, she wrote to him out of

Spain :—" Why, honoured Grandpapa, have you not done

as you promised 1 Ah, there must be a taint of mortal

sin in it, after all!" Upon which the absurdly situated

old Gentleman did change his religion; and is marked as

a Convert in all manner of Genealogies and Histories;

—

truly an old literary gentleman ducal and serene, restored

to the bosom of the Church in a somewhat peculiarly ridi-

culous manner.'—But to return.

Imperial Majesty and the Termagant of Spain.

Ever after the Peace of Utrecht, when England and Hol-

land declined to bleed for him farther, especially ever since

his own Peace of Kastadt made with Louis the year after.

Kaiser Karl had utterly lost hold of the Crown of Spain

;

and had not the least chance to clutch that bright substance

again. But he held by the shadow of it, with a deadly Haps-

burg tenacity; refused for twenty years, under all pressm-es,

» Miohaelie, i. 131.
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to part with the shadow : " The Spanish Hapsbiorg Branch

is dead ; whereupon do not I, of the Austrian Branch, sole

representative of Kaiser Karl the Fifth, claim, by the law of

Heaven, whatever he possessed in Spain, by law of ditto ?

Battles of Blenheim, of Malplaquet, Court-iatrigues of Mrs.

Masham and the Duchess : these may briag Treaties of

Utrecht, and what you are pleased to caU laws of Earth ;

—

but a Hapsburg Kaiser knows higher laws, if you would do

a thousand Utrechts ; and by these, Spain is his
!"

Poor Kaiser Karl : he had a high thought in him really,

though a most misguided one. Titular Kiag of Men; but

much bewildered iato mere indolent fatuity, inane solemn-

ity, high-sniffing pride grounded on nothing at all ; a Kaiser

much sunk in the sediments of his muddy Epoch. Sure

enough, he was a proud lofty solemn Kaiser, infinitely the

gentleman in air and humour; Spanish gravities, ceremo-

nials, reticences;—and could, in a better scene, have dis-f

tinguished himself, by better than mere statuesque im-

movability of posture, dignified endm-ance of ennui, and

Hapsburg tenacity in holding the grip. It was not till 1735,

after tussellings and wrenchings beyond calculation, that he

would consent to quit the Shadow of the Crown of Spain

;

and let Europe ie at peace on that score.

The essence of what is called the European History of

this Period, such History as a. Period sunk dead in spirit,

and alive only in stomach, can have, turns all on Kaiser

Karl, and these his clutchiags at shadows. Which makes

a very sad, surprising History indeed ; more worthy to be

called Phenomena of Putrid Fermentation, than Struggles

of Human Heroism to vindicate itself in this Planet, which

latter alone are worthy of recording as " History" by man-

kind.
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On the throne of Spain, beside Philip V. the melancholic

new Bourbon, Louis XIV.'s Grandson, sat Elizabeth Farnese,

a termagant tenacious woman, whose ambitious cupidities

were not inferior in obstinacy to Kaiser Karl's, and proved

not quite so shadowy as his. Elizabeth also wanted seve-

ral things : renimciation of your (Kaiser Karl's) shadowy

claims ; nay of sundiy real usm-pations you and your Trea-

ties have made on the actual possessions of Spain,—King-

dom of Sicily, for instance ; Netherlands, for instance

;

Gibraltar, for instance. But there is one thing which, we
observe, is indispensable throughout to Elizabeth Farnese

:

the futm-e settlement of her dear Boy Carlos. Carlos, whom
as Spanish Philip's second Wife she had given to Spaia

and the world, as Second or supplementary Infant there,

—

a troublesome gift to Spaia and others.

" This dear Boy, surely he must have his Italian Apan-

ages, which you have provided for him : Duchies of Parma

and Piacenza, which will fall heirless soon. Security for

these ItaUan Apanages, such as wiU satisfy a Mother: Let

us introduce Spanish garrisons into Parma and Piacenza at

once ! How else can we be certaia of getting those indis-

pensable Apanages, when they fall vacantf On this point

Elizabeth Farnese was positive, maternally vehement ; would

take no subterfuge, denial or delay: "Let me perceive that

I shall have these Duchies: that, first of all; or else not

that only, but numerous other thiags will be demanded of

you!"

Upon which point the Kaiser too, who loved his Duchies,

and hoped yet to keep them by some turn of the game,

never could decide to comply. Whereupon Elizabeth grew

more and more termagant ; listened to wild counsels ; took

up an Alberoni, a Kipperda, any wandering diplomatic bull-
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dog that -offered; and let them loose upon the Kaiser and

her other gainsayers. To the terror of mankind, lest uni-

versal war should supervene. She held the Kaiser weU at

bay, mankind "weU in panic ; and continually there came on

aU Europe, for about twenty years, a terror that war was

just about to break out, and the whole world to take fire.

The History so-called of Europe went canting from side to

side ; heeling at a huge rate, according to the passes and

lunges these two giant figures, Imperial Majesty and the

Termagant of Spa;in, made at one another,— for a twenty

years or more, till once the duel was decided between

them.

There came next to no war, after all ; sputterings of war

twice over,—1718, Byng at Messina, as we saw ; and then,

in 1727, a second sputter, as we are to see :—^but the neigh-

bours always ran with buckets, and got it quenched. No

war to speak of; but such negotiating, diplomatising, uni-

versal hope, universal fear, and infinite ado about nothing,

as were seldom heard of before. For except Friedrich Wil-

helm drilling his 50,000 soldiers (80,000 gradually, and gra-

dually even twice that number), I see no Crowned Head in

Europe that is not, with immeasurable apparatus, simply

doing zero, Alas, in an age of universal infidelity to Hea-

ven, where the Heavenly Sun has sunk, there occur strange

Spectre-huntings. Which is a fact worth laying to heart.

—

Duel of Twenty Years with EHzabeth Faruese, about the

eventuahties of Parma and Piacenza, and the Shadow of

the lost Crown of Spain; this was the first grand Spectral-

ity of Kaiser Karl's existence; but this was not the whole

of them.
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Imperial Majesty's Pragmatic Sanction.

Kaiser Karl meanwhile was rather short of heirs ; which

formed another of his real troubles, and involved him in

mnch shadow-hunting. His Wife, the Serene Brunswick

Empress whom we spoke of above, did at length bring him

children, brought him a boy even ; but the boy died within

the year; and, on the whole, there remained nothing but

two Daughters; Maria Theresa the elder of them, born 1717,

—the prettiest little maiden in the world;—no son to in-

herit Kaiser Karl. Under which circumstances Kaiser Karl

produced now, in the Year 1724, a Document which he had

executed privately as long ago as 1713, only his Privy

Councillors and other Official witnesses knowing of it then f

and solemnly publishes it to the world, as a thing all men
are to take notice of. All men had notice enough of this

Imperial bit of Sheepskin, before they got done with it,

five-and-twenty years hence.''' A very famous Pragmatic

Sanction ; now published for the world's comfort

!

By which Document, Kaiser Karl had formally settled,

and fixed according to the power he has, in the shape of

what they call a Pragmatic Sanction, or unalterable Ordin-

ance in his Imperial House, ' That, failing Heirs-male, his

' Daughters, his Eldest Daughter, should succeed him ; fail-

' ing Daughters, his Nieces ; and in short, that Heirs-female

' ranking from their kinship to Kaiser Karl, and not to any

' prior Kaiser, should be as good as Heirs-male of Karl's

* body would have been.' A Pragmatic Sanction is the

high name he gives this document, or the Act it represents

;

'Pragmatic Sanction' being, in the Imperial Chancery and

« 19th April 1713 (Stenzel, iii. 522). ' Peace of Aix-Ia-ChapeUe, 1748,
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some others, the received title for Ordiaances of a very

irrevocable nature, which a sovereign makes, in affairs

that belong wholly to himself, or what he reckons his own

rights.®

This Pragmatic Sanction of Kaiser Karl's, executed 19th

April 1713, was promulgated, 'gradually,' now here now

there, from 1720 to 1724,'—in which later year it became

universally public; and was transmitted to all Courts and

Sovereignties, as an unalterable law of Things Imperial.

Thereby the good man hopes his beautiftJ little Theresa,

now seven years old, may succeed him, all as a son would

have done, in the Austrian States and Dignities; and in-

calculable damages, wars, and chances of war, be prevented,

for his House and for all the world.

The world, incredulous of tomorrow, in its lazy way, was

not sufficiently attentive to this new law of things. Some

who were personally interested, as the Saxon Sovereignty,

and the Bavarian, denied that it was just : reminded Kaiser

Karl that he was not the Noah or Adam of Kaisers ; and

that the case of Heu-s-female was not quite a new idea on

sheepskin. No ; there are older Pragmatic Sanctions and set-

tlements, by prior Kaisers of blessed memory; under which,

if Daughters are to come in, we, descended from Imperial

Daughters of older standing, shall have a word to say!

—

To this Kaiser Karl answers steadily, with endless argu-

ment, That every Kaiser is a Patriarch, and First Man, in

such matters; and that so it has been pragmatically sanc-

' A rare kind of Deed, it would seem ; and all the more solemn. In 1438,

Charles VI. of France, conceding the Galilean Church its Liberties, does it hy
' Sanction Pragmatique ;' Carlos III. of Spain (in 1759, 'settling the Kingdom

of the Two Sicilies on his third son') does the like,—^which is the last instance

of ' Pragmatic Sanction^ in this world.

» Stenzel, pp. 522, 523.
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tioned by Mm, and tliat so it sliall and must irrevocably

be. To the other Powers, and indolent impartial Sovereigns

of the world, he was lavish in embassies, ia ardent repre-

sentations; and spared no pains in convincing them that

tomorrow would surely come, and that then it would be a

blessedness to have accepted this Pragmatic Sanction, and

see it lyiag for you as a Law of Nature to go by, and avoid

incalculable controversies.

This was another vast Shadow, or confused high-piled

continent of shadows, to which our poor Kaiser held with

his customary tenacity. To procure adherences and assm-

ances to this dear Pragmatic Sanction, was, even more than

the shadow of the Spanish Crown, and above all after he

had quitted that, the one grand business of his Life hence-

forth. With which he kept all Em-ope in perpetual travail

and diplomacy; raying-out ambassadors, and less ostensible

agents, with bribes, and with entreaties and proposals, into

every high Sovereign Court and every low; negotiating

tmweariedly by all methods, with all men. For it was his

eveniag-song and his morning-prayer; the grand meaning

of Life to him, till Life ended. You would have said, the

first question he asks of every creature is, " Will you cove-

nant for my Pragmatic Sanction with me ? 0, agree to it

;

accept that new Law of Nature : when the morrow coines,

it will be salutary for you !"

Most of the Foreign Potentates idly accepted the thing,

— as things of a distant contingent kiad are accepted;

—

made Treaty on it, since the Kaiser seemed so extremely

anxious. Only Bavaria, haviag heritable claims, never would.

Saxony too (August the Strong), being in the like case, or

a better, flatly refused for a long time ; would not, at all,

—

except for a consideration. Bright little Prince Eugene,
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who dictated square miles of Letters and Diplomacies on

the subject (Letters of a steady depth of dulness, which at

last grows almost sublime), was wont to teU his Majesty:

" Treatyiag, your Majesty ? A well-trained Army and a fiill

Treasury ; that is the only Treaty that will make this Prag-

matic Sanction vaHd!" But his Majesty never would be-

lieve. So the bright old Eugene dictated,—or, we hope and

guess, he only gave his clerks some key-word, and signed

his name (in three languages, "Eugenio von Savoye") to

these square miles of dull epistolary matter,—^probably tak-

ing Spanish snuff when he had done. For he wears it in

both waistcoat-pockets;—^has (as his Portraits still tell us)

given up breathing by the nose. The bright httle soul,

with a flash in him as of Heaven's own lightning ; but now

growing very old and snuffy.

Shadow of Pragmatic Sanction, shadow of the Spanish

Crown,— it was such shadow-huntings of the Kaiser in

Vienna, it was this of the Pragmatic Sanction most of aU,

that thwarted our Prussian Double-Marriage, which lay so

far away from it. This it was that pretty nearly broke the

hearts of Friedrich, WUhelmina, and their Mother and Fa-

ther. For there never was such negotiating; not for ad-

mittance to the Kingdom of Heaven, in the pious times.

And the open goings-forth of it, still more the secret min-

ings and mole-courses of it, were into all places. Above

ground and below, no Sovereign mortal could say he was

safe fi'om it, let him agree or not. Friedrich Wilhelm had

cheerfully, and with all his heart, agreed to the Pragmatic

Sanction ; this above ground, in sight of the sun ; and rashly

fancied he had then done with it. TiU, to his horror, he

found the Imperial moles, by way of keeping assurance

doubly sure, had been under the foundations of his very
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tioiise for long years past, and had ail-but brought it down
about him ia the most hideous manner I

—

Third Shadow : Imperial Majesty's Osiend Company.

Another object which Kaiser Karl pursued with some

diKgence ia these times, and which likewise proved a sha-

dow, much disturbance as it gave mankind, was his " Ostend

East-India Company." The Kaiser had seen impoverished

Spain, rich England, rich HoUand; he had taken-up a credit-

able notion about commerce and its advantages. He said

to himself. Why should not my Netherlands trade to the

East, as well as these English and Dutch, and grow opulent

like them? He instituted (pctToyd) an "Ostend East-India

Company," under due Patents and Imperial Sheepskins, of

date 17th December 1722,^" gave it what freedom he could

to trade to the East. "Impossible!" answered the Dutch,

with distraction in their aspect ; " Impossible, we say ; con-

trary to Treaty of WestphaKa, to Utrecht, to Barrier Treaty;

and destructive to the best interests of mankind, especially

to us and our trade-profits ! We shall have to capture your

ships, if you ever send any."

To which the Kaiser counterpleaded, earnestly, diligently,

for the space of seven years,—to no effect. " We will cap-

ture your ships if you ever send any," answered the Dutch

and English. What ships ever could have been sent firom

Ostend to the East, or what ill they could have done there,

remains a mystery, owing to the monopolising Maritime

Powers.

The Kaiser's laudable zeal for commerce had to expend

" BuoMiolz, i. 88 ; Pfeffel, Abrige Chnmohgique de I'Sistoire d'Allemagne

(Paris, 1776), ii, 522,
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itself in his Adriatic Territories,—giving privileges to the

Ports of Trieste and Fiiime;^^ making roads through the

Dalmatian Hill-Conntries, which are useful to this day;

—

but could not operate, on the Netherlands in the way pro-

posed. The Kaiser's Imperial Ostend East-India Company,

which convulsed the Diplomatic mind for seven years to

come, and made Europe lurch from side to side in a terrific

manner, proved a mere paper Company; never sent any

ships, only produced Diplomacies, and ' had the honour to

be.' This was the third grand Shadow which the Kaiser

chased, shaking all the world, poor crank world, as he strode

after it; and this also ended in zero, and several tons of

diplomatic correspondence, carried once by breathless estaf-

fettes, and now silent, gravitating towards Acheron all of'

them, and interesting to the spiders only.

Poor good Kaiser : they say he was a humane stately

gentleman, stately though shortish; fond of pardoning cri-

minals where he could; very polite to Muratori and the

Antiquaries, even to English Rymer, in opening his Archives

to them,—and made roads in the Dalmatian Hill-Country,

which remain to this day. I do not wonder he grew more

and more saturnine, and addicted to solid taciturn field-

sports. His Political ' Perforce-Hunt (Parforce Jagd)^ with

so many two-footed terriers, and legationary beagles, dis-

tressing aU the world by their baying and their burrowing,

had proved to be of Shadows ; and melted into thin air, to a

very singular degree

!

" Hormayr, CEsterreichischer PlutarcR, x. 101.



CHAPTER III.

THE SEVEN CRISES OR EUROPEAN TRAVAIL-THROES.

IN" process of this so terrific Duel with Elizabeth Farnese,

and general combat of the Shadows, which then made Eu-

rope quake, at every new lunge and pass of it, and which

now makes Europe yawn to hear the least mention of it,

there came two sputterings of actual War. Byng's sea-vic-

tory at Messina, 1718 ; Spanish ' Siege of Gibraltar,' 1727,

are the maiu phenomena of these two Wars,—^England, as

its wont is, taking a shot ia both, though it has now for-

gotten both. And, on the whole, there came, so far as I can

count. Seven grand diplomatic Spasms or Crises,—desperate

general European Treatyings hither and then thither, so-

lemn Congresses two of them, with endless supplementary

adhesions by the minor powers. Seven grand mother-treaties,

not to mention the daughters, or supplementary adhesions

they had ; aU Etirope rising spasmodically seven times, and

doiug its yery uttermost to queU this terrible incubus ; all

Eiurope changing colour seven times, like a lobster boiling,

for twenty years. Seven diplomatic Crises, we say, marked

changings of colour in the long-suffering lobster; and two

so-called Wars,—^before this enormous zero could be settled.

Which high Treaties and Transactions, human nature, after

much study of them, grudges to enumerate. Apanage for

Baby Carlos, ghost of a Pragmatic Sanction ; these were a

pair of causes for mankind ! Be no word spoken of them,

except with regret and on evident compulsion.

VOL. XXII. (Froderiok, vol. 2.) I
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For the reader's convenience we must note the salient

points; but grudge to do it. Salient points, now mostly-

wrapt in Orcus, and terrestrially interesting only to the

spiders,—except on an occasion of this kind, when part of

them happens to stick to the history of a memorable man.

To us they are mere bubblings-up of the general putrid

fermentation of the then Political World ; and are too un-

lovely to be dwelt on longer than indispensable. Triple

AlKance, Quadruple Alliance, Congress of Cambrai, Congress

of Soissons ; Conference of Pardo, Treaty of Hanover, Treaty

of Wusterhausen, what are they? Echo answers, What?

Ripperda and the Queen of Spain, Kaiser Karl and his Prag-

matic Sanction, are fallen dim to every miad. The Troubles

of Thorn (sad enough Papist-Protestant tragedy in their

time),—who now cares to know of them? It is much if

we find a hearing for the poor Salzburg Emigrants when

they get into Preussen itself. Afflicted human nature ought

to be, at last, delivered from the palpably superfluous ; and

if a few things memoraHe are to be remembered, millions

of things unmemorable must first be honestly buried and

forgotten ! But to our affair,—that of marking the chief

bubblings-up in the above-said Universal Putrid Fermenta-

tion, so far as they concern us.

Congi^ess of Cambrai.

We already saw Byng sea fighting in the Straits of Mes-

sina; that was part of Crisis Second,—sequel, in powder-

and-ball, of Crisis Fii-st, which had been in paper till then.

The Powers had interfered, by Triple, by Quadi-uple Alli-

ance, to quench the Spanish-Austrian Duel (about Apanage

for Baby Carlos, and a quantity of other Shadows) : ' Triple
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Alliance'^ was, we may say, when France, England, Holland

laboriously sorted-ont terms of agreement between Kaiser

and Termagamt :
' Quadruple'^ was when Kaiser, after muoli

coaxing, acceded, as fouartli party ; and said gloomily, " Yes,

tben." Byng's Sea-figbt was wben Termagant said, "No,

by— tke Plots of Alberoni ! Never will I, for my part,

accede to sucb terms !" and attacked tbe poor Kaiser in bis

Sicilies and elsewhere. Byng's Sea-fight, in aid of a suffer-

ing Kaiser and his Sicilies, in consequence. Fm-thermore,

the French invaded Spain, till Messina were retaken; nay

the English, by land too, made a dash at Spain, " Descent

on Vigo" as they call it,—in reference to which take the

following stray Note

:

' That same year' (1719, year after Byng's Sea-figtt, Messina just

about recaptured), ' there took effect, planned hj the vigorous Colonel

' Stanhope, our Minister at Madrid, who took personal share ia the

' thing, a " Descent on Vigo,'' sudden swoop-down upon Town and

' shipping in those Gallician, north-west regions. Which was per-

' feetly successful,—Lord Cohham leading ;—and made much noise

' among mankind. Filled all Gazettes at that time ; hut now, again,

* is aU fallen silent for us,—except this one thrice-insignificant point,

' That there was in it, "in Handyside's Eegiment," a Lieutenant of

' Foot, hy name Sterne, who had left, with his poor Wife at Ply-

' mouth, a very remarkable Boy called Lorry, or Lawrence ; known
' since that to aU mankind. When Lorry ia his lAfe writes, "my
' Father went on the Vigo expedition," readers may understand this

' was it. Strange enough : that poor Lieutenant of Foot is now
' pretty much aU that is left of this sublime enterprise upon Vigo, ia

' the memory of mankiad ;—hanging there, as if by a single hair,

' till poor Tristram Shandy be forgotten too.'^

> 4th January 1717. ^ ISth Jidy 1718.

3 Memoirs of Lawrence Sterne, written iy himselffor liis Daughter (see An-

nual Register, Year 1775, pp. 50t52).
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In short, the French and even the English invaded Spain

;

English Byng and others sank Spanish ships; Termagant

was obliged to paot-away her Alberoni, and give in. She

had to accede to ' Quadruple AlHance,' after all ; making it,

BO to speak, a Quintuple one ; making Peace, in fact,*

—

general Congress to be held at Cambrai and settle the de-

tails.

Congress of Cambrai met accordingly; in 1722,—'in the

course of the year,' Delegates slowly raining in,—date not

fixable to a day or month. Congress was " sat," as we said,

—or, alas, was only still endeavouring to get seated, and

wandering about among the chairs,—when George I. came

to Charlottenburg that evening, October 1723, and sm-veyed

Wilhelmina with a candle. More inane Congress never met

in this world, nor will meet. Settlement proved so difficult;

all the more, as neither of the quarreling parties wished it.

Kaiser and Termagant, fallen as if exhausted, had not the

least disposition to agree ; lay diplomatically gnashing their

teeth at one another, ready to fight again should strength

retm-n. Difficult for third parties to settle on behalf of such

a pau\ Nay at length the Kaiser's Ostend Company came

to light : what will third parties, Dutch and English espe-

cially, make of that?

This poor Congress,—^let the reader fancy it,—spent two

years in ' arguments about precedencies,' in mere beatings

of the air ; could not get seated at all, but wandered among

the chairs, till ' February 1724.' Nor did it manage to ac-

comphsh any work whatever, even then; the most inane

of Human Congresses ; and memorable on that account, if

on no other. There, in old stagnant Cambrai, through the

' 17th Febi-uary 1720.
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third year and into the fonvth, were Delegates, Spanish,

Austrian, English, Dutch, French, of solemn outfit, with a

big tail to each,—' Lord Whitworth' whom I do not know,

'Lord Polwarth' (Earl of Marchmont that will be, a friend

of Pope's), were the English Principals:'—^there, for about

four years, were these poor fellow-creatures busied, baling-

out water with sieves. Seen through the Horn-Gate of

Dreams, the figure of them rises almost grand on the mind.

A certain bright young Frenchman, Franfois Arouet,

—

spoiled for a solid law-career, but whose (Edipe we saw

triumphing in the Theatres, and who will, under the new
name of Voltaire, become very memorable to us,—^happened

to be running towards Holland that way, one of his many

journeys thitherward ; and actually saw this Congress, then

in the first year of its existence. Saw it, probably dined

with it. A Letter of his still extant, not yet fallen to the

spiders, as so much else has done, testifies to this fact. Let

us read part of it, the less despicable part,—as a Piece su-

premely insignificant, yet now in a manner the one surviv-

ing Document of this extraordinary Congress ; Congress's

own works and history having all otherwise fallen to the

spiders forever. The Letter is addressed to Cardinal Du-

bois;—for Dubois, '"with the face like a goat,'* yet hved

(first year of this Congress) ; and Regent d'Orleans Kved,

intensely interested here as third party :—and a goatfaced

Cardinal, once pimp and lackey, ugHest of created souls.

Archbishop of this same Cambrai ' by Diviae permission' and

favour of Beelzebub, was capable of promoting a young fel-

low if he chose

:

« SchoU, ii. 197. " Herzogin von Orleans, Briefe.
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' To Ms Eminence Cardinal Dubois (from Arouet Junior).

' Cambrai, July 1722.

'* * * We are just arrived in your City, Moaseigneur; wliere,

' I think, all tte Ambassadors and aU tlie Cooks in Europe haye

' given one another rendezvous. It seems as if all the Ministers of

' Germany had assembled here for the pu:|)ose of getting their Em-
' peror's health drunk. As to Messieurs the Ambassadors of Spain,

' one of them hears two masses a day, and the other manages the

' troop of players. The English Ministers' (a Lord Polwarth and a

Lord Whitworth) ' send many couriers to Champagne, and few to

' London. Eor the rest, nobody expects your Eminence here ; it is

' not thought yon wiU quit the Palais -Eoyal to visit the sheep of

' your flock ia these parts,'—no !
—

' It would be too bad for your

' Eminence and for us all. * * Think sometimes, Monseigneur, of a

' man who'—^regards your goatfaoed Eminence as a beautiful ingenious

creature ; and such a hand in conversation as never was. ' The one

' thing I will ask' of your goatfaced Eminence ' at Paris will be, to

' have the goodness to talk to me.''' * * *

Alas, alas !—The more despicable portions of tliis Letter

we omit, as they are not history of the Congress, but ot

Arouet Junior on the shady side. So much wiU testify that

this Congress did exist ; that its wiggeries and it -were not

always, what they now are, part of a nightmare-vision in

Human History.

—

Elizabeth Farnese, seeing at what rate the Congress of

Cambrai sped, lost all patience with it; and gettiag more

and more exasperations there, at length employed one Rip-

perda,a surprising Dutch Black-Artist whom she now had

' (Euvres de Voltaire, 97 vols. (Paris, 1825-1834), Ixviii. 95, 96.
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for MiniBter, to pull the floor from beneath it (bo to speak),

and send it home in that -manner. Which Eipperda did. An
appropriate enough catastrophe, comfortable to the reader

;

upon which perhaps he will not grudge to read still another

word?

Congress of Camhrai gets the Floor pulledfrom wfider it.

Termagant Elizalieth had now one E.ipperda for Minis-

ter ; a surprising Dutch adventurer, once secretary of some

Dutch embassy at Madrid ; who, discerning how die land lay,

had broken loose from that subaltern career, had changed

his religion, insintiated himself into Elizabeth's royal favour;

and was now "Duke de Eipperda," and a diplomatic bull-

<dog of the first quality, fall of mighty schemes and hopes

;

in brief, a new Alberoni to the Termagant 'Queen. This

Eipperda had persuaded her (the third year of our inane

Congress now running out, to no pm-pose), That he, if he

were sent direct to Vienna, could reconcile the Kaiser to

her. Majesty, and bring them to Treaty, independently of

Congresses. He was sent accordingly, in all privacy ; had

reported himself as laboming there, with the best outlookB,

for some while past; when, still early in 1725, there oc-

curred on the part of France,—^where Regent d'OrMans was

now dead, and new politics had come in vogue,—^that ' send-

ing back' of the poor little Spanish Infanta,* and marrying

of young Louis XV. elsewhere, which drove Elizabeth and

the Court of Spain, not nnnaturally, into a very delirium of

indignation.

Why they sent the poor httle Lady home on those

« ' 5th April 1725, quitted Paris' (BarWer, Journal du Eigne de Louis XV,

i.,218).
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stocking termB ? It seems there was no particular reason,

except that French Louis was now about fifteen, and little

Spanish Theresa was only eight; and that, under Due de

Bourbon, the new Premier, and none of the wisest, there

was, express or implicit, ' an ardent wish to see royal pro-

geny secured.' For which, of course, a wife of eight years

would not answer. So she was returned; and even in a

blundering way, it is said,—^the French Ambassador at Ma-

drid having prefaced his communication, not with light

adroit preludings of speech, but with a tempest of tears

and howHng lamentations, as if that were the way to con-

ciliate King Philip and his Termagant Elizabeth. Trans-

port of indignation was the natural consequence on their

part; order to every Frenchman to be across the border

withia, say eight-and-forty hom-s; rejection forever of all

French mediation at Cambrai or elsewhere
; question to the

English, "Will you mediate for us, thenf To which the

answer being merely "Hm!" with looks of delay,—order

by express to Ripperda, to make straightway a bargaia

with the Kaiser; almost any bargain, so it were made at

once. Ripperda made a bargain : Treaty of Vienna, 30th

April 1725:' 'Titles and Shadows each of us shall keep for

' his own lifetime, then they shall drop. As to realities

' again, to Parma and Piacenza among the rest, let these

' be as in the Treaty of Utrecht ; arrangeable in the lump

;

' —and indeed, of Parma and Piacenza perhaps the less we
' say, the better at present.' This was, ia substance, Rip-

perda's Treaty; the Third great Em-opean travaU-thi-oe, or

change of colour in the long-suffering lobster. Whereby,

of course, the Congress of Cambrai did straightway disap-

pear, the floor miraculously vanishing under it ; and sinks,

» Scholl, ii. 201; Coxe, Walpole, i. 239-250.
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—far below liuman eye-reach by this time,—towards the

Bottomless Pool, ever since. Such was the begimiing, such

the end of that Congress, which Arouet le Jeune, in 1722,

saw as a contemporary Fact, drinking champagne in rami-

lies wigs, and arranging comedies for itself.

France and the Britannic Majesty trim the Ship again:

How Friedrich Wilhelm came into it. Treaty of

Hanover, 1725.

The publication of this Treaty of Vienna (30th April

1725),—^miraculous disappearance of the Congress of Cam-

brai by withdrawal of the floor from under it, and close

union of the Courts of Spain and Vienna as the outcome of

its slow labours,—filled Europe, and chiefly the late medi-

ating Powers, with amazement, anger, terror. Made Europe

lurch suddenly to the other side, as we phrased it,

—

otlier

gunwale now under water. Wherefore, in Heaven's name,

trim your ship again, if possible, ye high mediating Powers.

This the mediating Powers were laudably alert to do. Due

de Bourbon, and his young King about to marry, were of

pacific tendencies ; anxious for the Balance : still more was

Fleury, who succeeded Due de Bourbon. Cardinal Fleury

(with his Pupil Louis XV. under him, producing royal pro-

geny and nothing worse or better as yet) began, next year,

his long supremacy in France; an aged reverend gentle-

man, of sly, delicately cunning ways, and disliking war, as

George I. did, unless when forced on him : now and hence-

forth, no mediating power more anxious than France to

have the ship in trim.

George and Bourbon laid their heads together, deeply
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pondering this little less tlian awful state of the Terrestrial

Balance ; and in about six montlis they, in their quiet way,

suddenly came out with a Fourth Crisis on the astonished

populations, so as to right tihe ship's trim again, and more.

" Treaty of Hanover," this was their unexpected manoeuYxe

;

done quietly at Herrenhausen, when his Majesty next went

across for the Hanover hunting-season. Mere hunting:

—

but the diplomatists, as weU as the beagles, were all in

readiness there. Even Friedrich Wilhehn, ostensibly intent

on hunting, was come over thither, his abstruse Ilgens, with

their inkhorns, escorting him: Friedrich Wilhehn, hunting

in unexpected sort, was persuaded to sign this Treaty ; which

makes it unusually interesting to us. An exceptional pro-

cedure on the part of Friedi-ich Wilhelm, who beyond all

Sovereigns stays well at home, careless of affairs that are

not his :—^procedure betokening cordiality at Hanover ; and

of good omen for the Double-Marriage ?

Yes, surely ;—and yet something more, on Friedrich Wil-

hehn's part. His rights on the Cleve-Jiilich Countries ; re-

version of JiiEch and Berg, once Karl Philip shall decease

:

—perhaps these high Powers, for a consideration, will guar-

antee one's undoubted rights there 1 It is understood they

gave promises of this kind, not too specific. Nay we hear

farther a curious thing :
' France and England, looking for

' immediate war with the Kaiser, advised Friedrich Wilhelm

' to assert his rights on Silesia.' Which would have been

an important procedure! Friedrich Wilhelm, it is added,

had actual thoughts of it; the Kaiser, in those matters of

the Ritter-Dienst, of the Heidelierg Protestants, and wherever

a chance was, had been unfriendly, Httle less than insulting,

to Friedrich Wilhelm :
" Give me one single Hanoverian

brigade, to show that you go along with me!" said his
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Prussian Majesty;
—

"but the Britaimic never altogether

would.^"

Certain it is, Friedicicli Wilhelm signed: a man with suck

Fighting-Apparatus as to be important in a Hanover Treaty.

" Balance of Power, they tell me, is in a dreadful way : cer-

tainly if one can help the Balance a Kttle, why not ? But

JiiKch and Berg, one's own outlook of reversion there, that

is the point to be attended to:— Balance, I believe, will

somehow shift for itself!" On these principles, Friedrich

Wilhelm signed, while ostensibly hunting.^^ Treaty of Han-

over, which was to trim the ship again, or even to make it

heel the other way, dates itself 3d September 1725, aad is

of this purport: 'We three, France, England, Prussia to stand

' by each other as one man, in case any of us is attacked,

—

' will invite Holland, Denmark, Sweden and every pacific

' Sovereignty to join us in such convention,'—as they aU

gradually did, had Friedrich Wilhehn but stood firm.

For it is a state of the Balances little less than awful.

Rtmiour goes that, by the Ripperda bargain, fatal to man-

kind, Don -Carlos was to get the beautiful yonng Maria The-

resa to wife : that would settle the Parma^Piaeenza business

and some others; that wonld be a compensation with a wit-

ness! Spain and Austria united, as in Karl V.'s time; or per-

haps some Succession War, or worse, to fight over again!

—

Fleury and George, as Due de Bourbon and George had

done, though both pacific gentlemen, brandished weapons at

the Kaiser; strongly admonishing him to become less for-

midable, or it would be worse for him. Possible indeed, in

such a shadow-hunting, shadownhunted horn-! Fleury and

George stand looking with intense anxiety into a certain

1° <Euvree de FrSderic, i. 153.

" Fassmann, p. 368 ; Fbrster, UrMmdeniucli, p. 67.
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spectra,! something, whicli they call the Balance of Power;

no end to their exorcisms in that matter. Truly, if each of

the Eoyal Majesties and Serene Highnesses -would attend to

his own affairs,—doing his utmost to better his own land

and people, in earthly and in heavenly respects, a little,

—

he would find it infinitely profitabler for himself and others.

And the Balance of Power would settle, in that case, as the

laws of gravity ordered: which is its one method of settling,

after all diplomacy!—^Fleury and George, by their manifesto-

ing, stiU more by their levying of men, George I. shovelling

out his English subsidies as usual, created deadly qualms in

the Kaiser ; who still found it unpleasant to ' admit Spanish

Garrisons in Parma;' but found likewise his Termagant

Friend inexorably positive on that score ; and knew not

what would become of him, if he had to try fighting, and

the Sea-Powers refused him cash to do it.

Hereby was the ship trimmed, and more ; ship now lurch-

ing to the other side again. George I. goes subsidying

Hessians, Danes; sounding manifestos, beating drums, in

an alarming manner : and the Kaiser, except it were in

Eussia, with the new Czarina Catherine I. (that brown little

woman, now become Czarina^^), finds no ally to speak of.

An unlucky, spectre-hunting, spectre-hunted Kaiser; who,

amid so many drums, manifestos, menaces, is now rolling

eyes that witness everywhere considerable dismay. This

is the Fom-th grand Crisis of Europe ; crisis or travail-throe

of Nature, bringing forth, and unable to do it. Baby Carlos's

Apanage and the Pragmatic Sanction. Fom-th conspicuous

change of colom- to the universal lobster, getting itself boiled

on those sad terms, for twenty years. For its sins, we need

« 8th Febraaiy 1725. Treaty with Kaiser (6th August 1726) went to no-

thing on her death, 11th May 1727.
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not doubt; for its own long-continued cowardices, sloths and
greedy follies, as well as those of Kaiser KarlI—

At this Fourth change we will gladly leave the matter,

for a time ; much wishing it might be forever. Alas, as if

that were possible to us ! Meanwhile, let afflicted readers,

lookiag before and after, readier to forget than to remember
in such a case, accept this Note, or Summary of all the Seven
together, by way of help

:

' Travail-throes of Nature for Baby Carlos's Italian

Apanage ; Seven in Number.

' l"- Triple Alliance, English, Dutch, French (4th January 1717),

' saying, " Peace, then ! l^To Alberoni-plotting ; no Duel-fighting per-

' mitted !" Same Powers, next year, proposing Terms of Agreement

;

' Kaiser gloomily accepting them ; which makes it Quadruple Alliance

' (18th July 1718); Termagant indignantly refusing,—with attack

' on the Kaiser's Sicilies.

' 2°. First Spatter of War; Byng's Sea-fight, and the other pres-

' sures, compelling Termagant : Peace (26th January 1720) ; Con-

' gress of Camhrai to settle the Apanage and other points.

' 3°. Congress of Camhrai, a weariness to gods and men, gets the

' floor pulled from under it (Eipperda's feat, 30th AprU 1725); so

' that Kaiser and Termagant stand ranked together, Apanage wrapt

' in mystery,—to the terror of mankind.

' 4°. Treaty of Hanover (France, England, Prussia, 3d September

' 1725) restores the Balances, and more. War imminent. Prussia

' privately falls ofi','—as we shall see.

[These first Four lie behind us, at this point ; hut there are Three

others still ahead, which we cannot hope to escape altogether ;
—

namely ;]

' 5°. Second Sputter of War : Termagant besieges Gibraltar (4th

' March 1727—6th March 1728): Peace at that latter date;—Con-
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' gress of Soissons to settle the Apanage aad other poiat% as for-

' merly.

' 6°. Congress of Soissons (Uth June 1728—9th JSTovemher 1729),

' as formerly, cannot in the least : Termagant -whispers England ;

—

' there is Treaty of Seville (9th Novemher 1729), France and Eng-

' land undertaking foi the Apanage. Congress Tanishes ; Kaiser is

' left solitary, with the shadow of Pragmatic Sanction, in the night of

' things. Pause of an awful nature :—hut Eleuiy does not hasten.

' with the Apanage, as promised. Whereupon, at length,

' 7°. Treaty of Vienna (16th March 1731) : Sea-Powers, leading

' Termagant hy the hand, Sea-Powers and no Prance, unite with

' Kaiser again, according to the old laws ofNature;—and Baby Carlos

' gets his Apanage, in due course ;'—hut does not rest content with

it, Mamma nor he, very long !

Huge spectres and absurd bugaboos, stalking through,

the brain of dull thoughtless pusillanimous mankind, do, to

a terrible extent, tamble hither and thither, and cause to

lurch from side to side, their ship of state, and all that is

embarked there,

—

hreakfasf-table, among other things. Ne-

vertheless, if they were only bugaboos, and mere Shadows

caused by Imperial hand-lanterns in the general Night of

the world,—ought they to be spoken of in the family, when

avoidable ?



CHAPTER IV.

DOUBLE-IUERIAGE TBEATY CANNOT BE SIGNED.

Hitherto the world-tides, and ebbs and flows of external

Politics, bad, by accident, ratber forwarded tban bindered

tbe Double -Marriage. In tbe rear of sucb a Treaty of

Hanover, triumpbantly rigbtiag tbe European Balances by

belp of Friedricb WUbebn,. one migbt bave boped tbis little

. domestic Treaty would, at last, get itself signed. Queen

Sopbie did basten off to Hanover, directly after ber busband

had left it tmder tbose favourable aspects : but Papa agaia

proved unmanageable ; tbe Treaty could not be acbieved.

Alas, aad why not ? Parents and Cbildren, on botb sides,

being really desirous of it, wbat reason, is tbere but it should

in due time come to perfection, and, witbout annibilating

Time and Space, make four lovers bappyl No reason,

Rubs doubtless bad arisen since tbat Visit of George L, dis-

cordant procedures, cbiefly about Friedricb WMbelm's re-

cruiting operations in tbe Hanover territory, as sball be

noted by and by: but tbese tbe ever-wakeful entbusiasm

of Queen Sopbie, who bad set ber wbole beart with a female

fixity on tbis Double-Marriage Project, bad smootbed-down

again : and now, Papa and Husband being so blessedly

imited ia tbeir World-Politics, wby not sign tbe Marriage-

Treaty ? Honoured Majesty-Papa, wby not !—" Tush, child,

you do not understand. In these tremendous circumstanceSj,

the celestial Sign of tbe Balance just about cantiag, and tbe
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Obliquity of the Ecliptic like to alter, how can one think of

little marriages 1 Wait till the ObKquity of the Ecliptic

come steadily to its old pitch !"

—

Truth is, George was ia general of a slow, solemn, Span-

ish turn of manners ; ' intolerably proud, too, since he got

that English dignity,' says Wilhelmina : he seemed always

tacitly to look down on Friedrich Wilhelm, as if the Prus-

sian Majesty were a kind of inferior clownish King in com-

parison. It is certaia he showed no eagerness to get the

Treaty perfected. Again and again, when specially applied

to by Queen Sophie, on Friedrich Wilhelm's order, he inti-

mated only : " It was a fixed thing, but not to be hurried,

—

English Parliaments were concerned in it, the parties were

stUl young," and so on ;—after which brief answer he would

take you to the window, and ask, " If you did not think the

Herrenhausen Gardens and their Leibnitz waterworks, and

clipped-beech walls, were rather fine f^

In fact, the English Parliaments, from whom money was

so often demanded for our fat Improper Darlingtons, lean

Improper Kendals and other royal occasions, would naturally

have to make a marriage-revenue for this fine Grandson of

ours,— Grandson Fred, who is now a young lout of eigh-

teen ; leading an extremely dissolute life, they say, at Han-

over ; and by no means the most beautiful of mortals, either

he or the foolish little Father of him, to our old sad heart.

They can wait, they can wait ! said George always.

But undoubtedly he did intend that both Marriages should

take effect: only he was slow; and the more you hurried

him, perhaps the slower. He would have perfected the

Treaty 'next year,' say the Authorities; meant to do so,

if well let alone : but Townshend whispered withal, " Bet-

> Pollnitz, Mevioiren, ii. 226, 228, &c.
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ter not urge him." Sm-ly George was always a man of his

word ; no treachery intended by him, towards Friedrich Wil-

hehn or any man. It is very clear, moreover, that Friedrich

Wilhehn, in this Autumn 1725, was, and was like to be, of

high importance to King George ; a man not to be angered

by dishonourable treatment, had such otherwise been likely

on George's part. Nevertheless George did not sign the

Treaty 'next year' either,—such things having intervened;

—^nor the next year after that, for reasons tragically good

on the latter occasion I

These delays about the Double-Marriage Treaty are not

a pleasing feature of it to Friedrich Wilhelm ; who is very

capable of beiag hurt by sKghts ; who, at any rate, dislikes

to have loose thrums flying about, or that the business of

today should be shoved-over upon tomorrow. And so Queen

Sophie has her own sore difficulties; driven thus between

the Barbarians (that is, her Husband), and the deep Sea

(that is, her Father), to and fro. Nevertheless, since all

parties to the matter wished it, Sophie and the younger par-

ties getting even enthusiastic about it ; and since the matter

itself was good, agreeable so far to Prussia and England,

to Protestant Germany and to Heaven and Earth,—^might

not Sophie confidently hope to vanquish these and other

difSculties ; and so bring all things to a happy close ?

Had it not been for the Imperial Shadow-huntings, and

this rickety condition of the celestial Balance ! Alas, the

outer elements interfered with Queen Sophie in a singular

manner. Huge foreign world-movements, springing from

Vienna and a spectre-haunted Kaiser, and spreading like an

avalanche over all the Earth, snatched-up this little Double-

Marriage question; tore it along with them, reeling over

VOL. SXIL (Frederick, voL 2.) K
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precipices, one knew not whitherward, at such a rate as was

seldom seen before. Scarcely in the Minerva Press is there

record of such surprising, infinite and inextricable obstruc-

tions to a wedding or a double-wedding. Time and space,

which cannot be annihilated to mate two lovers happy, were

here turned topsyturvy, as it were, to make four lovers,

—

four, or at the very least three, for Wilhelmina will not

admit she was ever the least in love, not she, poor soul,

either with loose Fred or his Enghsh outlooks,—fom* young

creatures, and one or more elderly persons, superlatively

wretched ; and even, literally enough, to do aU but kill some

of them.

What is noteworthy too, it proved wholly inane, this huge

world-ocean of Intrigues and Imperial Necromancy; ran

dry at last into absolute nothing even for the Kaiser, and

might as well not have been. And Mother and Father, on

the Prussian side, were driven to despair and pretty nearly

to delirium by it ; and our poor young Fritz got tormented,

scourged, and throttled in body and in soul by it, till he

grew to loathe the light of the sun, and in fact looked soon

to have quitted said light at one stage of the business.

We are now approaching Act Second of the Double-Mar-

riage, where Imperial Ordnance-Master Graf von Seckendorf,

a Black-Artist of supreme quality, dispatched from Vienna

on secret errand, 'crosses the Palace Esplanade at Berlin

on a summer eveniag of the year 1726;' and evokes all the

demons on om- little Crown-Prince and those dear to him.

We must first say something of an important step, shortly

antecedent thereto, which occurred in the Crown-Prince's

educational course.
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CROWN-PRINCE GOES INTO THE POTSDAM GUARDS.

Amid sucli' commotion of the foreign elements and the do-

mestic, an important change occurs in the Crown-Prince's

course of schooling. It is decided that, whatever be his

progress in the speculative branches, it is time he should

go into the Army, and practically learn soldiering. In his

fom-teenth year, 3d May 1725,^ not long before the Treaty

of Hanover, he was formally named Captain, by Papa in

War-CouncU. Grenadier Guards, Potsdam Lifeguards, to be

the regiment; and next year he is nominated Major, and,

a vacancy occurring, appointed to begin actual duty. It is

on the '20th of August 1726 that he first leads out his bat-

talion to the muster,' on those terms. His age is not yet

fifteen by four months;—a very tiny Major among those

Potsdam giants ; but by rank, we observe, he rides ; and his

horse is doubtless of the due height. And so the tiny Cadet-

drUlings have ended; long Files of Giants, splendent in

gold-lace and grenadier-caps, have succeeded; and earnest

work instead of mimic, in that matter, has begun.

However it may have fared with his other school-lessons,

here now is a school-form he is advanced to, in which there

will be no resource but learning. Bad spelling might be

overlooked by those that had charge of it ; bad drilling is

not permissible on any terms. We need not doubt the

> PreuBS, i. 26, 106 ; and Buchftir Jedermann (a minor Book of his, on the

same subject, Berlin, 1837), ii. 13.
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Crown-Prince did Ms soldier-duty faithfully, and learned in

every poiat the conduct of an officer : penalty as of Rhada^

manthus waited upon all failure there. That he Hked it is

by no means said; he much disliked it, and his disgusts

were many. An airy young creature :—and it was in this

time, to give one instance, that that shearing of his locks

occm-red, which was spoken of above, where the Court-Chi-

rurgus proved so merciful. To clog the winged Psyche in

ever-returning parade -routiue and military pipeclay,— it

seems very cruel. But it is not to be altered : in spite of

one's disgusts, the dull work, to the last item of it, has daily

to be done. Which proved infinitely beneficial to the Crown-

Prince, after all. Hereby, to his Athenian-French elegancies,

and airy promptitudes and brilliancies, there shall lie as

basis an adamantine Spartanism and Stoicism; very rare,

but very indispensable, for such a superstructure. Well ex-

emplified, through after life, in this Crown-Prince.

Of the Potsdam Giants^ as a Fact.

His regiment was the Potsdam Grenadier Guard; that

unique giant regiment, of which the world has heard so

much in a vague half-mythical way. The giant-regiment

was not a Myth, however, but a big-boned expensive Fact,

tramping very hard upon the earth at one time, though now

gone all to the ghostly state. As it was a Class-Booh, so

to speak, of our Friediich's,—Class-Book (printed in huge

type) for a certain branch of his schooling, the details of

which are so dim, though the general outcome of it proved

so unforgettable,—readers, apart from their curiosity other-

wise, may as weU take a glimpse of it on this occasion.

Vanished now, and grown a Giant Phantom, the like of
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it hardly again to be ia this world ; and by accident, the

very smallest Figure ever ranked in it makes it memorable

there !

—

With a wise instinct, Friedrich WUhelm had discerned

that all things iii Prussia must point towards his Army ; that

his Army was the heart and pith ; the State being the tree,

every branch and leaf bound, after its sort, to be nutritive

and productive for the Army's behoof. That, probably for

any Nation ia the longrun, and certainly for the Prussian

Nation straightway, life or death depends on the Army:

Friedrich Wilhelm's head, ia an inarticulate manner, was

full of this just notion ; and all his life was spent in organ-

ising it to a practical fact. The more of potential battle,

the more of hfe is ia us : a maximum of potential battle,

therefore ; and let it be the optimum in quality ! How Fried-

rich Wnhelm cared, day and night, with all his heart and

all his soul, to bring his Army to the supreme pitch, we

have often heard ; and the more we look into his ways, the

more we are impressed with that fact. It was the central

thing for him; all other things circulating towards it, de-

riviag from it : no labour too great, and none too little, to

be undergone for such an object. He watched over it like

an Argus, with eyes that reached everywhere. Discipline

shall be as exact as Euclid ;—short of perfection we do not

stop ! Discipline and ever better discipline ; enforcement of

the rule ia all points, improvement of the rule itself where

possible, were the great Drill-sergeant's continual care. Daily

had some loop fallen, which might have gone ravelling far

enough; but daily was he there to pick it up again, and

keep the web unrent and solidly progressive.

We said, it was the 'poetic ideal' of Friedrich Wilhelm;
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who is a dumb poet in several particulars,—and requires the

privileges of genius from those that read his dumb poem. It

must be owned he rises into the fantastic here and there

;

and has crotchets of ultra-perfection for his Army, which are

not rational at all. Crotchets that grew ever madder, the

farther he followed them. This Lifeguard Eegiment of foot,

for instance, iu which the Crown-Prince now is,—^Friedrich

Wilhelm got it in his Father's time, no doubt a regiment

then of fair quaHties ; and he has kept drilling it, improving

it, as poets polish stanzas, unweariedly ever siace :—and

see now what it has grown to ! A Potsdam Giant Eegi-

ment, such as the world never saw, before or since. Three

Battahons of them,—-two always hei-e at Potsdam doing

formal Hfeguard duty, the third at Brandenburg on drill

;

800 to the Battalion,—2400 sons of Anak in all. Sublime

enough, hugely perfect to the royal eye, such a mass of

shining giants, in their long-draAvn regularities and mathe-

matical manceuverings,—like some streak of Promethean

Hghtning, reahsed here at last, in the vulgar dusk of things!

Truly they are men supreme in discipline, in beauty of

equipment ; and the shortest man of them rises, I think, to-

wards seven feet, some are nearly nine feet high. Men from

aU countries ; a hundred and odd come annually, as we saw,

from Russia,

—

a, very precious windfall : the rest have been

eoUected, crimped, pm'chased out of every Em-opean coun-

try, at enormous expense, not to speak of other trouble

to his Majesty. James Kirkman, an Irish recruit of good

inches, cost him 1200Z. before he could be got inveigled,

shipped and brought safe to hand. The documents are yet

in existence;^ and the Portrait of this Irish feUow- citizen

2 Forster, Handbuch der Geschichte, Geographie und Statistik des Freus-

sischen Reichs (Berlin, 1820), iv. 130, 132 ;—not in a very lucid state.
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bimself, -who is by no means a beautiful man. Indeed, they

are all portrayed; all the privates of this distiagmshed

Eegiment are, if anybody cared to look at them. ' Redi-

vanoff from MoscoV seems of far better bone than Kirkman,

though still more stolid of aspect. One Hohmann, a born

Prussian, was so tall, yon could not, though yourself tall,

touch his bare crown with your hand; August the Strong

of Poland tried, on one occasion, and could not. Before

_ Hohmann ttirned up, there had been - Jonas the Norwegian

Blacksmith,' also a dreadfully tall monster. Giant 'Mac-

doll,'—^who was to be married, no consent asked on either

side, to the tall young woman, which latter turned out to

be a decrepit old woman (all Jest-Books know the myth),

—

he also was an Irish Giant, his name probably M'Dowal.^

This Hohmann was now Flilgelmann (' fugleman' as we have

named it, leader of the file), the Tallest of the Eegiment,

a very mountaia of pipeclayed flesh and bone.

Here, in reference to one other of those poor Giants, is

an Anecdote from Fassmann (who is very full on this sub-

ject of the Giants ; abstruse Historical Fassmann, often pain-

fully cited by us) : a most small Anecdote;, but then an iadis-

putably certain one ;—^which brings back to us, in a strange

way, the vanished Time and its populations ; as the poorest

authentic wooden lucifer may do, kindling suddenly, and

peopling the void Night for moments, to the seeing eye I

—

Eassmann, a very dark German literary man, in obsolete costume

and garniture, tow living or what doing we cannot guess, found Mm-

self at Paris, gazing ahout, in the year 1713; where, among other

things, the Fait of St. Germain was going on. Loud, large Fair of

-' Fdrster, Freusum Selden im Krieg wnd FrieAen (Berlin, 1848), i. 531; no

date to the story, no evidenoe wliat grain of truth may he in it.
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St. Germain, 'which lasts from Candlemas to the Monday before

Easter;' and Fassmann one day took a walk of contemplation through,

the same. Much noise, gesticulation, little meaning. Show-hooths,

temporary theatres, merry-andrews, sleight-of-hand men ; and a vast

public, drinking, danciag, gambling, flirting, as its wont is. Nothing

new for us there ; new only that it all lies fiye generations from us

now. Did " the Old Pretender," who was then in his expectant period,

in this same village of St. Germain, see it too, as Fassmann did ? And
Louis XIV., he is at Versailles ; drooping fast, very dull to his Main-

tenon. And our little Fritz in Berlin is a chUd in arms ;—and the .

world is aU awake as usual, while Fassmann strolls through, this noisy

inanity of show-booths, in the year 1713.

Strolling along, Fassmann came upon a certain booth with an

enormous Picture hung aloft in ftont of it :
' Picture of a very tall

' man, in heydtic livery, coat reaching to his ankles, in grand peruke,

' cap and big heron-plume, with these words, " Le Giant Allemand

' (German Giant)," written underneath. Partly from curiosity, partly

' for country's sake,' Fassmann expended twopence ; viewed the gigan-

tic fellow-creature; admits h.e had never seen one so tall; though.

' Bentenrieder, the Imperial Diplomatist,' thought by some to be the

tallest of men, had come athwart him once. This giant's name was

Muller; birthplace the neighbourhood of "Weissenfels;—'a Saxon like

' myself. He had a small German Wife, not half his size. He made
' money readUy, showing himself about, in France, England, Hol-

' land ;'—and Fassmann went his way, thinking no more of the fel-

low.—But now, continues Fassmann :

' Coming to Potsdam, thirteen years after, in the spring of 1726,

by ' his Majesty's order, to'—in fact, to read the !N"ewpapers to his

Majesty, and be generally useful, chiefly in the Tobacco-CoUege, as

we shall discover,
—

' what was my surprise to iind this same " Geant

' Allemand" of St. Germain ranked among the King's Grenadiers

!

' No doubt of the identity : I renewed acquaintance with the man.

;

' his little German "Wife was dead; but he had got an English one

' instead, an uncommonly shifty creature. They had a neat little

' dwelling-house' (as most of the married giants had), ' near the Palace

:
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' here the Wife sold heer' (brandy not permissible on any terms), ' and
' lodged travellers ;—I myself have lodged there on occasion. In the

' couise of some years, the man took swelling in the legs
;
good for

' nothing as a grenadier ; and -was like to faU heavy on society. But
' no, his little Wife snatched him up, easily getting his discharge

;

' carried him over with her to England, where he again became a

' show-giant, and they were doing very well, when last heard of,'

—

in the Country-Wakes of George II. 's early time. And that is the

real Biography of one Potsdam Giant, by fi literary gentleman who

had lodged with him on occasion.*

The pay of these sublime Footguards is greatly Mgher

than common ; they have distingtiished privileges and treat-

ment : on the other hand, their discipline is nonpareil, and

discharge is never to be dreamt of, while strength lasts.

Poor Kirkman, does he sometimes think of the Hill of

Howth, and that he vdll never see it morel Kirkman, I

judge, is not- given to thought;—considers that he has to-

bacco here, and privileges and perquisites ; and that Howth,

and Heaven itself, is inaccessible to many a man.

Friedrich WilhelmJs Recruiting Difficulties.

Tall men, not for this regiment only, had become a ne-

cessary of life to Friedrich WiUiehn. Indispensable to him

almost as his daily bread. To his heart there is no road

so ready as that of presenting a tall man or two. Friedrich

WUhelm's regiments are now, by his exact new regulations,

levied and recruited each in its own Canton, or specific dis-

trict : there all males as soon as born are em'oUed ; liable

to serve, when they have grown to years and strength. All

grown men (under certain exceptions, as of a widow's eldest

* Fassmann, pp. 723-730.
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son, or of tte like evidently ruinous cases) are liable to

serve ; Captain of the Eegiment and Amtmann of the Canton

settle bet'ween them vfhich grown-man it shall be. Better

for yon not to be tall! In fact it is almost a kindness of

Heaven to be gifted with some safe impediment of body,

slightly crooked back or the like, if you much dislike the

career of honom* under Friedrich Wilhelm. A general sha-

dow of unquiet apprehension we can weU fancy hanging

over those mral populations, and much unpleasant haggling

now and then ;—nothing but the King's justice that can be

appealed to. King's justice, veiy great indeed, but heavily

checked by the King's value for handsome soldiers.

Happily his value for industrial labourers and increase

of population is likewise great. Townsfolk, skilful work-

men as the theory supposes, are exempt ; the more inge-

nious classes, generally, his Majesty exempts in this respect,

to encourage them in others. For, on the whole, he is not

less a Captain of Work, to his Nation, than of other things.

'What he did for Prussia in the way of industries, improve-

ments, new manufactures, new methods ; in settling ' colo-

nies,' tearing-up drovTned bogs and subduing them into dry

cornfields; in building, draining, digging, and encouraging

or forcing others to do so, would take a long chapter. He
is the enemy of Chaos, not the friend of it, wherever you

meet with him.

For example, Potsdam itself. Potsdam, now a pleasant,

grassy, leafy place, branching out extensively in fine stone

architectm-e, with swept pavements ; where, as in other

places, the traveller finds land and water separated into

two firmaments,— Friedrich Wilhelm found much of it a

quagmire, land and water stiU weltering in one. In these

very years, his cuttiags, embankments, buildings, pile-driv-
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ings ther&j are enormoiis; and his perseverance needs to

be invincible. For instance, looking out, one morning after

heavy rain, upon some extensive anti-quagmii-e operations

and strong pile-drivings, lie finds half-a-furlong of his latest

heavy piling clean gone. What in the world has become

of it ? Pooh, the swollen lake has burst it topsyturvy ; and
it floats yonder, bottom uppermost, a half-furlong of dis-

tracted hquid-peat Whereat his Majesty gave a loud laugh,

says Bielfeld,^ and commenced anew. The piles now stand

firm enough, like the rest of the Earth's crust, and carry

strong ashlar houses and umbrageous trees for mankind j

and trivial mankind can walk in clean pumps there, shud-

dering or sniggering at Friedrich Wilhelm,, as their humour

may be.

No danger of this ' Canton-system' of recruitment to the

more ingenious classes, who could do better than learn drill.

Nor, to say truth, does the poor clayey peasant sufier £:om

it, according to his apprehensions. Often perhaps, could he

count profit and loss, he might find himseif a gainer: the

career of honour turns out to be, at least, a career of prac-

tical Stoicism and Spartanism ; useful to any peasant or to

any prince. Cleanliness, of person and even of mind ; fixed

rigour of method, sobriety, frugahty, these are virtues worth

acquiring. Sobriety in the matter of drink is much attended

to here : his Majesty permits no distillation of strong-waters

in Potsdam, or within so many miles f nor is sale of such

allowed, except in the most intensely select manner. The

soldier's pay is ia the highest degree exiguous; not above

three half-pence a day, for a common foot-soldier, in addi-

tion to what rations he has :—but it is found adequate to

5 Baron de Bielfeld, Lettres Famili^es (second edition, jl Leide, 1767), i. 31.

" Passmann, p. 728.
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its purpose, too ; supports tlie soldier ia sound health, vigor-

ously fit for his work ; into which points his Majesty looks

with his own eyes, and will admit no dubiety. Often, too,

if not already oftenest (as it ultimately grew to be), the

peasant-soldier gets home for many months of the year, a

soldier-ploughman; and labours for his Hving ia the old

way. His Captaiu (it is one of the Captain's perquisites,

who is generally a veteran of fifty, with a long Spartan

training, before he gets so high) pockets the pay of all

these furloughs, supernumerary to the real work of the regi-

ment;—and has certain important furnishings to yield in

return.

At any rate, enrolment, in time of peace, cannot fall on

many : three or four recruits in the year, to replace vacan-

cies, will carry the Canton through its crisis. For we are

to note withal, the third part of every regiment can, and

should by rule, consist of ' foreigners,'—men not born Prus-

sians. These are generally men levied in the Imperial Free-

towns ;
' in the Reich' or Empu-e, as they term it ; that is to

say, or is mainly to say, in the countries of Germany that

are not Austrian or Prussian. For this foreign thhd-part

too, the recruits must be got; excuses not admissible for

Captain or Colonel ; nothing but recruits of the due inches

will do. Captain and Colonel (supporting their enterprise

on frugal adequate ' perquisites,' hinted of above) have to be

on the outlook; vigilantly, eagerly; and must contrive to

get them. Nay, we can take supernumerary recruits; and

have in fact always on hand, attached to each regiment, a

stock of such. Any number of recruits, that stand well on

their legs, are welcome ; and for a tall man there is joy in

Potsdam, almost as if he were a Avise man or a good man.

The consequence is, all countries, especially all German
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countries, are infested "with, a new species of predatory

two-legged animals : Prussian recruiters. They glide about,

imder disguise if necessary ; lynx-eyed, eager almost as the

Jesuit hounds are; not hunting the souls of men, as the

spiritual Jesuits do, but their bodies in a merciless carni-

vorous manner. Better not to be too tall, in any country, at

present ! Irish Kirkman could not be protected by the segis

of the British Constitution itself. In general, however, the

Prussian recruiter, on British ground, reports. That the peo-

ple are too well off, that there is little to be done in those

parts. A tall British sailor, ifwe pick him up strolling about

Memel or the Baltic ports, is inexorably claimed by the Di-

plomatists ; no business doable till after restoration of him

;

and he proves a mere loss to us.'^ Germany, HoUand, Swit-

zerland, the Netherlands, these are the fruitful fields for us,

and there we do hunt with some vigour.

For example, in the town of Jiilich there lived and

worked a taU young carpenter: one day a well-dressed

positive-looking gentleman ('Baron von Hompesch,' the

records name him) enters the shop ; wants " a stout chest,

with lock on it, for household purposes ; must be of such

and such dimensions, six feet six in length especially, and

that is an indispensable point,—in fact it will be longer

than yourself, I think, Herr Zimmermann : what is the cost

;

when can it be ready?" Cost, time, and the rest are set-

tled. " A right stout chest, then ; and see you don't forget

the size; if too short, it will be of no use to me: mind;"

—

"Ja wohl! Gewiss!" And the positive-looking, well-clad

gentleman goes his ways. At the appointed day he reap-

pears; the chest is ready;—we hope, an unexceptionable

article? " Too short, as I dreaded !" says the positive gen-

' Despatches in the State-Paper Office.
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tleman. "Nay, your Honoxir,'' says the carpenter, "I am
certain it is six feet six!" and takes out his foot-rtde.

—

" Psha-w, it was to be longer than yourself." " Well, it is."

—"No, it isn't!" The carpenter, to end the matter, gets

into his chest ; and will conviQce any and all mortals. No

sooner is he in, rightly flat, than the positive gentleman,

a Prussian recruiting-officer ia disguise, slams down the lid

upon him; locks it; whistles in three stout fellows, who

pick-up the chest, gravely walk through the streets with it,

open it iu a safe place; and iind,—horrible to relate,

—

the poor carpenter dead; choked by want of air in this

frightful middle-passage of his.^ Name of the Town is

given, JuHch as above; date not. And if the thing had

been only a popular Myth, is it not a significant one ? But

it is too true; the taU carpenter lay dead, and Hompesch

got ' imprisoned for life' by the business.

Btirgermeisters of small towns have been carried off;

in one case, ' a rich merchant in Magdeburg,' whom it cost

a large sum to get free again.' Prussian recruiters hover

about barracks, parade-grounds, iu Foreign Countries ; and

ifthey see a tall soldier (the Dutch have had instances, and

are indignant at them), will persuade him to desert,—to

make for the country where soldier-merit is understood, and

a tail fellow of parts will get his pair of coloiu-s in no-time.

But the highest stretch of their art was probably that

done on the Austrian Ambassador,—tall Herr von Benten-

rieder; tallest of Diplomatists; whom Fassmann, tiU the Fair

of St. Germain, had considered the tallest of men. Benten-

rieder was on his road as Kaiser's Ambassador to George I.,

in those Congress- of-Cambrai times; serenely journeying

8 Forster, ii. 305, 806; PoUmtz, ii. 518, 519.

Stenzel, iii. 356.
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on; vhen, near by Halberstadt, his carriage broke. Car-

riage takes some time in mending ; tbe tall Diplomatic Herr

walks on, will stretch his long legs, catch a glimpse of the

Town withal, till they get it ready again. And now, at

some Guardhouse of the place, a Prussian Officer inquhes,

not too reverently of a nobleman without carriage, " Who
are youf " Well," answered he smiling, " I am Botschafter

(Message-bearer) from his Imperial Majesty. And who may
you be that aski"—« To the Guardhouse with us !" Whither

he is marched accordingly. "Kaiser's messenger, why notf
Being a most tall handsome man, this Kaiser's Botschafter,

striding along on foot here, the Guardhouse Officials have

decided to keep him, to teach him Prussian drill-exercise ;

—

and are thrown into a singular quandary, when his valets

and suite come up, full of alarm dissolving into joy, and

call himi " ExceUenz I""*

Tail Herr von Bentenrieder accepted the prostrate apo-

logy of these Guardhouse Officials. But he naturally spoke

of the matter to George I.; whose patience, often fretted

by complaints on that head, seems to have taken fire at

this transcendent instance of Prussian insolency. In con-

sequence of this adventure, he commenced, says Polhutz, a

system of decisive measures ; of reprisals even, and of alto-

gether peremptory, minatory procedures, to clear Hanover

of this nuisance ; and to make it cease, in very fact, and

not in promise and profession merely. These were the first

rubs Queen Sophie met with, in pushing on the Double-

Marriage ; and sore rubs they were, though she at last got

over them. Coming on the back of that fine Charlottenburg

Visit, almost within year and day, and directly in the teeth

of such friendly aspects and prospects, this conduct on the

» PoUnitz, ii. 207-209.
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part of Ms Britaimic Majesty mucli grieved and angered

Friedrich Wilhelni ; and in fact involved him in considerable

practical troubles.

For it was the signal of a similar set of loud complaints,

and menacing remonstrances (with little twinges of fulfil-

ment here and there) from all quarters of Germany; a tem-

pest of trouble and public indignation risiag everywhere,

and raimng-in upon Friedrich Wilhelm and this unfortun-

ate Hobby of his. No ridiag of one's poor Hobby in peace

henceforth. Friedrich Wilhelm always answered, what was

only superficially the fact, That he knew nothing of these

violences and acts of ill-neighbourship ; he, a just Kiug, was

sorrier than any man to hear of them ; and would give im-

mediate order that they should end. But they always went

on agaia, much the same ; and never did end. I am sorry

a just King, led astray by his Hobby, answers thus what

is only superficially the fact. But it seems he cannot help

it: his Hobby is too strong for him; regardless of curb

and bridle in this instance. Let us pity a man of genius,

mounted on so ungovernable a Hobby ; leaping the barriers,

in spite of his best resolutions. Perhaps the poetic tem-

perament is more liable to such morbid biases, influxes of

imaginative crotchet, and mere folly that cannot be cured ?

Friedrich Wilhelm never would or could dismoimt from his

Hobby; but he rode him under much sorrow henceforth;

im^der showers of anger and ridicule ;—contumelious words

and procedures, as it were saxa et fceces, battering roimd him,

to a heavy extent ; the rider a victim of Tragedy and Farce

both at once.
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Queen Sophie's Troubles : Grumkow with the Old Dessauer,

and Grumhow without him.

Queen Sophie had, by delicate management, got over

those first rubs, and arrived at a Treaty of Hanover, and

clear ground agaia; far worse rubs lay ahead; but smooth

travelling, towards such a goal, was not possible for this

Queen. Poor Lady, her Court, as we discern from Wilhel-

mina and the Books, is a sad welter of iatrigues, suspicions

;

of treacherous chambermaids, head-valets, pickthank scouts

of official gentlemen and others striving to supplant one

another. Satan's Invisible World very busy agaiust Queen

Sophie! Under any terms, much more under those of the

Double-Marriage, her place ia a kiadly but suspicious Hus-

band's favour was difficult to maiatain. Restless aspirants,

climbing this way or that, by ladder-steps discoverable in

this abstruse element, are never wanting, and have the

due eavesdroppiug satellites, now here, now there. Queen

Sophie and her party have to walk warily, as if among pre-

cipices and pitfalls. Of all which wide welter of extinct

contemptibUities, then and there so important, here and now

become minus quantities, we agaia notice the existence,

but can undertake no study or specification whatever. Two
Incidents, the latter of them datiag near the poiat where

we now are, will sufficiently instruct the reader what a wel-

ter this was, in which Queen Sophie and her bright little

Son, the new Major of the Potsdam Giants, had to pass their

existence.

Incident First fell out some six years ago or more,—^in

1719, year of the Heidelberg Protestants, of Clement the

VOL. XXII. (Frederick, vol. 2.) L
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Forger, when his Majesty ' slept for weeks with a pistol

under his piUow,' and had other troubles. His Majesty, on

one of his journeys, which were always many, was taken

suddenly ill at Brandenburg, that year : so violently ill, that

thinking himself about to die, he sent for his good Queen,

and made a Will appointing her Regent in case of his de-

cease. His Majesty quite recovered before long. But Grum-

kow and the old Dessauer, main aspirants, getting wind of

this WUl, and hunting out the truth of it,—^what a puddling

of the waters these two made in consequence ; stirriag-up

mire and dirt round the good Queen, finding she had been

preferred to theml^^ Nay Wilhelmina, in her wild way,

believes they had, not long after, planned to 'fire a The-

atre' about the King, one afternoon, in Berlin City, and take

his life, thereby secm-ing for themselves such benefit in

prospect as there might be ! Not a doubt of it, thinks

Wilhelmina: "The young Margraf,^^ our precious Cousin,

of Sohwedt, is not he Sister's-son of that Old Dessauer?

Grandson of the Great Elector, even as Papa is. Papa once

killed (and our poor Crown-Prince also made away with),

—^that young Margraf, and his blue Fox-tiger of an Uncle

over him, is King in Prussia I Obviously they meant to

bum that Theatre, and kill Papal" This is Wilhelmina's

distracted belief; as, doubtless, it was her Mother's on the

day in question : a jealous, much-suffering, transcendently

exasperated Mother, as we see.

Incident Second shows us those two rough Gentlemen

fallen out of partnership, into open quarrel and even duel.

' Duel at the Copenick Gate,' much noised of in the dull old

Prussian Books,— though always in a reserved manner;

inbt even the date, as if that were dangerous, being clearly

" Wilielmiaa, i. 26, 29. '« Bom 1700 (suprjl, p. 36).
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given! It came in the wake of that Hanover Treaty, as

is now guessed ; the two having taken opposite sides on

that measure, and got provoked into ripping-up old sores

in general. Dessau was against King George and the

Treaty, it appears; having his reasons, family-reasons of

old standing : Grumkow, a bribeable gentleman, was for,—
having also perhaps his reasons. Enough, it came to alter-

cations, objurgations between the two; which rose ever

higher,—rose at length to wager-of-battle. Indignant chal-

lenge on the part of the Old Dessauer; which, however,

Grumkow, not regarded as a Baresark in the fighting way,

regrets that his Christian principles do not, forsooth, allow

him to accept. The King is appealed to ; the King, being

himself, though an orthodox Christian, yet a still more or-

thodox Soldier, decides That, on the whole, General Grum-

kow cannot but accept this challenge from the Field-marshal

Prince of Dessau.

Dessau is on the field, at the Copenick Gate, accordingly,

^—late-autumn afternoon (I calculate) of the year 1725 ;

—

waits patiently tiU Grumkow make his appearance. Grum-

kow, with a chosen second, does at last appear; advances

pensively with slow steps. Gunpowder Dessau, black as a

silent thundercloud, draws his sword : and Grumkow—does

not draw his ;
presents it undrawn, with unconditional sub-

mission and apology :
" Slay me, if you like, old Friend,

whom I have injured I" Whereat Dessau, uttering no word,

uttering only some contemptuous snort, tm'ns his back on

the phenomenon ; mounts his horse and rides home.'' A
divided man from this Grumkow henceforth. The Prince

waited on her Majesty; signified his sorrow for past es-

trangements ; his great wish now to help her, but his total

" Pollnitz, ii. 212, 214.
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inability, beiag ousted by Grumtow : We are for Halle, Ma-

dam, where our Kegiment is ; tbere let us serve Ms Majesty,

since we cannot here V-*—^And ia fact the Old Dessauer lives

mostly there iu time coming; sunk inarticulate iu tactics

of a truly deep nature, not stranding on poKtics of a shal-

low;— a man still memorable iu the mythic traditions of

that place. Better to drill men to perfection, and invent

iron ramrods, agaiast the day they shall be needed, than

go jostling, on such terms, with cattle of the Gruihkow kind!

And thus, we perceive, Grumkow is ia, and the Old Dessauer

out ; and there has been " a change of Ministry," change of

" Majesty's-Advisers," brought about;—may the Advice going

be wiser now

!

What the yoimg Crown-Prince did, said, thought, in such

environfnent, of backstairs diplomacies, female sighs and as-

pirations, Grumkow duels, drillings in the Giant Kegiment,

is not specified for us in the smallest particular, in the ex-

tensive rubbish-books that have been written about him.

Ours is, to indicate that such environment was : how a lively

soul, acted on by it, did not fail to react, chameleon-like

taking colour from it, and contrariwise taking colour against

it, must be left to the reader's imagination. One thing we

have gathered and will not forget, That the Old Dessauer

is out, and Grumkow in,—that the rugged Son of Gunpow-

der, drilling men henceforth at Halle, and in a dumb way
meditating tactics as few ever did, has no share in the foul

enchantments that now supervene at Com-t.

» Wilhelmma, i. 90, 93.



CHAPTER VI.

ORDNANOE-MASTER SECKENDORP CROSSES THE PALACE

ESPLANADE,

The Kaiser's terror and embarrassment at the conclusion of

the Hanover Treaty, as we saw, were extreme. War pos-

sible or likely ; and nothing but the termagant caprices of

Elizabeth Farnese to depend on : no cash from the Sea-

Powers ; only cannon-shot, invasion and hostility, from their

cash and them : What is to be done 1 To ' caress the pride

of Spain ;' to keep alive the hopes, in that quarter, of mar-

rying their Don Carlos, the supplementary Infant, to our

eldest Archduchess ; which indeed has set the Sea-Powers

dreadfully on fire, but which does leave Parma and Piacenza

quiet for the present, and makes the Pragmatic Sanction

too an afiair of Spain's own : this is one resource, though a

poor one, and a dangerous. Another is, to make alliance

with Russia, by well flattering the poor little brown Czarina

there: but is not that a still poorer? And what third is

there !

—

There is a third worth both the others, could it be got

done : To detach Friedrich Wilhelm from those dangerous

Hanover Confederates, and bring him gently over to our-

selves. He has an army of 60,000, in perfect equipment,

and money to maintain them so. Agaiast us or for us,

—

60,000 plus or 60,000 mmMs;—that will mean 120,000 fight-
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ing men ; a most weighty item in any field there is like

to be. If it lie in the power of human art, let us gain this

wild irritated King of Prussia. Dare any henchman of om-s

venture to go, with honey-cakes, with pattings and cajole-

ries, and sHp the imperial muzzle well round the snout of

that rugged m-sine animal 1 An iracund bear, of dangerous

proportions, and justly irritated against us at present 1 Om-

experienced Feldzeugmeister, Ordnance-Master and Diploma-

tist, Graf von Seckendorf, a conscientious Protestant, and

the cunningest of men, able to lie to all lengths,—dare he

try it ? He has fought in all quarters of the world ; and lied

in all, where needful ; and saved money in all : he will try

it, and will succeed in it too I"-

The Second Act, therefore, of this foolish World-Drama

of the Double-Marriage opens,—on the 11th May 1726, to-

wards sunset, in the Tabagie of the Berlin Palace, as we
gather from laborious comparison of wiady PoUnitz with

other indistinct witnesses of a dreary natm"e,—in the follow-

ing manner

:

Prussian Majesty sits smoking at- the window; nothing

particular going on. A square-built shortish steelgray Gen-

tleman, of military cut, past fifty, is strolling over the Schloss-

platz (spacious Square in front of the Palace), conspicuous

amid the sparse populations there
;
pensively recreating him-

self, in the yellow sunlight and long shadows, as after a

day's hard labour or travel. " Who is thatf inquires Fried-

rich Wilhelm, suspending his tobacco. Grumkow answers

cautiously, after survey: He thinks it must be Ordnance-

Master Seckendorf; who was with him today; passing on

rapidly towards Denmark, on business that will not wait.

—

' PoUnitz, ii. 235 ; Stenzel, iii. 544 ; Forster, ii. 59, iii. 235, 239.
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"Experienced Feldzeugmeister Graf von Seckendorf^ wkom
we stand in correspondence with, of late, and were expect-

ing about this time *? Whom we have known at the Siege

of Stralstind, nay ever since the Marlborough times and the

Siege of Menin, in war and peace ; and have always reckoned

a solid reasonable man and soldier : Why has he not come

to us?"—" Your Majesty," confesses Grumkow, "his business

is so pressing 1 Business in Denmark will not wait. Secken-

dorf owned he had come slightly round, in his eagerness to

see our grand Review at Tempelhof the day after to-morrow:

What soldier would omit the sight (so he was pleased to

intimate) of soldiering carried to the non-plus-ultra *? But

he hoped to do it quite incognito, among the general public

;

—and then to be at the gaUop again : not able to have the

honour of paying his court at this time."—" Court 1 Narren-

Possen (Nonsense) 1" answers Friedrich Wilhelm,—and open-

ing the window, beckons Seckendorf up, with his own royal

head and hand. The conversation of a man who had ra-

tional sense, and could teU him anything, were it only news

of foreign parts in a rational manner, was always welcome

to Friedrich Wilhelm.

And so Seckendorf, how can he help it, is installed in

the Tabagie ; glides into pleasant conversation there. A
captivating talker ; solid for religion, for the rights of Ger-

many against intrusive French and others : such insight,

orthodoxy, sense and ingenuity; pleasant to hear; and all

with the due quantity of oil, though he 'both snufles, and

Hsps ;' and has privately, in case of need, a capacity of lying,

—for he cmiously distils you any lie, in his religious alem-

bics, till it become tolerable to his conscience, or even pal^

atable, as elixirs are ;— capacity of double-distilled lying

probably the greatest of his day.—Seckendorf assists at the
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grand Review, 13th May 1726; witnesses with unfeigned

admiration the non-plus-ultra of manceuvering, and, in fact,

the general management, military and other, of this admir-

able King.^ Seckendorf, no question of it, wiU do his Den-

mark business swiftly, then, since your Majesty is pleased

so to wish. Seckendorf, sure enough, will return swiftly to

such a King, whose familiar company, vouchsafed him in

this noble manner, he likes,— how he likes it

!

In a week or two, Seckendorf is back to Berlin ; attends

his Majesty on the annual Military Tour through Preussen

;

attends hiTn everywhere, becoming quite a necessary of life

to his Majesty ; and does not go away at all. Seckendorf

s

business, if his Majesty knew it, will not lead him 'away;'

but lies here on this spot ; and is now going on ; the magic-

apparatus, Grumkow the mainspring of it, getting all into

gear I Grumkow was once clear for King George and the

Hanover Treaty, having his reasons then ; but now he has

other reasons, and is clear against those foreign connexions.

"Hm, hah—Yes, my estimable, justly powerful Herr von

Grumkow, here is a little Pension of 1000 ducats (only 500^.

as yet), which the Imperial Majesty, thinking of the service

you may do Prussia and Germany and him, graciously com-

mands me to present ;—only 500Z. by the year as yet ; but

there shall be no lack of money if we prosper 1"^

And so there are now two Black-Artists, of the first

quality, busy on the unconscious Friedrich WUhehn; and

Seckendorf, for the next seven years, will stick to Friedrich

Wilhelm like his shadow ; and fascinate his whole existence

and him, as few wizards could have done. Friedrich Wil-

helm, like St. Paul in Melita, warming his innocent hands

2 Pollnitz, ii. 235 ; Fassmaim, pp. 367, 368.

» Forster, iii. 233, 232 ; see also iv. 172, 121, 157, &c.
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at the fire of dry branches here kindled for him,—what
miracle of a venomous serpent is this that has fixed itself

upon his finger? To Friedrich Wilhelm's enchanted sense

it seems a bird-of-paradise, trustfully perching there ; but

it is of the whip-snake kiad, or a worse ; and will stick to

him tragically, if also comically, for years to come. The
world has seen the comedy of it, and has howled scornful

laughter upon Friedrich Wilhelm for it : but there is a tragic

side, not so well seen into, where tears are due to the poor

King; and to certain others horsewhips, and almost gal-

lows-ropes, are due !—Yes, had Seckendorf and Grumkow
both been- well hanged, at this stage of the affair, whereby

the affair might have soon ended on fair terms, it had been

welcome to mankind ; welcome sm-ely to the present Editor,

for one ; such a saving to him, of time wasted, of disgust

endm-ed ! And indeed it is a solacement he has often longed

for, in these dreary operations of his. But the Fates ap-

pointed otherwise ; we have all to accept our Fate !

—

Grumkow is sworn to Imperial orthodoxy, then,—prob-

ably the vulpine mmd (so to term it) went always rather

that way, and only his interest the other;—Grumkow is

well bribed, supplied for bribing others where needful;

stands orthodox now, under peril of his very head. All

things have been got distilled into the palatable state, spiri-

tual and economic, for oneself and one's grand Trojan-Horse

of a Grumkow : and the adventxu:e proceeds apace, Secken-

dorf sits nightly in the Tabagie (a kind of ' Smoking Parlia-

ment,' as we shall see anon) ; attends on all promenades

and journeys: one of the wisest heads, and so pleasant in

discourse, he is grown indispensable, and a necessary of life

to us. Seckendorfs Biographer computes, 'he must have

ridden, in those seven years, continually attending his Ma-
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jesty, above 5,000 German miles,'*—that is 25,000 English

miles; or a trifle more than the length of the Terrestrial

Equator.

In a month or two,^ Seckendorf,—since Majesty vouch-

safes to honour us by wishing it,—contrives to get nomi-

nated Kaiser's Minister at Berlin: unlimited prospects of

Tabagie, and good talk, now opening on Majesty. And

impartial Grumkow, in Tabagie or wherever we are, cannot

but admit, now and then, that the Excellenz Herr Graf

Ordnance-Master has a deal of reason in what he says about

Foreign PoHtics, about intrusive French and other points.

" Hm, Na," muses Friedrich WUhehn to himself, " if the

Kaiser had not been so lofty on us in that Heidelberg-Pro-

testant affair, in the Kitter-Dienst business, in those damned

'recruiting' brabbles; always a very high-sniffing surly

Kaiser to usl" For in fact the Kaiser has, all along, used

Friedrich Wilhelm bitterly iU ; and contemplates no better

usage of him, except in show. Usage ? thinks the Kaiser

:

A big Prussian piece of Cannon, whom we wish to enchant

over to us ! Did Lazy Peg complain of her ' usage' 1—So

that the Excellenz and Grumkow have a heavy problem of

it ; were they not so diligent, and the Cannon itself weU-

disposed. " Those Blitz Franzosen (blasted French) !" growls

Friedrich Wilhelm sometimes, in the Tobacco-Parliament:*

for he hates the French, and would fain love his Kaiser

;

being German to the bone, and of right loyal heart, though

counted only a piece of cannon by some. For one thing,

his Prussian Majesty declines signing that Treaty of Han-

* Anonymous (Seckendorf s Grand-Nephew), Versuch einer Lehensbeschreib-

ung des Feldmarschalls Grafen von Seckendorf (Leipzig, 1792, 1794), i. 6.

5 13tli August 1726 (Preuss, i. 37).

<• Foreter, ii. 12, &c.
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over a second time : now when the Dutch accede to it, after

almost a year's trouble with them, the Prussian Ambassador,

singular to observe, "has no orders to sign;" leaves the

English with their Hollanders and Blitz Franzosen to sign

by themselves, this time/ " We will wait, we will wait I"

thinks his Prussian Majesty:—" Who knows?"
" But then Jiilich and Berg 1" urges he always ; " Britan-

nic Majesty and the Blitz Franzosen were to secure me the

reversion there. That was the essential point !"—For this

too Excellenz has a remedy; works out gradually a remedy

from head-quarters, the amiable dextrous man : " Kaiser will

do the like, your Majesty; Kaiser himself will secure it

you I"—^In brief, some three months after Seckendorf's in-

.stalment as Kaiser's Minister, not yet five months since his

appearance in the Schlossplatz that May evening,—it is now
Hunting-season, and we are at Wusterhausen ; Majesty, his

two Black-Artists and the proper satellites on both sides

all there,—a new and opposite Treaty, in extreme privacy,

on the 12th of October 1726, is signed at that sequestered

Hunting- Schloss : "Treaty of Wusterhausen" so-called;

which was once very famous and mysterious, and caused

many wigs to wag. Wigs to wag, in those days especially,

when knowledge of it was first had ; the rather as only half

knowledge could be had of it ;—or can, mom-ns Dryasdust,

who has still difficulties about some ' secret articles' in the

Document.* Courage, my fr'iend; they are now of no im-

portance to any creature.

The essential purport of this Treaty,' legible to all eyes,

' 9tli AtigUBt 1726. (Boyer, The Political State of Great Britain, a monthly

periodical, vol. xxxii. p. 77, which is the number for July 1726.)

' Bnchholz, i. 94 n.

» Girep. in extenso (without the secret articles) in Forster, iv. 159-166,
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is, 'That Friedrich Wilhelm silently drops the Hanover

' Treaty and Blitz Franozen ; and explicitly steps over to

' the Kaiser's side ; stipulates to assist the Kaiser with so

' many thousand, if attacked in Germany by any Blitz Fran-

' zose or intrusive Foreigner whatever. In retm-n for which,

' the Kaiser, besides assisting Prussia in the like case with

' a like quotity of thousands, engages, in circuitous chancery

' language. To be helpfd, and humanly speaking effectual,

' in that grand matter of Juhch and Berg;—somewhat in

' the folloAving strain :
" To our Imperial mind it does ap-

' pear the King of Prussia has manifest right to the suc-

' cession in Jiilich and Berg ; right grounded on express

' Erhvergleich of 1624, not to speak of Deeds subsequent: the

' Imperial mind, as supreme judge of such matters in the.

' Reich, will not fail to decide this Cause soon and justly,

' should it come to that. But we hope it may take a still

' better course : for the Imperial mind will straightway set

'about persuading Kur-Pfalz to comply peaceably; and
' even undertakes to have something done, that way, before

' sis months pass."
'^^

Humanly speaking, sm-ely the Imperial mind will be

effectual in the Jiilich and Berg matter. But it was very

necessary to use circuitous chancery language,—inasmuch

as the Imperial mind, desirous also to secure Kur-Pfalz's

help in this sore crisis, had, about three months ago," ex-

pressly engaged to Kur-Pfalz, That Jiilich and Berg should

not go to Friedrich Wilhelm in terms of the old Deed, but

to Kur-Pfalz's Cousins of Sulzbach, whom the old gentleman

(in spite of Deeds) was obstinate to prefer! There is no

doubt about that fact, about that self-devouring pair of facts.

•" Art. V. in Forster, ubi suprS.

" Treaty -with Km-Pfalz, 16th August 1726 (Forster, ii. 71).
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To such straits is a Kaiser driven when he gets deep into

spectre-hunting.

This is the once famous, now forgotten, 'Treaty of

Wusterhausen, 12th October 1726 ;' which proved so consola-

tory to the Kaiser in that dread crisis of his Spectre-Hunt

;

and the effects of which are very visible in this History, if

nowhere else. It caught-up the Prussian-English Double-

Marriage ; launched it iato the huge tide of Imperial Spec-

tre PoHtics, into the awful swaggiags and swayings of the

Terrestrial Libra in general ; and nearly broke the heart of

several Royal persons ; of a memorable Crown-Prince, among
others. Which last is now, pretty much, its sole claim to

be ever mentioned again by manMnd. As there was no

performance, nor an intention of any, in that Jiihch-Berg

matter, Excellenz Seckendorf had the task henceforth of

keeping, by art-magic or the prefernatural method,—that

. is, by mere help of Grumkow and the Devil,—his Prussian

Majesty steady to the Kaiser nevertheless. Always well-

divided from the English especially. Which the Excellency

Seckendorf managed to do. For six or seven years coming;

or, in fact, till these Spectre -chasings ended, or ran else-

whither for consummation. Steady always, jealous of the

English; sometimes nearly mad, but always ready as a primed

cannon : so Friedrich WOhehn was accordingly managed to

be kept;—his own Household gone almost into delirium;

he himself looking out, with loyally fierce survey, for any

Anti-Kaiser War: "When do we go off, then?"—though

none ever came. And indeed nothing came ; and except

those torments to young Friedrich and others, it was all

Nothing. One of the strangest pieces of Black-Art ever

done.
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Excellenz Seckendorf, wliom Friedricli Wilhelm so loves,

is by no means a beautiful man ; far the reverse. Bodily,

—

and the spirit corresponds,—a stiff-backed, petrified, stony,

inscrutable-lookiag, and most unbeautiftd old Intriguer. Por-

traits of him, which are frequent, tell all one story. The

brow puckered together, ia a wide web of wrinkles from

each temple, as if it meant to hide the bad pair of eyes,

which look suspicion, iaquiry, apprehension, habit of double-

distUled mendacity; the indetermiaate projecting chin, with

its thick, chapped under-lip, is shaken out, or shoved out,

in. mill-hopper fashion,— as if to swallow anything there

may be, spoken thing or other, and grind it to profitable

meal for itself. Spiritually he was an old Soldier let for

hire ; an old Intriguer, Liar, Fighter, what you like. What
we may call a human Soul standing like a hackney-coach,

this half-century past, with head, tongue, heart, conscience,

at the hest of a discerning public and its shUliag,

There is considerable faculty, a certain stiff-necked

strength in the old feUow ; in fact, nature had been rather

kind to him; and certainly his Uncle and Guardian,—the

distinguished Seckendorf who did the Historia Lutlieranismi,

a Bitter, and man of good mark, in Ernst the Pious of Saxe-

Gotha's time,—took pains about his education. But Nature's

gifts have not prospered with him : how could they, in that

hackney-coach way of life? Considerable gifts, we say;

shi-unk into a strange bankruptcy in the development of

them. A stiff-backed, close-fisted old gentleman, with mill-

hopper chin,— with puckery much-inquii-ing eyes, which

have never discovered any noble path for him in this world.

He is a strictly orthodox Protestant ; zealous about external

points of moral conduct; yet scruples not, for the Kaiser's

shilling, to lie with energy to all lengths ; and fight, accord-
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ing to the Eeicts-Hofrath code, for any god or man. He
is gone mostly to avarice, in these mature years; all his

various strengths turned iato strength of graspiag. He is

now fifty-four ; a man public in the world, especially since

he became the Kaiser's man : but he has served various

masters, in various capacities, and been in many wars;

—

and for the next thirty years we shall stUl occasionally meet

him, seldom to om- advantage.

He comes from Anspach originally; and has kindred

Seckendorfs in ofi&ce there, old Ritters in that Country. He
inherited a handsome castle and estate, Meuselwitz, near

Altenburg in the Thuriagen region, fi-om that Uncle, Ernst

of Saxe-Gotha's man, whom we spoke of; and has other-

wise gained wealth ; aU which he holds like a vice. Once,

at Meuselwitz, they say, he and some young secretary, of

a smartish turn, sat working or conversing, in a large room

with only one candle to illuTninate it : the secretary, snuff-

ing the candle, snuffed it out: "Pshaw," said Seckendorf

impatiently, " where did you learn to handle snuffers f
" ExceUenz, in a place where there were two lights kept

!"

replied the other.^^—For the rest, he has a good old Wife

at Meuselwitz, who is now old, and had never any children

;

who loves him much, and is much loved by him, it would

appear : this is really the best fact I ever knew of him,

—

poor banirupt creature; gone aU to spiritual rheumatism,

to strict orthodoxy, with unlimited mendacity ; and avarice

as the general outcome ! Stiff-backed, close-fisted strength,

all grown wooden or stony ;
yet some little well of human

sympathy does lie far in the interior : one wishes, after all

(since he could not be got hanged in time for us), good

days to his poor old Wife and him I He both lisps and

" Seckendorfs Leben (already cited), i. 4.
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snuffles, as was mentioned; wiites cuniungly acres of de-

spatches to Prince Eugene ; never swears, thougli a military

man, except on great occasions one oath, Jarni-lleu,—^which

is perhaps some flash-note version of Chair-de-Dieu, like Par-

bleu, 'Zounds and the rest of them, which the Devil cannot

prosecute you for ; whereby an economic man has the plea-

sure of swearing on cheap terms.

Herr Pollnitz's account of ^Seckendorf is unusually em-

phatic; babbling Pollnitz rises into a strain of pulpit elo-

quence, iuspired by indignation, on this topic :
' He affected

' German downrightness, to which he was a stranger ; and
' followed, under a deceitful show of piety, all the principles

' of Macchiavel. With the most sordid love of money he
' combined boorish manners. Lies' (of the distilled kind

chiefly) ' had so become a habit with him, that he had alto-

' gether lost notion of employing truth in speech. It was
' the soul of a usurer, inhabitiug now the body of a war-

' captain, now transmigrating into that of a huckster. False

' oaths, and the abominablest basenesses, cost him nothing,

' so his object might be reached. He was miserly with his

' own, but lavish with his Master's money; daily he gave

' most striking proofs of both these habitudes. And this

' was the man whom we saw, for a space of time, at the

' head of the Kaiser's Armies, and at the helm of the State

' and of the German Empire,'^'—^having done the Prussian

affair so well.

This cunning old Gentleman, to date from the autumn

of 1726, maybe said to have taken possession ofFriedrich

Wilhelm ; to have gone into him, Grumkow and he, as two

devils would have done in the old miraculous times : and,

in many senses, it was they, not the nominal proprietor, that

" Pollnitz, ii. 238,
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lived Friedricli "Willielin's life. For the next seven years,

a figure went aboiit, not doubting it was Friedricli Wilhelm;

but it was in reality Seckendorf-and-Grumkow much more.

These two, conjuror and his man, both invisible, have caught

their royal wild Bear
; got a rope round his muzzle ;—and

so dance him about ; now terrifying, now exhilarating all

the market by the pranks he plays ! Grumkow, a very

Macchiavel after his sort, knew the nature of the royal ani-

mal as no other did. Grumkow, purchased by his Pension

of 500?., is dog-cheap at the money, as Seckendorf often

urges at Vienna, Is he not 1
" And they add a touch of ex-

traordinary gift now and then, 40,000 florins (4,000?.) on

one occasion :^* for ' Grumkow dienet ehrlicli (serves honour-

ably),' urges Seckendorf; and again, 'If anybody deserves

' favour' (Gnade, meaning extra pay), 'it is this gentleman;'

—wahrlich ! Purchased Grumkow has ample money at com-

mand, to purchase other people needed; and does purchase;

so that all things and persons can be falsified and enchanted,

as need is. By and by it has got so far, that Friedrich

Wilhelm's Ambassador at London maintains a cipher-corre-

spondence with Grumkow; and writes to Friedrich Wilhelm,

not what is passing in city or court there, but what Grum-

kow wishes Friedrich Wilhelm to think is passing.

Of insinuations, by assent or contradiction, potent if you

know the nature of the beast ; of these we need not speak.

Tabaks-CoUegium has become a workshop :—^human nature

can fancy it! Nay human nature can stUl read it in the

British State-Paper Office, to boundless stupendous extent

;

—^but ought mostly to suppress it when read.

This is a very strange part of Friedrich Wilhelm's his-

" In 1732 : Fdrster, iii. 232.

VOL. SXII. (Prederiot, vol. 2.) M
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tory; and has caused much wonder in the world: Wilhel-

mina's Book rather aggravating than assuaging that feel-

ing, on the part of inteUigent readers. A Book written long

afterwards, from her recollections, from her own oblique

point of view ; in a beautifully shrill humour ; running, not

unnaturally, into confased exaggerations and distortions of

all kinds. Not mendaciously written anywhere, yet erro-

neously everywhere. Wilhehnina had no knowledge of the

magical machinery that was at work : she vaguely suspects

Grumkow and Seckendorf ; but does not guess, in the mad
explosions of Papa, that two devils have got into Papa, and

are doing the mischief. Trusting to memory alone, she mis-

dates, mistakes, misplaces ; jumbles all things topsyturvy

;

—giving, on the whole, an image of affairs which is alto-

gether oblique, dislocated, exaggerative ; and which, in fine,

proves unintelligible, if you try to construe it into a fact or

thing done. Yet her Human Narrative, in that wide waste

of merely Pedant Maunderings, is of great worth to us. A
green tree, a leafy grove, better or worse, in the wilderness

of dead bones and sand,—^how welcome ! Many other Books

have been written on the matter; but these to my experi-

ence, only darken it more and more. Pull Wilhelmina straight,

the best you can ; deduct a twenty-five or sometimes even a

seventy-five per cent, from the exaggerative portions of her

statement ; you will find her always true, lucid, charmingly

human ; and by far the best authority on this part of her

Brother's History. State-Papers to some extent have also

been printed on the matter ; and of written State-Papers,

here in England and elsewhere, this Editor has had several

hundred-weights distilled for him : but except as lights hung

out over Wilhelmina, nothing yet known, of pubHsbed or

manuscript, can be regarded as good for much.
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Heavens, had one but seven-league boots, to get across

tliat inane country,— a bottomless whirlpool of dust and

cobwebs in many places;—^where, at any rate, we had so

little to do ! Elucidating, rectifying, paiafully contrastiag,

compariQg, let ns try to work-out some conceivable picture

of this strange Imperial Much ado about nothing ; and get our

unfortunate Crown-Prince, and our imfortunate selves, alive

through it.



CHAPTER VII.

TOBACCO-PARLIAMENT.

In these distressing junctures, it may cheer the reader's

spirits, and will tend to explain for him what is coming, if

we glance a little into the Friedrich-Wilhelm Tahagie {Ta-

hahs-Collegium or Smoking College), more worthy to be called

Tobacco-Parliament, of which there have already been inci-

dental notices. Far too remarkable an Institution of the

country to be overlooked by us here.

Friedrich Wilhelm, though an absolute Monarch, does not

dream of governing without Law, still less without Justice,

which he knows well to be the one basis for him and for

all Kings and men. His hfe-effort, prosecuted in a grand,

unconscious, unvarying and instinctive way, may be defined

rather as the effort to find-out everywhere in his affairb

what was justice; to make regulations, laws in conformity

with that, and to guide himself and his Prussia rigorously

by these. Truly he is not of constitutional tm-n ; cares little

about the wigs and formalities of justice, pressing on so

fiercely towards the essence and fact of it,- he has been

known to tear asunder the wigs and formalities, in a notably

impatient manner, when they stood between him and the

fact. But Prussia has its Laws withal, tolerably abundant,

tolerably fixed and supreme : and the meanest Prussian man
that could find out a definite Law, coming athwart Fried-
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rich Willielm's wrath, would check Friedrich Wilhelm in

mid-volley,—or hope with good ground to do it. Hope, we
say; for the King is ia his own and his people's eyes, to

some indefinite extent, always himself the supreme ultimate

Interpreter, and grand living codex, of the Laws,—always

to some indefinite extent ;—and there remains for a subject

man nothing but the appeal to Philip soleVj in some rash

cases ! On the whole, however, Friedrich Wilhelm is by no

means a lawless Monarch; nor are his Prussians slaves by

any means : they are patient, stout-hearted, subject men,

with a very considerable quantity of radical fire, very well

covered in
; prevented firom idle explosions, bound to a re-

spectftd demeanour, and especially to hold their tongues as

much as possible.

Friedrich Wilhelm has not the least shadow of a Consti-

tutional ParUament, nor even a Privy-Council, as we under-

stand it; his Ministers being in general mere Clerks to

register and execute what he had otherwise resolved upon

:

but he had his Tahaks- Collegium, Tobacco-College, Smoking

Congress, Tabagie, which has made so much noise in the

world, and which, in a rough natural way, afibrds him the

uses of a Parliament, on most cheap terms, and without the

formidable inconveniences attached to that kind of Institu-

tion. A Parliament reduced to its simplest expression, and,

instead of Parliamentary eloquence, provided with Dutch

claypipes and tobacco : so we may define this celebrated

Tabagie of Friedrich WOhelm's.

Tabagies were not uncommon ainong German Sovereigns

of that epoch : George I. at Hanover had his Smokiag-room,

and select smoking Party on an evening ; and even at Lon-

don, as we noticed, smoked nightly, wetting his royal throat

with thin beer, in presence of his fat and of his lean Mis-
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tress, if there were no other company. Tobacco,—intro-

duced by the Swedish soldiers in the Thirty-Years War, say

some ; or even by the English soldiers ia the Bohemian or

Palatinate begianiags of said War, say others;—tobacco,

once shown them, was enthusiastically adopted by the Ger-

man populations, long in want of such an article ; and has

done important multifarious functions in that country ever

siace. For truly, in PoUtics, Morality, and all departments

of their Practical and Speculative affairs, we may trace its

influences, good and bad, to this day.

Influences generally bad
;
pacificatory but bad, engaging

you in idle cloudy dreams;— still worse, promoting com-

posure among the palpably chaotic and discomposed ; sooth-

ing all things into lazy peace ; that aU things may be left

to themselves very much, and to the laws of gravity and

decomposition. Whereby German affairs are come to be

greatly overgrown with funguses in our Time; and give

symptoms of dry and of wet rot, wherever handled.

George L, we say, had his Tabagie ; and other German

Sovereigns had : but none of them turned it to a Political

Institution, as Friedrich Wilhelm did. The thrifty man;

finding it would serve in that capacity withal. He had

taken it up as a commonplace solace and amusement : it is

a reward for doing strenuously the day's heavy labours, to

wind them up in this manner, in quiet society of firiendly

human faces, into a contemplative smoke- canopy, slowly

spreading into the realm of sleep and its dreams. Friedrich

Wilhelm was a man of habitudes ; his evening Tabagie be-

came a law of Nature to him, constant as the setting of

the stm. Favourable circumstances, qtiietly noticed and laid

hold of by the thrifty man, developed this simple evening

arrangement of his into a sort of Smoking Parliament, small
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but poAverfol, where State-consultations, in a fitful informal

"way, took place ; and the vreightiest affairs might, by dex-

trous management, cunning insinuation and manoeuvering

from those that understood the art and the place, be bent

this way or that, and ripened towards such issue as was

desirable.

To ascertain what the true course in regard to this or

the other high matter will be; what the public will think

of it ; and, in short, what and how the Executive-Royal shall

do therein : this, the essential function of a Parliament and

Privy-Council, was here, by artless cheap methods, under

the bidding of mere Nature, multifariously done ; mere taci-

turnity and sedative smoke making the most of what natural

intellect there might be. The substitution of Tobacco-smoke

for Parliamentary eloquence is, by some, held to be a great

improvement. Here is Smelfungus's opinion, quaintly ex-

pressed, with a smile ia it, which perhaps is not all ofjoy:

' Tobaoco-sinoke is the one element in wliich, by our European

' manners, men can sit silent together without embarrassment, and

' Avhere no man is bound to speak one word more than he has actually

' and veritably got to say. Nay, rather every man is admonished and

' enjoined by the laws of honour, and even of personal ease, to stop

' short of that point ; at all events, to hold his peace and take to his

' pipe again, the instant he Jias spoken his meaning, if he chance to

' have any. The results of which salutary practice, if introduced into

' Constitutional Parliaments, might evidently be incalculable. The

' essence of what little intellect and insight there is in that room

:

' we shall or can get nothing more out of any Parliament ; and seda-

' tive, gently-soothing, gently-clarifying tobacco-smoke (if the room

' were well ventilated, open atop, and the air kept good), with the

' obligation to a minimum of speech, surely gives human intellect and

' insight the best chance they can have. Best chance, instead of the

' worst chance as at present : ah me, ah me, who will reduce fools to
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' silence again, in any measure? Wlio will deliver men from this

' hideous nightmare of Stump-Oratory, under which the grandest Na-

' tions are choting to a nameless death, Heeding (too truly) from

' mouth and nose and ears, in our sad days ?'

This Tobacco-College is the Grumkow-and-Seckendorf

chief field of action. These two gentlemen understand thor-

oughly the nature of the Pnassian Tobacco-Parliament ; have

studied the conditions of it to the most intricate cranny

:

no English Whipper-in or eloquent Premier knows his St.

Stephen's better, or how to hatch a measure in that dim hot

element. By hint, by innuendo; by contemplative smoke,

speech and forbearance to speak; often looking one way and

rowing another,— they can touch the secret springs, and

guide in a surprising manner the big dangerous Fireship

(for such every State-Parliament is) towards the haven they

intend for it. Most dextrous Parliament-men (Smoke-Par-

liament) ; no Walpole, no Dundas, or immortal Pitt, First or

Second, is cleverer in Parliamentary practice. For their

Fireship, though smaller than the British, is very dangerous

withal. Look at this, for instance : Seckendorf, one even-

ing, far contrary to his wont, which was prostrate respect

in easy forms, and always judicious submission of one's oAvn

weaker judgment, towards his Majesty,—has got into some

difficult defence of the Kaiser ; defence very difficult, or in

reality impossible. The cautious man is flustered by the

intricacies of his position, by his Majesty's indignant coim-

ter -volleys, and the perilous necessity there is to do the

impossible on the spm- of the instant ;—gets into emphasis,

answers his Majesty's volcanic fire by incipient heat of his

own; and, in short, seems in danger of forgetting himself,

and kindling the Tobacco-Parliament into a mere conflagra-

tion. That will be an issue for us! And yet who dare
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interfere? Friedrich Wilhelm's words, in high clangorous

metallic plangency, and the pathos of a lion raised by anger

into song, fall hotter and hotter; Seckendorf's puckered

brow is growing of slate-colom- ; his shelf-lip, shuttling vio-

lently, lisps and snuffles mere unconciliatory matter :—^What

on earth will become of us?—"Hoom! Boom!" dextrous

Grumkow has drawn a Hummiag-top from his pocket, and

suddenly sent it spinning. There it hums and caracoles,

through the bottles and glasses ; reckless what dangerous

breakage and spilth it may occasion. Friedrich WUhelm
looked aside to it indignantly. "What is that?" inquired

he, in metallic tone still high. " Pooh, a toy I bought for

the little Prince August, yom- Majesty : am only trying it
!"

His Majesty understood the hint, Seckendorf still better;

and a jolly touch of laughter, on both sides, brought the

matter back into the safe tobacco-clouds again.^

This Smoking Parliament or Tabahs - Collegium of his

Prussian Majesty was a thing much talked of in the world;

but till Seckendorf and Grumkow started their grand opera-

tions there, its proceedings are not on record ; nor indeed

till then had its political or parliamentary function become

so decidedly evident. It was originally a simple Smoking-

Club ;
got together on hest of Nature, without ulterior in-

tentions :—thus English Parliamenta themselves are under-

stood to have been, in the old Norman time, mere royal

Christmas-Festivities, with natural colloquy or parlepng be-

tween King and Nobles ensuing thereupon, and what wisest

consultation concerning the arduous things of the realm the

circumstances gave rise to. Such parleyings or consulta-

tions,—always two in number in regard to every matter, it

would seem, or even three; one sober, one drunk, and one

> Krster, ii. 110.
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just after being drunk,—^proving of extreme service in prac-

tice, grew to be Parliament, witb its tbree readings, and

what not.

A Smoking-room,—with wooden furniture, we can sup-

pose,—in each of his Majesty's royal Palaces, was set apart

for this evening service, and became the Tabagie of his

Majesty. A Tabagie-room in the Berlia Schloss, another in

the Potsdam, if the cicerone had any knowledge, could still

be pointed out :—^but the Tohacco-pipes that are shown as

Friedrich Willielm's ia the Kunstkammer or Museum of Ber-

lin, pipes which no rational smoker, not compelled to it,

would have used, awaken just doubt as to the cicerones

;

and you leave the Locality of the Tabagie a thing conjec-

tural. In summer season, at Potsdam and in country situa-

tions, Tabagie could be held under a tent : we expressly

know, his Majesty held Tabagie at Wusterhausen nightly

on the Steps of the big Fountain, in the Outer Court there.

Issuing from Wusterhausen Schloss, and its little clipped

lindens, by the western side; passing the sentries, bridge

and black ditch, with live Prussian eagles, vicious black

bears, you come upon the royal Tabagie of Wusterhausen

;

covered by an awning, I should think; sending forth its

bits of smoke-clouds, and its hum of human talk, into the

vnde free Desert round. Any room that was large enough,

and had height of ceiling, and air-circulation and no cloth-

furniture, would do : and in each Palace is one, or more than

one, that has been fixed upon and fitted out for that object.

A high large Room, as the Engravings (mostly worth-

less) give it us : contented saturnine human figures, a dozen

or so of them, sitting round a large long Table, furnished

for the occasion; long Dutch pipe in the mouth of each

man ; supplies of knaster easily accessible ; small pan of
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burning peat, in the Dutcli fashion (sandy native charcoal,

which burns slowly without smoke), is at your left hand

;

at your right a jug, which I find to consist of excellent thia

bitter beer. Other costlier materials for drinkiag, if you

want such, are not beyond reach. On side-tables stand

wholesome cold-meats, royal rounds of beef not wanting,

with bread thinly sliced and buttered : in a rustic but neat

and abundant way, such innocent accommodations, narcotic

or nutritious, gaseous, fluid and solid, as human nature, bent

on contemplation and an evening lounge, can require. Per-

fect equality is to be the rule; no risiag, or notice taken,

when anybody enters or leaves. Let the entering man take

his place and pipe, without obHgatory remarks : if he cannot

smoke, which is Seckendorf's case for instance, let him at

least afiect to do so, and not ruffle the estabHshed stream

of things. And so. Puff, slowly Pff !—and any comfortable

speech that is in you; or none, if you authentically have

not any.

Old official gentlemen, military for most part ; Grumkow,

Derschau, Old Dessauer (when at hand), Seckendorf, old

General Flans (rugged Platt-Deutsch specimen, capable of

toeadille or backgammon, capable of rough slashes of sarcasm

when he opens his old beard for speech) : these, and the

like of these, intimate confidants of the King, men who could

speak a little, or who could be socially silent otherwise,

—

seem to have been the staple of the Institution. Strangers

of majk, who happened to be passing, were occasional

guests ; Ginckel the Dutch Ambassador, though foreign like

Seckendorf, was well seen there; garrulous PoUnitz, who

has wandered over all the world, had a standing invitation.

Kings, high Princes on visit, were sure to have the honour.

The Crown-Prince, now and afterwards, was often present,;
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oftener tlian lie liked,—^in sucli an atmospliere, in sucli an

element. ' Tlie little Princes were all -wont to come in,' doff-

ing their bits of triangular hats, ' and bid Papa goodnight.

' One of the old Generals -would sometimes put them through

' their exercise ; and the little creatm-es were unwilling to

' go away to bed.'

In such Assemblage, when business ofimportance, foreign

or domestic, was not occupying the royal thoughts,—^the

Talk, we can believe, was rambling and multifarious : the

day's hunting, if at Wusterhausen ; the day's news, if at

Berlin or Potsdam ; old reminiscences, too, I can fancy, tiun-

ing up, and talk, even in Seckendorf's own time, about

Siege of Menin (where your Majesty first did me the honour

of some notice), Siege of Stralsund, and—duly on September

11th at least—^Malplaquet, with Marlborough and Eugene

:

what Marlborough said, looked : and especially Lottum, late

Feldmarschall Lottum f and how the Prussian Infantry held

firm, like a wall of rocks, when the horse were swept away,

—rocks highly volcanic, and capable of rolling forward too

;

and " how a certain Adjutant" (Derschau smokes harder, and

blushes brown) " snatched poor Tettau on his back, bleed-

ing to death, amid the iron whirlwinds, and brought him

out of shot-range."'—" Hm, na, such a Day, that, Herr Feld-

zeugmeister, as we shall not see again till the Last of the

Days !"

Failing talk, there were Newspapers in abundance

;

scraggy Dutch Courants, Jom-nals of the Ehine, Famas,

Frankfurt Zeitungs; with which his Majesty exuberantly sup-

» Died 1719.

s Militair-LexiJeon, iv. 78, § Major-General von Tettan, and i. 348, § Der-

Bohau. This was the beginning of Derschau's faTonr with rriedrich Wilhelnii

who had witnessed this piece of faithful work.
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plied himself;—^being willing to know what was passing in

tha high places of the world, or even what in the dark

snuffy Editor's thoughts was passing. This kind of matter,

as some pictm-e of the actual hour, his Majesty liked to have

read to him, even dm-ing mealtime. Some subordinate cha-

racter, with clear windpipe,—all the better too, if he be a

book-man, cognisant of History, Geography, and can explain

everything,—usually reads the Newspaper from some high

seat behind backs, while his Majesty and Household dine.

The same subordinate personage may be worth his place

in the Tabagie, should his function happen to prove neces-

sary there. Even book-men, though generally pedants and

mere bags of wind and folly, are good for something, more

especially if rich mines of quizzability turn out to be work-

able in them.

Of Gundlingy and the Literary Men in Tobacco-

Parliament.

Friedrich Wilhelm had, in succession or sometimes simul-

taneously, a number of such Nondescripts, to read his News-

papers and season his Tabagie ;—last evanescent phasis of

the old Court-Fool species ;—^who form a noticeable feature

of his environment. One very famous literary gentleman

of this description, who distanced every competitor, in the

Tabagie and elsewhere, for serving his Majesty's occasions,

was Jakob Paul Gimdling ; a name still laughingly remem-

bered among the Prussian People.. Gimdling was a Coimtry-

Clergyman's son, of the Niirnberg quarter ; had studied,

carrying off the honours, in various Universities ; had read,

or turned over, whole cartloads of wise and foolish Books

(gravitating, I fear, towards the latter kind) ; had gone the
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Grand Tour as travelling tutor, ' as companion to an Eng-

lish gentleman.' He had seen com'ts, perhaps camps,, at

lowest cities and inns; knew in a manner, practically and

theoretically, aU thiags, and had published multifarious Books

of his own* The sublime long-eared erudition of the man
was not to be contested ; manifest to everybody ; thrice and

four times manifest to himself iu the first place.

In the course of his roamings, and grand and little toiu's,

he had come to BerHn iu old King Friedrich's time; had

thrown powder iu the eyes of men there, and been appelated

to Professorships iu the Ritter-Academy, to Chief-Herald-

ships,—" Historiographer Royal," and perhaps other honours

and emoluments. The whole of which were cut-down by

the ruthless scythe of Friedrich Wilhelm, ruthlessly mow-
ing his field clear, ia the manner we saw at his Accession.

Whereby learned grandiloquent Gundling, much addicted

to liquor by this time, and turning the corner of forty, saw

himself cast forth into the general wilderness ; that is to

say, walking the streets of Berlin, with no resources but

what lay within himself and his own hungry skin. Much

given to liquor too. How he lived, for a year or two aftet

this,—erudite pen and braggart tongue his only, resom-ces,

—^were tragical to say. At length a femous Tavemkeeper,

the "Leipzige Polter-Hans (Leipzig KUl-Cow, or Boisterous-

JacK)" as they call him, finding what a dungeon of erudite

talk this Gundling was, and how gentlemen got entertained

by him, gave Gundling the run of his Tavern (or, I fear, only

a seat iu the drihkiag-room) ; and it was here that General

Grumkow found him, talking big, and dissertiag de omni

scibili, to the ancient BerHn gentlemen over their cups.

* List of them, Twenty-one in nnmlier, mostly on learned Antiquarian sub-

jeots,—^in Torster, ii. 255, 256.
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A very Dictionary of a man ; who knows, ia a manner, all

things ; and is by no means ignorant that he knows them

:

Would not this man suit his Majesty 1 thought Grumkow

;

and brought him to Majesty, to read the Newspapers and
explain everything. Date is not given, or hinted at; but

incidentally we find Gundling in full blast 'in the year

1718 ;'^ and conclude his instalment was a year or two be-

fore. Gundling came to his Majesty from the Taproom of

Boisterous-Jack ; read the Newspapers, and explained every-

thing : such a Dictionary-in-breeches (much given to liquor)

as his Majesty had got, was never seen before. Working

into the man, his Majesty, who had a great taste for such

things, discovered in him such mines of coUegeJearning,

court-learning, without end ; self-conceit, and depth of ap-

petite, not less considerable : in fine, such Chaotic Block-

headiem with the consciousness of being Wisdom, as was

wondrous to behold,—as filled his Majesty, especially, with

laughter and joyfol amazement. Here are mines of native

Darkness and Human Stupidity, capable of being made to

phosphoresce and effervesce,—are there not, your Majesty?

Omniscient Gundling was a prune resource in the Taba^e,

for many years to come. Man with sublimer stores of long-

eared Learning and Omniscience ; man more destitute of

Mother-wit, was nowhere to be met with. A man, bank-

rupt of Mother-wit ;—who has squandered any poor Mother-

wit he had in the process of acqmring his subhme long-

eared Omniscience ; and has retained only depth of appetite,

—appetite for liquor among other things, as the consumma-

tion and bottomless cesspool of appetites :—is not this a dis-

covery we have made, in Boisterous-Jack's, your Majesty I

The man was an Eldorado for the peculiar quizzing hum-

a Von Loen, Kleine Sehriften, i. 201 (cited in Foreter, i. 260).
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pur of his Majesty; -who took immense deliglit in working

him, -when occasion served. In the first years, he had to

attend his Majesty on all occasions of amusement ; if you

invite his Majesty to dioner, Gundling too must be of the

party. Daily, otherwise, Gundling was at the Tabagie;

getting drunk, if nothing better. Vein after vein, rich in

broad fun (very broad and Brobdignagian, such as suits

there), is discovered m him : without wit himself, but much

the cause of wit. None oftener shook the Tabagie with

inextinguishable Hahas : daily, by stirring into him, you

could wrinkle the Tabagie into grim radiance of banter and

silent grins.

He wore sublime clothes : Friedrich Wilhelm, whom we

saw dress-up his regimental Scavenger - Executioners in

French costume, for Count Rothenburg's behoof, made haste

to load Gundling with Rathships, Kammerherrships, Titles

such as fools covet ;—gave him tolerable pensions too, poor

devil, and even functions, if they were of the imaginary or

big insignificant sort. Above aU things, his Majesty dressed

him, as the pink of fortunate ambitious courtiers. Super-

fine scarlet coat, gold buttonholes, black-velvet facings and

embroideries without end :
* straw-coloured breeches ; red

silk stockings,' with probably blue clocks to them, ' and

shoes with red heels :' on his learned head sat an immense

cloud-periwig of white goat's-hair (the man now growing

towards fifty) ; in the hat a red feather :—in this guise he

walked the streets, the gold Key o{ Kammerherr (Chamber-

lain) conspicuously hanging at his coat-breast ; and looked

proudly doAvn upon the world, when sober. Alas, he was

often not sober; and fiends in human shape were ready

enough to take advantage of his unguarded situation. No
man suffered ruder tarring-and-feathering ;— and his only
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comfort was his bane witlial; that lie had, under snch con-

ditions, the use of the royal cellars, and could always com-

mand good liquor there.

His illustrious scarlet coat, by tumblings in the ditch,

soon got dirty to a degree ; and exposed him to the biting

censures of his Majesty, anxious for the respectability of

his Hofraths. One day, two wicked Captains, finding him

prostrate in some lone place, cut off his Kammerherr Key

;

and privately gave it to his Majesty. Majesty, in Tabagie,

notices Gundling's coat-breast :
" Where is yom* Key, then,

Herr Kammerherrf " Hm, hah—^unfortunately lost it, Ihro

Majestat!"— "Lost it, say you 1" and his Majesty looks

dreadfully grave.—" Key lostf thinks Tabagie, grave Seck-

endorf included : " Jarni-bleu, that is something serious !"

"As if a Soldier were to drink his musket !" thinks his

Majesty :
" And what are the laws, if an ignorant fellow is

shot, and a learned wise one escapesf Here is niatter for

a dehberative Tabagie ; and to poor Gundling a bad out-

look, fatal or short of fatal. He had better not even drink

much ; but dispense with consolation, and keep his wits

about him, till this squall pass. After much deliberating, it

is found that the royal clemency can be extended ; and au

outlet devised, under conditions. Next Tabagie, a servant

enters with one of the biggest trays in the world, and upon

it a ' Wooden Key gilt, about au ell long :' this gigantic

implement is solemnly hung round the repentant Kammer-

herr; this he shall wear publicly as penance, and be upon

his behaviour, till the royal mind can relent. Figm-e the

poor blockhead till that happen !
' On recoveriag his metal

key, he goes to a smith, and has it fixed on with wire.'

What Gundling thought to himself, amid these pranlis

and hoaxings, we do not know. The poor soul was not

VOL. XXII. (Frederick, vol. 2.) N
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bom a fool; thoiigli lie had become one, by college-learn-

ing, vanity, strong-drink, and the world's pei-versity and

bis own. Under good guidance, especially if bred to strict

sileiice, be inight have been in some measure a lumiaous

object,—not as now a phosphorescent one, shining by its

mere rottenness I A sad ' Calamity of Authors' indeed, when

it overtakes a man I-^Poor Gundling probably had lucid

intervals now and then; tragic fits of discernment, in the

inner-man of him. He had a Brother, also a learned man,

who retained his senses ; and was even a rather famed

Professor at Halle; Avhose Portrait, looking very academic,

solemn and well-to-do, tm-ns up in old printshops; Tv^hose

Books, concerniag 'Henry the Fowler (JDe Henrico Aucupe),'

'Kaiser Conrad I.,' and other dim Historical objects, are still

consultable,—though with little profit, to my experience.

The name of this one was Nicolaus Hieronymus ; ours is

Jalwh Paul, the senior brother,—once the hope of the House,

it is likely, and a fond Father's pride,—in that poor old

Niirnberg Parsonage long ago 1

Jakob Paul likewise contiaued to wi-ite Books, on Bran-

denbm-g Heraldries, Topography, Genealogies : even a 'Life'

or two of some old Brandenburg Electors are still extant

from his hand ; but not looked at now by any mortal. He

had been, perhaps was again. Historiographer Royal; and

felt bound to widte such Books : several of them he printed

;

and we hear of others still manuscript, ' in five folio volumes

written fair.' He held innumerable half-mock Titles and

Offices ; among others, was actual President of the Berlin

Royal Society, or AcadSmie des Sciences, Leibnitz's pet daugh-

ter,—there Gimdling actually sat in Office; and drew the

salary, for one certainty. " As good he as another," thought

Friedrich Wilhelm :
" What is the use of these solenm iel-
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lows, in their big perukes, "with, their crabbed x + y's, and

scientific Pedlar's-French; doiag nothing that I can see,

except annually the Berlin Almanac, which they live upon?

Let them live upon it, and be thankful ; with Gundliag for

their head man."

Academy of Sciences makes its Almanac, and some pecu-

lium of profit by it ; lectm-es perhaps a little ' on Anatomy'

(good for somethiag, that, ia his Majesty's miad) ; but lan-

guishes without encouragement during the present reign.

Has his Majesty no prize-cLuestions to propose, then? None,

or worse. He once officially put these learned Associates

upon ascertainiag for him 'Why Champagne foamed?' They,

with a hidden vein of pleasantry, required ' material to ex-

periment upon.' Friedrich WUhelm sent them a dozen, or

certain dozens ; and the matter proved insoluble to this

day. No King, scarcely any man, had less of reverence for

. the Sciences so-called ; for Academic culture, and the art of

the Talking- Schoolmaster in general! A King obtuse to

the fine Arts, especially to the vocal Arts, ia a high degree.

Literary fame itself he regards as monntebank fame ; the

art of writiag big admhable folios is little better to him

than that of vomiting long coUs of wonderfiil ribbon, for the

idlers of the marketplace; and he bear-baits his Gundling,

in this manner, as phosphorescent blockhead of the first

magnitude, worthy of nothing better.

Nay, it is but lately (1723 the exact year) that he did

his ever-memorable feat in regard to Wolf and his Philo-

sophy, at Halle. Illustrious Wolf was recognised, at that

time, as the second greater Leibnitz, and Head-Philosopher

of Nature, who ' by mathematical method' had as it were

taken Natm-e in the fact, and illuminated everything, so that

whosoever ran might read,—which all manner of people
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tlien tried to do, but have now quite ceased trying 'by the

Wolf-method:'—^Immortal Wolf, somewhat of a stiff, reserved

humour, inwardly a little proud, and not wanting in private

. contempt of the contemptible, had been accused of hetero-

doxy by the Halle Theologians, ' Immortal Wolf, croakily

satirical withal, had of course defended himself; and of

course got into a shoreless sea of controversy with the Halle

Theologians; pestering his Majesty with mere wars, and

rumom-s of war, for a. length of time, from that Halle Uni-

versity.* So that Majesty, unable to distinguish top or

bottom in such a coil of argument ; or to do justice in the

case, however willing and anxious, often passionately asked

:

"What, in God's name, is the real truth of itf Majesty

appelated Commissions to inquire; read Reports; could for

a long while make out nothing certain. At last came a

decision on the sudden;—^royal mind suddenly illuminated,

it is a little imcertain how. Some give the credit of it to

.

Gundling, which is unlikely; others to 'Two Generals' of

pious orthodox turn, acquainted with Halle;—and I have

heard obscurely that it was the Old Dessauer, who also

knew Halle ; and was no doubt wearied to hear nothing

talked of there but injured Philosopher Wolf, and injuring

Theologian Lange, or vice versa. Some practical military

man, not given to take-up with shadows, it likeliest was.

" In God's name, what is the real truth of all that 1" inquired

his Majesty, of the practical man :
" Does Wolf teach hellish

doctrines, as Lange says, or heavenly, as himself says?"

" Teaches babble mainly, I should think, and scientific Ped-

lar's-French," intimated the practical man: "But they say

he has one doctrine about oaths, and what he calls founda-

' In Busching [Beitrdge, i. 1-140) is rough authentic account of Wolf, and

especially of all that,—with several ouiious Letters of Wolf's.
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tion of duty, which I did not Hke. Not a heavenly doctrine

that. FoUo-w out that, any of your Majesty's grenadiers

might desert, and say he had done no sin against God 1"'

Priedrich Wilhelm flew into a paroxysm of horror ; instantly

redacted brief Eoyal Decree' (which is still extant among
the curiosities of the Universe), ordering Wolf to quit Halle

and the Prussian Dominions, bag and baggage, forevermore,

within eight-and-forty hours, '.' iey Strafe des Stranges, under

pain of the halter
!"

Halter: the Head-Philosopher of Nature, found too late,

will be hanged, as if he were a sheepstealer; hanged, and no

mistake ! Poor Wolf gathered himself together, wife and

baggage; ghded-up his loins; and ran with the due dis-

patch. He is now found sheltered under Hessen-Darmstadt,

at Marburg, professing something there ; and all the intel-

lect of the world is struck with astonishment, and with

silent or vocal pity for the poor man.—It is but fair to say,

Friedi-ich Wilhehn, gi-adually taking notice of the world's

humour in regard to this, began to have his own misgivings

;

and determiaed to read some of Wolf's Books for himself.

Eeading in Wolf, he had sense to discern that here was a

man of undeniable talent and integrity; that the Practical

Military judgment, loading with the iron ramrod, had shot

wide of the mark, in this matter ; and, in short, that a

palpable bit of foul-play had been done. This was in 1733;

—^ten years after the shot, when his Majesty saw, with his

own eyes, how wide it had gone. He applied to Wolf ear-

nestly, more than once, to come back to him : Halle, Frank-

furt, any Prussian University with a vacancy in it, was now

' BuseliiEg, i. 8 ; Beneokendorf, Karakterziige aus dem Leben Konig Frieda

rich Wilhelm I. (Anonymous, Berlin, 1787), ii. 23.

« 15th NoTemljer (Biisohing says 8tli) 1723.,
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wide open to Wolf. But Wolf knew better : Wolf, with bows

down to tlie groimd, answered always evadingly;— and

never wonld come back till tlie New Eeign began.

Friedricli Wilhelm knew little of Book-learrdng or Book-

writing ; and Hs notion of it is very sbocking to ns. But

tlie fact is, reader, Book-wrriting is of two Hnds : one

wise, and may be among tlie wisest of earthly things ; the

other foolish, sometimes far beyond what can be reached by

human nature elsewhere. Blockheadism, Unwisdom, whUe

silent, is reckoned bad; but Blockheadism getting vocal,

able to speak persuasively,—have you considered that at all?

Human Opacity falling into Phosphorescence ; that is to say,

becoming luminous (to itself and to many mortals) by the

very excess of it, by the very bursting of it into putrid fer-

mentation;—all other forms of Chaos are cosmic in com-

parison !—Our poor Friedrich Wilhelm had seen only Gund-

liugs among the Book-writing class: had he seen wiser

specimens, he might have formed, as he did in Wolf's case,

another judgment. Nay in regard to Gundling himself, it

is observable how, with his tmutterable contempt, he seems

to notice in him glimpses of the admirable (such acc[uire-

ments, such dictionary-faculties, though gone distracted!),

—and almost has a kind of love for the absurd dog. Gund-

ling's pensions amount to something like 150Z. ; an immense

sum in this Court.' A blockhead admirable in some sorts;

and of immense resom-ce in Tobacco-Parliament when busi-

ness is slack !

—

No end to the wild pranks, the Houyhnm horseplay they

had with drunken Gundling. He has staggered out in a

drunk state, and found, or not cleaAj found till the morrow,

» Porster, i. 263, 284 (if you can reconcile the two passages).
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young bears lying in his bed;—has found his room-door

walled-up ; been obliged to grope about, staggering from

door to door and from port to port, and land ultimately

in the big Bears' den, who hugged and squeezed him inhu-

manly there. Once at Wusterhausen, staggering blind-drunk

out of the Schloss towards his lair, the sentries at the Bridge

(instigated to it by the Houyhnms, who look on) pretend

to fasten some military blame on him : Why has he omitted

or committed so-and-so'? Gundling's drunk answer is un-

satisfactory. "Arrest, Herr Kammerrath, is it to be that,

then !" They hustle him about, among the Bears which

lodge there ;—at length they lay him horizontally across

two ropes;—^take to swinging him hither and thither, up

and down, across the black Acherontic Ditch, which is frozen

over, it being the dead of winter : one of the ropes, lower

rope, breaks ; Gundling comes souse upon the ice with his

sitting-part ; breaks a big hole in the ice, and scarcely with:

legs, arms and the remaining rope, can be got out un-'

drowned.^"

If, with natural indignation, he shut his door, and refuse

to come to the Tabagie, they knock-in a panel of his door

;

and force him out with crackers, fireworks, rockets and mal-

odorous projectiles. Once the poor blockhead, becoming^

human for a moment, went clean away ; to Halle where his

Brother was, or to some safer place : but the due inveigle-

ments, sublime apologies, increase of titles, salaries, were

used ; and the indispensable Phosphorescent Blockhead, and

President of the Academy of Pedlar's-French, was got back.

Drink remained always as his consolation; drink, and the

" Forster (i. 254-280) ; founding, I suppose, on Leien und Tliatcn des Frei-

heim Paul von Gv/ndling (Berlia, 1795) ;
probably not one of the exactest Eio-

graphies.
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deathless Volumes he was writing' and printing. Sublime

returns came to him,—Kaiser's Portrait set in diamonds, on

one occasion,—for his Presentation-Copies in high quarters

:

immortal fame, is it not his clear portion ; still more clearly

abundance of good wiae. Friedrich Wilhelm did not let

him want for Titles;—raised him at last to the Peerage;

drawing out the Diploma and Armorial Blazonry, in a truly

Friedrich-Wilhelm manner, with his own hand. The Gund-

lings, in virtue of the transcendent intellect and merits of

this Founder Gundling, are, and are hereby declared to be,

of Baronial dignity to the last scion of them ; and in ' all

' Ritter-Rennen (Tournaments), Battles, Fights, Camp-pitch-

' ings, Sealiugs, Signetings, shall and may use the above-

' said Shield of Arms,'—^if it can be of any advantage' to

them. A Prussian Majesty who gives us 150Z. yearly, with

board and lodging and the run of his cellar, and honom-s

such as these, is not to be lightly sneezed away, though of

queer humours now and then. The highest Personages, as

we said, more than once made gifts to Gundling ; miniatm-es

set in diamonds
; purses of a hundi-ed ducats : even Gund-

ling, it was thought, might throw-in a word, mad or other-

wise, which would bear fruit. It was said of him, he never

spoke to harm anybody with his Majesty. The poor blown-

up blockhead was radically not ill-natured,—at least, if you

let his ' phosphorescences' alone.

But the grandest explosions, in Tobacco-Parliament, were

producible, when you got Two literary fools ; and, as if with

Leyden-jars, positive and negative, brought their vanities

to bear on one another. This sometimes happened, when

Tobacco-Parliament was in luck. Friedrich Wilhelm had a

variety of Merry-Andrew Kaths of the Gundling sort, though
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none ever came up to Gundling, or ajpproSiclied him, in worth

as a Merry-Andrew.

Herr Fassmann, who wi'ote Books, by Patronage or for

the Leipzig Booksellers, and wandered about the world as

a star or comet of some magnitude, is not much known to

my readers :—^but he is too well known to me, for certain

dark Books of his which I have had to read.^'- A very dim

Literary Figm-e ; undeniable, indecipherable Human Fact,

of those days ; now fallen quite extinct and obsolete ; his

garnitm'e, equipment, environment all very dark to us. Pro-

bably a too restless, imponderous creature, too much of the

Gundling type ; structure of him gaseous, not solid. Perhaps

a little of the coxcomb naturally ; much of the sycophant on

compulsion,—being sorely jammed into corners, and with-

out elbow-room at all, in this world. Has, for the rest, a

recognisable talent for ' Magazine writing,'—for Newspaper

editing, had that rich mine, ' California of the Spiritually

Vagabond,' been opened in those days. Poor extinct Fass-

mann, one discovers at last a vein of weak geniality in him

;

here and there, real human sense and eyesight, under those

strange conditions ; and his poor Books, rotted now to in-

anity, have left a small seed-pearl or two, to the earnest

reader. Alas, if he was to become 'spiritually vagabond'

(' spiritually' and otherwise), might it not perhaps be whole-

some to him that the California was not discovered ?

—

Fassmann was by no means such a fool as Gundling; but

he was much of a fool too. He had come to Berlin, about

this time,^^ in hopes of patronage' from the King or some-

body ; might say to himself, " Sm-ely I am a better man

" Life of Friedricli Wilhelm, occasionally cited here ; Life of August the

Strong; &o.

« 1726, as he himself says (supi-a, p. 136).
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than Guhdling, if t"he Berlin Court lias eyesiglit." By the

King, on some wise General's recommending it, lie was, as

a preliminary, introduced to the Tabagie at least. Here is

the celebrated Gundling ; there is the celebrated Fassmann,

Positive Leyden-jar, with negative close by: in each of these

two men lodges a full-charged fiery electric virtue of self-

conceit; destructive each of the other,—could a conductor

be discovered. Conductors are discoverable, conductors are

not wanting; and many are the explosions between these

mutually-destructive human varieties ;—welcomed with hi-

larious, rather vacant, huge horse-laughter, in this Tobacco-

Parliament and Synod of the Houyhnms.

Of which take this acme ; and then end. Fassmann, a

fellow not without sarcasm and sharpness, as you may still

see, has one evening provoked Gundling to the transcendent

pitch,— till words are weak, and only action will answer.

Gundling, driven to the exploding point, suddenly seizes

his Dutch smoking-pan, of peat-charcoal ashes and redhot

sand; and dashes it in the face of Fassmann; who is ol

course dreadfully astonished thereby, and has got his very

eyebrows burnt, not to speak of other injiu-ies. Stand to

him, Fassmann ! Fassmann stands to him tightly, being the

better man as well as the more satirical; grasps Gundling

by the collar, wrenches him about, lays him at last over his

knee, sitting-part uppermost; slaps said sitting-pai-t (poor

sitting-part that had broken the ice of Wusterhausen) with

the hot pan,—nay some say, strips it and slaps. Amid the

inextinguishable horse-laughter (sincere but vacant) of the

Houyhnm Olympus.

After which, his Majesty, as epilogue to such play, sug-

gests. That feats of that nature are unseemly among gentle-

men ; that when gentlemen have a quarrel, there is another
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way of settling it. Fassmann thereupon cliallenges Gund-

ling ; Gundling accepts ; time and place are settled, pistols

the weapon. At the appointed time and place Gundling

stands, accordiagly, pistol in hand; but at sight of Fass-

mann, throws his pistol away ; will not shoot any man, nor

have any man shoot him. Fassmann sternly advances

;

shoots his pistol (powder merely) into Gundling's sublime

goatshair wig: wig blazes into flame; Gundling falls shriek-

ing, a dead man, to the earth ; and they quench and revive

him with a bucket of water. Was there ever seen such

horseplay? Eoaring laughter, huge, rude, and somewhat

vacant, as that of the Norse gods over then* ale at Yule

time ;—as if the face of the Sphynx were to wrinkle itself

in laughter; or the fabulous Houyhnms themselves were

there to mock in their peculiar fashion.

His Majesty at length gave Gundling a wine-cask, duly

figured ; ' painted black with a white cross,' which was to

stand in his room as memenio-^mori, and be his coffin. It

stood for ten years ; Gundling often sitting to write in it

;

a good screen against draughts. And the poor monster was

actually buried in this cask ;^^ Fassmann pronouncing some

funeral oration,—and the orthodox clergy uttering, from

the distance, only a mute groan. " The Herr Baron von

Gundling was a man of many dignities, of much Book-learn-

ing ; a man of great memory," admits Fassmann, " but of

no judgment," insinuates he,

—

" looking for THE Judgment

(expectans judicium)" says Fassmann, with a pleasant wit,

Fassmann succeeded to all the emoluments and honours

;

but did not hold them
;
preferred to run away before long

:

and after him came one and the other, whom the reader is

" Died 11th April 1731, age 58 : description of the Burial ' at Bornstadt

near Potsdam,' in Pdrster, i. 276.
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not to be troubled with here. Enougli if the patient reader

have seen, a little, into that background of Friedrich Wil-

helm's existence; and, for the didactic part, have caught-up

his real views or instincts upon Spiritual Phosphorescence,

or Stupidity grown Vocal, which are much sounder than

most of us suspect.

These were the sports of the Tobacco-Parliament; and

it was always meant primarily for sport, for recreation : but

there is no doubt it had a serious function as well. ' Busiaess

' matters,' adds Beneckendorf, who had means of linowing,-'*

' were often a subject of colloquy in the Tabaks-CoUegium.

' Not that they were there finished off, decided upon, or

' meant to be so. But Friedrich Wilhelm often purposely

' brought-up such things in conversation there, that he might

* learn the different opinions of his generals and chief men,

' without their observing it,'—and so might profit by the

Collective Wisdom, in short.

" Beneckendorf, Karakterziige, i. 137-149; vi. 37.



CHAPTER VIII.

seckendoef's eetoet to hee majesty.

The Treaty of Wusterhausen was not yet known to Queen

SopHe, to her Father George, or to any external creature

:

but that open flinching, and gradual withdrawal, from the

Treaty ofHanover was too well known ; and boded no good

to her pet project. Female sighs, male obduracies, and

other domestic phenomena, are to be imagined in conse-

quence. "A grand Britannic Majesty indeed; very lofty

Father to us. Madam, ever since he came to be King of Eng-

land. Stalking along there, with his nose in the air; not

deigning the least notice of us, except as of a thing that

may be got to fight for him ! And he does not sign the

Double-Marriage Treaty, Madam ; only talks of signing it,

—

as if we were a starved coach-horse, to be quickened along

by a wisp of hay put upon the coach-pole close ahead of us

always !"—" Jarni-hleu !" snuffles Seckendorf with a virtuous

zeal, or looks it; and things are not pleasant at the royal

dinner-table.

Excellenz Seckendorf, we find at this time, ' often has

his Majesty to dinner :' and such dinners ; fitting one's tastes

in all points,—^no expense regarded (which indeed is the

Kaiser's, if we knew it) ! And in return, Excellenz is fre-

quently at dinner with his Majesty ; where the conversation,

if it turn on England, which often happens, is more and

more an offence to Queen Sophie. Seckendorf studies to
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be polite, reserved before the Queen's Majesty at her own
table

; yet sometimes he lisps out, iu his vile snuffliug tone,

half-iasiuuations, remarks on om- Royal Kindred, which are

irritating in the extreme. Queen Sophie, the politest of

women, did once, says PoUnitz, on some excessive pressure

of that lisping snuffling unendurability, lose her royal pati-

ence and flame out. With human frankness, and uncom-

monly Mndled eyes, she signified to Seckendorf, That none

who was not himself a kind of scoundrel could entertain

such thoughts of Kings and gentlemen ! "V^Tiich hard saying

kindled the stiff-backed rheumatic soul of Seckendorf (Ex-

ceUenz had withal a temper in him, far down in the deeps)

;

who answered: "Yom- Majesty, that is what no one else

" thinks of me. That is a name I have never permitted any

" one to give me with impunity." And verily, he kept his

threat in that latter point, says Pollnitz.'^

At this stage, it is becoming, in the nature of things,

unlikely that the projected Double-Marriage, or any union

with England, can ever realise itself for Queen Sophie and

her House. The Kaiser has decreed that it never shall.

Here is the King already irritated, grown indisposed to it

;

here is the Kaiser's Seckendorf, with preternatural Appa-

ratus, come to maintain him in that humom-. To Queen

Sophie herself, who saw only the outside of Seckendorf and

his Apparatus, the matter doubtless seemed big with diffi-

culties ; but to us, who see the interior, the difficulties are

plainly hopeless. Unless the Kaiser's mind change, unless

many fixed things change, the Double-Marriage is impos-

sible.

One thing only is a sorrow, and this proved an immea-

' ii. 244.
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sui-able one: That they did not, that Queen Sophie did

not, in such case, frankly give it up. Double-Marriage, is

not a law of Nature ; it is only a project at Hanover that

has gone oif again. There "will be a life for our Crown-

Prince, and Princess, "without a marriage with England !—It

is greatly wise to recognise the impossible, the unreason-

ably difficult, when it presents itself: but who of men is

there, much more who of women, that can always do it 1

Queen Sophie Dorothee will have this Double-Marriage,

and it shall be possible. Poor Lady, she was very obsti-

nate ; and her Husband was very arbitrary. A rough bear

of a Husband, yet by no means an unloving one ; a Hus-

band who might have been managed. She evidently made a

great mistake in deciding not to obey this man, as she had

once vowed. By perfect prompt obedience she might have

had a very tolerable life with the rugged Orson fallen to

her lot; who was a very honest -hearted creature. She

might have done a pretty stroke of female work, withal, in

tamiag her Orson ; might have led him by the muzzle far

enough in a private way,—^by obedience.

But by disobedience, by rebellion open or secret ? Fried-

rich Wilhelm was a Husband; FriedrichWilhelmwasaKing;

and the most imperative man then breathing. Disobedience

to Friediich Wilhelm was a thing which, in the Prussian

State, stUl more in the Berlin Schloss and vital heart of

said State, the laws of Heaven and of Earth had not per-

mitted, for any man's or any woman's sake, to be. The

v\dde overarching sky looks down on no more inflexible Sove-

reign Man than him in the red-collared blue coat and white

leggiags, with the bamboo in his hand. A peaceable, capa-

cious, not ill-given Sovereign Man, if you will let him have

his way. But to bar his way; to tweak the nose of his
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sovereign royalty, and ignominiously force Mm into another

way : that is an enterprise no man or devil, or body of men

or devils, need attempt. Seckendorf and Grumkow, in To-

bacco-Parliament, understand it better. That attempt is

impossible, once for all. The first step in such attempt will

require to be assassination of Friedrich WUhelm; for you

may depend on it, royal Sophie, so long as he is ahve, the

feat cannot be done. royal Sophie, pretty Feekin, what

a busiaess you are making of it I

This year 1726 was throughout a troublous one to Queen

Sophie. Seckendorfs advent ; King George's manifestoing

;

alarm of imminent universal War, nay sputters of it actually

beginning (Gibraltar invested by the Spaniards, ready for

besieging, it is said) : nor was this all. Sophie's poor Mo-

ther, worn to a tragic Megsera, locked so long in the Castle

of Ahlden, has taken-up wild plans of outbreak, of escape

by means of secretaries, monies in the Bank of Amsterdam,

and I know not what ; with all which Sophie, corresponding

in double and triple mystery, has her own terrors and sor-

rows, trying to keep it down. And now, in the depth of

the year, the poor old Mother suddenly dies.^ Bui'nt out in

this manner, she collapses into ashes and long rest; closing

so her nameless tragedy of thirty-years continuance :—^what

a Bluebeard-chamber in the mind of Sophie ! Nay there

rise quarrels about the Heritage of the Deceased, which will

prove another sorrow.

2 ISth Nov. 1726 : Uemoirs of Sophia Dorothea, Consort of George I. (i. 386),

uhere also some of her comoluding Letters (' edited' as if by the Nightmares)

can be read, but next to no sense made of them;
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CHAPTER I.

FIFTH CRISIS IN THE KAISER'S ^PEOTRE-HUNT.

The Cro'wn-Priiice'B yoiong Life being, by perverse dham.ee,

involved and as it were absorbed in tbat foolisk question of

Ms English Marriage, we have nothing for it but to continue

ouir sad fonctiGn ; and go on painfully fishing out, and re-

ducing to an authentic form, what traces of him there are,

from that disastrous beggarly element,—till once he get

free of it, either dead or aHve. The winds (partly by Art-

Magic) rise to the hurricane pitch, upon this Marriage Pro-

ject and him; and as for the-sm, or general tide of European

Politics—But let the reader look with his ovm eyes.

In the spring of 1727, War, as anticipated, breaks out

,

Spaniards actually begin battering at Gibraltar; Kaisei-'s

Ambassador at London is angrily ordered to begone. Causes

of war were many: 1°. Duke de Ripperda,—tumbled out

now, that Ulustrious diplomatic bulldog, at Madrid,—sought

asylum in the English Ambassador's house ; and no respect

was had to such asylum : that is one cause. 2°. Then, you

English, what is the meaning of tbese war -fleets in the

West Indies; in the Mediterranean, on the very coast of

Spain? We demand that you at once take them home

agaia :—^which cannot be complied with. 3°,. But above all
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things, we demand Gibraltar of you :—whicli can still less

be compKed with. Termagant Elizabeth has set her heart

on Gibraltar : that, in such opportunity as this unexpected

condition of the Balances now gives her, is the real cause

of the War.

Cession of Gibraltar: there had been vague promises,

years ago, on the Kaiser's part; nay George himself, raw

to England at that date, is said to have thought the thing

might perhaps be done.—"Do it at once, then!" said the

Termagant Queen, and repeated, with ever more emphasis

;

—and there being not the least compliance, she has opened

parallels before the place, and begun war and ardent firing

there ;^ preceded by protocols, debates in Parliament, and

the usual phenomena. It is the Fifth grand Crisis in the

Kaiser's spectre-huntings; fifth change in the colour of the

world-lobster getting boiled in that singular manner;—Se-

cond Sputter of actual War.

Which proved futile altogether; and amounts now, ia

the human memory, to flat zero,—^unless the following infi-

nitesimally small fraction be countable again

:

' Sputtering of War ; that is to say. Siege of Gibraltar. A siege

' utterly unmemorable, and -without the least interest for existing

' maiikind mth their ungrateful humour,—if it be not, once more,

' that the Father of Tristram Shandy was in it : still a Lieutenant of

'foot, poor fellow; brisk, small, hot-tempered, loving, "liable to be

' cheated ten times a-day if nine will not suffice you." He was in

' this Siege ; shipped to the Eock to make stand there ; and would

' have done so with the boldest,—only he got iuto duel (hot-tem-

' pered, though of lamb-like innocence), and was run-through the

' body ; not entirely kiUed, but within a hairsbreadth of it ; and un-

' 22d Fet. 1727 (SchoU, ii. 212). Salmon, Chronological Historian (London,

1747 ; a very incorrect dark Book, useful only in defect of better), ii. 173. Coxo,

Memoirs of Walpole, i. 260, 261 ; ii. 498-515.
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' able for service while this sputtering went on. Little Lorry is stiU

' living
;
gone to school in Yorkshire, after pranks enough, and mis-

' ventures,—half-drowniag " in the mill-race at Annamoe in. Lreland,"

' for one.2 The poor Lieutenant Father died, soldiering in the West

' Indies, soon after this ; and we shall not mention him again. But

' History ought to remember that he is " Uncle Toby," this poor

' Lieutenant, and take her measures !—The Siege of Gibraltar, we
' still see with our eyes, was in itself Nothing.'

Truly it might well enougli have grown to universal

flame of War. But this always needs two parties; and

pacific George would not be second party in it. George,

guided by pacific Walpole, backed by pacific Fleury, ans-

wers the ardent firing by phlegmatic patience and protocol-

ling; not by counterfiring, except quite at his convenience,

from privateers, from war-ships here and there, and in sulky

defence from Gibraltar itself. Probably the Termagant, with

all the fire she has, will not do much damage upon Gibral-

tar ? Such was George's hope. Whereby the flame of war,

ardent only in certain Spanish batteries upon the point of

San Roque, does not spread hitherto,—though all mortals,

and Friedrich Wilhelm as much as any, can see the immi-

nent hkelihood there is. In such circumstances, what a

stroke of policy to have disjoined Friedrich Wilhelm firom

the Hanover Alliance, and brought him over to our own!

Is not Grumkow worth his pension? 'Grumkow serves

honourably.' Let the invaluable Seckendorf persevere.

Crown-Prince seen in Dryasdust's Glass, darkly.

To know the special figure of the Crown-Prince's way of

life in those years, who his friends, companions were, what

2 Lawrence Sterne's Autobiography (cited above).
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Ms pursuits and experiences, would be agreeable to us ; but

beyond the outline already given, there is Kttle definite

on record. He now resides habitually at Potsdam, be the

Court there or not ; attending strictly to his military duties

ia the Giant Regiment ; it is only on occasion, chiefly per-

haps in 'Carnival time,' that he gets to Berlin, to partake

in the gaieties of society. Who his associates there or at

Potsdam weret Suhm, the Saxon Resident, a cultivated

man of literary tmTi> famed as his friend in time coming, is

ah'eady at his diplomatic post in Berhn, post of difficulty

just now ; but I £now not whether they have yet any in-

timacy.*' This we do know, the Crown-Priace begins to

be noted' for his sprightly sense, his love of literatm-e, his

ingenuous ways; in the Court or other circles, whatsoever

has intelligence attracts him, and is attracted by him. The

RoucouUes Soirees,—gone all to din buckram for us, though

once so lively in their high periwigs and speculations,—faU

on Wednesday. Whem the Finkenstein or the others faU,

—

no doubt his Ebyal Highness knows it. In the Tahahs-Col-

legium, there also, driven by duty, he sometimes appears;

but, like Seckendorf and some others, he only affects to

smoke, and his pipe is mere white clay. Nor is the social

element, any more than the narcotic vapour which prevails

there, attractive to the young Prince,—^though he had better

hide his feelings on the subject.

Out at Potsdam, again, life goes very heavy ; the winged

Psyche much imprisoned in that pipeclay element, a prey

to vacancy and. many tediums and longings. Daily retm-n

the giant driU-duties ; and daUy, to the uttermost of rigor-

ous perfection, they must be done :—" This, then, is the sum

of one's existence, this 1" Patience, young ' man of genius,'

' Preuss, Friidrichmit seinen Venoandten ujid Frewnden, p. 24.
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as the Newspapers would now call .you ; it is indispensably-

beneficial nevertheless ! To swallow one's disgusts, and do

faithfully the ugly commanded work, taking no council with

flesh and blood : know that ' genius,' everywhere in Nature,

means this first of all ; that without this, it means nothing,

generally even less. And be thankful for your Potsdam

grenadiers and their pipeclay 1

—

Happily he has his Books about him ; his flute : Duhan,

too, is here, still more or less didactic in some branches;

always instructive and companionaHe to him. The Crown-

Prince reads a great deal; very many French Books, new

and old, he reads ;—among the new, we need not doubt, the

Henriad& oiM.. Aronet Junior (who now calls himself Fb&aiVe),

which has risen like a star of the first magnitude in these

years.* An incomparable piece, patronised by Eoyalty in

England; the delight of all kindred Courts. The light

dancing march of this new "Epic," and the brisk clash of

cymbal music audible in it, had, as we find afterwards,

greatly captivated the young man. All is not pipeclay,

then, and torpid formahsm ; aloft from the murk of common-

place rise glancings of a starry splendour, betokening—
how much

!

Out of Books, rumours and experiences, young imagiaa-

tion is forming to itself some Picture of the World as it is,

as it has been. The curtains of this strange life-theatre are

mormting, mounting,—wondrously as in the case of all

young souls; but with what specialties, moods or pheno-

mena of light and shadow, to this young soul, is not in any

' London, 1723, in sniTeptitious incomplete state. La Ligue the title ; then

at length, London, 1726, as Henriade, in splendid 4to,—by suhsoription (King,

Prince and Princess of Wales at the top of it), which yielded 8,O0OJ. : see Vol-

taire, (Euvres Completes, xiii. 408.
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point recorded for us. The ' early Letters to Wilhelmina,

which exist in great numbers,' from these we had hoped

elucidation : but these the learned Editor has ' wholly Avith-

held as useless,' for the present. Let them be carefully pre-

served, on the chance o£ somebody's arising to whom they

may have uses !—

-

The worst feature of these years is Friedrich Wilhelm's

discontent with them. A Crown-Prince sadly out of favour

with Papa. This has long been on the growing hand;

and these Double-Marriage troubles, not to mention again

the newfangled French tendencies {Blitz Franzosen !), much

aggravate the matter, and accelerate its rate of growth.

Ah-eady the paternal countenance does not shine upon him

;

flames often, and thunders, to a shocking degree;—and

worse days are coming.



CHAPTER II.

DEATH OP GEORGE I.

GlBRAliTAR still keeps sputtering ; ardent ineffectual bom-

bardment from the one side, sulky, heavy blast of response

now and then from the other : but the fire does not spread

;

nor will, we may hope. It is true, Sweden aud Denmark

have joined the Treaty of Hanover, this spring ; and have

troops on foot, and money paid them. But Qeorge is paci-

fic, Gibraltar is impregnable; let the Spaniards spend their

powder there.

As for the Kaiser, he is dreadfully poor ; inapt for battle

himself. And in the end of this same May 1727, we hear,

his principal ally, Czarina Catherine, has died ;—poor brown

little woman, Lithuanian housemaid, Russian Autocrat, it is

now all one;— dead she, and can do nothing. Probably

the Kaiser will sit still'? The Kaiser sits still; with eyes

bent on Gibraltar, or roUiug in grand Imperial inquiry and

anxiety round the world; war -outlooks much dimmed for

him siuce the end of May.

Alas, in the end of June, what far other Job's-post is this

that reaches BerKn and Queen Sophie "? That George I., her

royal Father, has suddenly simk dead I With the Solstice,

or Summer pause of the Sun, 21st or 22d June, almost un-

certain which, the Majesty of George I. did likewise pause,

—^in his carriage, on the road to Osnabriick,—never to move
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more. Whereupon, among the simple People, arose rumours

of omens, preternaturalisms, for and against : How his des-

perate Megsera of a Wife, in the act of dying, had summoned

him (as was presumable), to appear along with her at the

Great Judgment-Bar within year and day ; and how he

has here done it. On the other hand, some would have it

noted. How ' the nightingales ia Herrenhausen Gardens had

aU ceased singing for the year, that night he died,'— out

of loyalty on the part of these little birds, it seemed pre-

sumable.^

What we know is, he was journeying towards Hanover

again, hopeftil of a little hunting at the Gohrde; and in-

tended seeing Osnabriick and his Brother the Bishop there,

as he passed. That day, 21st June 1727, from some feelings

of his own, he was in great haste for Osnabriick ; hurrying

along by extra-post, without real cause save hurry of mind.

He had left his poor old Maypole of a Mistress on the Dutch

Frontier, that morning, to follow at more leisure. He was

struck by apoplexy on the road,— arm fallen powerless,

early in the day, head dim and heavy; obviously an alarm-

ing case. But he refused to stop anywhere ; refused any

surgery but such as could be done at once. " Osnabriick

!

Osnabriick!" he reiterated, growing visibly worse. Two
subaltern Hanover OjB&cials, 'Privy-Councillor von Harden-

' berg, Kammerherr (Chamberlain) von Fabrice, were in the

' carriage with him ;'^ King chiefly dozing, and at last sup-

ported in the arms of Fabrice, was heard mminuring, " C^esi

fait de moi ('Tis all over with me) !" And " Osnabriick ! Os-

nabriick !" shimberously reiterated he : To Osnabriick, where

' See EoHer, MUnzbejiiistigungen, x. 88.

2 Gottfried, Historische Chronih (Frankfnit, 1759), iii. 872. Boyer, The Po-

litical State of Great Britain, toI. xxxiii. pp. 545, 546.
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my poor old Brother, Bishop as they call him, once a little

Boy that trotted at my knee with blithe face, will have some
human pity on me I So they rushed along aU day, as at

the gallop, his few attendants and he ; and when the shades

of night fell, and speech had now left the poor man, he still

passionately gasped some gurgle of a sound Kke " Osna-

bruck;"—Changing in the arms of Fabrice,,and now evidently

in the article of death. What a gallop, sweeping through

the slumber of the world : To Osnabriiek, Osnabriiek

!

In the hoDow of the night (some say, one in the morn-

ing), they reach Osnabriiek. And the poor old Brother,

—

Ernst August, once youngest of six brothers, of seven chil-

dren, now the one survivor, has human pity in the heart

of him full surely. But George is dead ; careless of it now.^

After sixty-seven years of it, he has flung his big burdens,

—English crowns, Hanoverian crownlets, sulkinesses, indig-

nations, lean women and fat, and earthly contradictions and

confdsionsy—^fairly off him ; and lies there.

The man had his big burdens, big honours so-called, ab-

surd enough some of them, in this world ; but he bore them

with a certain gravity and discretion : a man of more pro-

bity, insight and general human faculty than he now gets

credit for. Hia word was sacred to him. He had the com-

age of a Welf, or Lion-Man; quietly royal in that respect

at least. His sense of equity,, of what was true and honour-

able in men and things, remained uneffaced to a respectable

degree; and surely it had resisted much. Wilder puddle

of muddy infeituations from without and from within, if we

' Coxe (i. 266) is 'indebted to his friend Nathaniel WraxaU' for these details,

—the suice famoTis Sir Nathaniel, ia -whoBe Memoirs (vague, hut not mendacious,

not uniuteDigent) they are now pubHshed more at large. See his Memoirs of the

Courts ofBerlin, Dresden, &c. (London, 1799), i. 35-40; also Historical Memoirs

(haadon, 1836), iv. 516-518.
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consider it well,— of irreconcilable incoherences, bottomless

universal hypocrisies, solecisms bred with hiTn and imposed

on him,—few sons of Adam had hitherto lived in.

He was, in one word, the first of om- Hanover Series of

English Kings; that hitherto unique sort, who are really

strange to look at in the History of the World. Of whom,

in the English annals, there is hitherto no Picture to be

had; nothiag but an empty blur of discordant nonsenses,

and idle, generally angry, flourishings of the pen, by way
of Picture. The English Nation, having flung its old Puri-

tan, Sword-and-Bible Faith into the cesspool,-^or rather

having set its old Bible-Faith, mimes any Sword, well up in

the organ-loft, with plenty of revenue, there to preach and

organ at discretion, on condition always of meddling with

nobody's practice farther,—thought the same (such their

mistake) a mighty pretty arrangement; but found it hitch

before long. They had to throw-out their beautiful Nell-

Gwyn Defenders of the Faith ; fling them also into the cess-

pool ; and were rather at a loss what next to do, " Where

is om- real King, then'? Who is to lead us Heavenward,

then ; to rally the noble of us to him, in some small mea-

sm'e, and save the rest and their affairs from running Devil-

ward?"—The English Nation being in some difficulty as

to Kings, the English Nation clutched-up the readiest that

came to hand ;
" Here is our King !" said they,—again under

mistake, still under their old mistake. And, what was sin-

gular, they then avenged themselves by mocking, calum-

niating, by angrily speaking, writing and laughing at the

poor mistaken King so clutched !—It is high time the Eng-

lish were candidly asking themselves, with very great seri-

ousness indeed. What it was they had done, in the sight of

God and man, on that and the prior occasion 1 And above
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all, What it is tliey will now propose to do in the sequel of

it ! Dig gold-nuggets, and rally the iffnohle of us 1

—

George's poor lean Mistress, coming on at the usual rate

of the road, was met, next morning, by the sad tidings.

She sprang from her carriage into the dusty highway ; tore

her hair (or head-dress), half-frantic; declared herself a

ruined woman; and drove direct to Berlin, there to com-

pose her old mind. She was not ill seen at Court there

;

had her connexions in the world. Fieldmarshal Schulen-

burg, who once had the honour of fighting (not to his ad-

vantage) with Charles XII., and had since grown famous by

his Anti-Turk performances in the Venetian service, is a

Brother of this poor Maypole's ; and there is a Nephew of

hers, one of Friedrich Wilhelm's Field-Officers here, whom
we shall meet by and by. She has been obligiag to Queen

Sophie on occasions; they can, and do, now weep heartily

together. I believe she returned to England, being Duchess

of Kendal, with heavy pensions there ; and ' assiduously at-

' tended divine ordinances, according to the German Pro-

' testant form, ever afterwards.' Poor foolish old soul, what

is this world, with aU its dukeries !

—

The other or fat Mistress, 'Cataract of fluid Tallow,'

Countess of Darlington, whom I take to have been a Half-

Sister rather, sat sorrowful at Isleworth ; and kept for many

years a Black Kaven, which had come flying in upon her

;

which she somehow understood to be the soul, or connected

with the soul, of his Majesty of happy memory.* Good

Heavens, what fat fluid-tallowy stupoi-, and entirely sordid

darkness, dwells among mankind; and occasionally finds

itself lifted to the very top, by way of sample !

—

' Horace Walpole, Reminiscences.
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Friedrich Wilhelm wept tenderly to Brigadier Dubonrgay,

tlie British Minister at Berlin {an old military gentleman, of

diplomatic merit, who spells rather ill), when they «poke of

this fiad matter. My poor old Uncle; he was so good to

me in boyhood, in those old days, when I blooded Oousin

George's nose ! Not imkind, ah, only proud and sad ; and

was caUed etdky, being of few words and hea^vy-iaden. Ah
me, yom: Excellenz ; if the little nightingales have all fallen

silent, what may not I, his Son and Nephew, do ?—^And the

rugged Majesty blubbered with great tenderness;* having

fountains of tears withal, hidden in the rocky heart of him,

not suspected by every one.

I add only that the Fabrice, who had poor George in his

arms that night, is a man worth mentioiung. The same

Fabrice (Fabricius, or perhaps Goldschmidt in German) who

went as Envoy from the Holstein-Gottorp people to Charles

Xn. in his Turkish time ; and stayed with his Swedish

Majesty there, for a year or two, indeed till the catastrophe

came. His Official Letters from that scene are in print, this

long while, though considerably forgotten f a little Volume,

worth many big ones that have been published on that sub-

ject. The same Fabrice, following Hanover afterwards,

came across to London in due course ; and there he did an-

other memorable thing : made acquaintance with the Mon-

siem- Arouet, then a young French Exile there, Axouet Junior

(' leJeune or l.j-), who,—by an ingenious anagram, contrived

in his indignation at such banishment,—^writes himself Vol-

taire ever since ; who has been pubhshing a Henriade, and

" Dulbonrgay's Despatches, in the State-Paper Office.

° Anecdotes du Sejour du Boi de Sulde a Bender, ou Lettres de M. le Baron

de Fabrice pour servir d'6claircissement a I'Histoire de Charles XII (Hamhowg,

1760, 8to).
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doing otiher thiage. Now it was by qiiestioning this Fateioe,

and indnstrioTisly picking the memory of him oleaia, that

M. de Yollaire wrote anotlier book, much more of an " Epic"

than Henri IV.,—a History, namely, of Charles XII. i' which

seems to me the best-written of all his Books, and wants

nothing but truth {indeed a dreadfial want) to make it a

possession forever. Voltaire, if you want fine writing; Adkr-

feld and Fabrics, if you would see the features of the Fact

:

these three are still the Books upon Charles XII.

His Prussian Majesty .falls into one of his hypocliondriacal

Fits.

Before this event, his Majesty was. in gloomy humom*;

and special vexations had superadded themselves. Early

in the Spring, a difficult huff of quarrel, the consummation

of a good many grudges long subsisting, had fallen-out with

his neighbom- of Saxony, the Majesty of Poland, August,

whom we have formerly heard of, a conspicuous Majesty in

those days ; called even " August the Great" by some per-

sons in his own time ; but now chiefly remembered by his

splendour of upholstery, his enormous expenditure in drink-

ing and otherwise, also by his Three-Hundred and Fifty-fom-

Bastards (probably the maximum of any King's performance

in that line), and caled August der Starke, "August the Phy-

sically Strong." This exemplary Sovereign could not well

be a man according to Friedrich Wilhelm's heart : accord-

ingly they had their huffs and little collisions now and

then: that of the Protestant Directorate and Heidelberg

Protestants, for instance ; indeed it was generally about Pro-

' See Voltaii'e, (Eicvres Computes, ii. 149, xxx. 7, 127. Came out in 1731

(ib. sxx. Avant-PropoB, p. ii.).
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testantism ; and more lately there had been high words and

correspendings about the "Protestants of Thorn" (a bad tra-

gedy, of Jesuit intrusion and Polish ferocity, enacted there

in 1724) ;*—^in which sad busiaess Friedrich Wilhelm loyally

interfered, though Britannic George of blessed memory and

others were but lukewarm ; and nothing could be done in

it. Nothing except angry correspondence with King Au-

gust; very provokiag to the poor soul, who had no hand

but a nominal one in the Thorn catastrophe, being driven

into it by his unruly Diet alone.

In fact, August, with his glittering eyes and excellent

physical constitution, was a very good-humoured fellow;

supremely pleasant in society ; and by no means wishful to

cheat you, or do you a mischief in business,—unless his

necessities compelled him; which often were great. But

Friedi-ich Wilhelm always kept a good eye on such points

;

and had himself suffered nothing from the gay eupeptic

Son of Belial, either in their old Stralsund copartnery or

otherwise. So that, except for these Protestant affairs,

—

and alas, one other little cause,—Friedrich Wilhelm had

contentedly left the Physically Strong to his own coui-se,

doing the civilities of the road to him when they met ; and

nothing ill had fallen-out between them. This other little

cause—alas, it is the old story of recruiting; one's poor

Hobby again giving offence ! Special recruiting brabbles

there had been ; severe laws passed in Saxony about these

kidnapping operations : and always in the Diets, when ques-

tion rose of this matter, August had been particularly loud

in his denouncings. Which was unkind, though not unex-

pected. But now, in the Spring of 1727, here has a worse

case than any arisen.

« Account of it in Buchholz, i. 98-102.
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Captain Natzmer, of I know not what Prussian Regi-

ment, ' Sachsen-Weimar Cuirassiers'^ or another, had dropt

over into Saxony, to see what could be done in picking up

a tall man or two. Tall men, one or two. Captain Natzmer

did pick up, nay a tall deserter or two (Saxon soldier, in-

veigled to desert) ; but finding his operations get air, he

hastily withdrew into Brandenbm'g territory again. Saxon

Officials followed him into Brandenburg territory ; snapt him

back into Saxon; tried him by Saxon law there;—Saxon

law, express in such case, condemns him to be hanged ; and

that is his doom accordingly.

" Captain Natzmer to swing on the gallows 1 Taken on

Brandenbm'g territory too, and not the least notice given

mef Friedrich Wilhelm blazes iato flaming whirlwind;

sends an Official Gentleman, one Katsch, to his Excellenz

Baron von Suhm (the Crown-Prince's cultivated friend), with

this appalling message :
" If Natzmer be hanged, for certain

I will use reprisals ; you yourself shall swiag !" Whereupon

Suhm, in panic, fled over the marches to his Master; who

bulKed him for his pusillanimous terrors; and applied to

Friedrich Wilhelm, in fine frenzy of indignant astonish-

ment, "What, in Heaven's name, such meditated outrage

on the law of nations, and flat insult to the Majesty of

Kings, can have meant ?" Friedrich Wilhelm, the first fury

being spent, sees that he is quite out of square ; disavows

the reprisals upon Suhm. "Message mis-delivered by my
Official Gentleman, that stupid Katsch ; never did intend to

hang Suhm ; oh, no ;" with much other correspondence i^"
—

and is very angry at himself, and at the Natzmer affair,

which has brought him into this bad pass. Into open im-

' Militair-Lexikon, iii. 104.

» In Mauvillon (ii. 189-195) more of it than any one will read.

VOL. XXII. (rroderick, vol. 2.) P
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propriety ; into danger of an utter rupture, had King-August

been of quarrelsome turn. But King August was not quar-

relsome ; and then Seckendorf and the Tobacco-Parliament,

—on the Kaiser's score, who wants Pragmatic Sanction and

much else out of these two Kings, and can at no rate have

them quarrel ia the present juncture,—were eager to quench

the fii-e. King August let Natzmer go ; Suhm returned to

his post -^^ and things hustled themselves into some uneasy

posture of silence again ;—uneasy to the sensitive fancy of

Friedrich Wilhehoa above all. This is his worst collision

with his Neighbour of Saxony; and springing from one's

Hobby again !—

These sorrows,, the death of George I.,, with anxieties

as to Greorge II. and the course he might take ; aU this,, it

was thought, preyed upon, his Majesty's spirits ;^Wilhel-

mina says it was. ' the frequent carousals vrith Seckendorf,'

and an affair chiefly of the royal digestive-apparatus. Like

enough ;—-or both might combine- It is. certahi his Majesty

fell into, one of his hypochondrias at this- time ; talked of

" abdicating" and other gloomy things, and. was very black

indeed. So that Seckendorf and Grrurokow began to, be

alarmed. It is several months ago he had Franke the Halie

Methodist giving ghostly counsel; his Majesty ceased to

have the Newspapers read at dinner ; and listened to lugu-

brious Franke's exhortations instead. Did English readers

ever hear of Franke? Let them make a momentary ac-

quaintance with this famous German Saint. August Her-

mann Franke, a Lubeck man, born 1663 ; Professor of The-

ology, of Hebrew, Lecturer on the Bible;- a wandering,

persecuted, pious man. Founder of the " Pietists," a kind

" Pollnitz, ii. 254.
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of German Methodists, who are still a famed Sect in that

country ; and of the Waisenhaus, at Halle, grand Orphan-

house, built by charitable beggings of Franke, which also

still subsists. A reverend gentleman, very mournful of

visage, now sixty-four ; and for the present, at Berliii, dis-

coursing of things eternal, in what Wilhelmina thinks a very

lugubrious manner. Well ; but sm-ely in a very serious man-
ner ! The shadows of death were already round this poor

Franke ; and in a few weeks more, he had himself departed.^^

But hear Wilhelmina, what account she gives of her own
and the young Grenadier-Major's behaviour on these mourn-

fal occasions. Seckendorf's dinners she considers to be the

cause ; all spiritual sorrows only an adjunct not worth men-

tioning. It is certain enough,

' His Majesty began to 'become valetudinary ; and the hypochon-

' dria which tormented him. rendered his humour very melajicholy.

' Monsieur Franke,, the. famous Pietist, founder of the Grphan-house;

' at Halle University, contributed not a littlg to exaggerate that latter «

' evil This reverend gentleman entertained the, King by raising

' scruples of conscience about the most innocent matters. He con-

' demned aU pleasures ; damnable all of them, he said, even hunting

' and music. You -were to speak of nothing but the Word of God
' qnly; glL other conversation was forbidden. It was always he that

' carried on the unproving talk at table ; where he did the office of

' reader, as if it had been a refectory qf monks. The King treated

' us to a sermon every afternoon ; his valet-de-chambre gave out a

' psalm, which, we all sang ; you had tq listen to, this, sermon with

' as much devout attention as if it had been an apostle's. My Brother

' and I had all the mind in the world to laugh ; we tried hard to

' keep from laughing ; but often we burst out. Thereupon repri-

' mand, with all the anathemas of the Church hurled out on us

;

' which we had to take with a contrite penitent air, a thing not easy

" Diei Sth June 1727.
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' to bring your face to at the momeiit. In a word, this dog of a

' Franke' (he died within few months, poor soul, ce cJiien de Franlte)

' led us the life of a set of Monks of La Trappe.

' Such excess of bigotry awakened still more gothic thoughts in

' the King. He resolved to abdicate the crown in favour of my
' Brother. He used to talk. He would reserve for himseE 10,000

' crowns a-year ; and retire with the Queen and his Daughters to

' Wusterhausen. There, added he, I will pray to God ; and manage

' the farming economy, while my wife and girls take care of the house-

' hold matters. You are clever, he said to me ; I wiU give you the

' inspection of the linen, which you shall mend and keep in order,

' taking good charge of laundry matters. Frederika' (now thirteen,

married to Anspach two years hence), ' who is miserly, shall have

' charge of all the stores of the house. Charlotte' (now eleven.

Duchess of Brunswick by and by) ' shall go to market and buy our

' provisions ; and my "Wife shall take charge of the little children,'

says Friedrich "Wilhebn, ' and of the kitchen. '^^

Poor Friedrich WUhehn ; what an innocent Idyllium;—which

cannot be executed by a King. ' He had even begun to work at an

• Instruction, or Farewell Advice, for my Brother ;' and to point to-

wards various steps, which alarmed Grumkow and Seckendorf to a

high degree.^*

" Abdication," with a Crown-Prince ready to fall into tlie

arms of England, and a sudden finis to our Black-Art, will

by no means suit Seckendorf and Grumkow! Yet here is

Winter coming ; solitary Wusterbausen, with the misty winds

'^ Little children are : 1°. Sophie Dorothee, now eight, who married Margraf

of Sohwedt, and was unhappy ; 2°. Ulrique, a, grave little soul of seven, Queen

of Sweden afterwards ; 3°. August Wilhelm, age now five, became Father of a

new Friedrich Wilhelm, who was King by and by, and produced the Kings that

still are ; 4°. Amelia, now four, bom in the way we saw ; and 5°. Henri., stiU in

arms, just beginning to walk. There will be a Sixth and no more (son of this

Sixth, a Berlin Roue, was Mlled, in 1806, at the Battle of Jena, or a day or two

before) ; but the Sixth is not yet come to hand.

" Wilhelnmia, M&noires de Bareith, i. 108.
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piping round it, will make matters worse : something must

be contrived ; and wliat 1 The two, after, study, persuade

Fieldmarshal Flemming over at Warsaw (August the Strong's

chief man, the Flemming ofVoltaire's Charles XII.; Prussian

by birth, though this long while in Saxon service), That if

he the Fieldmarshal were to pay, accidentally, as it were, a

little visit to his native Brandenburg just now, it might have

fine effects on those foolish Berlin-Warsaw clouds that had

risen. The Fieldmarshal, well affected in such a case, man-

ages the little visit, readily persuading the Polish Majesty;

and dissipates the clouds straightway,—^being well received

by Friedrich Wilhelm, and seconded by the Tobacco-Par-

liament with all its might. Out at Wusterhausen everything

is comfortably settled. Nay Madam Flemming, young, bril-

liant, and direct from the seat of fashion ; it was she that

first ' built-up' Wilhelmina's hair on just principles, and put

some Hfe into her appearance.''* And now the Fieldmarshal

(Tobacco-ParHament suggesting it) hints farther, "If his

Prussian Majesty, in the mere greatness of his mind, were

to appear suddenly in Dresden when his royal Friend was

next there,—^what a sunburst after clouds were that ; how

welcome to the Polish Majesty !"—" Hm, Na, would it, thenf

—The PoKsh Majesty puts that out of question; specially

sends invitation for the Carnival-time just coming ; and

Friedrich Wilhelm will, accordingly, see Dresden and him

on that occasion.-'* In those days. Carnival means ' Fashion-

able Season,' rural nobility rallying to headquarters for a

while, and social gaieties going on ; and in Protestant Coun-

tries it means nothing more.

This, in substance, was the real origin of Friedrich Wil-

« WUhelmina, i. 117.

"= Ibid. i. 108, 109; Polluitz, ii. 254; Fassmann, p. 374.
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helm's sudden -dsit to Dresden, wMcli astonished the world,

in January next. It makes a great figm'e in the old Books.

It did kindle Dresden Carnival and the Physically Strong

into supreme illumination, for the time being; and proved

the seal of good agreement, and even of a kind of friendli-

ness between this heteroclite pair of Sovereigns,—^if any-

body now cared foi: those points. It is with our Crown-

Prince's share in it that we are alone concerned ; and that

may rec|;uire a Chapter to itself.



CHAPTER III.

VISIT TO DRESDEN.

One of the most important adventures, for our young Crown-

Prince, was this visit of his, along with Papa, to Dresden in

the Carnival of 1728. Visit contrived by Seckendorf and

Company, as we have seen, to divert the King's melancholy,

and without view to the Crown-Prince at all. The Crown-

Priace, now sixteen, and not in the best favour with his

Father, had not been iatended to accompany; was to stay

at Potsdam and diligently drill: nevertheless an estafette

came for him from the gallant PoUsh Majesty;—Wilhelmiaa

had spoken a word to good Suhm, who wrote to his King,

and the hospitable message came. Friedrich made no loiter-

ing,—to Dresden is but a himdred miles, one good day;

—

he arrived there on the morrow after his Father ; King ' on

th« 14th January 1728,' dates Fassmann; 'Crown-Prince on

the 15th,' which I find was Thursday. The Crown-Prince

lodged with Fieldmarshal Flemming; Friedrich Wilhelm,

having come ia no state, refused King August's pressings,

and took-up his quarters with 'the General Fieldmarshal

Wackerbarth, Commandant ia Dresden,'—pleasant old mili-

tary gentleman, who had besieged Stralsund along with him

in times gone. Except Grumkow, Derschau and one or two

of less importance, with the due minimum of Valetry, he

had brought no retinue ; the Crown-Prince had Finkenstein

and Kalkstein with him. Tutor and Sub- Tutor, officially
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there. And he lodges with old Count Flemming and his

clever fashionable Madam,— the diligent but unsuccessful

Flemming, a courtier of the highest civility, though hacund,

and 'with a passion for making Treaties,' whom we know
since Charles XII.'s time.

Amongst the round of splendours now set on foot, Fried-

rich Wilhelm had, by accident of Nature, the spectacle of

a house on fire,—rather a symbolic one ia those parts,

—

afforded him, almost to start with. Deep in the first Satur-

day night, or rather about two in the morning of Sunday,

Wackerbarth's grand house, kindliag by negligence some-

where in the garrets, blazed up, irrepressible ; and, with its

endless upholsteries, with a fine libraiy even, went all into

flame: so that 'his Majesty, scarcely saving his chatoulle

(box of preciosities), had to hurry out in undress ;—over to

Flemming's where his Son was; where they both continued

thenceforth. This was the one touch of rough, amid so

much of dulcet that occurred : no evU, this touch, almost

rather otherwise, except to poor Wackerbarth, whose fine

House lay wrecked by it.

The visit lasted till February 12th, four weeks and a

day. Never were such thrice -magnificent Carnival amuse-

ments: illuminations, cannon salvoings and fireworks; operas,

comedies, redoubts, sow-baitings, fox- and badger-baiting,

reviewing, running at the ring :—dinners of never-imagined

quality, this, as a daily item, needs no express mention.

To the young Soldier-Apprentice aU this was, of course,

in pleasant contrast with the Potsdam Guardhouse; and

Friedrich Wilhelm himself is understood to have liked at

least the dinners, and the airy courteous ways, light table-

wit and extreme good humom* of the host. A successful

visit ; bm'ns off like successful fii-eworks, piece after piece

:
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and what more is to be said? Of all this nothing;—nor, if

we could help it, of another little circumstance, not men-

tioned by the Newspapers or Fassmann, which constitutes

the meaning of this Visit for us now. It is a matter diffi-

cult to handle in speech. An English Editor, chary of such

topics, will let two witnesses speak, credible both, though

not eyewitnesses ; and leave it to the reader so. Babbling

PoUnitz is the first witness; he deposes, after alluding to

the sumptuous dinings and drinkings there:

' One day tlie two Kings, after dinner, went in domino to the

' redoutt' (ridotto, what we now call rout or evening party). 'August

' had a mind to take an opportunity, and try whether the reports of

' Priedrich Wilhelm's indiiference to the fair sex were correct or not.

' To this end, he had had a young damsel (junge Person) of extra-

' ordinary beauty introduced into some side-room ; where they now
' entered. She was lying on a bed, in a loose gauzy undress ; and

' though masked, showed so many charms to the eye that the imagi-

' nation could not but judge very favourably of the rest. The King

' of Poland approached, in that gallant way of his, which had gained

' him such favour with women. He begged her to unmask ; she at

' first affected reluctance, and would not. He then told her who he

' was ; and said. He hoped she would not refuse, when two Kings

' begged her to show them this complaisance. She thereupon took off

' her mask, and showed them one of the loveliest faces in the world.

' August seemed quite enchanted ; and said, as if it had been the

' first time he ever saw her. He could not comprehend how so be-

' witching a beauty had hitherto remained unknown to him.

' Friedrich Wilhelifi could not help looking at her. He said to

' the King of Poland, " She is very beautiful, it must be owned ;"

—

' but at the same instant turned his eyes away from her ; and left the

' room, and the ridotto altogether without delay ; went home, and

' shut himself in his room. He then sent for Herr von Grumkow,

' and bitterly complained that the King of Poland wanted to tempt

' him. Herr von Grumkow, who was neither so chaste nor so con-
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' scientious as the King, was for making a jest of tlie matter ; but

' tlie King took a very serious tone ; and commanded him to tell the

' King of Poland ia his name, " That he begged him very much not

' to expose him again to accidents of that nature, unless he wished

' to have him quit Dresden at once." Herr von Grumkow did his

' message. The King of Poland laughed heartily at it ; went straight

' to Priedrich Wilhehn, and excused himself. The King of Prussia,

' however, kept his grim look ; so that August ceased joking, and

' turned the dialogue on some other subject.'^

This is Pollnitz's testimony, gathered from the whispers

of the Tabagie, or rumours in the Court-circles, and may be

taken as indisputable in the main. Wilhelmina, deriving

from similar sources, and equally uncertain in details, paints

more artistically; nor has she forgotten the sequel for her

Brother, which at present is the essential circumstance

:

' One evening, when the rites of Bacchus had been weU attended

' to, the King of Poland led the King' (my Father), ' strolling about,

' by degrees, into a room very richly ornamented, aU the furniture

' and arrangements of which were in a quite exquisite taste. The

' King, charmed with what he saw, paused to contemplate the beauties

' of it a little ; when, aU on a sudden, a curtain rose, and displayed

' to him one of the most extraordinary sights. It was a girl in the

' condition of our First Parents, carelessly lying on a bed. This

' creature was more beautiful than they paint Venus and the Graces

;

' she presented to view a form of ivory whiter than snow, and more

' gracefully shaped than the Venus de' Medici at Florence. The
' cabinet which contained this treasure was lighted by so many wax-

' candles that their brilliancy dazzled you, and gave a new splendour

' to the beauties of the goddess.

' The Authors of this fine comedy did not doubt but the object

' would make an impression on the King's heart ; but it was quite

' otherwise. No sooner had he cast his eyes on the beauty than he

• -Poitaitz, ii. 256,
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^ whirled round, with indignation; and seeing my Brother behind him,

' he push.ed him roughly out of the room, and immediately quitted it

' himself ; very angry at the scene they had been giving him. He
' spoke of it, that same evening, to Grumkow, in very strong terms

;

' and declared with emphasis that if the like frolics were tried on him
' again, he would at once quit Dresden.

' With my Brother it was otherwise. In spite of the King's care,

' he had got a full view of that Cabinet Venus ; and the sight of her

' did not inspire in hito so much horror as in his father. '^—Very

likely not !—And in fact, ' he obtained hef from the King of Poland,

' in a rather singular way (d'une fa^on assez dnguKk's)'—describable,

in condensed terms, as follows :

Wilhelmina says, her poor Brother had been already

charmed over head and ears by a gay young baggage of

a Countess Orzelska ; a very high and airy Coimtess there

;

whose history is not to be touched, except upon compulsion,

and as if with a pair of tongs,-—thrice famous as she once

was ia this Saxon Court of Beelzebub. She was King Au-

gust's natural daughter ; a French milliner in Warsaw had

produced her for him there. In due time, a male of the

three-hundred and fifty-four, one Rutowski, soldier by pro-

fession, whom we shall again hear of, took her for mistress

;

regardless of natural half-sisterhood, which perhaps he did

not know of. The admiring Rutowski, being of a partici-

pative turn, introduced her, after a while, to his honoured

parent and hers ; by whom next—Heavens, human language

is unequal to the history of such things ! And it is in this

capacity she now shines supreme in the Saxon Coiu"t ; ogling

poor young Fritz, and driving him distracted ;—which phe-

nomenon the Beelzebub Parent-Lover noticed with pain and

jealousy, it would appear.

2 Wilhelmina, i. 112.
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'His PoHsli Majesty distinguished lier extremely,' says

PoUnitz,^ ' and was continually visiting lier ; so tliat the

' universal iaference was'—to the above unspeakable effect.

' She was of fine figure; had something grand in her air

' and carriage, and the prettiest humom- in the world. She

' often appeared iu men's clothes, which became her very

' well. People said she was extremely openhanded ;' as

indeed the Beelzebub Parent-Lover was of the like quality

(when he had cash about him), and to her, at this time, he

was profuse beyond limit. Truly a tempting aspect of the

Devil, this expensive Orzelska : something beautiful in her,

if there are no Laws in this Universe; not so beautiful, if

there are! Enough to turn the head of a poor Crown-

Prince, if she like, for some time. He is just sixteen gone

;

one of the prettiest lads and sprightliest ; his homage, clearly

enough, is not disagreeable to the baggage. Wherefore

jealous August, the Beelzebub-Parent, takes his measures;

signifies to Fritz, in direct terms, or by discreet diplomatic

hints and innuendos. That he can have the Cabinet Venus

(Formera her name, of Opera-singer kind) ;—^hopiag thereby

that the Orzelska will be left alone in time coming. A '/«-

gon assez singulier^ for a Sovereign Majesty and Beelzebub

Parent-Lover, thinks Wilhelmina.

Thus has om* poor Fritz fallen into the wake of Beel-

zebub; and is not in a good way. Under such and no

better guidance, in this illicit premature manner, he gets

his introduction to the paradise of the world. The Formera,

beautiful as paiated Chaos
; yes, her ;—and why not, after a

while, the Orzelska too, all the same % A wonderful Armida-

Garden, sm-e enough. And cannot one adore the paiated

divine beauties there (lovely as certain apples of the Dead

3 Memoiren, ii. 261.
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Sea), for some time'?—The miseries all this brought into

his existence,—into his relations with a Father very rigor-

ous in principle, and with a Universe still more so,—for

years to come, were neither few nor small. And that is

the main outcome of the Dresden visitings for him and
us.

—

Great pledges pass between the two Kings; Prussian

Crown-Prince decorated with the Order of the Saxon Eagle,

or what supreme distinction they had ; Rutowski taken over

to Berlin to learn war and drill, where he did not remain

long : in fact a certain liking seems to have risen between

the two heterochte individualities, which is perhaps worth

remembering as a point in natural history, if not otherwise.

One other small result of the visit is of pictorial nature.

In the famed Dresden Gallery there is stUl a Picture, high

up, visible if you have glasses, where the Saxon Court-

Painter, on Friedrich Wilhelm's bidding it is said, soon after

these auspicious occurrences, represents the two Majesties

as large as life, in their respective costumes and features

(short Potsdam Grenadier-Colonel and tall Saxon Darius or

Sardanapalus), in the act of shaking hands; symbolically

bm-ying past grudges, and swearing eternal friendship, so

to speak.* To this Editor the Picture did not seem good

for much; but Friedrich Wilhelm's Portrait in it, none of

the best, may be of use to travelling friends of his who

have no other.

The visit ended on the 12th of February, as the News-

papers testify. Long before daybreak, at three in the morn-

ing, Friedrich Wilhelm, ' who had smoked after dianer tUl

nine the night before,' and taken leave of everybody, was

on the road ; but was astonished to find King August and

« Porster, i. 226.
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the Electoral Prince or Heir-Appareut (who had privately

sat Tip for the purpose) insist on conducting him to his car-

riage.^ 'Great tokens of affection,' known to the News-

papers, there were ; and one token not yet known, a promise

on King August's, part that he would return this ever-me-

morable compliment in person at Potsdam and Berlin in a

few months. Eememher, then !—

As for the poor Crown-Primce, whom already his Father

did not like, he now fell into circumstances more abstruse

than ever in that and other respects. Bad health, a dan-

gerous lingering fit of that,, soon after his return home, was

one of the first consequences. Frequeat fits, of bad health,,

for some years coming; with, ominous rumom-s, consulta-

tions of physicians, and reports to the paternal Majesty,

which produced small comfort in that quarter. The sad

truth, dimly indicated, is sufficiently visible : his life for the

next four or five years was. ' extrem.ely dissolute.' Poor

youug mau, he has got into a disastrous course; consorts

chiefiy with debauched young feEows, as Lieutenants Katte,.

Keith, aaid others of their stamp, wh.o lead him on ways

not pleasant to his Father, nor conformable to the Laws of

this Universe. Health, either of body or of mind, is not to,

be looked for in his present waty of life. The bright young

soul, with its fine strengths and gifts; wallowing like a

young rhinoceros in the mud-bath :—some say, it is whole-

some for a human soul ; not we

!

All this is too certain ; rising to its height in the years

we are now got to, and not ending for four or five years

to come : and the reader can conceive all this, and whether

its effects were good or not. Friedrich WUhelm's old-stand-

• Boyer, sxxs. 199.
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ing disfaivotr is converted iato open aversion and protest,

many times iato fits of sorrow, rage and despair, on Ms
luckless Son's behalf;—and it appears doubtful whether this

bright young human soul, comparable for the present to a

rhinoceros wallowing in the mud-bath, with nothing but its

snout visible, and a dirty gurgle all the sound it makes,

will ever get out agaia or not.

The rhinoceros sotd got out ; but not uninjured ; alas, no

bitterly polluted, tragically dimmed of its finest radiances

for the remainder of life. The distiaguished Sauerteig, in

his Springwwrzeln, has these words.: ' To burn away, in mad
' waste, the divine aromas and plainly celestial elements

' from our existence; t© change our holy-of-holies into a

' place of riot ; to make the soul itself hardv. impious, bar-

' ren ! Surely a day is coming, when it will be known
' again what virtue is in purity and continence of life ; how
' divine is the blush of young human cheeks; how high,

' beneficent, sternly inexorable if fojgotten, is the duty laid,

'mot on women only, but, on every creitture, in regard to

' these particulars? Well; if such a day never come again,

' then I perceive much else will never come. Magnanimity

' and depth of insight will never come ; heroic purity of

' heart and of eye ;• noble pious valour, to amend us and

^ the age of bronze and lacker, how can. they ever come ?

.

' The scandalous, bronze-lacker age, of hungry animalisms,

' spiriiual impot&jicies and mendacities, will have, to nm its

' course, till the Pit swallow it.'

—

In the case of Friedrich, it is certain such a day never

folly came. The ' age of bronze and lacker,' so as it then

stood,—relieved truly hj a backbone of real Spartan iron

(of right battle steel when needed) : this was all the world

he ever got to dream of. His ideal, compared to that of
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some, was but low ; his existence a hard and barren, though

a genuine one, and only worth much memory in the ab-

sence of better. Enough of all that.

TJie Physically Strong pays his Counter-Visit.

August the Strong paid his Return-visit in May follow-

ing. Of which sublime transaction, stupendous as it then

was to the Journalistic mind, we should now make no men-

tion, except for its connexion with those points,—and more

especially for a fooHsh rumour, which now rose about Prince

Fred and the Double-Marriage, on occasion of it. The mag-

nificence of this visit and reception being so extreme,—King

August, for one item, sailing to it, with sound of trumpet

and hautbois, in silken flotillas gayer than Cleopatra's, down

the Elbe,—there was a rush towards Berlin of what we will

not caU the scum, but must call the foam of mankind, rush

of the idle moneyed populations from aU countries; and

such a crowd there, for the three weeks, as was seldom

seen. Foam everywhere is stirred up, and encouraged to

get under way.

Prince Frederick of Hanover and England, "Duke of

Edinburgh" as they now call him, "Duke of Gloucester"

no longer, it would seem, nor " Prince of Wales" as yet

;

he, foamy as another, had thoughts of coming ; and rumour

of him rose very high in Berlin,—^how high we have still

singular proof. Here is a myth, generated in the busy

Court-Imagination of Berlin at this time ; written down by

PoUnitz as plain fact afterwards ; and from him idly copied

into Coxe^ and other English Books. We abridge fr"om

watery Pollnitz, taking care of any sense he has. This is

6 Coxe's Wal:eole (London, 1798), i. 520.
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what ran in certain high-frizzled heads then and there : and

was dealt-out in whispers to a privileged few, watery PoU-

nitz's informers among them, till they got a myth made of

it. Frederick Duke of Edinburgh, second hope of England

at this time, he is the hero.

It appears, this loose young gentleman, standing in no

favour with his sovereign Father, had never yet been across

to England, the royal Parent preferring rather not to have

him in sight; and was living idle at Hanover; very eager

to be wedded to WiLhelmina, as one grand and at present

grandest resource of his existence. It is now May 1728;

and Frederick Duke of Edinburgh is twenty-one. He writes

to his Aunt and intended Mother-in-law, Queen Sophie (date

not ascertainable to a day. Note burnt as soon as read)

:

"That he can endm-e this tantalising suspense no longer;

such endless higgling about a supreme blessedness, virtually

agreed upon, may be sport to others, but is death to him.

That he will come privately at once, and wed his Wilhel-

mina ; and so make an end ; the bigwigs to adjust it after-

wards as they can and may." Whereupon Sophie Dorothee,

gladdest of women, sends for Dubourgay the British Am-

bassador (Brigadier Dubourgay, the respectable old gentle-

man who spells ill, who is strong for the Double-Marriage

always), to tell him what fine news there is, and what ans-

wer she has sent. Respectable Dubourgay stands sUent,

with lengthening face : " Your Majesty, how unfortunate

that I of all men now hear it ! I must instantly dispatch a

courier with the news to London !" And the respectable man,

stoically deaf to her Majesty's entreaties, to all considera-

tions but that of his evident duty, ' sends the courier' (thinks

Pollnitz) ;—nips thereby that fine Hanover speculation in the

VOL. XXII. (Frederick, vol. 2.) Q
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bud, sees Prince Fred at once sunmioned over to England,

and produces several effects. Nearly the whole of which,

on examining the Documents,' proves to be myth.

PoUnitz himself adds two circumstances, in regard to it,

which are pretty impossible : as, first, that Friedrich Wil-

hehn had joyfidly consented to this clandestine marriage,

and was eagerly waiting for it ; second, that George 11. too

had privately favoured or even instigated the adventure,

being at heart willing to escape the trouble of Messages to

Parhament, to put his Son in the wrong, and I know not

what.* The particles of fact in the affair are likewise two

:

First, that Queen Sophie, and from her the Courtier Pubhc

generally, expected the Hanover Royal Highness, who pro-

bably had real thoughts of seeing Berlin and his Intended,

on this occasion ; Dubourgay reports daily rumours of the

Royal Highness being actually ' seen' there in an evanescent

maimer; and Wilhelmina says, her Mother was so certain

of htm, ' she took every ass or m.ule for the Royal High-

ness,'—heartily indifferent to Wilhelmina. This is the first

particle of fact. The Second isj that a subaltern Official

about the Royal Highness, one Lamothe of Hanover, who

had appeared in Berlin about that time, was thrown into

prison not long after, for what misbehaviour none knew,

—

for encouraging dissolute Royal Highness in wild schemes,

it was guessed. And so the Myth grew, and was found

ready for Pollnitz and his followers. Royal Highness did

come over to England; not then as the Myth bears, but

nine months afterwards in December next : and found other

means of irritating his imperative, flighty, irascible and ra-.

ther fooHsh little Father, in an ever-increasing degree. 'Very

' Dutourgay's Despatches (1728 : 29 May, 1 June, 5 Oct.), in the State-Paper

Office here. • PoUnitz, ii. 272-274.
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coldly received at Court,' it is said : ill seen by Walpole and

the Powers ; being too liiely to become a focus of Oppo-

sition there.

The Visit, meanwhile, though there came no Duke of

Edinburgh to see it, was subhme in the extreme; Polish

Majesty being magnificence itself; and the frugal Friedrich

Wilhehn lighting-up his dim Court into iasurpassable bril-

hancy, regardless of expense ; so that even the Smoking

Parliament (where August attended now and then) became

luminous. The Crown-Prince, wha in late months had lan-

guished in a state of miserable health, in a manner ominous

to his physicians, confined mostly to his room or his bed,

was now happily on foot again ;—and Wilhelmina notes one

cu-cumstance which much contributed to his recovery : That

the fair Orzelska had attended her natural (or unnatm-al)

Parent, on this occasion ; and seemed to be, as Wilhelmina

thinks, tmcommonly kind to the Crown-Prince. The Heir-

Apparent of Saxony, a taciturn, inoffensive, rather opaque-

looking gentleman, now turned of thirty, and gone over to

Papistry long since, with views to be King of Poland by

and by, which proved effectual as we shall find, was also

here: Count Bruhl, too, still in a very subaltern capacity,

and others whom we and the Crown-Prince shall have to

know. The Heir-Apparent's Wife (actual Kaiser's Niece, late

Kaiser Joseph's Daughter, a severe Austrian lady, haughtier

than lovely) has staid at home in Dresden.

But here, at first hand, is a sUght view of that unique

Pohsh Majesty, the Saxon Man of Sin; which the reader

may be pleased to accept out of idle curiosity, if for no

better reason. We abridge from Wilhelmiaa -^ whom Fass-

mann, kindled to triple accm-acy by this grand busmess, is

» i. 124.
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at hand to correct where needful :^" ' The King of Poland

arrived upon us at Berlin on the 29th of May/ says Wil-

helmina; had been at Potsdam, under Friedrich Wilhelm's

care, for thi-ee days past : Saturday afternoon, 29th May
1728 ; that is with exactitude the ever-memorable date.

He paid his respects in her Majesty's apartment, for an

instant, that evening ; but made his formal visit next day.

Very grand indeed. Carried by two shining particolom-ed

creatures, heyducs so-called, thi-ough double rows of mere

peerages and sublimities,-iu a sublime sedan (being lame of

a foot, foot lately amputated of two toes, sore still open)

:

'in a sedan covered with red velvet galooned with gold,'

says the devout Fassmann, tremblingly exact, ' up the grand

staircase along the grand Gallery;' iu which supreme re-

gion (Apartments of the late King Friedrich of gorgeous

memory) her Majesty now is for the occasion. ' The Queen

received him at the door of her third Antechamber,' says

Wilhehnina ; third or outmost Antechamber, end of that

grand Gallery and its peerages and shining creatinres :
' he

gave the Queen his hand, and led her iu.' We Princesses

were there, at least the grown ones of us were. All stand-

ing, except the Queen only. 'He refused to sit, and again

refused ;' stoically talked graciosities, disregarding the pain

of his foot; and did not, till refusal threatened to become

'" Des glorioUrdigsten Fursten und Herm, Hen-n Friedrich Augusti des Gros-

sen Leben und Helden-Thaten (Of that most glorious Prince and Lord, Lord

Friedrich Anguet the Great, King of Poland, &c., the Life and Heroic Deeds),

l)y D.F. (David Fassmann), PranMnrt and Leipzig, 1734; 12mo, pp. 1040. A
work written with uptnmed eyes of prostrate admiration for 'Dcro Majestdt

(" Theiro" Majesty) August the Great;' exact too, tut dealing merely with the

clothes of the matter, and such a matter : work unreadable, except on compul-

sion, to the stupidest mortal. The same Fassmann, who was at the Fair of

St. Germain, who lodged sometimes with the Potsdam Giant, and whose ways

are all fallen dark to us.
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uncivil, comply with her Majesty's entreaties. "How un-

polite !" smiled he to us young ones. ' He had a majestic

' port and physiognomy ; an affable polite air accompanied

' all his movements, all his actions.' Kind of stereotyped

smile on his face ; nothing of the inner gloom visible on

our Charles H. and similar men of sin. He looked often at

Wilhelmina, and was complimentary to a degree,—for rea-

sons Tindivinable to Wilhelrnina. For the rest, ' much broken

for his age ;' the terrible debaucheries {les debauches terribles)

having had* their effect on him. He has fallen Widower last

year. His poor Wife was a Brandenburg-Baireuth Princess

;

a devout kind of woman ; austerely witnessing the irremedi-

able in her lot. He has got far on with his Three-hundred

and fifty-four ; is now going fifty-five ;—lame of a foot, as

we see, which the great Petit of Paris cannot cure, neither

he nor any Surgeon, but can only alleviate by cutting-off

two toes. Pink of politeness, no doubt of it; but other-

wise the strangest dilapidated hulk of a two-legged animal

without feathers
;
probably, in fact, the chief Natural Sole-

cism imder the Sun at that epoch ;— extremely compli-

mentary to us Priacesses, to me especially. 'He quitted

' her Majesty's Apartment after an hour's conversation : she

' rose to reconduct him, but he would by no manner of

' means permit that,'—and so vanished, carried off doubt-

less by the shining creatures again. The ' Electoral Prince,'

Heir-Apparent, next made his visit ; but he was & dry sub-

ject in comparison, of whom no Princess can say much.

Prince Friedrich will know him better by and by.

Young Maurice, " Count of Saxony," famed afterwards

as Marechal de Saxe, he also is here with his Half-Sister Or-

zelska and the others, in the train of the paternal Man of

Sin; and makes acquaintance with Friedrich. He is son of
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the female Konigsmark called Am-ora (' who alone of mortals

could make Charles Twelfth fly his ground'); nephew, there-

fore, of the male Konigsmark who was cut-down long ago

at Hanover, and buried in the fireplace. He resembles his

Father in strength, vivacity, above all things in debauchery,

and disregard of finance. They married him at the due

years to some poor rich woman; but with her he has already

ended; with her and with many others. Courland, Adrienne

Lecouvreur, Anne Iwanowna with the big cheek :-p-the reader

has perhaps searched out these things for himself from the

dull History-Books ;—or perhaps it was better for him if he

never sought them? Dukedom of Courland, connected with

Polish sovereignty, and now about to fall vacant, was one

of Count Maurice's grand sallies in the world. Adrienne Le-

couvreur, foolish French Actress, lent him all the 30,000?.

she had gathered by holding the mirror up to Nature and

otherwise, to prosecute this Courland business; which proved

impossible for him. He was adventurous enough, audacious

enough ; fought well ; Taut the problem was, To fall in love

with the Dowager Anne Iwanowna, Cousin of Czar Peter H.;

big brazen Russian woman (such a cheeh the Pictures give

her, in size and somewhat in expression like a Westphalia

ham!), who was Widow of the last active Duke:—and this,

with all his adventurous audacity. Count Maurice could not

do. The big Widow discovered that he did not like West-

phalia hams in that particular form ; that he only pretended

to like them : upon which, in just indignation, she disowned

and dismissed him; and falling herself to be Czarina not long

afterwards, and taking Bieren the Courlander for her be-

loved, she made Bieren Duke, and Courland became impos-

sible for Count Maurice.

However, he too is a dashing young fellow ; ' circular
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' black eyebrows, eyes glittering bright, partly with animal

' vivacity, partly with spiritual ;' stands six feet in his stock-

ings, breaks horse-shoes with his hands ; full of irregular in-

genuity and audacity ; has been soldiering about, ever since

birth almost; and understands many a thiug, though the

worst speller ever known. With him too young Fritz is

much chai-med: the flower, he, of the illegitimate Three-

hundred and fifty-four, and probably ihe <ihief achievement

of the Saxon Man of Sin in 'this world, where he took such

trouble. Friedrich and he maintained some occasional cor-

respondence afterwards ; but, to judge by Friedrich's part

of it (mere polite congratulations on Fontenoy, and the like),

it must have been of the last vacuity ; and to tis it is now

absolute zero, however clearly spelt and printed.^^

The Physically Strong, ia some three weeks, after kind-

ling such an effulgence about Berlin as was never seen be-

fore or since in Friedrich Wilhelm's reign, went his way
again,—' towards Poland for the Diet,' or none of us cares

whither or for what. Here at Berlin he has been sublime

enough. Some of the phenomena surpassed anything Wil-

helmina ever saw: such floods and xows of resplendent

people crowding in to dinner; and she could not but con-

trast the splendom- ofthe PoHsh retinues and their plumages

and di-aperies, with the strait-buttoned Prussian dignitaries,

all in mere soldier uniform, succinct ' blue coat, white linen

'

gaiters,' and no superfluity even in the epaulettes and red

" Given altogether in CEuvres de Frederic le Grand, xvii. 300-309. See far-

ther, whoever has curiosity, Preuss, Friedrichs LebensgescMchte, m. 167-169

;

Espagnac, Vie du Gomte deSaxe (a good little military Book, done into Ger-

man, Leipzig, 1774, 2 vols.) ; Cramer, Denkwiirdigkeiten der Grafin Aurora von

Konigsmarh (Leipzig, 1836) ; •&c, &o.
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facings. At table, she says, they drank much, talked little,

and bored one another a great deal (sennuyoient heaucoup).

Of Princess Wilhelmina's Four Kings and other

ineffectual Suitors.

Dilapidated Polish Majesty, we observed, was extremely

attentive to Wilhelmina; nor could she ascertain, for long-

after, what the particular reason was. Long after, Wil-

helmina ascertained that there had been the wonderfulest

scheme concocting, or as good as concocted, in these swear-

ings of eternal friendship : no other than that of marrying

her, Wilhelmina, now a slim maiden coming nineteen, to this

dilapidated Saxon Man of Sin going (or limping) fifty-five,

and broken by dibauches terrihles (rivers of champagne and

tokay, for one item), who had fallen a Widower last year

!

They had schemed it all out, Wilhelmina understands :

Friedrich Wilhelm to advance such and such moneys as

dowry, and others furthermore as loan, for the occasions of

his Polish Majesty, which are manifold ; Wilhelmina to have

The Lausitz (Lueatia) for jointure, Lausitz to be Friediich

Wilhelm's pledge withal; and other intricate conditions :^^

what would Wilhelmina have thought"? One shudders to

contemplate;—hopes it might mostly be loose brain-web

and com-tier speculation, never settled towards fact.

It is certain, the dilapidated Polish Majesty having be-

come a Widower, questions would rise, Will not he marry

again? And with whom 1 Certain also, he wants Friedrich

Wilhelm's alliance ; having great schemes on the anvil,

which are like to be delicate and perilous,—scherhes of 'par-

titioning Poland,' no less; that is to say, cutting-off the cut-

is Wilhelmina, i. 114.
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Kkirts of Poland, flinging them to neighbouring Sovereigns

as propitiation, or price of goodwill, and rendering the rest

hereditary in his family. Pragmatic Sanction once acceded

to, •would probably propitiate the Kaiser? For which, and

other reasons, Polish Majesty still keeps that card in his

hand. Friedrich Wilhelm's alliance, with such an army and

such a treasury, the uses of that are evident to the Polish

Majesty.—By the blessing of Heaven, however, his marriage

with Wilhelmina never came to anything : his Electoral

Prince, Heir-Apparent, objected to the jointm'es and aliena-

tions, softly, steadily; and the project had to di-op before

Wilhelmina ever knew of it.

And this man is probably one of the " Four Kings" she

was to be asked by *? A Swedish Of&cer, with some skill in

palmistry, many years ago, looked into her innocent little

hand, and prophesied, " She was to be in terms of courtship,

engagement or as good as engagement, with Four Kings, and

to wed none of them." Wilhelmina counts them in her ma-

ture days. The first -will surprise everybody,—Charles XII.

of Sweden ;—who never can have been much of a suitor, the

rather as the young Lady was then only six gone ; but who

might, like enough, be talked of, by transient third-parties,

in those old Stralsund times. The second,—cannot we guess

who the second is? The tJiird is this August the dilapi-

dated Strong. As to the second, Wilhelmina sees already,

in credulous moments, that it may be Hanover Fred, whom

she will never marry either ;—and does not see (nor did, at

the time of writing her Mhnoires, 'in 1744' say the Books)

that Fred never would come to Kingship, and that the

Palmistry was incomplete in that point. The fourth, again,

is clearly yoimg Czar Peter II. ; of whom there was transient

talk or project, some short time after this of the dilapidated
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third. But that too came to nothing ; the poor young lad

died while only fifteen; nay he had already 'fallen in love

•vsdth his Aunt EHzabeih' (infdme Catin du Nord in time com-

ing), and given up the Prussian prospect.-^^

—

All which would be nothing, or almost less, to Wilhel-

mina, walking fancy-free there,—^were it not for Papa and

Mamma, and the importunate insidious bystanders. Who
do make a thing of it, first and last ! Never in any romance

or stage-play was young Lady, without blame, without fur-

therance and without hindrance of her own, so tormented

about a settlement in life ;—passive she, all the while, mere

clay in the hands of the potter ; and begging the Universe

to have the extreme goodness only to leave her alone !

—

Thus too, among the train of King August in this 'Berlin

visit, a certain Soldier Official of his, Duke of Sachsen Weis-

senfels, Johann Adolf by name, a poor Cadet Cousin of the

Saxon House,—another elderly Koyal Highness of small

possibility,—was particularly attentive to WiLhehnina ; now
and on subsequent occasions. Titular Duke of Weissenfels,^

Brother of the real Duke, and not even sure of the succes-

sion as yet ; but living on King August's pay ; not without

capacity of drink and the like, some allege:—otherwise a

mere betitled, betasselled elderly military gentleman, of no

special qualities, evil or good;—who will often turn-up

again in this History ; but fails always to make any impres-

" He was the Great Peter's Grandson (Son having gone a tragical road) \

Czar, May 1727—January 1730: Anne Iwanowna (Great Peter's Niece, elder

Brother's Daughter), our Courland friend with the Mg cheek, succeeded; till

her death, October 1740 : then, after some slight shock of rcTolution, the Eliza-

heth just mentioned, who was Daughter of the Great Peter by his little brown

Czarina Catherine whom we once met. See Mannstein, Memoirs of Svcssia

(London, 1770), pp. 1-23, for some account of Peter II.; and the rest of the

Volume for a really intelligent History of this Anne, at least of her Wars, where

Mannstein himself usually had part.
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sion on us except tliat of a Serene Highness in the abstract

;

unexceptionable Human Mask, of polite turn, behung with

titles, and no doubt a stomach in the inside of it : he now,

and afterwards, by all opportunities, diligently continued

his attentions in the Wilhelmina quarter. For a good while

it was never guessed what he could be driving at; till at

last Queen Sophie, becoming aware of it, took him to task

;

with cold severity, reminded him tha,t some things are on

one's level, and some things not. To which humbly bow-

ing, in unfeigned penitence, he retired from the audacity,

back foremofrt: Would never even in dreams have pre-

sumed, had not his Prussian Majesty authorised; would

now, since her Prussian Majesty had that feeling, withdraw

silently, and live forgotten, as an obscure Royal Highness in

the abstract (though fallen Widower lately) ought to do.

And so at least there was an end of th^t matter, one might

hope,—though in effect it still abortively started up now

and tihen, on Papa's part, in his frantic humours, for years

to come.

Then there is the Margraf of Schwedt, Friedrich WUhelm

by name, chief Prince of the Blood, his Majesty's Cousin, and

the Old Dessauer's Nephew ; none of the likeliest of men,

intrinsically taken : he and his Dowager Mother,—-the Des-

sauer's Sister, a highgoing, tacitly obstinate old Dowager

(who dresses, if I recollect, in flagrant colours),—are very

troublesome to Wilhelmina. The flagrant Dame,—she might

have been " Queen-Mother" once forsooth, had Papa and my
Brother but been made away with !—watches her time, and

is diligent by all opportunities.



CHAPTER IV.

DOUBLE-MARRIAGE PROJECT IS NOT DEAD,

And the Double-Marriage, in sucli circumstances, are we to

consider it as dead, then ? In the soul of Queen Sophie and

those she can infltience, it lives flame-bright; but with all

others it has fallen into a very dim state. Friedrich Wil-

helm is still privately willing, perhaps in a degree wishful

;

but the delays, the supercilious neglects have much dis-

gusted him ; and he, in the mean while, entertains those

new speculations. George II., never a lover of the Prussian

Majesty's nor loved by him, has been very high and distant

ever since his Accession; offensive rather than otherwise.

He also is understood to be vaguely willing for the thing;

willing enough, would it be so kind as accomplish itself

without trouble to him. But the setlements, the applica-

tions to Parliament:—and all for this perverse Fred, who

lias become unlovely, and irritates our royal mind? George

pushes the matter into its pigeon-holes again, when brought

before him. Higher thoughts occupy the soul of little

George. Congress of Soissons, Convention of the Pai-do,^

Treaty of Seville ; a part to be acted on the world-theatre,

with applauses, -with envies, almost from the very demi-

gods? Great Kaisers, overshadowing Nature with their

• Or, in effect, ' Treaty of Madi-id,' 6th March 1728. This was the preface

to SoisBons ; Termagant at length consenting there, ' at her Palace of the Pardo'

(Kaiser and all the world urging her for ten months past), to accept the Peace,

and leave-off besieging Gibraltar to no purpose (Coxe, i. 303).
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Pragmatic Sanctions, their preternatural Diplomacies, and

making the Terrestrial Balance reel, hither and thither ;

—

Kaisers to be clenched perhaps by one's dexterity of grasp,

and the Balance steadied again'? Prussian Double-Marri-

age!

—

One royal soul there is who never will consent to have

the Double-Marriage die: Queen Sophie. She had passed

her own private act-of-parliament for it ; she was a very

obstinate wife, to a husband equally obstiaate. 'Je houle-

verserai PEmpire,' writes she once ;
' I will overturn the Ger-

man Empire,' if they drive me to it, in this matter.^ What

secret manoeuvering and endeavouring went on unweariedly

on royal Sophie's part, we need not say; nor in what bad

element, of darkness and mendacity, of eavesdropping, ru-

mouring, backstairs intriguing, the affair now moved. She

corresponds on it with Queen Caroline of England; she

keeps her two children true to it, especially her Son, the

more important of them.

Crown-Prince Friedrich writes certain Letters.

Queen Sophie did not overturn the Empire, but she did

almost overtm-n her own and her family's existence, by these

courses ; which were not wise in her case. It is certain she

persuaded Crown-Prince Friediich, who was always his Mo-

ther's boy, and who perhaps needed little bidding in this

instance, 'to write to Queen Caroline of England;' Letters

one or several : thrice-dangerous Letters ; setting forth (in

substance), His deathless affection to that Beauty of the

2 Letter copied ty Dubourgay (in Despatch, marked Private, to Lord Towne-

hend, 3d-14th May 1729) ; no clear address given,—probably to Dubourgay him-

self, conveyed by ' a Lady' (one of the Queen's Ladies), as he dimly intimates.
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world, her Majesty's divine Daughter the Pi-iaces& Amelia

{a very paragon of young women,^ to judge by her picture

and one's o-wn imagination) ; and likewise the firm resolu-

tion he, Friedrieh Crown-Prince, has formed,, and the vow

he hereby makes, Either to wed that celestial creature when

permitted, or else never any of the Daughters of Eve in this

world. Congresses of Soissons, Smoking ParUaments, Pre-

liminaries of the Pardo and Treaties of Seville may go how

"they can. If well, it shall be well; if not well, here is my
vow, solemn promise and unchangeable determination, which

your gracious. Majesty is humbly entreated to lay up in the

tablets of your royal heart, and to remember on my behalf,

should bad days arise !

—

It is clear such Letters were sent; at what date first

beginning, we do not know;— possibly before this date?

Nor would matters rise to the vowing pitch all at oncCi

One Letter, supremely dangerous should it come to be

known, Wilhelmina has copied for us,^— in Official style

(for it is the Mother's composition this one) and without

date to it :—^the guessable date is about two years hence

;

and we will give the poor Document farther on, if there be

place for it.

Such particulars axe yet deeply unknown to Friedrieh

Wilhelm; but he surmises the general drift of things in

that quarter; and how a disobedient Son, crossing his Fa-

ther's win in every point, abets his Mother's disobedience,

itself audacious enough, in regard to this one. It is a fearful

aggravation of Friedrieh Wilhehn's ill-humour with such a

Son, which has long been upon the growing hand. His dis-

likes, we know, were otherwise neither few nor smaU. Mere

'dislikes' properly so-called, or dissimilarities to Friedrieh

' Wilhelmina, i. 183.
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Wilhelm, a good many of them ; dissimilarities also to a

Higher Pattern, some ! But these troiibles of the Double-

Marriage mil now hurry them, the just and the unjust of

them, towards the flaming pitch. The poor youth has a

bad time ; and the poor Father too, whose humour we
know I Surly gusts of indignation, not unfrequently cuifs

and strokes ; or still worse, a settled aversion, and rage of

the chronic kind ; studied neglect and contempt,—so as not

even to help him at table, but leave him fasting while the

others eat ;*—all this the young, man has to bear. The in-

numBrable maltreatments, authentically chronicled in Wil-

helmina's and the other Books, though in a dateless, unin-

telligible manner, would make a tragic sum !—Here are two

Billets, copied from the Prussian State-Archives, which will

show us to what height matters had gone, in this the young

man's seventeenth year, •

To Ms Majesty (from the Crown-Prince).

'Wusterhausen, llth September 1728.

' My dear Papa,—I have not, for a long while, presumed to come

* to my dear Papa ; partly because he forbade me ; but chiefly be-

' cause I had reason, to expect a still worse reception than usual

:

* and, for fear of angering my dear Papa by my present request, I

' have preferred making it in writing to him.

' I therefore beg my dear Papa to be gracious to me ; and can

' here say that, after long reflection, my conscience has not accused

* me of any the least thiag with which I could reproach myself But

' if I have, against my will and knowledge, done anything that has

' angered my dear Papa, I herewith most submissively beg forgiver

' ness ; and hope my dear Papa will lay aside that cruel hatred which

' I cannot but notice in all his treatment of me. I could not other-

* Dubourgay, scepius.
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' wise suit myseK to it ; as I always thought I had a gracious Papa,

* and now have to see the contrary. I take confidence, then, and

' hope that my dear Papa will consider all this, and again be gracious

' to me. And, in the mean while, I assure him that I will never,

' all my days, fail with my will ; and, notwithstanding his disfavour

' to me, remain

' My dear Papa's

' Most faithful and ohedient Servant and Son,

' Fbibdrich.'

To whicli Friedrich Wilhelm, by return of messenger,

writes what follows. Very implacable, we may perceive;

—not calling bis Petitioner " Tbou," as kind Paternity might

have dictated ; infinitely less by the polite title " They

(Sie)," which latter indeed, the distinguished title of " Sie,"

his Prussian Majesty, we can remark, reserves for For-

eigners of the supremest quality, and domestic Princes of

the Blood; naming all other Prussian subjects, and poor

Fritz in this place, " He {Er)" in the style of a gentleman

to his valet,—^which style even a valet of these new days

of ours would be unwilling to put up with. "Er, He,"

"His" and the other derivatives sound loftily repulsive in

the German ear; and lay-open impassable gulfs between

the Speaker and the Spoken-to. 'His obstinate'—But we
must, after all, say Thy and Thou, for intelligibility's sake :

'Thy ohstinate perverse disposition' (Kopf, head), 'which does

' not love thy Father,— for when one does everything' (everything

commanded) ' and really loves one's Father, one does what the Father

' requires, not while he is there to see it, but when his back is turned

' too'—(His Majesty's style is very abstruse, ill-spelt, intricate, and

in this instance trips itself, and falls on its face here, a mere intricate

nominative without a verb !)
—

' For the rest, thou know'st very well

' that I can endure no effeminate feUow {efemiuirten Eerl), who has
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' no human inclination in Hm ; -who puts himself to shame, cannot

' ride nor shoot ; and 'withal is dirty in his person j frizzles his hair

' like a fool, and does not out it off. And all this I have, a thousand

' times, reprimanded; but all in vain, and no improvement in nothing

' (keine Besserung in nits id). For the rest, haughty, proud as a

' churl ; speaks to nobody but some few, and is not popular and

' affable ; and cuts grimaces with his face, as if he were a fool j and

' does my will in nothing unless held to it by force ; nothing out

' of love ;—and has pleasure in nothing but following his own whims'

(own Kopf),—' no use to him iu anything else. This is the answer.

' Feiedeich Wilhelm.'^

Double-Marriage Project reemerges in an Official Shape.

These are not favourable outlooks for the Double-Mar-

riage. Nevertheless it comes and goes ; and within three

weeks later, we are touched almost with a kind of pity to

see it definitely emerging in a kind of Ofi&cial state once

more. For the question is symbolical of important political

questions. The question means withal. What is to be done

in these dreadful Congress-of-Soissons complexities, and mad

reelings of the Terrestrial Balance 1 Shall we hold by a

dubious and rather losing Kaiser of this kind, in spite of his

dubieties, his highly inexplicit procedures (for which he may

have reasons) about the Promise of Jiilich and Berg? Or

shall we not clutch at England, after all,—and perhaps bring

him to terms % The Smoking Parliament had no Hansard

;

but we guess its Debates (mostly done in dumb-show) were

cloudy, abstruse and abundant, at this time ! The Prussian

Ministers, if they had any power, take different sides ; old

Ilgen, the oldest and ablest of them, is strong for England.

• PreuBS, i. 27 ; from Cramer, pp. 33, 84.

VOL. SXII. (Frederick, voL 2.) R
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Enougli, in the begiimiiig of October, Queen Sophie, ' by

express desire of his Majesty,' who will have explicit Yes or

No on that matter, writes to England, a Letter 'private and

official' of such purport,—^Letter (now invisible) which Du-

bourgay is proud to transmit.* Dubourgay is proud; and

old Ilgen, her Majesty informed me on the morrow, " wept

for joy," so zealous was he on that side. Poor old gentle-

man,— respectable rusty old Iron Safe with seven locks,

which nobody would now care to pick,—^he died few weeks

after, at his post as was proper; and saw no Double-Mar-

riage, after aU. But Dubourgay shakes-out his feathers;

the Double-Marriage being again evidently alive.

For England answers, cordially enough, if not with all

the hurry Friedrich Wilhehn wanted, " Yea, we are willing
for the thing;"— and meets, with great equanimity and

liberality, the new whims, difficulties and misgivings, which

arose on Friedrich Wilhelm's part, at a wearisome rate, as

the negotiation went on; and which are always frankly

smoothed away again by the cooler party. Why did not

the bargaia close, then? Alas, one finds, the answer Yea

had unfortunately set his Prussian Majesty on viewing,

through magnifiers, what advantages there might have been

in No : this is a difficulty there is no clearing away ! Pro-

bably, too, the Tobacco-Parliament was iadustrious. Fried-

rich Wilhelm, at last, tries if Half wiU not do ; anxious, as

we all too much are, ' to say Yes and No ;' beiag in great

straits, poor man :—" Your Prince of Wales to wed Wilhel-

mina at once ; the other Match to stand over ?" To which

the English Government answers always briefly, " No ; both

the Marriages or none !"—WUl the reader consent to a few

compressed glances into the extinct Dubourgay Correspond-

Despatch, 5tli Octolier 1728, in State-Fapei Office.
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ence ; much compressed, and here and there a rushlight

stuck in it, for his behoof. Dubourgay, at Berhn, writes

;

my Lord Townshend, in St. James's, reads, usually rather

languid in answering

:

Berlin, 9th November 1728. ' Prussian Majesty much, pleased

' mth English Answers' to the Yes-or-No question ; ' will send a

' Minister to our Court about the time his Britannic Majesty may
' think of coming over to his German Dominions. Would Finken-

' stern. (Head Tutor), or would Knyphausen (distinguished Official

' here), he the agreeable man V "Either," answer the Englishj " either

is good."

Berlin, same date. ' Queen sent for me just now ; is highly con-

' tent with the state of things. " I have now," said her Majesty,

" the pleasure to teU you that I am free, God be blessed, of aU the

" anguish I have laboured under for some time past, which was so

" great that I have several times been on the point of sending for

" you to procure my Brother's protection for my Son, who, I thought,

" ran the greatest danger from the artifices of Seckendorf and" '

—

Poor Queen

!

Nov. IQth. ' Queen told me : When the Court was at Wuster-

' hausen,' two months ago, hunting partridges and wild swine,' ' Seck-

' endorf and Grumkow intrigued for a match between Wilhelmina

'and the Prince of Weissenfels,' elderly Eoyal Highness in the Ab-

stract, whom we saw already, 'thereby to prevent a closer union

' between the Prussian and English Courts,—and Grumkow having

• withal the private view of ousting his antagonist the Prince of An-

' halt' (Old Dessauer, whom he had to meet in duel, but did not

fight), ' as Weissenfels, once Son-in-law, would certainly be made

' Commander-in-ChieJ^'* to the extrusion of Anhalt from that office.

Which notable piece of policy her Majesty, by a little plain speech,

took her opportunity of putting an end to, as we saw. For the rest,

' the Dutch Minister and also the French Secretaries here,' greatly

' Fassmann, p. 386.

» Duhourgay, in State-Paper Office (Prussian Despatches, vol. xxxv.).
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interested about tte peace of Europe, and the Congress of Soissons

in these weeks, ' have had a communication from this Court, of the

' favourable disposition ouis is in with respect to the Double Match,'

—beneficent for the Terrestrial Balance, as they and I hope. So that

things look well? Alas,

—

JDecemher 25th. ' Queen sent for me yesterday : Hopes she does

' no wrong in complaining of her Husband to her Brother. King

' shows scruples about the Marriages ; does not relish the expense of

' an establishment for the Prince ; hopes, at aU events, the Marriage

' will not take place for a year yet ;—would hke to know what

' Dowry the English Princess is to bring ?'—" No Dowry with our

Princess," the English answer ; " nor shall you give any with yours.''

New-Year's Day, 1729. ' Queen sent for me : King is getting in-

' tractable about the Marriages ; she reasoned with him from two

' o'clock tUl eight,' without the least permanent effect. ' It is his

' covetousness,' I Dubomgay privately think !— Knyphausen, who

knows the King well, privately tells me, " He wUl come round." " It

is his avarice," thinks Knyphausen too ; " nay it is also his jealousy

" of the Prince, who is very popular with the Army. King does

" everything to mortify him, uses him like a child ; Crown-Prince

" bears it with admirable patience." This is Knyphausen's weak

notion ; rather a weak croaky of&cial gentleman, I should gather, of

a crypto-splenetic turn. ' Queen told me some days later, His Majesty

' ill-used the Crown-Prince, because he did not drink hard enough

;

' makes him hunt though iU ;' is very hard upon the poor Crown-

Prince,—who, for the rest, ' sends loving messages to England,' as

usual f covertly meaning the Princess Amelia, as usual. ' Some while

' ago, I must inform your Lordship, the Prince was spoken to,' by

Papa as would appear, ' to sound his inclination as to the Princess

' Caroline,' Princess Hkewise of England, and whose age, some eighteen

months less than his own, might be suitabler, the Princess Amelia

being half-a-year his elder ;i'> 'but,'-—mark how true he stood,—'his

' Eoyal Highness broke out into such raptures of love and passion

° Dubonrgay, 16th January.

'» Caroline torn 10th June 1713 ; Amelia, 10th July 1711.
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' for tlie Princess Amelia, and showed so much impatience for the

' conclusion of that Match, as gave the King of Prussia a great deal

' of surprise, and the Queen as much satisfaction.' Truth is, if an

old Brigadier Diplomatist may he judge, ' The great and good qualities

' of that young Prince, hoth of person and mind, deserve a distiuct

' and particular account, with which I shall trouble your Lordship

' another day j'li—^which unluckily I never did ; his Lordship Towns-

hend having, it would seem, too little curiosity on the subject.

And so the matter wavers ; and in spite of Dubourgay's

and Queen SopMe's industry, and the Ci-own-Prince's willing

xnind, there can nothing definite be made of it at this time.

Friedrich Wilhelm goes on visits, goes on huntings ; leaves

the matter to itself to mature a little. Thus the negotiation

hangs fire ; and will do so,—till dreadful waterspouts come,

and perhaps quench it altogether 1

His Majesty slaughters 3,602 Head of Wild Swine.

His Majesty is off for a Hunting Visit to the Old Des-

sauer,—Crown-Priace with him, who hates hunting. Then,

' 19th January 1729,' says the reverential Fassmann, he is

off for a grand hunt at Copenick ; then for a grander in

Pommern (Crown-Prince still with him) : such a slaughter

of wild swine as was seldom heard of, and as never occurred

again. No fewer than ' 1,882 head (Stuck) of wild swine,

300 of them of uncommon magnitude,' in the Stettin and

other Pommern regions ; ' together with 1,720 Stuck in the

Mark Brandenburg, once 450 in a day : ia all, 3,602 Stiick'

Never was his Majesty in better spirits : a very Nimrod or

hunting Centaur ; trampling the cobwebs of Diplomacy, and

the cares of life, under his victorious hoofs. All this slaugh-

" Despatch, 25th Decemher 1728.
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ter of swine, 3,602 Stilch by tale, was done in the season 1729.

' From which,' observes the adoring Fassmann,^^ ' is to be

' inferred the importance,' at least ia wild swine, ' of those

' royal Forests in Pommern and the Mark ;' not to speak of

his Majesty's supreme talent in hunting, as in other things.

What Friedrich Wilhelm did with such a mass of wild

pork f Not an ounce of it was wasted, every ounce of it

brought money in. For there exist Official Schedules, Ksts

as for a window-tax or property-tax, drawn-up by his Ma-

jesty's contrivance, in the chief Localities : every man, ac-

cording to the house he keeps, is bound to take, at a just

value by weight, such and such quotities of suddenly slaugh-

tered wild swine, one or so many ; and consume them at his

leisure, as ham or othei-wise,—cash payable at a fixed term,

and no abatement made.'^ For this is a King that cannot

stand waste at all ; thrifty himself and the cause of thrift.

Falls ill, in consequence ; and the Double-Marriage cannot

get forward.

This was one of Friedrich WUhelm's grandest hunting-

bouts, this of January 1729; at all events, he will never

have another such. By such fierce riding, and defiance of

the winter elements and rules of regimen, his Majesty re-

turned to Potsdam with ill symptoms of health ;—symptoms

never seen before ; except transiently, three years ago, after

a similar bout ; when the Doctors, shaking their heads, had

mentioned the word " Gout."—" Narreri^Possen !" Friedrich

Wilhelm had answered, " Gouti"—But now, February 1729,

it is gout iu very deed. His poor Majesty has to admit : " I

am gouty, then I Shall have gout for companion henceforth.

'2 p. 387. " Porster, Beneckeudorf (if they had an Index !).
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I am breaking-up, then ?" Wluch is a terrible message, to

a man. His Majesty's age is not forty-one till August com-

ing : but he has bunted furiously.

Adoring Fassmann gives a quite touching account of

Friedrich Wilhelm's performances under gout, now and

generally, which were begun on this occasion. How he

Buffered extremely, yet never neglected his royal duties in

any press of pain. Could seldom get any sleep till towards

four or five in the morning, and then had to be content with

an hour or two ; after which his Official Secretaries came in

with their Papers, and he signed, dispatched, resolved, with

best judgment,—the top of the morning always devoted to

business. At noon, up if possible ; and dines, ' in dressing-

gown, with Queen and children.' After dinner, commonly

to bed again ; and would paint in oil ; sometimes do hght

joiner-work, chisehng and inlaying ; by and by he inactive

with select friends sitting round, some of whom had the

right of entry, others not, under penalties. Buddenbrock,

Derschau, rough old Marlborough stagers, were generally

there ; these, ' and two other persons,'—Grumkow and Seck-

endorf, whom Fassmann does not name, lest he get into

trouble,— 'sat, well within earshot, round the bed. And
' always at the head was Theiro Majesty the Queen, some-

* times with the King's hand laid in hers, and his face turned

' up to her, as if he sought assuagement'— my dim old

Friend, let us dry our tears

!

' Sometimes the Crown-Prince read aloud in some French

Book,' Title not given ; Crown-Prince's voice known to me

as very fine. Generally the Princess Louisa was in the

room, too ; Louisa, who became of Anspach shortly ; not

Wilhehruna, who lies in fever and relapse and smallpox,

and close at death's door, almost since the beginning of
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these bad days. The Crown-Prince reads, we say, with a

voice of melodious clearness, in French more or less in-

structive. ' At other times there went on discourse, about

' public matters, foreign news, things in general ; discourse

' of a cheerftd or of a serious nature,' always with some sub-

stance of sense in it,
—

' and not the least smut permitted, as

' is too much the case in certain higher circles !' says adoring

Fassmann ; who privately knows of ' Courts' (perhaps the

Glorwurdigste, Gloryworthiest, August the Great's Court, for

one 1) ' with their hired Tom-Fools,' not yet an extinct spe-

cies, attempting to ground wit on that bad basis. Prussian

Majesty could not endure any ' Zoten :' profanity and inde-

cency, both avaunt. ' He had to hold out in this way, awake

till ten o'clock, for the chance of night's sleep.' Earlier in

the afternoon, we said, he perhaps does a little in oil-paint-

ing, having learnt something of that art in young times ;

—

there is a poor artist in attendance, to mix the colours, and

do the jBrst sketch of the thing. Specimens of such Pictures

still exist, Portraits generally ; all with this epigraph, Fre-

dericus Wilhelmus in tormentis pinxit (Painted by Frederich

WiLhelm in his torments) ; and are worthy the attention of

the cm-ious.^* Is not this a sublime patient?

Fassmann admits, ' there might be spurts of mpatience

' now and then ; but how richly did Majesty make it good
' again after reflection ! He was also subject to whims even

' about people whom he otherwise esteemed. One merito-

' rious gentleman, who shall be nameless, much thought of

' by the King, his Majesty's nerves could not endure, though

' his mind well did: "Makes my gout worse to see biin

' drilling m the esplanade there ; let another do it I"—and

' vouchsafed an apologetic assurance to the meritorious

" FaBsmann, p. 392 ; Bee Forster, &o.
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' gentleman afflicted in consequence.'— my dim old Friend,

these snrely are snblimities of the sickbed ? ' So it lasted

for some five weeks long,' well on towards the smnmer of

this bad year 1729. Wilhelmina says, in briefer busiaess

language, and looking only at the wrong side of the tapes-

try, ' It was a Hell-on-Earth to us, Les peines du Purgatoire

ne pouvaient igaler celles que NOUS endurions ;^^ and supports

the statement by abundant examples, during those flamy

weeks.

For, in the interim, withal, the English negotiation is as

good as gone out ; nay there are waterspouts brewiag aloft

yonder, enough to wash negotiation from the world. Of

which terrible weather-phenomena we shall have to speak

by and by : but must first, by way of commentary, give a

glance at Soissons and the Terrestrial Libra, so far as neces-

sary for human objects,—not far, by any means.

» i. 157.



CHAPTER V.

CONGRESS OF SOISSONS, SIXTH CRISIS IN THE SPECTRE-HUNT.

The so-called Spanish War, and dangerous futile Siege of

Gibraltar, had not ended at the death of George I. ; though

measures had already been agreed upon, by the Kaiser and

parties interested, to end it,—only the King of Spaia (or

King's Wife, we should say) made difSculties. Difficulties,

she; and kept firiag, without effect, at the Fortress for

about a year more ; after which, her humour or her powder

being out, Spanish Majesty signed like the others. Peace

again for aU and sundry of us : " Preliminaries" of Peace

signed at Paris, 31st May 1727, three weeks before George's

death ; " Peace" itself finally at the Pardo or at Madrid, the

Termagant having spent her powder, 6th March 1728 -^ and

a " Congress" (bless the mark I) to settle on what terms in

every point.

Congress, say at Aix-la-Chapelle ; say at Cambrai again,

—for there are difficulties about the place. Or say finally

at Soissons ; where Fleury wished it to be, that he might

get the reins of it better ia hand ; and where it finally was,

— and where the ghost or name of it yet is, an empty

enigma ia the memories of some men. Congress of Soissons

did meet, 14th June 1728 ; opened itself, as a Corporeal En-

tity ia this world ; sat for above a year ;—and did nothing

;

> SchoU, ii. 212, 213.
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Fleury quite declining the Pragmatic Sanction, thougli the

anxious Kaiser was ready to make astonishing sacrifices,

give up his Ostend Company (Paper Shadow of a Company),

or what you will of that kind,—if men would have con-

formed.

These Diplomatic gentlemen,— say, are they aught?

They seem to understand me, by each at once his choppy

finger laying on his skinny lips ! Princes of the Powers of

the Air, shall we define them ? It is certain the solid Earth

or her facts, except being held in perpetual terror by such

workings of the Shadow-world, reaped no effect from those

Twenty Years of Congressing; Seckendorf himself might as

well have lain in bed, as ridden those 25,000 miles, and done

such quantities of double-distillations. No effect at all : only

some futile gunpowder spent on Gibraltar, and splinters of

shot and shells (saleable as old iron) found about the rocks

there ; which is not much of an effect for Twenty Years of

such industry.

The sublime Congress of Soissons met, as we say, at the

above date (just whUe the Polish Majesty was closing his

Berlin Visit) ; but found itself no abler for work than that

of Cambrai had been. The Deputies firom France I do not

mention; nor firom Spain, nor from Austria. The Deputies

from England were Colonel or now properly Brigadier-Gene-

ral Stanhope, afterwards Lord Harrington ; Horace Walpole

(who is Robert's Brother, and whose Secretary is Sir Thomas

Robinson, " Quoi done, Crusoe f whom we shall hear of far-

ther) ; and Stephen Poyntz, a once bright gentleman, now

dim and obsolete, whom the readers of Coxe's Walpole have

some nominal acquaintance with. Here, for Chronology's

sake, is a clipping from the old English Newspapers to

accompany them: 'There is rumour that Polly Peachum is
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' gone to attend the Congress at Soiesons ; where, it is

' thought, she will make as good a figure, and do her coun-

* try as much service, as several others that shall be name-

' less.'2

Their task seemed easy to the sanguine mind. The

Kaiser has agreed with Spain in the Italian-Apanage mat-

ter ; with the Sea-Powers in regard to his Ostend Company,

which is aboHshed forever : what then is to prevent a speedy

progress, and glad conclusion? The Pragmatic Sanction.

" Accept my Pragmatic Sanction," said the Kaiser, " let that

be the preliminary of all things."— "Not the preliminary,"

answered Fleury; "we will see to that as we go on; not

the preliminary, by any means !" There was the rub. The

sly old Cardinal had his private treaties with Sardinia; views

of his own in the Mediterranean, ia the Rhine quarter; and

answered steadily, " Not the preliminary, by any means !"

The Kaiser was equally inflexible. Whereupon immensities

of protocolKng, arguing, and the Congress 'feU into com-

plete languor,' say the Histories.^ Congress ate its dinner

heartily, and wrote immensely, for the space of eighteen

months ; but advanced no hairsbreadth anywhither ; no pro-

spect before it, but that of dinner only, for unlimited periods.

Kaiser will have his Pragmatic Sanction, or not budge

from the place; stands mulelike amid the rain of cudgel-

ings from the bystanders ; can be beaten to death, but stir

he will not. Hints, glances of the eye, pass between

Elizabeth Farnese and the other bystanders : suddenly, 9th

November 1729, it is found they have all made a " Treaty of

Seville" with Elizabeth Farnese ; France, England, Holland,

Spaia, have all closed,—Italian Apanages to be at once se-

cured, Ostend to be at once suppressed, with what else

2 Mist's Weekly Journal, 29th June 1728. ^ SchoU, ii. 215.
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behoves ;—and the Kaiser is left alone ; standing upon his

Pragmatic Sanction there, nobody bidding him now budge 1

At which the Kaiser is natm-ally thrice and four times

wroth and alarmed:—and Seckendorf in the Tabah-Collegium

had need to be doubly busy. As we shall find he is (though

without effect), when the time comes round :—^but we have

not yet got to November of this Year 1729 ; there are still

six or eight important months between us and that. Im-

portant months; and a Prussian-English 'Waterspout,' as

we have named it, to be seen, with due wonder, in the

political sky !

—

Congress of Soiseons, now fallen mythical to mankind,

and as inane as that of Cambrai, is perhaps still memorable

in one or two sKght points. First, it has in it, as one of the

Austrian Deputies, that Baron von Bentenrieder, tallest of

living Diplomatists, who was pressed at one time for a Prus-

sian soldier;—readers recoUect it? Walking through the

streets of Halberstadt, to stretch his long limbs till his

carriage came up, the Prussian sentries laid hold of him,

" Excellent Potsdam giant, this one !"—and haled him off

to their guardhouse ; till carriage and lackeys came ; then,

" Thousand humblest pardons, your Excellenz !" who forgave

the fellows. Barely possible some Kghter readers might

wish to see, for one moment, an Excellenz that has been

seized by a Pressgang? Which perhaps never happened to

any other ExceUenz;—the Kke of which, I have been told,

might merit him a soiree from strong-minded women, in

some remoter parts of the world. Not to say that he is the

tallest of living Diplomatists ; another imique ch-cumstance 1

—^Bentenrieder soon died; and had his place at Soissons

filled up by an Excellenz of the ordinary height, who had
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never been pressed. But nothing can rob the Congress of

this fact, that it once had Bentenrieder for member; and,

so far, is entitled to the pluperfect distinction in one par-

ticular.

Another poiat is humanly interesting in this Congress

;

but cannot fiilly be investigated for want of dates. Always,

we perceive, according to the news of it that reach Berhn,

—

of England going right for the Kaiser or goiag wrong for

him,—^his Prussian Majesty's treatment of his children varies.

If England go right for the Kaiser, well, and his Majesty is

in goodhumour with Queen, with Crown-Prince and Wil-

helmina. If England go wrong for the Kaiser, dark clouds

gather on the royal brow, iq the royal heart ; explode ia

thimderstorms ; and at length crockery goes flying through

the rooms, blows descend on the poor Prince's back; and

her Majesty is ia tears, mere Chaos come again. For as a

general rule, unless the English Negotiation have some pros-

pering fit, and produce exceptional phenomena, Friedrich

Wilhehn, ever loyal in heart, stands steadfast by his Kaiser;

ever ready "to strike out (los zu schkigen," as he calls it) with

his best strength ia behalf of a cause which, good soul, he

thinks is essentially German ;—aU the readier if at any time

it seem now exclusively German, the French, Spanish, -Eng-

lish, and other unlovely Foreign world being clean cut loose

from it, or even standing ranked against it. " When will

it go off, then {Wann geht es los)f' asks Friedrich Wilhelm

often ; diligently drilling his Sixty Thousand, and snorting

contempt on "Ungermanism {Undeutschheit),'' be it on the

part of friends or of enemies. Good soul, and whether he

will ever get Jiilich and Berg out of it, is distractingly pro-

blematical; and the Tobacco-Parliament is busy with himl

Cm-ious to see, so far as dates go, how Friedrich Wil-
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helm changes his tune to Wife and Children in exact cor-

respondence to the notes given out at Soissons for a Kaiser

and his Pragmatic Sanction. Poor Prussian Household, poor

back, and heart, of Crown-Prince ; what a concert it is in

this world. Smoking Parliament for souffleur I Let the big

Diplomatist Bassoon of the Universe go this way, there are

caresses for a young Soldier and his behaviour in the giant

regiment ; let the same Bassoon sound that way, bangs and

knocks descend on him; the two keep time together,—so

busy is the Smoking Parliament with his Majesty of Prussia.

The world has seen, with horror and wonder, Friedrich

Wilhelm's beating of his grown children: but the pair of

Meerkatzen, or enchanted Demon-Apes, disguised as loyal

Councillors, riding along with him the length of a Terres-

trial Equator, have not been so familiar to the world. Seck-

endorf, Grumkow: we had often heard of Devil-Diplomatists;

and shuddered over horrible pictm-es of them in Novels;

hoping it was all fancy : but here actually is a pair of them,

transcending all Novels ;—perhaps the highest cpgnieable

fact to be met with in Devil-Diplomacy. And it may be a

kind of comfort to readers, both to know it, and to discern

gradually what the just gods make of it withal. Devil-

Diplomatists do exist, at least have existed, never doubt it

farther; and their astonishingly dextrous mendacities and

enchanted spiderwebs,

—

can these go any road but one ia

this Universe ?

That the Congress of Cambrai was not a myth, we con-

vinced ourselves by a letter of Voltaire's, who actually saw

it dining there in the Year 1722, as he passed that way.

Here, for Soissons, in like manner, are two Letters, by a less

celebrated but a still known English hand ; which, as utter-
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ances in presence of the fact itself, leave no doubt on the

subject. These the afflicted reader will perhaps consent to

take a glance of. If the Congress of Soissons, for the sake

of memorable objects concerned there, is stiQ to be remem-

bered, and believed in, for a Kttle while,—the question arises,

How to do it, then?

The writer of these Letters is a serious, rather long-

nosed yoimg English gentleman, not without intelligence,

and of a wholesome and honest nature ; who became Lord

Lyttelton, i^irsf of those Lords, called also "the Good Lord,"

father of " the Bad :" a lineal descendant of that Lyttelton

upon whom Coke sits, or seems to sit, tiU the end of things

:

author by and by of a History of Henry the Second and other

well-meant books : a man of real worth, who attained to

some note ia the world. He is now upon the Grand Tour,

—

which ran, at that time, by Lun^ville and Lorraine, as would

appear; at which point we shall first take him up. He writes

to his Father, Sir Thomas, at Hagley among the pleasant

Hills of Worcestershire,—date shortly after the assembling

of that Congress to rear of him ;—and we strive to add a

miniTmrnn of commentary. The 'piece of negligence,' the

'Mr. D.,'—none of mortals now knows who or what they

were

:

To Sir Thomas Lyttelton, Bart., at Hagley,

' LtmgviUe, 21st July' 1728.

' Dear Sir,—I thank you for so kindly forgiving the piece of ne-

' gligenoe I acquainted you of in my last. Young fellows are often

' guilty of voluntary forgetfulness in those affairs ; but I assure you

' mine was quite accidental :'—Never mind it, my Son !

' Mr. D. tells you true that I am weary of losing money at cards

;

' hut it is no less certain that without them I shall soon he weary of
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' Lorraine. The spirit of quadrille' (obsolete game at cards) - has

' possessed the land from morning till midnight ; there is nothing

' else in every house in Toivn.

' This Court is fond of strangers, but with a proviso that strangers

' love quadrille. "Would you win the hearts of the Maids of Honour,

' you must lose your money at quadrille ; would you he thought a

* -well-hred man, you must play genteelly at quadrille ; -would you get

' a reputation of good sense, show judgment at quadrille. However,

' in summer one may pass a day without quadrille ; because there are

' agreeable promenades, and little parties out of doors. But in winter

' you are reduced to play at it, or sleep, like a fly, till the return of

' spring.

' Indeed in the morning the Duke hunts,'—mark that Duke, and

two Sons he has. ' But my malicious stars have so contrived it, that

' I am no more a sportsman than a gamester. There are no men of

' learning in the whole Country ; on the contrary, it is a character

' they despise. A man of quality caught me, the other day, reading

' a Latin Author ; and asked me, with an air of contempt, Whether

' I was designed for the Church ? AH this would be tolerable if I

' was not doomed to converse with a set of EngKsh, who are still

' more ignorant than the French ; and from whom, with my utmost

' endeavours, I cannot be absent six hours in the day. Lord' Blank,

—Baltimore, or Heaven-knows-who,—' is the only one among them

^ who has common sense ; and he is so scandalously debauched, in

' his principles as well as practice, that his conversation is equally

' shocking to my morals and my reason.'—Could not one contrive to

get away from them ; to Soissons, for example, to see business going

on ; and the Terrestrial Balance settling itself a little ?

' My only improvement here is in the company of the Duke,' who

is a truly distinguished Duke to his bad Country ;
' and in the exer-

* cise of the Academy,'—of Horsemanship, or what ? ' I have been

' absent from the latter near three weeks, by reason of a sprain I got

' in the sinews of my leg. My duty to my dear Mother ; I hope you

' and she continue well. I am. Sir, your dutiful Son.—G. L.'*

» Tlie Works ofLord George Lyttelton, by Ayscough (London, 1776), iii. 215.

VOL. XSIL (Frederick, vol. 2.) S
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THese poor Lorrainers are in a bad way ; their Country

all trampled to pieces by France, in the Louis-Fourteenth

and still earlier times.^ Indeed, ever since the futile Siege of

Metz, where we saw the great Kaiser, Karl V,, silently weep-

ing because he could not recaptui-e Metz,^ the French have,

been busy with this poor Country ;—new sections of it dipt

away by them ; ' military roads through it, ten miles broad,'

bargained for; its Dukes oftenest in exile, especially the

Father of this present Duke :^—and they are now waiting a

good opportunity to swallow it whole, while the people are

so busy with quadrille parties. The present Duke, return-

ing from exUe, found his Land in desolation, much of it

'running fast to wild forest again;' and he has signalised

himself by unwearied efforts in every direction to put new

life into it, which have been rather successful. Lyttelton,

we perceive, finds improvement in his company. The name

of this brave Duke is Leopold ; age now forty-nine ; life and

reign not far from done : a man about whom even Voltaire

gets into enthusiasm.^

' Antea, vol. i. p. 265.

" A famed Soldier in liia day; under Kaiser Leopold, 'the little Kaiser in

red stockings,' one of whose Daughters he had to wife. He was at the Rescue

of Vieima (Sobieski's), and in how many far fiercer services ; his life was hut

a tattle and a march. Here is his famed Letter to the Kaiser, when death

suddenly called, Halt

!

' Wels near Linz on the Donau, 17th April 1690.

• Sacred Majesty,—^According to your Orders, I set out from Innspruok to

' come to Vienna ; hut I am stopped here by a Greater Master. I go to render
' account to Him of a life which I had wholly consecrated to you. Remember
' that I leave a Wife with whom you are concerned' (qui vous touche,—who is

your lawful Daughter); 'Children to whom I can bequeath nothing but my
' sword; and Subjects who are under Oppression.

—

Chablbs of Lobbaine.'

(^^naaltiAbregSChronologique, Paris, 1775, p. 850).—Charles "V." the French

uniformly call this one; Charles "IV." the Germans, who, I conclude, know
better.

' SiScle de Louis XIV {(Euvres, xxvi. 05-97) ; Hubner, t. 281.
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The Court and Coimtry of Lorraine, under Duke Leopold,

^ill prove to deserve this brief glance from Lyttelton and

xis. Two sons . Duke Leopold has : the elder,. Franz, now
about twenty, is at Vienna, with the highest outlooks there

:

Kaiser Karl is his Father's cousin-german ; and Kaiser Karl's

young Daughter, high beautiful Maria Theresa,—^the sub-

limest maiden now extant,—yes, this lucky Franz is to have

her: what a prize, even without Pragmatic Sanction! With

the younger son, Karl of Lorraine, Lyttelton may have made

acquaintance, if he cared : a lad of sixteen ; by and by an

Austrian General, as his father had been; General much

noised of,—whom we shall often see beaten, in this world,

. at the head of men.—But let us now get to Soissons itself,

skipping an intermediate Letter or two

:

To Sir Thomas Lyttelton, Bart., at Hagley.

' Soissons, 28th Ootoher' 1728.

' I thank you, my dear Sir, for complying so much with, my in-

* clinations as to let me stay some time at Soissons : but as you have

* not fixed how long, I wait for farther orders.

' One of my chief reasons for disliking Lun^ville was the multi-

' tnde of English there ; who, most of them, were such worthless

' fellows that they were a dishonour to the name and Nation. With
' these I was obliged to dine and sup, and pass a great part of my
' time. You may be sure I avoided it as much as possible ; but

* malgre moi I suffered a great deal. To prevent any comfort from

* other people, they had made a law among themselves, not to admit

' any foreigner into their company : so that there was nothing but

" English talked from June to January.—On the contrary, my coun-

' trymen at Soissons are men of virtue and good sense ; they mix

' perpetually with the French, aud converse for the most part in that

' language. I wiU trouble you no more upon this subject : but give
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' me leave to say tiiat, however capricious I may have been on other

' subjects, my sentiments in this particular are the strongest proofs

' I ever gave you of my strong and hereditary aversion to vice and

' folly.

'Mr. Stanhope,' our Miaister, the Colonel or Brigadier-General,

' is always at Fontainebleau. I went with Mr. Poyntz,' Poyntz not

yet a dim figure, but a brilliant, who hints about employing me, ' to

' Paris for four days, when the Colonel himself was there, to meet

' him ; he received me with great civility and kindness. We have

' done expecting Mr. Walpole,' fixed he in the Court regions ; ' who
' is obKged to keep strict guard over the Cardinal,' sly old Pleury,

' for fear the German Ministers should take him from ns. They pull

' and haul the poor old gentleman so many ways, that he does not

' know where to turn, or into whose arms to throw himseK.' l^ever

fear him !

—

' Eipperda's escape to England,'—grand Diplomatic buUdog that

was, who took refuge in Colonel Stanhope's at Madrid to no purpose,

and kindled the sputtering at Gibraltar, is now got across to Eng-

land, and will go to Morocco and farther, to no purpose,—' wUl very

' much embroU affairs ; which did not seem to want another obstacle

' to hinder them from coming to an accommodation. If the Devil

' is not very much wanting to his own interests in this Business, it

' is impossible that the good work of Peace should go on much longer.

' After all, most young fellows are of his party ; and wish he may
' bring matters to a War ; for they make but Ul Ministers at a Con-

' gress, but would make good Soldiers in a Campaign.

' 1^0 news from Madam' Blank ' and her beloved Husband. Their

' unreasonable fondness for each other can never last : they will soon

* grow as cold to one another as the Town to The Beggars' Opera.'

And cannot warm again, you think ? ' Pray Heaven I may prove a

.' false prophet; but Married Love and English Music are too domestic

' to continue long in favour.' * *

November 2Qth, Sousons stUl. ' This is one of the agreeablest

' Towns in Prance. The people are infinitely obliging to strangers

:

' we are of aU. their parties, and perpetually share with them in their
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' pleasures. I have leaint more Trench since I came hither, than I

' should have picked up in a twelvemonth in Lorraine. * *

'A fool with a majority on his side is the greatest tyrant in the

' world :'—^how can I go hack to loiter in Lorraine, honoured Father,

where fools are in such majority? 'Then the extraordinary civilities

' I receive from Mr. Poyntz : He has in a manner taken me into his

' family;' will evidently make an Apprentice of me. ' The first Packet

' that comes from Fontainebleau, I expect to he employed. Which
' is no small pleasure to mo : and will I hope be of service.' * *

December 20tt. 'A sudden order to Mr. Poyntz has broken all

' my measures. He goes tomorrow to Paris, to stay there in the

' room of Messrs. Stanhope and Walpole, who are on their return for

' England.' Congress falling into complete languor, if we knew it

!

But ought not I to accompany this friendly and distiuguished Mr.

Poyntz, ' who has abeady given me papers to copy ;'—in fact I am

setting off with him, honoured Farther ! * *

' Prince Frederick's journey,'—first arrival in England of dissolute

Fred from Hanover, who had not been to Berlin to get married last

summer,—' was very secret : Mr. Poyntz did not hear of it till Friday

' last ; at least he had no public notice of it.' Why should he ?

' There will be fine struggling for places' in this Prince's new' House-

hold, ' I hope my Brother will come in for one.'^

—

But here vi^e pull the string of the curtain upon Lyttel-

ton, and upon his Congress falling into complete languor;

Congress destined, after dining for about a year more, to

explode, in the Treaty of Seville, and to leave the Kaiser

sitting horrorstruck, soKtary amid the vTxeck of Political

Nature,—whicli latter, hovfever, pieces itself together agaia

for him and others. Beneficent Treaty of Vienna was at

last achieved; Treaty and Treaties there, which brought

matters to their old bearing again,—Austria united with the

Sea-Powers, Pragmatic Sanction accepted by them, subsidies

.8 Aysoongli's Lyttelton, iii. 200-231.
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again to be expected from them; Baby Carlos fitted with

his Apanages, in some tolerable manner ; and the Problem,

with which Creation had groaned for some twenty years

past, finally accomplished better or worse.

Lyttelton himself will get a place in Prince Frederick's

Household, and then lose it
;
place in Majesty's Ministry at

last, but not for a long while yet. He will be one of Prince

Frederick's men, of the Carterets, Chesterfields, Pitts, who

'patronise literature,' and are in opposition to dark Walpole;

one of the ' West-Wickham set ;'—and will be of the Oppo-

sition party, and have his adventures in the world. Mean-

while let him go to Paris with Mr. Poyntz ; and do his wisest

there and elsewhere.

' Who's dat who rido astride de pony,

' So long, GO lean, so lank and bony ?

' Oh, he be de great orator, Little-ton-y."

For now we are round at Friedrich Wilhelm's Pome-

ranian Hunting again, in the New-year's time of 1729 ; and

must look again into the magnanimous sickroom which en-

sued thereon ; where a small piece of business is going for-

ward. What a magnanimous patient Friedrich Wilhelm was,

in Fassmann's judgment, we know : but it will be good to

show both sides of the tapestry, and let Wilhelmina also

speak. The small business is only, a Treaty of Marriage for

one of om- Princesses : not Wilhelmina, but Louisa the next

younger, who has been asked, and will consent, as appears.

Fassmann makes a very touching scene of it. King is

in bed, iU of his gout after that slaughter of the 3,602 wild

swine : attendants are sitting rotmd his Majesty, in the way

" Caricature of 1741, on Lyttelton's getting into the Ministry, with Carteret,

Chestei-field, Argyll, and the rest : see PhUlimore's Lyttelton (London, 1645),

i. 110; Johnson's Lives of the Poets, § Lyttelton; &c. &e.
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we know
; Queen Sophie at his head, • Seckendorf and se-

veral others' round the hed. Letters arrive ; Princess Fre-

derika Louisa, a very young Lady, has also had a Letter

;

which, she sees hy the seal, will be interestiag, but which

she must not herself open. She steps in with it ; ' beautiful

as an angel, but rather foolish, and a spoilt child of fifteen,'

says Wilhehmna: trips softly in with it; hands it to the

King. " Give it to thy Mother, let her read it," says the

King. Mother reads it, vnth. audible soft voice: Formal

demand ia marriage from the Serenity of Anspach, as fore-

seen.

" Hearken, Louisa (Hore, Luise), it is still time," said the

King : " Tell us, wouldst thou rather go to Anspach, now,

or stay with me % If thou choose to stay, thou shalt want

for nothiag, either, to the end of thy life. Speak!"— 'At

' such unexpected question,' says Fassmann, ' there rose a

' fine blush over the Princess's face, who seemed to be at

' a loss for her answer. However, she soon collected her-

' self; kissed his Majesty's hand, and said : " Most gracious

' Papa, I will to Anspach !" To which the King :
" Very well,

' then; God give thee all happiness and thousand blessings!

' —But hearken, Louisa," the King's Majesty was pleased at

' the same time to add, " We will make a bargain, thou and

' L You have excellent Flour at Anspach {schones Mehl)
;

' but in Hams and Smoked Sausages you don't come up,

' either in quality or quantity, to us in this Country. Now
« I, for my part, like good pastries. So, from time to time,

* thou shalt send me a box of nice flour, and I will keep

' thee in hams and sausages. Wilt thou, Louisaf That

' the Princess answered Yea,' says poor Fassmann with the

tear in his eye, 'may readily be supposed!' Nay all that

heard the thing round the royal bed there,—simple humani-
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ties of that kind from so great a King,— liad almost or

altogether tears in their eyes.^"

This surely is a very touching scene. But now listen

to Wilhelmina's account of another on the same subject, be-

tween the same parties. 'At table;' no date indicated, or

a wrong one, but evidently after this: in fact, we find it

was about the beginning of March 1729 ; and had sad con-

sequences for Wilhelmiaa.

' At table his Majesty told the Queen that he had Letters from

' Anspach ; the young Margraf to he at Berlin in May for his wed-

' ding.; that M. Bremer his Tutor was just coming with the ring of

' betrothal for Louisa. He asked my Sister, If that gave her plea-

' sure 1 and How she would regulate her housekeeping when married ?

' My Sister had got into the way of teUing Mm whatever she thought,

' and home-truths sometimes, without his taking it ill. She ans-

' wered with her customary frankness, That she would have a good

' table, which should be dehcately served ; and, added she, " which

" shall be better than yours. And if I have children, I will not

" maltreat them like you, nor force them to eat what they have an

" aversion to."
—"What do you mean by thati" rephed the Eang

:

"what is there wanting at my table?"-—-"There is this wanting,"

' she said, " that one cannot have enough ; and the little there is

" consists of coarse potherbs that nobody can eat." The King,' as

was not unnatural, ' had begun to get angry at her first answer : this

' last put bim quite in a fury ; but ah his anger fell on my Brother

' and me. He first threw a plate at my Brother's head, who ducked

' out of the way ; he then let fly another at me, which I avoided in

' like manner. A hailstorm of abuse followed these first hostUities.

' He rose into a passion against the Queen ; reproaching her with the

' bad training she gave her children ; and, addressing my Brother

:

" You have reason to curse your Mother," said he, " for it is she that

" causes your being an ill-governed fellow {un mal gouverne). I

"had a. Preceptor," continued he, "who was an honest man. Ire-

" Fassmann, pp. 393, 394.
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" memlDer always a story lie told me in my youth. Ttere was a

" man, at Carthage, who had heen condemned to die for many crimes

" he had committed. WhUe they were leading him to execution, he

" desired he might spealt to his Mother. They hrought his Mother :

" he came near, as if to whisper something to her ;—and hit away

" a piece of her ear. I treat you thus, said he, to make you an

" example to aU parents who take no heed to hring up their children

" in the practice of virtue !—Make the application," continued he,

' always addressing my Brother : and getting no answer from him,

' he again set to abusing us till he could speak no longer. We rose

' from tahle. As we had to pass near him in going out, he aimed

' a great blow at me mth his crutch ; which, if I had not jerked

' away from it, would have ended me. He chased me for a while in

' his wheel-chair, but the people drawing it gave me time to escape

' into the Queen's chamber.'!^

Poor Wilhelmina, beaten upon by Papa in this manner,

takes to bed in miserable feverish pain, is ordered out by

Mamma to evening party, all the same; is evidently fall-

ing very ill. "111? I will cure you!" says Papa next day,

and makes her swallow a great draught of wine. Which

completes the thing :
" declared smallpox," say all the Doc-

tors now. So that Wilhelmina is absent thenceforth, as

Fassmann abeady told us, from the magnanimous paternal

sickroom ; and lies balefuUy echpsed, till the paternal gout

and some other things have run their course. " Smallpox

;

what will Prince Fred think? A perfect fright, if she do

live!" say the English Court -gossips in the interim. But

we are now arrived at a very singular Prussian-English

phenomenon ; and ought to take a new Chapter.

» Willelmina, i. 159.



CHAPTER VI.

IMMINENCT OP WAR OB DUEL BETWEEN THE BRITANNIC AND

PEUSSLiN MAJESTIES.

The Double-Marriage negotiation hung fire, in the end

of 1728 ; but everybody thought, especially Queen Sophie

thought, it would come to perfection ; old Ilgen, almost the

last thing he did, shed tears of joy about it. These fine

outlooks received a sad shock in the Year now come ; when

secret grudges burst out into open flame; and Berlin, in-

stead of scenic splendours for a Polish Majesty, was clangor-

ous with note of preparation for imminent War. Probably

Queen Sophie never had a more agitated Summer than this

of 1729. We are now arrived at that thrice-famous Quarrel,

or almost Duel, of Friedrich Wilhelm and his Britannic

Brother-in-law little George II.; and must try to riddle

from those distracted Paper-masses some notice of it, not

wholly unintelligible to the reader. It is loudly talked of,

loudly, but alas also loosely to a degree, in all manner of

dull Books; and is at once thrice-famous and extremely

obscure. The fact is, Nature intended it for eternal obli-

vion;— and that, sure enough, would have been its fate

long since, had not persons who were then thought to be

of no importance, but are now seen to be of some, stood

connected with it more or less.

Friedrich Wilhelm, for his own part, had seen in the
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death of George I. an evil omen from the English quarter

;

and all along, in spite of transient appearances to the con-

trary, had said to himself, " If the First George, with his

solemnities and tacit sublimities, was offensive now and

then, what will the Second George he ? The Second George

has been an offence from the beginning !" In which notions

the Smoking Parhament, vitally interested to do it, in these

perilous Soissons times, big with the fate of the Empire and

Universe, is assiduous to confirm his Majesty. The Smok-

ing Parliament, at Potsdam, at Berlin, in the solitudes of

Wusterhausen, has been busy; and much tobacco, much

meditation and insinuation have gone up, in clouds more

abstruse than ever, since the death of George I.

It is certain, Geoi'ge II. was a proud little fellow ; very

high and airy in his ways ; not at all the man to Friedrich

Wilhelm's heart, nor reciprocally. A man of some worth,

too ; ' scrupulously kept his word,' say the witnesses : a man

always conscious to himself, "Am not I a man of honom-,

then?" to a punctihous degree. For the rest, courageous

as a Welf; and had some sense withal,—though truly not

much, and indeed, as it were, none at all in comparison to

what he supposed he had !—One can fancy the aversion of

the little dapper Koyalty to this heavy-footed Prussian Bar-

barian, and the Prussian Barbarian's to him. The bloody

nose in childhood was but a symbol of what passed through

life. In return for his bloody nose, little George, five years

the elder, had carried off Caroline of Anspach ; and left

Friedrich WiUielm sorrowing, a neglected cub,—^poor honest

Beast tragically shorn of his Beauty. Offences could not

fail; these two Cousins went on offending one another by

the mere act of living simultaneously. A natm-al hostility,

that between George II. and Friedrich Wilhelm; anterior
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to Caroline of Anspach, and independent of the collisions of

interest tliat might fall out between them.- Enmity as be-

tween a glancing self-satisfied fop, and a loutish thick-soled

man of parts, who feels himself the better though the less

successful, House-Mastiff seeing itself neglected, di-iven to

its hutch, for a tricksy Ape dressed-out in ribbons, who gets

favour in the drawingroom.

George, I perceive by the veiy State-Papers, George and

his English Lords have a provoking slighting tone towards

Friedrich Wilhelm; they answer his violent convictions, and

thoroughgoing rapid proposals, by brief official negation,

with an air of superiority,—traces of a polite sneer per-

ceptible occasionally. A mere Clown of a King, thinks

George; a mere gesticulating Coxcomb, thinks Friedrich

Wilhehn. "MeinBruder der Comodiant, My Brother the Play-

actor" (particoloured Merry-Andrew of a highflying turn) !

was Friedrich Wilhelm's private name for him, in after days.

Which George repaid by one equal to it, " My Brother the

Head-Beadle of the Holy Koman Empire,"

—

" Erz-Sand-

streuer" who solemnly brings up the Sandbox (no blotting-

paper yet in use) when the Holy Eoman Empire is pleased

to write. " Erz-Sandstreuer, Arch- Sandbox-Beadle of the

JSeilige Romisclie Reich ;" it is a lumbering nickname, but in-

trinsically not without felicity, and the wittiest thing I know

of little George.

Special cause of quarrel they had none that was of the

least significance; and, at this time, prudent friends were

striving to unite them closer and closer, as the true policy

for both ; English Townshend himself rather wishing it, as

the best Prussian Officials eagerly did; Queen Sophie pas-

sionate for it ; and only a purchased Gramkow, a Secken-

dorf and the Tobacco-Parliament set against it. The Treaty
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of Wusterhausen was not known; But the fact of some

Treaty made or making, some Imperial negotiation always

going on, was too eyident; and Friedrich Wilhelm's par-

tialities to the Kaiser and his Seckendorf could be a secret

nowhere.

Negotiation always going on, we say; for such indeed

was the case,—the Kaiser striving always to be loose again

(having excellent reasons, a secret bargain to the contrary,

to wit !) in regard to that Jiilich-and-Berg Succession
;
pro-

posing "substitutes for Jiilich and Berg;" and Friedrich

Wilhelm refusing to accept any imaginable substitute, any-

thing but the article itself. So that, I believe, the Treaty

of Wusterhausen was never perfectly ratified, after all; but

hung, for so many years, always on the point of being so.

These are the uses of your pm-chased Grumkow, and of

riding the length of a Terrestrial Equator keeping a Ma-

jesty in company. If, by a Double-Marriage with England,

that intricate web of chicanery had been once fairly sHt in

two, and new combinations formed, on a basis not of fast-

and-loose, could it have been of disadvantage to either of

the Countries, or to either of their Kings ?—Real and grave

causes for agreement we find; real or grave causes for

quarrel none anywhere. But light or imaginary causes,

which became at last effectual, can be enumerated, to the

length of three or four.

Cause First: Tlie Hanover Joint-Heritages, which are not

in a liquid State.

First, the " Ahlden Heritage" was one cause of disagree-

ment, which lasted long. The poor Mother of George II.

and of Queen Sophie had left considerable properties.; 'three
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million tJialers,' tliat is 900,000^., say some ; but all was ra-

ttier in an imliquid state, not so much as her Will was to

be bad. The Will, with a 10,000Z. or so, was in the hands

of a certain Graf von Bar, one of her confidants in that sad

imprisonment :
' money lent him,' Biisching says,^ ' to set-

up a Wax-Bleachery at Cassel:'—and the said Count von

Bar was off with it, Testamentary Paper and all ;
gone to

the ReicIisJiofrath at Vienna, supreme Judges, in the Empire,

of such matters. Who accordingly issued him a ' Protection,'

to start with : so that when the Hanover people attempted

to lay hold of the questionable wax-bleaching Count, at

Frankfurt-on-Mayn,—secretly sending 'a lieutenant and

twelve men' for that object,—he produced his Protection

Paper, and the lieutenant and twelve men had to hasten

home again.^ Count von Bar had to be tried at law,

—

never ask with what results;—and this itself was a long

^tory. Then as to the other properties of the poor Duchess,

question arises, Are they allodia, or are they feuda,—that

is to say, shall the Son have them, or the Daughter? In

short, there was no end to questions. Friedrich Wilhelm

has an Envoy at Hanover, one Kannegiesser, labouring at

Hanover, the second of such he has been obliged to send

;

who finds plenty of employment in that matter. " My Bro-

ther the Comodiant quietly put his Father's Will in his pocket,

I have heard ; and paid no regard to it (except what he

was compelled to pay, by Chesterfield and others) : will he

do the hke with his poor Mother's Willf Patience, your

Majesty : he is not a covetous man, but a self-willed and a

' Beytrdge zur Lehensaescldchte dcnkwurdiger Pcrsonen (HaUe, 17S3-1789),

i. 306, § Niissler. Some distracted fractions of Business Cori'espondeuce with

this Bar, in Memoirs of Sophia Dorothea,—unintelligible as usual there.

' Ibid.
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proud,—always conscious to himself that he is the soul of

honour, this poor Brother King I

Nay "withal, before these testamentary bickerings are

settled, here has a new Joint Heritage fallen: on which

may rise discussions. Poor Uncle Ernst of Osnabriick,—to

whom George I., chased by Death, went galloping for shelter

that night, and who could only weep over his poor Brother

dead,—^has not siurvived him many months. The youngest

Brother of the lot is now gone too. Electress Sophie's Seven

are now all gone. She had six sons : four became Austrian

soldiers, three of whom perished in war long since ; the

other three, the Bishop, the King, the eldest of the Soldiers,

have all died within two years (1726-1728) •? Sophie Char-

lotte, "Republican Queen" of Prussia, Friedrich Wilhelm's

Mother, whom we knew long since, was the one Daughter.

Her also Uncle Ernst saw die, in his youth, as we may re-

member. They are all dead. And now the Heritages are

to settle, at least the recent part of them. Let Kannegiesser

keep his eyes open. Kannegiesser is an expert high-man-

nered man ; but said to be subject to sharpness of temper

;

and not in the best favom* with the Hanover people. That

is C&TXSQ first.

Cause Second: the Troubles of Mecklenburg.

Then, secondly, there is the business of Mecklenburg;

deplorable Business for Mecklenburg, and for everybody

withia wind of it,—^my poor readers included. Readers re-

member,—^what reader can ever forget?—^that extraordinary

Duke of Mecklenburg, the ' Unique of Husbands,' as we had

= Miohaelis, i. 153. See Feder, Kurfilrstinn SojaUe ; Hoppe, QescUcUe der

Stadt Hannover; dsc.
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to call him, who came with his extraordinary Duchess, to

wait on her Uncle Peter, the Russian (say rather Samoeidic)

Czar, at Magdeburg, a dozen years ago 1 We feared it was

in the fates we might meet that man again ; and so it turns

out! The Unique of Husbands has proved also to be the

imluckiest ofMisgoverning Dukes in his Epoch ; and spreads

mere trouble all round him. Mecklenburg is in a bad way,

this long whUe, especially these ten years past. 'Owing

to the Charles-Twelfth Wars,' or whatever it was owing to,

this unlucky Duke had fallen into want of more money;

and impoverished Mecklenburg alleged that it was in no

condition to pay more. Almost on his accession, while the

tar-barrels were still blazing, years before we ever saw him,

he demanded new subvention from his Bitters (the ' Squires'

of the Country) ; subvention new in Mecklenburg, though

common in other sovereign German States, and at one time

in Mecklenburg too. The Ritters would not pay ; the Duke

would compel them : Ritters appeal to Kaiser in Reichs-

hofrath, who proves favom-able to the Ritters. Duke still

declines obeying Kaiser ; asserts that " he is himself in such

matter . the sovereign :" Kaiser fulminates what of rusty

thunder he has about him; to which the Duke, flung on

his back by it, still continues contxunacious in mind and

tongue : and so between thunder and conttmaacy, as be-

tween hammer and stithy, the poor Country writhes paia-

fiilly ever since, and is an af&iction to everybody near it.

For ten years past, the unluckiest ofMisgoverning Dukes

has been ia utter controversy with his Ritters ;—at law with

them before the Courts of the Empire, nay occasionally try-

ing certain of them himself, and cutting-off their heads

;

getting Russian regiments, and then obliged to renounce

Russian regiments ;—^in short, a very great trouble to man-
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kiad thereabouts.* So that the Kaiser in Reichshofrath,

about the date indicated (Year 1719), found good to send

military coercion on him; and intrusted that function to

the Hanover-Brunswick people, to George I. more especi-

ally ; to whom, as Kreis-Hauptmann (' Captain of the Circle,'

Circle ofLower-Saxony, where the contumacy had occurred),

such function naturally fell. The Hanover Sovereignty,

sending 13,000 men, horse, foot and artillery into Mecklen-

burg, soon did their function, with only some slight flom-ishes

of fighting on the part of the contumacious Duke,—in which

his chief Captain, one Schwerin, distinguishes himself: Kurt

von Schwerin, whom we shall know better by and by, for

he went into the Prussian service shortly after. Colonel

von Schwerin did well what was in him ; but could not

save a refractory Duke, against such odds. The contuma-

cious Duke was obliged to fly his country;—deposed, or,

to begin with, suspended, a Brother of his being put in as

interim Duke :—and the Unique of Husbands and paragon

of Mismanaging Dukes Kves about Dantzig ever since, on

a Pension allowed him by his interim Brother ; contumacious

to the last; and still stirring-up strife, though now with

diminished means, Uncle Peter being now dead, and Eus-

sian help much cut off.

The Hanover Sovereignties did their function soon

enough : but their " expenses for it," these they have in

vain demanded ever since. No money to be got from Meck-

lenburg; and Mecklenburg owes us "ten tons of gold,"

—

that is to say, 1,000,000 thalers, ' ton' being the tenth part

of a million in that coin. Hanover, therefore, holds pos-

session,— and has held ever since, with competent small

military force,—of certain Districts in Mecklenburg: Taxes

' Michaelis, ii. 416-435.

VOL. XXIL (Frederick, vol. 2.) T
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of these will subsist our soldieiy in the interim, and yield

interest ; the principal once paid, we at once give them up

;

principal, by these schedules, if you care to count them, is

one million thalers (ten Tonnen Goldes, as above said), or

about 150,000^. And so it has stood for ten years past;

Mecklenburg the most anarchic of countries, owing to the

kind of Ritters and kind of Duke it has. Poor souls, it is

evident they have all lost their beaten road, and got among

the ignes fatui and peatpools : none knows the necessities

and sorrows of this poor idle Duke himself! In his young

years, before accession, he once tried soldiering; served one

campaign with Charles XII., but was glad to ' return to

Hamburg' again, to the peaceable scenes of fashionable life

there.* Then his Russian Unique of Wives:—^his probable

adventures, prior and subsequent, in Uncle Peter's sphere,

can these have been pleasant to him ? The angry Hitters,

too, their country had got much trampled to pieces in the

Charles-Twelfth Wars, Stralsund Sieges : money seemed

necessary to the Duke, and the Ritters were very scarce

of it. Add, on both sides, pride and want of sense, with

mutual anger going on crescendo; and we have the sad

phenomenon now visible : A Duke fled to Dantzig, anarchic

Ritters none the better for his going ; Duke perhaps threat-

ening to return, and much flurrying his poor interim Bro-

ther, and stirring-up the Anarchies :—in brief, Mecklenburg

become a house on fire, for behoof of neighbours and self.

In these miserable brabbles Friedrich Wilhelm did not

hitherto officially interfere ; though not uninterested in them

;

being a next neighbour, and even, by known treaties, ' even-

^ See German Spy (London, 1725, ty Lediard, Biogi-apher of Marlborough)

for a lively picture of the then Hamburg,—resort of Northern Moneyed-Idleness,

as well as of better things.
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tual heir,' sliotild the Mecklenbtirg Line die out. But we
know he was not in favour with the Kaiser, in. those old

years ; so the military coercion had been done by other

hands, and he had not shared in the management at all.

He merely watched the com-se of things; always advised

the Duke to submit to Law, and be peaceable ; was some-

times rather sorry for him, too, as would appear.

Last year, however (1728),— doubtless it was one of

Seckendorf's minor measures, done in Tobacco-Parliament>

—Friedrich Wilhehn, now a pet of the Kaiser's, is discovered

to be fairly concerned in that matter ; and is conjoiaed with

the Hanover -Brunswick Commissioners for Mecklenburg;

Kaiser specially reqtiiring that his Prussian Majesty shall

" help in executing Imperial Orders" in the neighbouriag

Anarchic Country. Which rather huffed Kttle George,

—

hitherto, since his Father's death, the principal, or as good

as sole Commissioner,—if so big a Britannic Majesty cmild

be huffed by paltry slights of that kind ! Friedrich Wilhelm,

who has much meditated Mecklenburg, strains his intellect,

sometimes to an intense degree, to find-out ways of settling

it: George, who has never cared to meditate it, nor been

able if he had, is capable of sniffing scornfully at Friedrich

Wnhelm's projects on the matter, and dismissing them as

moonshine.® To a wise much-meditative House-Mastiff, can

that be pleasant, from an unthinking dizened creature of

the Ape species? The troubles of Mecklenburg, and dis-

crepancies thereupon, are capable ofbecoming a second soui'ce

of quarrel.

<^ Duljourgay Despatches and the Answers to them (more than once).
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Causes Third and Fourth

;

—and Cause Fifth, worth all

the Others.

Cause third is the old story of recruiting; a standing

cause between Prussia and all its neighbours. And the

fourth cause is the tiniest of all : the " Meadow of Clamei."

Meadow of Clamei, some square yards of boggy ground;

which, after long study, one does find to exist in the ob-

scurest manner, discoverable in the best Maps of Germany,

—some twenty miles south of the Elbe river, on the bound-

ary between Hanover-Liineburg and PrussiaJilagdeburg,

dubious on which side of the boundary. Lonesome unknown

Patch of Meadow, lying far amid peaty wildernesses in those

Salzwedel regions : unknown to all writing mortals as yet

;

but which threatens, ia this summer of 1729, to become

famous as Runnymead among the Meadows of History! And

the ffth cause—In short, there was no real 'cause' of the

least magnitude ; the effect was produced by the combina-

tion of many small and imaginary ones. For if there is a

will to quarrel, we know there is a way. And perhaps the

fifth nameable cause, in efficiency worth all the others to-

gether, might be found in the Debates of the Smoking Par-

liament that season, were the Journal of its Proceedings

extant ! We gather symptoms, indisputable enough, of very

diligent elaborations and insinuations there; and conclude

that to have been the really effective cause. Clouds had

risen between the two Com-ts ; but except for the Tobacco-

Parliament, there never could have thunder come from

them.

Very soon after George's accession there began clouds
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to rise ; the perfectly accomplished little George assuming

a severe and high air towards" his rustic Brother-in-Law.

" We cannot stand these Prussian enlistments and encroach-

ments ; rectify these, in a high and severe manner !" says

George to his Hanover Officials. George is not warm on

his throne till there comes in, accordingly, from the Hanover

Officials a Complaint to that effect, and even a List of Hano-

verian subjects who are, owing to various injustices, now

serving in the Prussian ranks: "Your Prussian Majesty is

requested to retm-n us these men I"

This List is dated 22d January 1728 ; George only a few

months old in his new authority as yet. The Prussian Ma-

jesty grumbles paiafolly responsive :
" Will, with eagerness,

do whatever is just ; most surely ! But is his Britannic

Majesty aware? Hanover Officials are quite misinformed

as to the circumstances;"—and does not return any of the

men. Merely a pacific grumble, and nothing done in regard

to the complaints. Then there is the Meadow of Glamei

which we spoke of: "That belongs to Brandenburg, you

say ? Nevertheless the contiguous parts of Hanover have

rights upon it. Some ' eight cartloads of hay,' worth say

almost 51. or lOZ. sterling: who is to mow that grass, I

wonder f—
Friedrich Wilhelm feels that all this is a pettifogging

vexatious com-se of procedure ; and that his little Cousin

the Comodiant is not treating him very like a gentleman.

"Is he, your Majesty!" suggests the Smoking Parliament,

—About the middle of March, Dubourgay hears Borck, an

Official not of the Grumkow party, sulkily commenting on

" the constant hostility of the Hanover Ministry to us" in

all manner of points;—inquires withal, Could not Mecklen-

burg be somehow settled, his Prussian Majesty being some-
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"what anxious upon it?'^ Anxious, yes: his poor Majesty,

intensely meditative of such a matter in the night-watches,

is capable of springing out of bed, with an " Eureka ! I

have found what will do !" and demanding writing materials.

He writes or dictates in his shirt, the good anxious Majesty

;

dispatches his Eureka by estafette on the wings of the

wind : and your Townshend, your wwmeditative George,

receives it with curt official negative, and a polite sneer.^

A few weeks farther on, this is what the Newspapers

report of Mecklenburg, in spite of his Prussian Majesty's

desire to have some mercy shown the poor infatuated Duke

:

' The Elector ofHanover and the Duke ofBrunswick-Wolfenr
' biittel,' his Britannic Majesty and Squire in that sad busi-

ness, ' refuse to withdraw their forces out of Mecklenburg,

* or part with the Chest of the Kevenues thereof, until an

'entire satisfaction be given them for the arrears of the

' Charges they have been at in puttiag the Sentence of the

'AuKc Council' (Kaiser's Reichshofrath and rusty thunder)

' into execution against the said Duke.'^

Matters grew greatly worse when George paid his first

Tisit to Hanover in character of King, early in the Summer
of. 1729, Part of his road lies through Prussian territory:

" Shall he have free post-horses, as his late Majesty was

wontl" asks the Prussian Official person. "If he write to

request them, yes," answers Friedrich Wilhehn ; " if he don't

write, no." George does not write ; pays for his post-horses

;

—flourishes along to Hanover, in absolute silence towards

hie clownish Brother-in-law. You would say he looks over

' Despatch, ITth March 1729.

» Duhouigay, 12th-14th April 1729 ; aad the Answer from St. James's.

" Salmon's Chronological Sistorian (London, 1748,— a Book never to he

quoted without caution), ii. 216 ;—date (translated into new style), 10th July

1729.
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the head of him, as if there were no such clown in existence

;

—he has never yet so much as notified his arrival. " What
is this 1 There exists no Prussia, then, for little George f
Friedrich Wilhelm's inarticulate, interjectionary utterances,

in clangorous metallic tone, we can fancy them, now and

then ; and the Tobacco-Parliament is busy I British Minister

Dubourgay, steady old military gentleman, who spells im-

perfectly, but is intent to keep-down mischief, writes at last

to Hanover, submissively suggesting, "Could not, as was

the old wont, some notification of the King's arrival be sent

hither, which would console hie Prussian Majesty?' To

which my Lord Townshend answers, "Has not been the

custom, I am informed" (wrong informed, your Lordship);

"not necessary in the circumstances." Which is a high

course between neighbours and royal gentlemen and kins-

folk. The Prussian Court hereupon likewise shuts its lips

;

no mention of the Hanoverian Court, not even by her Ma-

jesty and to Englishmen, for several weeks past.-'" Some

inarticulate metallic growl, in private, at dinner or in the

Tabaks - Collegium : the rest is truculent silence. Nor are our

poor Hanover Recruits (according to our List of Pressed

Hanoverians) in the least sent back; nor the Clamei Mea-

dows settled ; " Big Meadow" or " Little one," both of which

the Brandenburgers have mown in the mean time.

Hanover Pressed men not coming home,—I think, not

one of them,—the Hanover Officials decide to seize such

Prussian Soldiers as happen to be seizable, in Hanover Ter-

ritory. The highway in that border-country runs now on

this side of the march, now on that ;—watch well, and you

will get Prussian soldiers from time to time! Which the

Hanover people do ; and seize several, common men and

" Dubourgay.
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even officers. Here is once more a high course of proceed-

ing. Here is coal to raise smoke enough, if well blown

upon,—which, with Seckendorf and Grumkow working the

bellows, we may well fancy it was ! But listen to what fol-

lows, independently of bellows.

On the 28th June 1729, hay lying now quite dry upon

the Meadow of Clamei, lo, the Bailiff of Hanoverian Biihlitz,

—Unpicturesque Traveller will find the peat-smoky little Vil-

lage of Biihlitz near by a dusty little Town called Liichow,

midway from Hamburg to Magdeburg ; altogether peaty,

mossy country ; in the Salzwedel district, where used to be

Wendic populations, and a Marck or Border Fortress of Salz-

wedel set up against them :—Bailiff of Biihlitz, I say, sallies

forth with several carts, with all the population of the Vil-

lage, with a troop of horse to escort, and probably flags

flying and some kind of drums beating ;—publicly rakes to-

gether the hay, defiant of the Prussian Majesty and all men

;

loads it on his carts, and rolls home with it ; leaving to the

Brandenburgers nothing but stubble, and the memory of

having mown for Hanover to eat. This is the 28th June

1729 ; King of Prussia is now at Magdeburg, reviewing his

troops ; within a hundred miles of these contested quag-

countries : who can blame hitn that he flames-up now into

clear blaze of royal indignation? The correspondence hence-

forth becomes altogether lively : but in the Britannic Ar-

chives there is nothing of it,—^Dubourgay having received

warning firom my Lord Townshend to be altogether ignorant

of the matter henceforth, and let the Hanover Ofi&cials man-

age it. His Prussian Majesty returns home in the most tem-

pestuous condition.

We may judge what a time Queen Sophie had of it;

what scenes there were with Crown-Prince Friedrich and
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Wilhelmina, in her Majesty's Apartment and elsewhere

!

Friedrich Wilhelm is fast mounting to the redhot pitch.

The bullyings, the beatings even, of these poor Children,

love-sick one of them, are lamentable to hear of, as all the

world has heard :—" Disobedient unnatural whelps, biting the

heels of your poor old parent mastiff in his extreme need,

what is to be done with youl" Fritz he often enough beats,

gives a slap to with his rattan ; has hurled a plate at him, on

occasion, when bad topics rose at table ; nay at Wilhelmina

too, she says : but the poor children always ducked, and

nothing but a little noise and loss of crockery ensued. Fritz

he deliberately detests, as a servant of the Devil, incorri-

gibly rebelling against the paternal will, and going on those

dissolute courses : a silly French cockatoo, suspected of dis-

belief in Scripture
; given to nothing but fifing and play-

books ; who will bring Prussia and .himself to a bad end.

" God grant he do not finish on the gallows !" sighed the

sad Father once to Grumkow. The records of these things

lie written far and wide, in the archives of many countries

as well as in WUhelmina's Book.

To me there was one undiplomatic reflection continually

present : Heavens, could nobody have got a bit of rope,

and hanged those two Diplomatic swindlers ; clearly of

the scoundrel genus, more than common pickpockets are?

Thereby had certain young hearts, and honest old ones too,

escaped being broken ; and many a thing might have gone

better than it did. Jarni-Bleu, Hen- Feldzeugmeister, though

you are an orthodox Protestant, this thousandfold perpetual

,, habit of distilled-lying seems to me a bad one. I do not

blame an old military gentleman, with a brow so puckered

as yours, for having little of the milk of human kindness

so-called : but this of breaking, by force of lies merely, and
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for your own uses, the hearts of poor innocent creatures,

nay of grinding them slowly in the mortar, and employing

their Father's hand to do it withal ; this—Herr General, for-

give me, but there are moments when I feel as if the ex-

tinction of probably the intensest scoimdrel of that epoch

might have been a satisfactory event !—^Alas, it could not

be. Seckendorf is lying abroad for his Kaiser ; " the only

really able man we have," says Eugene sometimes. Snuffles

and lisps; and travels in aU, as they count, about 25,000

miles, keeping his Majesty in company. Here are some

glimpses into the interior, dull but at first-hand, which are

worth clipping and condensing from Dubourgay, with theii-

dates

:

30th, July 1729. To the respectable old Brigadier, this day or

yesterday, ' her Majesty, aU in tears, complained of her situation

:

' TCing is nigh losing his senses on accoimt of the differences with

' Hanover
;
goes from bed to bed in the night-time, and from cham-

' ber to chamber, "like one whose brains are turned." Took a fit,

' at two in the morniug, lately, to be off to Wusterhausen :'—about

a year ago Seckendorf and Grumkow had built a Lodge out there,

where his Majesty, when he liked, could be snug and private with

them : thither his Majesty now rushed, at two in the morning ; but

seemingly found little assuagement. ' Since his return, he gives

' bimself up entirely to drink :—Seckendorf,' the snuffling BeHal, ' is

' busy, above ground and below ; has been heard saying He alone

' could settle these businesses, Double-Marriage and all, would her

' Majesty but trust him !'

—

' The King will not suffer the Prince-Eoyal to sit next his Majesty

' at table, but obhges him to go to the lower end ; where things are

' so ordered,' says the sympathetic Dubourgay, ' that the poor Prince

' often rises without getting one bit,'—woe's me !
' Insomuch that

' the Queen was obliged two days ago' (28th July 1729, let us date

such an occurrence) ' to send, by one of the servants who could be
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' trusted, a Box of cold fowls and other eatables for his Koyal High-

' Bess's subsistence I'^i

In tlie first blaze of the outrage at Clamei, Friedrich Wil-

helm's ardent mind suggested to him the method of single

combat : defiance of George, by cartel, To give the satis-

faction of a gentleman. There have been such instances

on the part of Sovereigns ; though they are rare : Karl Lud-

"wig of the Pfalz, Winter-king's Son, for example, did, as is

understood, challenge Turenne for burning the Pfalz {first

burning that poor country got) ; but nothing came of it,

owing to Turenne's prudence. Friedrich Wilhelm sees well

that it all comes from George's private humour: Why should

human blood be shed except George's and mine'? Fried-

rich Wilhelm is decisive for sendiag off the cartel ; he has

even settled the particulars, and sees ia his glowing poetic

mind how the transaction may be : say, at Hildesheim for

place; Derschau shall be my second; Brigadier Sutton (if

anybody now know such a man) may be his. Seconds, place

and general outline he has schemed out, and fixed, so far

as depends on one party; will fairly fence and fight this

insolent little Eoyal Gentleman
;
give the world a spectacle

(which might have been very wholesome to the world) of

two Kings voiding theii" quarrel by duel and fair personal

fence.

In England the report goes, 'not without foundation,'

think Lord Hervey and men of sarcastic insight in the

higher circles, That it was his Britannic Majesty who ' sent

' or would have sent a challenge of single combat to his

' Prussian Majesty,' the latter being the passive party ! Ke-

port flung into an inverse posture, as is liable to happen;

" Dubourgay, 30th July 1729.
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' going' now with its feet uppermost ; ' not without founda-

' tion,' thinks Lord Hervey. ' But whether it', (the cartel)

' was carried and rejected, or whether the prayers and re-

' monstrances of Lord Townshend prevented the gaimtlet

' being actually thrown down, is a point which, to me' (Lord

Hervey) ' at least, has never been cleared.'^^

The Prussian Ministers, no less than Townshend would,

feel well that this of Duel will never do. Astonishment,

flebile ludibrium, tragical tehee from gods and men, will come

of the Duel ! But how to turn it aside ? For the King is

determined. His truculent veracity of mind points out this

as the real way for him; reasoning, entreating are to no

purpose. " The true method, I tell you ! As to the world

and its cackling,—^let the world cackle !" At length Borck

hits on a consideration : "Your Majesty has been ill lately;

hand perhaps not so steady as usual ? Now if it should tm-n

out that your Majesty proved so inferior to yourself as to

—

Good Heavens !" This, it is said, was the point that stag-

gered his Majesty. Tobacco -ParHament, and Borck there,

pushed its advantage : the method of duel (prevalent through

the early part of July, I should guess) was given up.^^ Why
was there no Hansard in that Institution of the Country?

Patience, idle reader! We shall get some scraps of the

Debates on other subjects, by and by.—^But hear Dubourgay

again, in the absence of Morning Newspapers

:

August Wi,\l2^. ' Berlin looks altogether warlike. At Magde-

' turg they are husy making ovens to hake Ammunition-hread ; Ar-

' tiUery is getting haided out of the Arsenal here ;' aU. is clangour, din

of preparation. ' It is said the King wiU fall on Meoklenhurg
;'

" Lord Hervey, Memoirs of George II. (London, 1848), i. 127.

" Bielfeld, Lettres familiires et autres (Second edition, 2 vols. Leide, 1767)>

i. 117, 118.
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can at once, if he like. " These intolerable usages from England"

(Seckendorf is rumoured to have said), " can your Majesty endure

them forever ? Why not marry the Prince-Eoyal, at once, to another

Princess, and have done with them !"— or words to that effect, as

reported hy Court-rumour to her Majesty and Duhourgay. And there

is a Pi^incess talked of for this Match, Russian Princess, little Czar's

Sister (little Czar to have "Wilhelmina, Double-Marriage to he with

Eussia, not with England) ; hut the little Czar soon died, little Czar's

Sister went out of sight, or I know not what happened, and only

brief rumour came of that.

As for the Crown-Prince, he has not fallen desperate; no; but

appears to have strange schemes in him, deep under cover. ' He has

' said to a confidant' (WUhelmina it is probable), ' " As to his ill-

' treatment, he well knew how to free himself of that" ' (will fly to

foreign parts, your Highness 1),
' " and would have done so long

' since, were it not for his Sister, upon whom the whole weight of

' his Father's resentment would then fall. Happen what will, there-

' fore, he is resolved to share with her all the hardships which the

' King his Eather may be pleased to put upon her." 'i* Means pri-

vately a flight to England, Duhourgay sees, and in a reticent diplo-

matic way is glad to see.

I possess near a dozen Hanoverian and Prussian Des-

patches upon this strange Business ; but should shudder to

inflict them on any innocent reader. Clear, grave Despatches,

very brief and just, especially on the Prussian side : and on

a matter too, which truly is not lighter than any other

Despatch matter of that intrinsically vacant Epoch :—
reader, would I could bury all vacant talk and writing what-

soever, as I do these poor Despatches about the ' eight cart-

loads of hay'! Friedrich Wilhelm is fairplay itself; wiU do

all things that Earth or Heaven can require of him. Only,

he is much in a hurry withal ; and of this the Hanover Offi-

w Dutonrgay, 11th August 1729.
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cials take advantage, perhaps unconsciously, to keep him in

provocation. He lies awake at night, his heart is sore, and

he has fled to drink. Towards the middle of August,—^here

again is a phenomenon,—' he springs out of bed in the mid-

dle of night,' has again an Eureka as to this of Clamei:

" Eureka, I see now what will bring a settlement !" and

sends off post-haste to Kaimegiesser at Hanover. To Kan-

negiesser,— Herr Keichenbach, the special Envoy in this

matter, beiag absent at the moment, gone to the Gohrde, I

beHeve, where Britannic Majesty itself is: but Kannegiesser

is there, upon the Ahlden Heritages; acquainted with the

ground, a rather precise official man, who will serve for the

hurry we are in. Post-haste ; dove with olive-branch cannot

go too quick ;—Kannegiesser applying for an interview, not

with the Britannic Majesty, who is at Gohrde, hunting, but

with the Hanover Council, is—refused admittance. Here

are Herr Kannegiesser's official Reports; which will them-

selves tell the rest of the story, thank Heaven

:

To his Prussian Majesty (from Herr Kannegiesser).

ITo. 1. ' Done at Hanover, 15th August 1729.

' On tlie 15th. day of August, at ten o'clock in the morning, I

' received Two Orders of Council' (these are The Eureka, never ask

farther -what they are) ; ' dispatched on the 13th instant at seven

' in the evening ; whereupon I immediately went to the Council-

' chamber hero; and informed the Herr von Hartoflf, Private Secre-

' tary, who met me in a room adjoining, " That, having something

' to propose to his Ministry' (now sitting deliberative in the interior

here ; something to propose to his Ministry) ' on the part of the

' Prussian Ministers, it was necessary I should speak to them." Herr

' von Hartoff, after having reported my demand, let me know, " He
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' had received orders 6om the Ministry to defer what I had to say

' to another time.''

' I replied, " That, since I could not be allowed the honour of an

' audience at that time, I thought myself ohliged to acquaint him I

' had received an Order from Berlin to apply to the Ministry of this

' place, in the name of the Ministers of Prussia, and make the most

' pressing instances for a speedy Answer to a Letter lately delivered

' to them by Herr Hofrath Eeichenbach" ' (my worthy Assistant here

;

Answer to his Letter in the first place) ; ' " and to desire that the

'Answer might be lodged in my hands, in order to remit it with

' safety."

' Herr von Hartoff returned immediately to the Council-chamber

;

' and after having told the Ministers what I had said, brought me
' the following answer, in about half-a-quarter of an hour,' seven

minutes by the watch :
' " That the Ministers of this Court would

' not fail answering the said Letter as soon as possible ; and would

' take care to give me notice of it, and send the Answer to me." '

That was all that the punctual Kannegiesser could get out of

them. ' But,' continues he, ' not thinking this reply sufficient, I

' added, " That delays being dangerous, I would come again the next

• day for a more precise answer."
'

Eather a high-mannered positive man, this Kannegiesser, of the

Ahlden Heritages ; not without sharpness of temper, if the Hanover

Officials drive it too far.

ITo. 3. 'At Hanover, \Uh August 1729.

' According to the orders received from the King my Master, and

' pursuant of my promise of yesterday, I went at noon this day to

' the Castle (Sehloss), for the purpose of making appearance in the

' Council-chamber, where the Ministers were assembled.

' I let them know I was there, by Von Hartoff, Privy Secretary;

'and, in the mildest terms, desired to be admitted to speak with

' them. Which was refused me a second time ; and the following

' answer delivered me by Von Hartoff :
" That since the Prussiaii
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' Ministers had intrusted me with this Commission, the Ministers of

' this Court had directed him to draw-up my yesterday's Proposals

' in writing, and report them to the Council."

' Whereupon I said, " I could not conceive any reason why I was

* the only person who could not he admitted to audience. That,

' however, as the Ministers of this Court were pleased to authorise

' him, Herr von Hartoff, to receive my Proposals, I was obliged to

' teU him,' as the first or preliminary point of my Commission, ' I

' had received orders to be very pressing with the said Ministers of

' this Court, for an Answer to a Letter from the Prussian Ministry,

' lately delifered by Herr Legationsrath von Eeichenbach ; and find-

' ing that the said Answer was not yet finished, I would stay two

' days for it, that I might be more secure of getting it. But that

' then I should come to put them in mind of it, and desire audience

' in order to acquit myself of the rest of my Commission.''

' The Privy Secretary drew-up what I said in writing. Imme-

' diately afterwards he reported it to the Ministry, and brought me
' this answer :

" That the Ministers of this Court would be as good

' as their word of yesterday, and answer the above-mentioned Letter

' with all possible expedition. After which we parted.'

No. 3. ' At Hanover, I7th August 1729.

' At two in the afternoon, this day, Herr von Hartoff came to my
' house ; and let me know " He had business of consequence from

' the Ministry, and that he would return at five." By my direction

' he was told, " I should expect him."

' At the time appointed he came ; and told me, " That the Minis-

' ters of the Court, understanding from him that I designed to ask

' audience tomorrow, did not doubt but my business would be to re-

' mind them of the Answer which I had demanded yesterday and the

' day before. That such applications were not customary among sove-

• reign Princes ; that the/ the Ministers ' dared not treat farther in

' that affair with me ; that they desired me not to mention it to them

' again tUl they had received directions from his Britannic Majesty,
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' to whom they had made their report ; and that as soon as they re-

' ceived their instructions, the result of these should be communicated

' to me."

' To this I replied, " That I did not expect the Ministers of this

' Court would refuse me the audience which I designed to ask to-

' morrow ; and that therefore I would not fail of heing at the Council-

' chamber at eleven, next day,' according to bargain, ' to know their

' answer to the rest of my Proposals."—Secretary Von Hartoff would

' not hear of this resolution ; and assured me positively he had orders

' to listen to nothing more on the subject from me. After which he

' left me.'

No. 4. 'At Hanover, \Wh August 1729.

• At eleven, this day, I went to the Council-chamber, for the third

' time ; and desired Secretary Hartoff " To prevail with the Ministry

' to allow me to speak with them, and communicate what the King of

' Prussia had ordered me to propose."

' Herr von Hartoff gave them an account of my request ; and

' brought me for answer, " That I must wait a little, because the

' Ministers were not yet aU assembled." ' "Which I did. ' But after

' having made me stay almost an hour, and after the President of the

' Council was come, Herr von Hartoff came out to me ; and repeated

' what he had said yesterday, in very positive and absolute terms,

' " That the Ministers were resolved not to see me, and had expressly

' forbid him taking any Paper at my hands."

' To which I repUed, " That this was very hard usage ; and the

' world would see how the King of Prussia would rehsh it. But

' having strict orders from his Majesty, my most gracious Master, to

' make a Declaration to the Ministers of Hanover in his name ; and

' finding Herr von Hartoff would neither receive it, nor take a copy

' of it, I had only to tell him that I was under the necessity of

' leaving it in writing,—and had brought the Paper with me," ' let

Herr von Hartoff observe !
—

'
" And that now, as the Council were

' pleased to refuse to take it, I was obliged to leave the said Declara-

' tion on a table in an adjoining room, in the presence of Herr von

VOL. XXIL (Frederick, vol 2.) U
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' Hartoff and other Secretaries of tlie Council, whom I desired to lay

' it before the Ministry."

' After this I went home ; but had scarcely entered my apart-

' ment, when a messenger returned me the Declaration, still sealed

' as I left it, by order of the Ministers : and perceiving I was not in-

' clined to receiye it, he laid it on my table, -and immediately left the

' house. '15

Whereupon Kannegiesser, without loss of a moment, re-

turns to Berlin, 19th August ; and reports progress.

Simple honest Orson of a Prussian Majesty, what a be-

paiated beribboned insulting Playactor Majesty has he fallen

ia with!—"Hm, so? Hm, na!" and I see the face of him,

aU colom-s of the prism, and eyes in a fine frenzy • betoken-

ing thundery weather to some people ! Instantly he orders

44,000 men to get on march -j^^ and these instantly begia

to stir ; small preparation needed, ever-ready being the word

with them. From heavy guns, ammunition-wagons and

draught-horses, down to the last buckle of a spatterdash,

things are all ticketed and ready in his Majesty's country;

things, and stUl more evidently men. Within a week, the

amazed Gazetteers (Newspaper Editors we now caU them)

can behold the actual advent of horse, foot and artillery

regiments at Magdebm-g; actual rendezvous begun, and

with a frightful equable velocity going on day after day.

On the 15th day of September, if Fate's almanac hold steady,

there will be 44,000 of them ready there. Such a mass of

" A Letter from an EngliBli Traveller to Ms Friend at London, relating to

the Differences betwixt the Courts of Prussia and Hanover, with Copies of &c.

Translated from the French (London, A. Millar, at Buchanan's Head, 1730), pp.

29-34. An excellent distinct little Pamphlet ; vei-y explanatory in this matter,

—

like the smallest rushlight in a dark cellar of shot-lumber.

« Friedrich Wilhelm's "Manifesto" is in Mauvillon, ii. 210-215, dated' 20ih

August 1729' (the day after Kannegiesser'n return).
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potential-battle as George or the Hanover Officiality are

—

ready to fight 1

Alas, far enough from that. Forces of their own they

have, after a sort; subsidised Hessians, Danes, these they

can begin to stir up ; but they have not a regiment ready

for fighting ; and have nothing, if all were ready, which this

44,000 cannot too probably sweep 'out of the world. I sup-

pose little George must have exhibited some prismatic col-

om-s of countenance, too. This insulted Orson is swinging

a tremendous club upon the Httle peruked ribboned high

gentleman, promenading loftily in his preserves yonder

!

The Prussian forces march, steady, continual ; Crown-'Pruice

Friedrich's regiment of Giants is on march, expressly under

charge of Friedrich himself:—the young man's thoughts

are not recorded for us; only that he gets praise firom his

Father, so dextrous and perfect is he with the Giants and

their getting into gear. Nor is there, says our Foreign Cor-

respondent, the least truth in your rumour that the Prussian

forces, officers or men, marched with bad will ;
' conspicu-

ously the reverse is the truth, as I myself can testify.'^' And

his Britannic Majesty, now making a dreadful flutter to

assemble as fast as possible, is like to get quite flung into

the bogs by this terrible Orson !

—

What an amazement among the Gazetteers : thunder-

clouds of war mounting up over the zenith in this man-

ner, and blotting out the sun;—^may produce an effect on

the Congress of Soissons? Presumably: and hie Imperial

Majesty, left sitting desolate on his Pragmatic Sanction,

gloomily watching events, may find something turn-up to

his advantage 1 Prussia and England are sufficiently in

" Pamphlet cited above.
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quarrel, at any rate
; perhaps almost too mucli.—The Pope,

in these circumstances, did a curious thing. The Pope, hav-

ing prayed lately for rain and got it, proceeds now, in the

end of September, vsrhile such war-rumours are still at their

height in Rome, to pray, or even do a Public Mass, or some

other so-called Pontificality, ' in the Chapel of Philip Neri

in the New Church,' by way of still more effectual miracle.

Prays, namely. That Heaven would be graciously pleased to

foment, and blow up to the proper degree, this quarrel be-

tween the two chief Heretic Powers, Heaven's chief ene-

mies, whereby Holy Religion might reap a good benefit, if

it pleased Heaven. But, this time, the miracle did not go

off according to program.^®

For at this point, before the Pope had prayed, but while

the troops and artillery were evidently all on march (" Such

an artillery as I," who am Kaiser's Artillery-Master, "for

my poor part, never had the happiness to see before in any

country," snuffles Seckendorf in the Smoking Parliament),

and now swords are, as it were, drawn, and in the an- make

horrid circles,—the neighbours interfere: "Heavens! put-up

your swords !"—and the huge world-wide tumult suddenly

(I think, in the very first days of this month September)

collapses, sinks into something you can put into a snufi-

box.

Of course it could never come to actual battle, after all.

Too high a pickleherring tragedy that. Here is a Comodiant

not wanting to be smitten into the bogs ; an honest Orson

who wants nothing, nor has ever wanted, but fau-play. Fair-

play; and not to be insulted on the streets, or have one's

'' ' Extract of a Letter from Rome, 24th September 1729,' in Townshend's

DeBpatch, "WMtehaU, 10th Ootoher 1729.
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poor Hobby quite knocked from under one !—Neigbbours, as

we say, struck in; France, Holland, all the neighbours, at

tbis poiat :
" Do it by arbitration ; Wolfenbiittel for the one,

Sachsen-Grotha for the other; Commissioners to meet at

Brunswick!" And that, accordingly, was the course fixed

tipon; and settlement, by that method, was accomplished,

without difficulty, in some six months hence.^° Whether

Clamei was awarded to Hanover or to Brandenburg, I never

knew, or how the hay of it is cut at this moment. I only

know there was no battle on the subject; though at one

time there was like to be such a clash of battle as the old

Markgraves never had with their old Wends ; not if we put

all their battlings into one.

Seckendorf's radiant brow has to pucker itself again :

this fine project, of boiling the Kaiser's eggs by setting the

world on fire, has not prospered after all. The gloomy old

villain came to her Majesty one day,^" while things were

near the hottest; and said or insinuated. He was the man

that could do these businesses, and briag about the Double-

Marriage itself, if her Majesty were not so harsh upon him.

Whereupon her Majesty, reporting to Dubourgay, threw out

the hint, " What if we (that is, you) did give him a forty or

fifty thousand thalers verily, for he will do anything for

money V To which Townshend answers from the Gohrde,

to the efiect :
" Pooh, he is a mere bag of noxious futilities

;

consists of gall mainly, and rusty old Hes and crotchets

;

breathing very copperas through those old choppy lips of

his : let him go to the !" Next Spring, at the happy

end of the Arbitration, which he had striven all he could

to mar and to retard, he fell quite ill; took to his bod foil

two days,— colics, or one knows not what;— "and I can't

i» 16th Api-il 1730 (Forster, u. 105). " Dutourgay, 30th July 1729.
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say I am very sorry for Mm," wi-ites the respectable Du-

bourgay.^^'

On the Sth day of September 1729, Friedrich Crown-

Priixce reenters Potsdam^^ with his Two battalions of Giants

;

he has done so well, the Kiag goes out from Berlin to see

him march ia with them ; rejoicing to find something of a

soldier in the young graceless, after all. 'The King dis-

tributed 100,000 thalers (15,000Z.) among his 'Army;' being

weU pleased with their behaviour, and doubtless right glad

to be out of such a Business. The Ahlden Heritages will

now get liquidated; Mecklenburg,—our Knyphausen, with

the Hanover Consorts, will settle Mecklenburg; and all shall

be well again, we hope !

—

The fact, on some of these poiats, turned out different

;

but it was now of less importance. As to Enyphausen's

proceedings at Mecklenburg, after the happy Peace, they

were not so successful as had been hoped. Need of quarrel,

however, between the Majesties, there henceforth was not

in Mecklenburg; and if slight rufflings and collisions did

arise, it was not till after our poor Double-Marriage was at

any rate quite out of the game, and they are without signi-

ficance to us. But the truth is, though Knyphausen did his

best, no settlement came; nor indeed could ever come.

Shall we sum-up that sorry matter here, and wash our hands

of it?

Troubles of Mecklenburg^ for the last Time.

Knyphausen, we say, proved futile; nor could human wit

have succeeded. The exasperated Duke was contumacious,

=1 25th Api-il 1730. « lb. 11th Sept. 1729.
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irrational; the two Majesties kept pulling different ways
upon him. Matters grew from very bad to worse; and

Mecklenburg continued long a running sore. Not many
months after this (I think, stUl in 1729), the irrational

Dtike, having got money out of Russia, came home agaia

from Dantzig; to notable increase of the Anarchies in Meck-

lenburg, though without other result for himself. The irra-

tional Duke proved more contumacious than ever, fell into

deeper trouble than ever;—at length (1733) he made Pro-

clamation to the Peasantry to rise and fight for him; who
did txurn out, with their bill-hooks and bludgeons, under

Captains named by him, ' to the amount of 18,0.00 Peasants,'

—^with such riot as may be fancied, but without other result

So that the Hanover Commissioners decided to seize the

very Eesidenz Cities (Schwerin and Domitz) from this mad
Duke, and make the country clear of him,—his Brother

being- Interim Manager always, under countenance of the

Commissioners. Which transactions, especially which con-

templated seizure of the Residence GitieSj Friedrich Wil-

helm, eventual heir, could not see with equanimity at all.

But having no forces in the country, what could' he do ?

Being " Joint-Commissioner" this long while past, though

without armed interference hitherto, he privately resolves

that he will have forces there ; the rather as the poor Duke

professes penitence, and flies to him for help. Poor soul,

his Russian Unique of Wives has just died, far enough away

from him this long while past : what a life they have had,

these two Uniques !

—

Enough, ' on the 19th of October 1733, Lieutenant-Grene-

ral Schwerin,'—the same who was Colonel Schwerin, the

Duke's chief Captain here, at the beginning of these troubles,

now Lieutenant-General and a distinguished Prussian officer.
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' marclies into Mecklenburg witli three regiments, one of

foot, two of horse :'^^ he, doubtless, wUl help in quelling

those Peasant and other Anarchies ? Privately his mission

is most delicate. He is not to fight with the Hanoverians;

is delicately but effectually to shove them well away from

the Residence Cities, and fasten himself down in those parts.

Which the Lieutenant-General dextrously does. "A night's

quarter here in Parchim,"—such is the Lieutenant-General's

request, polite but impressive, from the "outskirts of that

little Town, a Town essential to certain objects, and in fact

the point he is aiming at :
" night's quarter

; you cannot

refuse it to this Prussian Company marching under the Kai-

ser's Commissionf No, the Hanoverian Lieutenant of Foot

dare not take upon him to refuse :—^but next morniag, he is

himself invited to withdraw, the Prussians having orders to

continue here in Parchim ! And so with the other points

and towns, that are essential in the enterprise on hand. A
dextrous Lieutenant-General this Schwerin:—his two Horse-

Colonels are likewise men to be noted ; Colonel Wreech,

with a charming young Wife, perhaps a too charming;

Colonel Truchsess Von Waldburg, known afterwards, with

distinction, in London Society and widely otherwise. And
thus, in the end of 1733, the Mecklenburg Residence Cities,

happen what may, are secured for their poor irrational Duke.

These things may slightly rufle some tempers at Hanover;

but it is now 1783, and our poor Double-Marriage is clean

out of the gariie by that time !

—

The irrational Duke could not continue in his Residence

Cities, with the Brother administering over him ; still prov-

ing contumacious, he needed absolutely to be driven out, to

Wismar or I know not whither ; went wandering about for

" Buchholz, i. 122, 142 ; Micbaelis, ii. 433, 437.
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almost twenty years to come; disturbed, and stirring-up

disturbance. Died 1747, still in that sad posture; Interim

Brother, with Posterity, succeeding.^* But Hanover and

Prussia interfered no farther; the brother administered on

his own footing, 'supported by troops hired from Ham-
' burg. Hanover and Prussia, 400 Hanoverians, 200 Prus-

' sians, merely retained hold of their respective Hypothecs'

(Districts held in pawn) ' tUl the expenses should be paid,'

—^million of ilialers, and by those late anarchies a new heavy

score run up.

Prussia and Hanover retained hold of their Hypothecs

;

for as to the expenses, what hope was there ? Fifty years

hence we find the Prussian Hypothecs occupied as at first

;

and 'rights of enlistment exercised.' Never in this world

were those expenses paid; nor could be, any part of them.

The last accoimts were : George III. of England, on marry-

ing, in 1761, a Mecklenburg Princess,— " Old Queen Char-

lotte," then young enough,—handsomely tore-up the bill;

and so ended that part of a desperate debt. But of the

Prussian part there was no end, nor like to be any :
' down

to this day' (says Buchholz, in 1775), 'two squadrons of the

Ziethen Hussars usually lie there,' and rights of enlisting

are exercised. I conclude, the French Eevolution and its

Wars wiped away this other desperate item. And now let

us hope that Mecklenbm-g is better-off than formerly,—that,

at least, om- hands are clear of it in time coming. I add

only, with satisfaction, that this Unique of Dukes was no

ancestor of Old Queen Charlotte's, but only a remote Welsh-

Uncle, far enough apart ;—cannot be too far.

« MichaeUs, ii. 434-440.
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One Nussler settles the Ahlden Heritages; sends the Money

home in Boxes.

Knyphausen did not settle Mecklenburg, as "we perceive

!

Neither did Kannegiesser and the unliquidated Heritages

prosper, at Hanover, quite to perfection. One Heritage,

that ofUncle Osnabriick, little George flatly refused to share

:

Fevdum the whole of that, not Allodium any part of it, so

that a Sister cannot claim. Which, I think, vfas confirmed

by the Ai-bitrators at Brunswick ; thereby ending that. Then

as to the Ahlden Allodia or Feuda,—^Kannegiesser, blamably

or not, never could make much of the business. A precise

strict man, as we saw at the Hanover Council-room lately ;.

whom the Hanover people did not Uke. So he made little

of it. Nay at the end of next year (December 1730), send-

ing-in his accounts to Berlin; he demands, ia addition to the

three thalers (or nine shilhngs) daily allowed him, almost

a second nine shillings for sundries, chiefly for ' hairpowder

and shoeblacking' ! And is instantly recalled ; and vanishes

from History at this point.^'

Upon which Friedrich Wilhelm selects another ; ' sends

deal boxes along with him,' to bring home what cash there

is. This one's name is Nussler ; an expectant Prussian Of-

ficial, an adroit man, whom we shall meet again doing

work. He has the nine shillings a-day, without hairpowder

or blacking, while employed here; at Berlin no constant

salary whatever,—had to 'borrow 151. for outfit on this

business;'— does a great deal of work without wages, in

hope of effective promotion by and by. Which did follow,

after tedious years ; Friedrich Wilhelm finding him, on such

2= Biisolimg, Beytrage, i. 307, &o. § Nussler.
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proof (other proof -will not do), fit for promoting to steady

employment.

Niissler was very active at Hanover, and had his deal

boxes ; but hardly got them filled according to hope. How-

ever, in some eighteen months he had actually worked out,

in difficult instalments, about 13,000Z., and dug the matter

to the bottom. He came home with his last instalment,

not disapproved of, to Berlin (May 1732) ; six years after

the poor Duchess's death. So the Ahlden Allodia too had

their end.



CHAPTER VII.

A MARRIAGE ; NOT THE DOUBLE-MARRIAGE : CROWN-PRINCE DEEP

IN TROUBLE.

While the Hanover Imminency was but beginning, and hor-

rid crisis of War or Duel was yet in nobody's thoughts, the

Anspach Wedding^ had gone-on at BerHn. To Friedrich

Wilhelm's satisfaction; not to his Queen's, the match being

but a poor one. The bride was Frederika Louisa, not the

eldest of their Daughters, but the next-eldest : younger than

Wilhelmiaa, and still hardly fifteen ; the first married of the

Family. Very young she : and gets a very young Margraf,

—who has been, and still is a minor; under his Mother's

guardianship till now : not rich, and who has not had a

good chance to be wise. The Mother,—an excellent mag-

nanimous Princess, still young and beautiful, but labouring

sUently under some mortal disease,—^has done her best to

manage for him. these last four or five years f and, as I

gather, is impatient to see him settled, that she may retire

and die.

Friday forenoon, 19th May 1729, the young Margraf ar-

rived ia person at Berlin,—just seventeen gone Saturday

• 30tli May 1729.

" PoUnitz, Memoirs and Letters (EngUsli TranBlation, London, 1745), i. 200-

204. There are ' Memoirs of PoUnitz,' then ' Memoirs and Letters,'' besides the

' Memoirs of Brandenburg' (posthumous, which we often cite) ; all by this poor

man. Only the last has any Historical value, and that not much. The first

two are only worth consulting, cautiously, as loose contemporary babble,

—

written for the Dutch Booksellers, one can perceive.
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last, poor young soul, and very foolish. Sublime royal car-

riage met him at the Prussian frontier ; and this day, what
is more interesting, our ' Crown- Prince rides out to meet

him; mounts into the royal carriage beside him;' and the

two young fools drive, in such a cavalcade of hoofs and

wheels,—talking we know not what,—into Potsdam; met

by his Majesty and all the honours. What illustrious gala

there then was in Potsdam and the- Com-t world, read,

—

with tedium, unless you are- in the tailor line,—described

with minute distinctness by the admiring Fassmann.^ There

are Generals, high Ladies, sons ofBellona and Latona; there

are dinners, there are hautboys,— ' two-and-thirty blacka-

moors,' in flaming uniforms, capable of cymballing and haut-

boying 'up the grand staircase, and round your table, and

down again,' in a frightfully effective manner, while you

dine. Madam Kamecke is to go as Oberhofmeisterinn to

Anspach; and all the lackeys destined thither are in their

new liveries, blue tm-ned-up with red velvet. Which is de-

lightful to see. Review of the Giant grenadiers cannot fail

;

conspicuous on parade with them our Crown-Prince as Lieu-

tenant-Colonel : 'the beauty of this Corps as well as the

perfection of their exercitia,'—ah yes, we know it, my dim

old fiiend. The Marriage itself followed, at Berlin, after

many exercitia, snipe - shootings, feastings, hautboyings
;

on the 30th of the month; with torch-dance and the other

customary trimmings ; ' Bride's garter cut in snips' for dream-

ing upon 'by his Eoyal Majesty himself.' The Lustbar-

keiten, the stupendous public entertainments having ended,

there is weeping and embracing (more Immano) ; and the

happy couple, so-called happy, retire to Anspach with their

'

destinies and effects.

2 pp. 396-401.
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A foolisli young fellow, this new Brother-in-law, testifies

WiLhelmiaa in many places. Finances ia disorder ; Mother's

wise management, ceasing too soon, has only partially avail-

ed. King 'ias lent some hundreds of thousands of crowns

' to Anspach' (says Friedrich at a later period), ' which

' there is no chance of ever being repaid. All is in disorder

' there, in the finance way : if the Margraf gets his hunting

' and his heroning, he laughs at all the rest ; and his peo-

' pie pluck him bare at every hand.'*

Nor do the married couple agree to perfection ;—far fi-om

it :
" hate one another like cat and dog (like the fire, comme

lefeu)," says Friedrich:* "his Majesty may see what comes

of ill-assorted marriages !"—^In fact, the union proved none

of the most harmonious; subject to squalls always;—but

to squalls only ; no open tempest, far less any shipwreck

:

the marriage held together till death, the Husband's death,

nearly thirty years after, divided it. There was then left

one Son ; the same who at length inherited Baireuth too,

—

inherited Lady Craven,—and died in Bubb Doddington's

Mansion, as we often teach our readers.

Last year, the Third Daughter was engaged to the Heir-

Apparent of Brunswick ; will be married, when of age. Wil-

helmina, flower of them all, still hangs on the bush, ' asked,'

or supposed to be ' asked, by four Kings,' but not attained

by any of them ; and one knows not what wiU. be her lot.

She is now risen out of the sickness she has had,—^not small-

pox at all, as malicious English rumour gave it in England

;

—and ' looks prettier than ever,' writes Dubourgay.

Here is a Marriage, then ; first in the Family ;—but not

* Schulenturg's Letter (in Forster, iii. 72).

° OoiTespondence (more than once).
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the Double-Marriage, by a long way! The late Hanover

Tornado, sudden Waterspout as we called it, has quenched

that Negotiation ; and one knows not in what form it will

resuscitate itself. The royal mind, both at Berlin and St.

James's, is in a very uncertain state after such a pheno-

menon.

Friedrich Wilhelm's favour for the Crown-Priace, march-

iag home so gallantly with his Potsdam Giants, did not

last long. A few weeks later in the Autumn we have again

ominous notices from Dubourgay. And here, otherwise ob-

tained, is a glimpse iato the interior of the Berlin Schloss

;

momentary perfect clearness, as by a flash of lightning, on

the state of matters there; which will be illuminative to

the reader.

Crown-Princess Domesticities seen in a Flash of

Lightning.

This is another of those tragi-comic scenes, tragic enough

in effect, between Father and Son ; Son now about eighteen,

—^fit to be getting through Oxford, had he been an En'glish

gentleman of private station. It comes jErom the irrefragable

Nicolai ; who dates it about this time, uncertain as to month

or day.

Fritz's love of music, especially of fluting, is already

known to us. Now a certain Quantz was one of his prin-

cipal instructors in that art, and iadeed gave him the last

finish of perfection in it. Quantz, famed Saxon music-master

and composer. Leader of the Court-Band in Saxony, kuig

of flute-players in his day,—(a village-farrier's son from the

Gottingen region, and himself destined to shoe horses, had

not imperative Nature prevailed over hindrances) ;—Quantz,
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ever from Fritz's sixteenth year, was wont to come occa-

sionally, express fi-om Dresden, for a week or two, and give

the young man lessons on the flute. The young man's

Mother, good Queen Feekin, had begged this favour for

him from the Saxon Sovereignties; and pleaded hard for

it at home, or at worst kept it secret there. It was one of

the many good maternities, clandestine and public, which

she was always ready to achieve for liiTiri where possible ;

—

as he also knew full well in his young grateful heart, and

never forgot, however old he grew ! Illustrious Quantz, we
say, gives Fritz lessons on the flute; and here is a scene

they underwent;—they and a certain brisk yoimg soldier

fellow. Lieutenant von Katte, who was there too ; of whom
the reader will tragically hear more in time.

On such occasions Fritz was wont to pull- off the tight

Prussian coat or coatie, and clap himself into flowing brocade

of the due roominess and splendom-,—^bright scarlet dress-

ing-gown, done in gold, with tags and sashes complete;

—

and so, in a temporary manner, feel that there was such a

thing as a gentleman's suitable apparel. He would take

his tausic-lessons, follow his clandestine studies, in that fa^-

vourable dress :—thus Buffon, we hear, was wont to shave,

and put on clean liaen, before he sat down to write, finding

it more comfortable so. Though, again, there have been

others who could write in considerable disorder ; not to say

litter, and palpable imperfection ofequipment: Samuel John-

son, for instance, did some really grand writing in a room

where there was but one chair, and that one incapable of

standing unless you sat on it, having only three feet. A
man is to fit himself to what is round him: but sm-ely a

Cro-wn-Prince may be indulged in a little brocade in his

leisure moments !

—
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Fritz and Quantz sat doing music, an tinlawfiil thing, in

this pleasant, but also unlawful costume ; when Lieutenant

Katte, who was on watch in the outer room, rushes in, dis-

traction in his aspect : Majesty just here ! Quick, double

quick ! Katte snatches the music-books and flutes, snatches

Quantz; htirries with him and them into some wall-press,

or closet for firewood, and stands quaking there. Our poor

Prince has flung aside his brocade, got on his military

coatie; and would fain seem busy with important or in-

different routine inatters. But, alas, he cannot undo the

French hairdressing ; cannot change the graceful French bag

into the strict Prussian queue in a moment. The French

bag betrays him; kindles the paternal vigilance,—alas, the

paternal wrath, into a tornado pitch. For his vigilant sus-

pecting Majesty searches about; finds the brocade articje

behind a screen; crams it, with loud indignation, into the

fire ; finds all the illicit French Books ; confiscates them on

the spot, confiscates all manner of contraband goods ;—and

there was mere sulphurous whirlwind in those serene spaces

for about an hoiir! If his Majesty had looked into the

wood-closet? His Majesty, by Heaven's express mercy,

omitted that. Haude the Bookseller was sent for ; ordered

to carry-off" that poisonous French cabinet-library in mass

;

sell every Book of it, to an undiscerning public, at what

price it will fetch. Which latter part of his order, Haude,

in deep secrecy, ventured to disobey, being influenced there-

to. Haude, in deep secrecy, kept the cabinet-library secm-e

;

and ' lent' the Prince book after book from it, as his Eoyal

Highness required them.

Friedrich, it is whispered in Tobacco - Parliament, has

been known, in his irreverent impatience, to call the Grena-

dier uniform his "shroud (SterbeMttel, or death-clothes);"

VOL. XXIL (Frederick, voL 2.) X
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SO imprisoning to the young mind and body! Paternal

Majesty iias heard this blasphemous rumour; hence doubt-

less, in part, his fury against the wider brocade garment.

It was Quantz himself that reported this explosion to

authentic Nicolai, many years afterwards; confessing that

he trembled, every joint of him, ia the wood-closet, during

that hour of hurricane ; and the rather as he had on ' a red

dress-coat,' which colour, foremost of the flaring colours, he

knew to be his Majesty's aversion, on a man's back.* Of

incomparable Quantz, and his heart-thrilling adagios, we
hope to hear transiently again, underjoyfaler circumstances.

Of Lieutenant von Katte,—a short stout young fellow, with

black eyebrows, pock-marked face, and rather dissolute man-

ners,—we shall not fail to hear.

« Nicolai, Anekdoten (Berlin, 1790), ii. U8.



CHAPTER VIIL

CEOWN-PRnsrCE GETTING BEYOND HIS DEPTH IN TROUBLE,

It is not certain that the late Immiiiency of Duel had much

to do with such explosions. The Hanover Immiuency, which

we likened to a tropical waterspout, or sudden thunderous

blotting-out of the sky to the astonished Gazetteers, seems

rather to have passed away as waterspouts do,—^leaving the

earth and air, if anything, a little refreshed by such crisis.

Leaving, that is to say, the two Majesties a little less dis-

posed for open quarrel, or rash utterance of their ill humour

in time coming. But, iu the mean while, all mutual in-

terests are in a painful state of suspended ajiimation : in

Berlin there is a privately rebelKous Spouse and Household,

there is a Tobacco-Parliament withal j—and the royal miud,

sensitive, ima-giuative as a poet's, aa a woman's, and liable

to transports as of a Norse Baresark, is of uncertaia move-

ment. Such a load of intricacies and exaggerated anxieties

hanging on it, the royal mind goes like the most confdsed

smoke-jack, sure only to have revolutions; and we know

how, afar from Soissons, and at home in Tobacco-Parlia-

ment, the machine is influenced 1 Enough, the explosive

procedures continue, and are on the increasing hand.

Majesty's hunting at Wusterhausen was hardly done,

when that alarming Treaty of Seville came to light (9th

November 1729), France and England ranked by the side

of Spain, disposing of Princes and Apanages at their will,
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and a Kaiser left sitting solitary,—which awakens the do-

mestic whirlwinds at Berlin, among other results. " Can-

aille Anghise, English Doggery !" and similar fine epithets,

addi-essed to Withelmina and the Crown-Prince, fly about;

not to speak of occasional crockery and other missiles.

Friedrich Wnhelm has forbidden these two his presence

altogether, except at dinner : Out of my sight, ye Canaille

Anglaise ; darken not the sunlight for me at all

!

This is in the Wusterhausen time,—Hanover Imminenoy

only two months gone. And Mamma sends for us to have

private dialogues in her Apartment there, with spies out in

every direction to make signal of Majesty's return from his

hunt,—who, however, surprises us on one occasion, so that

we have to squat for hours, and almost get suffocated.^

AVhereupon the Crown-Prince, who will be eighteen in a

couple of months, and feels the indignity of such things,

begs of Mamma to be excused in future. He has much to

suffer from his "Father again, writes Dubourgay in the end

of November :
' it is difficult to conceive the vile stratagems

' that are made use of to provoke the Father against the

' Son.'^ Or again, take this, as perhaps marking an epoch in

the business, a fortnight farther on

:

Deeemher lOWi, 1729. ' His Prussian Majesty cannot bear the

' sight of either the Prince or Princess Eoyal. The other day, he

' asked the Prince :
" Kalkstein makes you English ; does not he ?"

'

Kalkstein, your old Tutor, Borck, Knyphausen, Finkenstein, they are

all of that vile clique !
' To which the Prince answered, " I respect

' the English because I know the people there love me ;" upon which

' the King seized him by the collar, struck him fiercely with his

' cane,' ia fact rained showers of blows upon him ; ' and it was only

' by superior strength,' thinks Dubourgay, • that the poor Prince

1 Wilhelnmia, i. 172. « Dubom-gay, 28th November 1729.
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' escaped worse. There is a general apprehension of something tra-

' gical taking place before long.'

Truly the situation is so violent, it cannot last. And in

effect a wild thought, not quite new, ripens to a resolution

in the Crown-Prince under such pressui-es. In reference to

which, as we grope and guess, here is a Billet to Mamma,
which Wilhelmina has preserved. Wilhelmina omits all

trace of date, as usual; but Dubom-gay, in the above Ex-

cerpt, probably suppHes that defect

:

Friedrich to his Mother (Potsdam, December 1729).

' I am in the uttermost despair. What I had always apprehended

' has at last come on me. The King has entirely forgotten that I am
' his Son. This morning I came into his room as usual ; at the first

' sight of me,' or at the first passage of Kalkstein-dialogue with me,

' he sprang forward, seized me by the collar, and struck me a shower

' of crael blows with his rattan. I tried in vain to screen myself,

' he was in so terrible a rage, almost out of himseK; it was only

' weariness,' not my superior strength, ' that made him give up.'

' I am driven to extremity. I have too much honour to endure

' such treatment ; and I am resolved to put an end to it in one way
* or another.'^

Is not this itself sufficiently tragical? Not the first stroke

he had got, we can surmise ; but the first torrent of strokes,

and open beating like a slave;—which to a proud young

man and Prince, at such age, is indeed iniolevahle. Wilhel-

mina knows too well what he means by * ending it in one

way or another ;' but strives to reassure Mamma as to its

meaning " flight," or the like desperate resolution. " Mere

' Wilhelmina, i. 175.
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violence of the moment," argues Wilhelmina ; terribly aware

that it is deeper-rooted than that.

Flight is not a new idea to the Crown - Prince ; in a

negative form we have seen it present in the* minds of

bystanders: "a Crown-Priaoe determined noi to- fly," whis-

pered they.* Some weeks ago, Wilhelmina writes: 'The
' King's bad treatments began again on his reappearance'

at Potsdam after the BLunting ; ' he never saw my Brother

* without thi-eateniug him with his cane. My Brother told

' me day after day. He would endure everything from the

' King, only not blows ; and that if it ever came to such

' extremity, he would be prepared to deliver himself by
' running off.' And here, it would seem, the extremity has

actually come.

Wilhelmiaa, pitying her poor Brother, but condemning

him on many points, continues:* 'Lieutenant Keith,' that

wild companion of his, ' had been gone some time, stationed

' in Wesel with his regiment.' Which fact let us also keep

in mind. ' Keith's departure had been a great joy to me

;

' in the hope my Brother would now lead a more regular

' life : but it proved quite otherwise. A second favourite,

' and a much more dangerous, succeeded Keith. This was
' a young man of the name of Katte, Captain-Lieutenant in

' the regiment Gens-dHArmes. He was highly connected in

' the Army ; his Mother had been a daughter of Feldmar-

* schall Graf von Wartensleben,'—a highest dignitary of the

last generation. Katte's Father, now a Greneral of distinc-

tion, rose also to be Feldmarschall ; Cousins too, sons of a

Kammer-President von Katte at Magdebm-g, rose to Army

rank in time coming ; but not this poor Katte,—whom let

the reader note

!

' DuTjonrgay (9th August 1729), supra, p. 285. » i. 173, 174.
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' General Katte his Father,' continues WUhelmina, ' had
' gent him to the Universities, and afterwards to travel,

' desiring he should be a Lawyer. But as there was no
' favour to expect out of the Army, the young man found

' himself at last placed there, contrary to his expectation.

' He continued to apply himself to studies ; he had wit,

' book-culture, acquaintance Avith the world ; the good com-

' pany which he continued to frequent had given him polite

' manners, to a degree then rare in Berlin. His physi-

' ognomy was rather disagreeable than otherwise. A pair

' of thick black eyebrows almost covered the eyes of him
;

' his look had in it something ominous, presage of the fate

' he met with : a tawny skin, torn by smallpox, iacreased

' his ugliness. He affected the freethinker, and carried liber-

' tinism to excess ; a great deal of ambition and headlong

' rashness accompanied this vice.' A dangerouis adviser here

in the Berlin element, with lightnings going ! ' Such a fa-

' vouxite was not the man to bring back my Brother from

' his follies. This I learned at our' (Mamma's and my) 're-

' turn to Berlin,' from the Wusterhausen and the Potsdam

tribulations ;—and think of it, not without terror, now that

the extremity seems comiag or come

!



CHAPTER IX.

DOUBLE-MARRIAGE SHALL BE OR SHALL NOT BE.

For one thing, Friedrich WilJbelm, weary of all this English

pother and futility, will end the Double-Marriage specula-

tion ; Wilhelmiaa shall be disposed of, and so an end. Fried-

rich Wilhelm, once the hunting was over at Wusterhausen,

ran across, southward,—to ' Lubnow,' Wilhelmina calls it,

—

to Liibben in the Nether Lausitz,^ a short day's drive ; there

to meet incognito the jovial Polish Majesty, on his route

towards Dresden ; to see a review or so ; and have a Httle

talk with the ever-cheerfal Man of Sin. Grumkow and

Seckendorf, of coui'se these accompany; Majesty's shadow

is not surer.

Review was held at Liibben, Weissenfels Commander-in-

chieftaking charge ; dinner also, a dinner or two, with much

talk and drink ;—and there it was settled, Wilhelmina has

since known, that Weissenfels, Royal Highness in the Ab-

stract, was to be her Husband, after all. Weissenfels will

do; either Weissenfels or else the Margraf of Schwedt,

thinks Friedrich Wilhelm; somebody shall marry the bag-

gage out of hand, and let us have done with that. Grum-

kow, as we know, was very anxious for it; calculating

thereby to cut the ground from under the Old Dessauer,

and make this Weissenfels Generalissimo of Prussia ; a pa-

» 25th October 1729 (FasBmann, p. 404).
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triotic thouglit. Polish Majesty lent hand, always willing

to oblige.

Friedrich Wilhelm, on his return homewards, went round

by Dahme for a night :—not ' Dam,' Princess, there is no

such to-wm or schloss ! Round by Dahme, a little town and

patch of territory, in the Saxon Countries, which was Weis-

senfels's Apanage;— 'where plenty of Tokay' cheered the

royal heart ; and, in such mood, it seemed as if one's Daugh-

ter might do very well in this extremely limited position.

And Weissenfels, though with dark misgivings as to Queen

Sophie, was but too happy to consent: .the foolish creature;

a little given to liquor too ! Friedrich Wilhelm, with this

fine project in his head, drove home to Potsdam ;—and there

laid about him, on the poor Crown-Prince, in the way we
have seen ; terrifying Queen and Princess, who are at Ber-

lin tin Christmas and the Carnival be over. Friedrich Wil-

helm means to see the Polish Majesty again before long,

—

probably so soon as this of Weissenfels is fairly got through

the Female Parliament, where it is like there will be diffi-

culties.

Christmas came to Berlin, and the King with it ; who did

the gaieties for a week or two, and spoke nothing about

business to his Female Parliament. Dubourgay saw him,

at Parade, on New-year's morning; whither all manner of

Foreign Dignitaries had come to pay their respects : " Well,"

cried the King to Dubourgay, " we shall have a War, then,"

—universal deadly tug at those Italian Apanages, for and

against an insulted Kaiser,—"War; and then aU that is

" crooked will be pulled straight !" So spake Friedrich Wil-

helm on the New-year's morning; War in Italy, universal

spasm of wrestle there, being now the expectation of foolish

mankind. Crooked will be pulled straight, thinks Friedrich
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Wilhelm ; and perhaps oertam high Majesties, deaf to the

voice of Should-not, will understand that of Can-not, Excel-

lenz !—Crooked will become straight ? " Indeed if so, your

Majesty, the sooner the better !" I ventttred to answer.^

New-year's day is not well in, and the ceremonial wishes

over, when Friedrich Wilhelm, his miad full of serious do-

mestic and foreign matter, withdraws to Potsdam again;

and therefrom begins fulminating in a terrible manner on

his womankind at Berlin, what we called his Female Par-

liament,—too much given to opposition courses at present.

Intends to have his. measures passed there, in defiance of

opposition; straightway; and an end put to this inexpres-

sible Double-Marriage higgle-haggle. Speed to him! we
will say.—Three high Crises occur, three or even four, which

can now without much detail be made intelligible to the

patient reader: on the back of which we look for some

catastrophe and finis to the Business;— any catastrophe

that win prove a finis, how welcome wiQ it be

!

Wilhelmina to be married out of hand. Crisis First

:

England shall say Yes or say No.

Still early in January, a few days after his Majesty's re-

tmTi to Potsdam, three high Official gentlemen, Coimt Fink

von Finkenstein, old Tutor to the Prince, Grumkow and

General Borck announce themselves one momiag ; " Have

a pressing message from the King to her Majesty."' Queen

is astonished; expecting anything sooner.—"This regards

me, I have a dreading !" shuddered Wilhelmina to Mamma.
" No matter," said the Queen, shrugging her shoulders ; " one

" must have firmness ; and that is not what I shaU want ;"

—

' Dutourgay, 8th January 1730. = Wilhelmma, i. 180.
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and her Majesty went into the Audience-chamber, leaving

Wilhelmina in such tremors.

Finkenstein, a friendly man, as Borck too is, explains

to her Majesty, " That they three have received each a Let-

ter overnight,—Letter from the Kiag, enjoining in the first

place * silence imder pain of death ;' ia the second place,

apprising them that he, the Kiag, -will no longer endm-e

her Majesty's disobedience ia regard to the marriage of his

Daughter, but will banish Daughter and Mother ' to Oranien-

bnrg,' quasi- divorce, and outer darkness, unless there be

compliance with his sovereign will; thirdly, that they are

accordingly to go, all three, to her Majesty, to deliver the

enclosed Royal Autograph" (which Finkensteia presents),

" testifying what said sovereign will is, and on the above

terms expect her Majesty's reply;"—as they have now sor-

rowfully done, Finkenstein and Borck with real sorrow,

Grumkow with the reverse of real.

Sovereign will is to the effect: "Write to England one

other time. Will you at once marry, or not at once; Yea

or No 1 Answer can be here within a fortnight ; three weeks,

even in case of bad winds. If the answer be not Yea at

once ; then you, Madam, you at once choose Weissenfels or

Schwedt, one or the other,—under what penalties you know

;

Oranienburg and worse !"

Here is a crisis. But her Majesty did not want firmness.

"Write to England? Yes, willingly. But as to Weissen-

fels and Schwedt, whatever answer come from England,

—

Impossible !" steadily answers her Majesty. There was much

discourse, suasive, argumentative ; Grumkow ' quoting Scrip-

ture on her Majesty, as the Devil can on occasion,' says

Wilhelmina. Express Scriptures, Wives, he obedient to your

husbands, and the like texts : but her Majesty, on the Scrip-
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ture side too, gave him as good as he brought. " Did not

" Bethuel the son of Milcah,* when Abraham's servant asked

" his daughter in marriage for young Isaac, answer, We leill

" call tlie damsel and inquire of her mouth. And they called

" Rebecca, and said unto her, Wilt thou go with this man ? And
" she said, I will go.'' Scriptm-e for Scripture, Herr von Grum-

kow !
" Wives must obey their husbands ; sm'ely yes. But

" the husbands are to command things just and reasonable.

" The King's procedure is not accordant with that law. He
" is for doing violence to my Daughter's inclination, and

"rendering her unhappy for the rest of her days;—will

" give her a brutal debauchee," fat Weissenfels, so describ-

able in strong language; "a younger brother, who is no-

" thing but the King of Poland's Officer ; landless, and

" without means to live according to his rank. Or can it

" be the State that will profit from such a marriage t If

" they have a Household, the King will have to support

"it.— Write to England; Yes; but whatever the answer

" of England, Weissenfels- never ! A thousand times sooner

" see my child in her grave than hopelessly miserable
!"

Here a qualm overtook her Majesty; for in fact she is in

an interesting state, third month of her time :
" I am not

" well. You should spare me. Gentlemen, in the state I am
" in.—I do not accuse the King," concluded she :

" I know,"

hurling a glance at Grumkow, " to whom I owe all this ;"

—

and withdrew to her interior privacies'; reading there with

Wilhelmina ' the King's cruel Letter,' and weeping largely,

though firm to the death.^

What to do in such a crisis ? Assemble the Female Par-

' Genesis xxiv. 14-5S.

' Wilhelmina, i. 179-182. Dubonrgay has nothing,— prohably had heard

nothing, there being ' silence nnder pain of death' for the moment.
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liament, for one thing : good Madam Finkenstein (old Tutor's

wife), good Mamsell Biilow, Mamsell Sonsfeld (Wilhelmina's

Governess), and other faithful women :—well if we can keep

away traitresses, female spies that are prowling about ; es-

pecially one ' Ramen,' a Queen's soubrette, who gets trusted

with everything, and betrays everything ; upon whom Wil-

helmina is often eloquent. Never was such a traitress ; took

Dubourgay's bribe, which the Queen had advised; and, all

the same, betrays everything,—bribe included. And the

Queen, so bewitched, can keep nothing from her. Female

Parliament must take precautions about the Ramen I—For

the rest, Female Parliament advises two things : 1°. Press-

ing Letter to England; that of com'se, written with the

eloquence of despair : and then 2°- That in case of utter

extremity, her Majesty ' pretend to faU HI.' That is Crisis

First ; and that is then- expedient upon it.

.

Letter goes to England, therefore ; setting forth the ex-

tremity of strait and pinch: "Now or never, my Sister

Caroline!" Many such have gone, fii-st and last; but this

is the strongest of aU. Nay the Crown-Prince too shall

write to his Aunt of England: you, Wilhelmina, draw-out

a fit brief Letter for him : send it to Potsdam, he will copy

it there !® So orders the Mother : Wilhelmina does it, with

a terrified heart; Crown-Prince copies without scruple: 'I

' have already given your Majesty my word of honour never

' to wed any one but the Princess Amelia your Daughter

;

' I here reiterate that Promise, ia case your Majesty will

' consent to my Sister's Marriage,'—should that alone prove

possible ia the present intricacies. 'We are all reduced to

such a state that'—Wilhelmina gives the Letter in full ; but

as it is professedly of her own composition, a loose vague

" Wilhelmina, i. 183.
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piece, the very date of wliich you have to grope out for

yoursel]^ it cannot even count among the several Letters

written by the Crown-Prince, both before and after it, to

the same effect, which are now probably aU of them lost,^

without regret to anybody ; and we wiU not reckon it worth

transcribing farther. Such Missive, such two Missives (not

now found ia any Archive) speed to England by express

;

may the winds be favourable. Her Majesty waits anxious

at Berlin ; ready to take refuge in a bed of sickness, should

bad come to worse.

Dyhourgay strikes a Light for the English Court.

In England, in the mean while, they have received a

curious little piece of secret information. One Reichenbach,

Prussian Envoy at London—^Dubourgay has long mai-veUed

at the man and at the news he sends to Berlin. Here, of

date 17th January 1730, is a Letter on that subject from

Dubourgay, official but private as yet, for ' George Tilson,

Esq.:'— Tilson is Under-Secretary ia the Foreign Office,

whose name often tums-up on such occasions in the Du-

hourgay, the Robinson and other extract Paper-heaps of that

time. Dubourgay dates doubly, by old and new style; in

general we print by the new only, unless the contrary be

specified.

* To George Tilson, Esq. (Private.)

' Berlin, 6th Jan. 1729 (by new styU, 17th Jan. 1730).

' Sir,—^I Taelieve you may remember that we have for a long time

' suspected that most of Eeichenhaoh's Despatches were dictated by

' Trace of one, Copy of Answer from Queen Caroline to what seems to have

heen one, Answer rather of dissnasive tenor, is in State-Paper Office : Prussian

Despatches, vol. xl.,—dateless; frohaWy some months later in 1730.
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' some people here. Afcout two days ago a Paper fell into my hands,'

realised quietly for a consideration, ' containing an Account of money
' charged to the " Brothers Jourdan and Lantiers/' Merchants here,

' by their Correspondent in London, for sending Letters from,' pro-

perly in, or through, ' your City to Eeichenbach.

' Jourdan and Lantiers's London Correspondents are Mr. Thomas
' Greenhill in Little Bell AUey and Mr. John Motteux in St. Mary
' Axe. Mr. Guerin my Agent knows them very well ; having paid

' them several little hiUs on my account :'—^Better ast Mr. Guerin.

' I know not through the hands of which of those Merchants the

' ahove-mentioned Letters have passed ; hut you have ways enou,gh

' to find it out, if you think it "worth "while. I make no manner of

' doubt but Grumkow and his party make use of this conveyance to

' (sic) their instructions to Eeichenbach. In the Account which I

' have seen, " eighteen-penoe" is charged for carrying each Letter to

' Eeichenbach : the charge in general is for " Thirty-two Letters ;"

' and refers to a former Accotint.' So that they must hare been long

at it.

' I am, with the greatest truth,

' DUBOTTEGAY.'

Here is a "trail "which Tilson "wiU have no difficulty in

ruimiag do"Wii. I forget whether it "was in BeU Alley or

St. Mary Axe that the nest "was foiind ; but found it soon

"was, and the due springes were set ; and game came steadily

droppiag-ia,—Letters to and Letters from,— which, when

once his Britannic Majesty had, with reluctance, given war-

rant to open and decipher them, threw light on Prussian

Affairs, and yielded fine sport and speculation in the Bri-

tannic Majesty's Apartment on an evening.

This is no other than the celebrated 'Cipher Con-espond-

ence between Grmnkow and Eeichenbach;' Grumkow co-

vertly instructing his elave Eeichenbach what the London

news shall be : Eeichenbach answering him. To hear is to
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obey ! Correspondence much noised-of in the modern Prus-

sian Books ; and which was, no doubt, very wonderful to

Tilson and Company;— capable of being turned to uses,

they thought. The reader shall see specimens by and by

;

and he will find it unimportant enough, and unspeakably

stupid to him. It does show Grumkow as the extreme of

subtle fowlers, and how the dirty-fingered Seckendorf and

he cooked theu- birdlime : but to us that is not new, though

at St. James's it was. Perhaps uses may lie in it there?

At all events, it is a pretty topic in Queen Caroline's apart-

ment on an evening; and the little Majesty and she, with

various laughters and reflections, can discern, a little. How
a poor King of Prussia is befooled by his servants, and in

what way a fierce Bear is led about by the nose, and dances

to Grumkow's piping. Poor soul, much of his late raging

and growling, perhaps it was only Grumkow's and not his

!

Does not hate us, he, perhaps ; but only Grumkow through

him? This doleful enchantment, and that the Koyal Wild

Bear dances only to tunes, ought to be held in mind, when

we want anything with him.—Those, amid the teheeings,

are reflections that cannot escape Queen Caroline and her

little George, while the Prussian Express, unknown to them,

is on the road.

Wilhelmina to be married out of hand. Crisis Second

:

England shall have said I^o.

The Prussian Express, Queen Sophie's Courier to Eng-

land, made his best speed : but he depends on the winds for

even arriving there ; and then he depends on the chances

for an answer there ; an uncertain Courier as to time : and
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it -was not in the power of speed to keep pace witli Fried-

rich. Wilhelm's impatience. " No answer yetf growls Fried-

rich Wilhelm before a fortnight is gone, "No answerf

—

and January has not ended till a new Deputation of the

same Three Gentlemen, Finkenstein, Borck, Grumkow, again

waits on the Queen, for whom there is now this other mess-

age. 'Wednesday 25th January 1730,' so Dubourgay dates

it; so likewise Wilhelmina, right for once: 'a day I shall

never forget,' adds she.

Finkenstein and Borck, merciful persons, and always of

the EngHsh party, were again profoundly sorry. Borck has

a blaze of temper in him withal; we hear he apprised Grum-

kow, at one point of the dialogue, that he, Grumkow, was

a " scoundrel," so Dubourgay calls it,—which was one un-

deniable truth offered there that day. But what can any-

thing profit ? The Message is :
" Whatever the answer now

be from England, I wiU have nothing to do with it. Nega-

tive, procrastinative, affirmative, to me it shall be zero. You,

Madam, have to choose, for Wilhelmina, between Weissen-

fels and Schwedt; otherwise I myselfwill choose : and upon

you and her will alight Oranienbm-g, outer darkness, and

just penalties of mutiny against the Authority set over you

by God and men. Weissenfels or Schwedt : choose straight-

way." This is the King's message by these Three.

" You can inform the King," replied her Majesty,* " that

" he will never make me consent to render my Daughter

" miserable ; and that, so long as a breath of life (un souffle

" de vie) remains in me, I will not permit her to take either

" the one or the other of those persons." Is that enough?

" For you, Sir," added her Majesty, turning to Grumkow,

" for you, Sir, who are the author of my misfortunes, may
• Wilhelmina, i. 188.

VOL. XXIL (Frederick, voL 2.) 1
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" my CTirse fall upon you and your house ! You have this

" day killed me. But I doubt not, Heaven -wiU hear my
" prayer, and avenge these -wrongs."'—And herewith to a

bed of sickness, as the one refuge left

!

Her Majesty does now, in fact, take to bed at Berlin;

" fallen very ill" it would appear ; which gives some pause

to Friedrich Wilhelm tiU he ascertain. " Poorly, for certain,"

report the Doctors, even Friedrich WOhelm's Doctor. The

humane Doctors have silently given one another the hint;

for Berlin Is one tempest of whispers about her Majesty's

domestic sorrows. "Poorly, for interesting reasons:—per-

haps be worse before she is better, your Majesty !"—" Hmph !"

thinks Friedrich Wilhelm out at Potsdam. And then the

treacherous Ramen reports that it is all shamming ; and his

Majesty, a Bear, though a loving one, is driven into wrath

again ; and so wavers from side to side.

It is certain the Queen held, faster or looser, by her bed

of sickness, as a main refuge in these emergencies : the last

shift of oppressed womankind ;—sanctioned by Female Par-

liament, in this instance. " Has had a miscarriage !" writes

Dubourgay, from Berlin gossip, at the beginning of the

business. Nay at one time she became really ill, to a dan-

gerous length; and his Majesty did not at first believe it;

and then was like to break his heart, poor Bear ; and par-

doned WUhelmiaa and even Fritz, at the Mother's request,

^—till symptoms mended again.-^" Jarni-bleu, Herr Secken-

dorf, ' Grumkow serves us honom-ably (dienet ehrlichy—does

not he !—Ambiguous bed of sickness, a refuge in time of

trouble, did not quite terminate till May next, when her

» Dubonrgay, 28tli January 1730 ; Wilheliniiia, ;. 188 (who suppresses the

aaleaiotoiy part}. '

'» WiJlielmina, i. 207. — -
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Majesty's time came; a fine young Prince the result ;^'- and

this mode of refuge in trouble ceased to be necessary.

Wilhelmina to he married out of Hand. Crisis Third:

Majesty himself will choose, then.

Directly on the back of that peremptory act of disobedi-

ence by the womankind on Wednesday last, Friedrich Wil-

helm came to Berlin himself. He stormfuUy reproached his

Queen, regardless of the sickbed ; intimated the infallible

certainty. That Wilhelmina ncTertheless -would wed without

delay, and that either Weissenfels or Schwedt would be the

man. And this said, he straightway walked out to put the

same in execution.

Walked, namely, to the Mother Margravine of Schwedt,

the lady in high colours. Old Dessauer's Sister; and pro-

posed to her that Wilhelmina should marry her Son.

—

" The. supreme wish of my life, yom- Majesty," replied she

of the high colours :
" But, against the Princess's own wUl,

how can I accept such happiness? Alas, your Majesty, I

never can !"—and flatly refused his Majesty on those terms

:

a thiag Wilhelmina will ever gratefully remember of her.^^

So that the Kiag is now reduced to Weissenfels; and

retm-ns still more indignant to her Majesty's apartment.

Weissenfels, however, it shall be : and frightful rumours go

that he is written to, that he is privately coming, and that

there will be no remedy.^^ Wilhelmina, formerly almost too

florid, is gone to a shadow ;
' her waist hardly half an ell

;'

worn down by these agitations. The Prince and she, if the

" 23d May 1730, August Ferdinand; her last child,

w Wilhelmina, i. 197. "lb.
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King see either of them,—it is safer to riin, or squat behind

screens.

How FriedricJv Prince of Baireuih came to he the Man,

after all.

In this high wind of extremity, the King now on the

spot and ia such temper, Borck privately advises, "That

her Majesty bend a Httle,—^pretend to give-up the English

connexion, and propose a thii-d-party, to get rid of Weissen-

fels."—"What third-party, thenf "Well, there is young

Brandenbm-g-Gulmbach, for example, Heir-Apparent of Bai-

reuth; Friedrich, a handsome enough young Prince, just

coming home from the Grand Tour, we hear; will have a

fine Territory when his Father dies: age is suitable; old

kinship with the House, all money -quarrels settled eight

or ten years ago: why not him?"— "Excellent!" said her

Majesty; and does suggest him to the King, m. the next

Schwedt-Weissenfels onslaught. Friedrich Wilhelm grum-

bles an assent, " Well, then :—^but I will be passive, observe;

not a groschen of Dowry, for one thing !"

—

And this is the first appearance of the young Margraf

Friedrich, Heir-Apparent of Baireuth; who comes in as a

hypothetic figure, at this late stage ;—and will carry-off the

fair prize, as is well known. Still only doing the Grand

Tour; Httle dreaming of the high fortune about to drop

into his mouth. So many wooers, ' fom- Kings' among them,

suing in vain ; him, without suing, the Fates appoint to be

the man.

Not a bad young fellow at all, thougjj no King. Wil-

helmina, we shall find, takes charmingly to him, like a good

female bqvI ; regretless of the Foui* Kings j—finds her own
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safe little island tliere the prettiest in the -world, after such

perils of drowning in stormy seas.—Of his Brandenburg

genealogy, degree of cousinship to Queen Caroline of Eng-

land, and to the lately wedded young gentleman of Anspach

Queen Caroline's Nephew, we . shall say nothing farther,

having already spoken of it, and even drawn an abstruse

Diagram of it," suiBcient for the most genealogical reader.

But in regard to that of the peremptory " Not a groschen

of Dowry" from Friedrich WUhelm (which was but a bark,

after all, and proved the reverse of a bite, from his Majesty),

theremay a word of explanation be permissible.

The Ancestor of this Baireuth Prince Friedrich,—as read-

ers knew once, but doubtless have forgotten again,—^was a

Younger Son ; and for six generations so it stood : not till

the Father of this Friedrich was of good age, and only

within these few years, did the Elder branch die out, and

the Younger, in the person of said Father, succeed to Bai-

reuth. Friedrich's Grandfather, as all these progenitors had

done, lived poorly, like Cadets, on apanages and makeshifts.

So that the young Prince's Father, George Friedrich,

present incumbent, as we may call him, of Baireuth, found

himself,—^with a couple of Brothers he has, whom also we

may transiently see by and by,

—

io. very straitened circum-

stances in their young years. Tlieir Father, son of younger

sons as we saw, was himself poor, and he had Fourteen of

them as family. Now, in old King Friedrich I.'s time, it

became apparent, as the then reigning Margraf of Bakeuth's

children aU died soon after birth, that one of these neces-

sitous Fourteen was likely to succeed in Baireuth, if they

could hold out. Old King Friedrich thereupon said, " You

have chances ofsuccession ; true enough,—but nobody knows

" Antea, vol. i. p. 388fl.
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what will become of that. Sell your chance to me, who
am -ultimate Heir of all : I will give you a round sum,—the

little ' Domain of Weverlingen' in the Halberstadt Country,

and say ' Half-a-Million Thalers;' there you can live com-

fortably, and support your Fourteen Children."— "Done,"

said the necessitous Cousin; went to Weverlingen accord-

ingly; and there lived the rest of his days, till 1708; leav-

ing his necessitous Fourteen, or about Ten of them that

were alive and growing up, still all minors, and necessitous

enough.

The young men, George Friedrich at the top of them,

iept silence in Weverlingen, and conformed to Papa ; having

nothing to live upon elsewhere. But they had their own
thoughts; especially as their Cousin of Baireuth was more

and more likely to die childless. And at length, being in

the Kaiser's service as soldiers some of them, and having

made what interest was feasible, they, early in Friedrich

Wilhelm's reign, burst out. That is to say, appealed to the

Reichshofraih (Imperial Aulic Council at Vienna ; chief Court

of the Empire in such cases) ; openly protesting there, That

their Papa had no power to make such a bargain, selling

their birthright for immediate pottage; and that, in brief,

they would not stand by it at all ;—and summoned Friedrich

Wilhelm to show cause why they should.

Long lawsuit, in consequence ; lengthy law-pleadings,

and much parchment and wiggery, in that.German Triple-

Elixir of Chancery;—little to the joy of Friedaich Wilhelm.

Friedrich Wilhelm, from the first, was fairness itself: "Pay

me back the money; and let it be, in all points, as you

say!" answered Friedrich Wilhelm, from the first. Alas,

the money was eaten; how could the money be paid back?

The Eeichshofrath dubitatively shook its wig, for iyears

:
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"Bargaia bad in Law; but Money clearly repayable: tbe

Money was and is good;— what shall be done about the

Money 1" At length, in 1722, Friedrich Wilhelm, of himself,

settled with this present Margraf, then Heir-Presumptive,

How, by steady slow instalments, it could be possible, from

the revenues of Baireuth, thriftily administered, to pay

back that Half-Million and odd Thalers ; and the now Mar-

graf, ever since his accession in 1726, has been annually

doing it. So that there is, at this time, nothing but com-

posed kinship and friendship between the two Courts, the

little and the big : only Friedrich Wilhelia, especially with

his will crossed in this matter of the Baireuth Marriage,

thinks to himself, " Throw more money into such a gulf?

The 600,000 Thalers had better be got out first!" and says,

he will give no Dowry at all, nor take any charge, not so

much as give away the Bride, but be passive in the matter.

Queen Sophie, delighted to conquer Grumkow at any

rate, is charmed with this notion of Baireuth;, and for a

moment forgets all other considerations: Should England

prove slack and fail, what a resource will Baireuth be, com-

pared with Weissenfels ! And Wilhelmina entering, her

Majesty breaks forth into admiration over the victory, or

half-victory, just gained : What a husband for you this, my
dear,, in comparison ! And as Wilhelmina cannot quite join

in the rapture on a sudden ; and cannot even consent, unless

Papa too give his real countenance to the match. Mamma
flies out upon the poor young Lady:^' "Take the Grand

" Turk or the Great Mogul, then," said the Queen, " and

" follow your own caprice ! I should not have brought so

" many sorrows on myself, had I known you better. Follow

M TOihetaina, i, 201.
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" the King's bidding, then ; it is your own affair. I will no
" longer trouble myself about your concerns ;— and spare

" me, please, the sorrow of your odious presence, for I can-

" not stand it !" Wilhelmina wished to reply, but the answer

was, " Silence ! Go, I tell you !" ' And I retired all in tears.'

'All in tears.' The Double-Marriage- drifting furiously

this long while, in such a sea as neve? was ; and breakers

now close alee,—have the desperate crew fallen to staving-in

the liquor-casks, and quarrelling with one another 1—^Evident

one thing is, her Majesty cannot be considered a perfectly

wise Mother I We shall see what her behaviour is, when

Wilhelmina actually weds this respectable young Prince.

Ungrateful creature, to wish Papa's consent as well as mine

!

that is the maternal feeling at this moment; and Wilhel-

mina weeps bitterly, as one of the unluckiest of young

Ladies.

Nay, her Brother himself, who is sick of this permanent

hm-ricane, and would fain see the end of it at any price,

takes Mamma's part ; and Wilhelmina and he come to high

words on the matter. This was the unkindest cut of all :

—

but, of course, this healed in a day. Poor Prince, he has

his own allowance of insults, disgraces, blows ; has just been

foimd-out in some plan, or suspicion of a plan ; found-out to

be in debt at least, and been half-miraculously pardoned ;

—

and, except in flight, he still sees no deliverance ahead.

Five days ago, 22d January 1730, there came out a Cabinet-

Order (summary Act of Parliament, so to speak) against

' lending money to Princes of the Blood, were it even to

' the Prince-Royal.' A crime and misdemeanour, that shall

now be ; and Forfeiture of the Money is only part of the

penalty, according to this Cabinet-Order. Rumour is, the

Crown-Priuce had purchased a vehicle and appurtenances
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at Leipzig, and was for running off. Certainty is, he was

discovered to have borrowed 1,000 Thalers from a certain

moneyed man at Berlin (money made from French scrip, in

Mississippi Law's time);—which debt Friedrich Wilhehn

instantly paid. " Yom- whole debt, then, is that ? Tell me
the whole !"—" My whole debt," answered the Prince ; who

dm-st not own to about 9,000 other Thalers (1,500?.) he has

borrowed from other quarters, first and last. Friedaich Wil-

hehn saw perhaps some premonition of flight, or of desper-

ate measures, in this business; and was unexpectedly mild:

paid the 1,000 Thalers instantly ; adding the Cabinet-Order

against future contingencies.^^ The Prince was in this hum-

oiu' when he took Mamma's side, and redoubled Wilhelmina's

grief.

Double-Marriage, on the Edge of Shipwreck, flies off a

Kind of Carrier-Pigeon, or NoaKs-Dove, to England,

with Cry for Help.

Faithful Mamsell Biilow consoles the Princess :
" Wait,

I have news that will put her Majesty ia fine humour !"

—

And she really proved as good as her word. Her news is,

Dubourgay and Knyphausen^ in this extremity of pinch, have

decided to send off not letters merely, but a speaking Mes-

senger to the English Court. One Dr. Villa ; some kind of

"English Chaplain" here,^'' whose chief trade is that he

teaches Wilhelmina English; Rev. Dr. Villa, who honours

Wilhelmina as he ought, shall be the man. Is to go in-

stantly ; will explain what the fatal pass we are reduced to

•« Rante, i. 296 ; Porster, &c.

" Wilhelmina, i. 203 ; Dutourgay's Despatch, 28th January 1730.
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is, and whether Princess Withelmina is the fright some re-

present her there or not.

Her Majesty is overjoyed to hear it : who would not be ?

Her Majesty ' writes Letters' of the due vehemency, thinks

Wilhelmina,—dare not write at all, says Dubonrgay;—^but

loads ViUa with presents, with advices ; with her whole

heart speeds him under way. " Dismissed, turned off for

some fault or other,—or perhaps because the Priacess knows

enough of EngUshf so the rumour goes, in Villa's Berhn

circle.

' The Chaplain set out with his despatches,' says Wilhel-

miaa, who does not name him, but is rather eloquent upon

his errand ; ' loaded with presents from the Queen. On
' taking leave of me he wept warm tears. He said, saluting

' ia the English fashion,'—I hope with bended knee, and the

maiden's fingers at his lips,
—' " He would deny his Coun-

' try, if it did not do its duty on this occasion." ' And so

hastened forth on his errand. Like a Carrier-Pigeon sent

in extremity;— like Noah's-Dove ia the Deluge: may he

revisit our perishing Ark with OHve in his bill

!
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CHAPTER I.

ENGLAOT) SENDS THE ESCBLLBNOT HOTHAM TO BERLIN.

Things, therefore, are got to a dead-lock at Berlin: re-

bellioTis Womankind pereniptorily refuse Weissenfels, and

take to a bed of sickness; inexpugnable there, for the mo-

ment. Baireuth is but a weak middle term ; and there are

disagreements on it. Answer from England, afSrmative or

even negative, we have yet none. Promptly affirmative,

that might still avail, and be an honourable outcome. Per-

haps better pause till that arrive, and declare itself?—
Friedrich Wilhehn knows nothiag of the Villa mission, of

the m-gencies that have been used in England : but, in pre-

sent chcumstances, he can pause for their answer.

Majesty and Crown-Prince with him make a Run to

Dresden.

To outward appearance, Friedrich WUhelm, having writ-

ten that message to Baireuth, seems easier in mind
;
quiet

with the Queen; though dangerous for exploding if Wil-

helmiaa and the Priace come in view. Wilhelmina mostly

squats ; Prince, who has to be in view, gets slaps and strokes

' daily (journellement),' says the Priacess,—or almost daily.

For the rest, it is evident enough, Weissenfels, if not got
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passed through the Female Parliament, is thrown-out on

the second reading, and so is at least finished. Ought we
not to make a run to Dresden, therefore, and apprise the

Polish Majesty?

Short run to Dresden is appointed for February 18th ;^

and the Prince-Eoyal, perhaps suspected of meditating some-

thiag, and safer in his Father's company than elsewhere,

is to go. WiLhelmdna had taken leave of him, night of the

17th, in her Majesty's Apartment; and was in the act of

undressing for bed, when,—judge of a young Princess's

terror and surprise,

—

' There stept into the anteroom,' visible in the half-light there, a

most handsome little Cavalier, dressed, not succinctly as Colonel of

the Potsdam Giants, but ' in magnificent French style.—I gave a

' shriek, not knowing who it was ; and hid myself behind a screen.

' Madam de Sonsfeld, my Governess, not less frightened than myself,

' ran out' to see what audacious person, at such undue hour, it could

be. ' But she returned nest moment, accompanying the CavaHer,

' who was laughing heartily, and whom I recognised for my Brother.

' His dress so altered him, he seemed a different person. He was in

' the best humour possible.

' " I am come to bid you farewell once more, my dear Sister,''

' said he : " and as I know the friendship you have for me, I will

" not keep you ignorant of my designs. I go, and do not come back.

" I cannot endure the usage I suffer; my patience is driven to an

" end. It is a favourable opportunity for flinging-off that odious

" yoke ; I will gUde out of Dresden, and get across to England

;

" where I do not doubt I shaU work-out your deliverance too, when
" I am got thither. So I beg you, calm yourself. We shall soon

" meet again, in places where joy shall succeed pur tears, and where

" we shall have the happiness to see ourselves in peace, and free

" from these persecutions."
'^

' FaBsmaun, p. 404. ^ WUhelmina, i. 205.
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Wilhelmina stood stupefied, in silence for some moments

;

—argued long witli her Brother ; finally got him to renounce

those -wild plans, or at least postpone them ; and give her

his word that he would attempt nothing on the present

occasion.

This small Dresden Excursion of February 1730 passed,

accordingly, without accident. It was but the prelude to

a much grander Visit now agreed upon between the neigh-

bouring Majesties. For there is a grand thing in the wind.

Something truly sublime, of the scenic-military kind, which

has not yet got a name ; but shall soon have a world-wide

one,—" Camp of Miihlberg," " Camp of Radewitz," or how-

ever to be named,—which his Pohsh Majesty wiU hold in

those Saxon parts, in a month or two. A thing that will

astonish aU the world, we may hope ; and where the King

and Prince of Prussia are to attend as chief guests.

It was during this brief absence in February, or directly

after Friedrich Wilhelm had returned, that Queen Sophie

had that fit of real sickness we spoke of. Scarcely was his

Majesty got home, when the Queen, rather ambiguous in

her sicknesses of late, fell really and dangerously ill : so

that Friedrich Wilhelm, at last recognising it for real, came

hurrying in fi-om Potsdam ; wept loud and abundantly,

poor man ; declared in private, " He would not sm-vive his

Feekin ;" and for her sake solemnly pardoned Wilhelmina,

and even Fritz,—tiU the symptoms mended.^

How Villa was received in England.

Meanwhile Dr. Villa, in England, has sped not iU. Villa's

eloquence of truth ; the Grumkow-Reichenbach Correspond-

= WUhelmina, i. 306.
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ence in St. Mary Axe : tliese two things produce their effect.

These on the one hand ; and then on the other, certain

questionable aspects of Fleury, after that fine Soissons Ca-

tastrophe to the Kaiser; and certain interior quarrels in

the English Ministry, partly grounded thereon:—"On the

whole, why should not we detach Friedrich Wilhelm firom

the Kaiser, if we could, and comply with a Eoyal SisterV
think they at St. James's.

Political men take some interest in the question ;
" Why

neglect your Prince of Wales 1" grumbles the Public : " It

is a solid Protestant match, eligible for Prince Fred and us
!"

—" Why bother with the Kaiser and his German puddlesf
asks Walpole : " Once detach Prussia from him, the Kaiser

will perhaps sit still, and leave the world and us free of his

Pragmatics and his Sanctions and Apanages."—" Quit ofhim?

German puddlesf answers Townshend dubitatively,—who

has gaiaed favour at head-quarters by goiag deeply into said

puddles ; and is not so ardent for the Prussian Match ; and

indeed is gradually getting into quarrel with Walpole and

Queen Caroline.* These thiags are all favourable to Dr. Villa.

In fact, there is one of those political tempests (dreadful

to the teapot, were it not experienced in them) going on

iu England, at this time,—what we caU a Change of Minis-

try;—daily crisis labom-ing towards fulfilment, or brewing

itself ripe. Townshend and Walpole have had (how many

weeks ago Coxe does not tell us) that meeting in Colonel

Selwyn's, which ended in their clutching at swords, nay

almost at coat-collars :^ honourable Brothers-in-law ; but the

good Sister, who used to reconcile them, is now dead. Their

quarrels, growing for some years past, are coming to a head.

" When the firm used to be Townshend and Walpole, all

* Coxe, i. 332-339. » lb. p. 335.
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" was well ; when it had to become Walpole and Towns-

" hend, all was not well!" said Walpole afterwards.

Things had already gone so far, that Townshend brought

Chesterfield over from the Hague, last Autumn;—a Baron

de Montesquieu, with the Esprit des Lois in his head, sailed

with Lord Chesterfield on that occasion, and is now in Eng-

land ' for two years ;'—^but Chesterfield could not be made

Secretary; industrious Duke of Newcastle stuck so close by

that office, and by the skirts of Walpole. Chesterfield and

Townshend versus Walpole, Colonel Stanhope (Harrington)

and the Pelhams: the Prussian Match is a card in that

game; and Dr. Villa's eloquence of truth is not lost on

Queen Caroline, who in a private way manages, as always,

to rule pretty supreme in it.

There lies in the State-Paper Office,® without date or

signatm-e, a loose detached bit of writing, in scholastic style,

but brief and to the purpose, which is evidently the Memorial

of Villa; but as it teaches us nothing that we do not at

ready know, it need not be inserted here. The. man, we

can perceive farther, continued usefa! in those Official quar-

ters, answering questions about Prussia, helping in the St.-

Maiy-Axe decipherings, and in other small ways, for some

time longer ; after which he vanishes again from all record,

—^whether to teach Enghsh farther, or live on some modi-

cum of pension granted, no man knows. Poor old Dove,

let out upon the Deluge in serge gown : he did bring back

a bit of oHve, so to speak ;—^had the presage but held, as

it did in Noah's case 1

In a word, the English Sovereignties and Ministries have

determined that an Envoy Extraordinary (one Hotham, they

think of), with the due solemnity, be sent straightway to

« Close by Despatch (PnisBian) : ' London, 8th Eehruai7 (o.s.) 1729-30.'

VOL. XXII. (Erederiok, vol 2.) Z
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Berlin; to treat of those interesting matters, and officially

put the question there. Whom Dubom-gay is instructed "to

announce to his Prussian Majesty, with salutation from this

Court. As Dubourgay does straightway, with a great deal

of pleasure.'' How welcome to his Majesty we need not say.

And indeed, after such an announcement (1st March

1730, the day of it), they fell into cheerful dialogue ; and

the Brigadier had some frank conversation with his Ma-

jesty about the 'Arbitration Commission' then sitting at

Brunswick, and European affairs in general. Conversation

which is carefully preserved for us in the Brigadier's Des-

patch of the morrow. It never was intrinsically of much

moment; and is now fallen very obsolete, and altogether

of none : but as a glance at first-hand into the dim old

thoughts of Friedrich Wilhelm, the reader may take it with

him:

' The King said next. That though, we made Kttle noise, yet he

' knew well our design was to kindle a fire in other parts of Lower

' Germany. To which I answered, That if his Majesty would give

' me favouxahle hearing, I could easily persuade him of the peace-

' able intentions of our Allies. " "Well," says he, " the Emperor will

" abandon the Netherlands, and who will be master of them t I see

" the day when you will make France so powerful, that it will be

"difficult to bring them to reason again."

—

Dubourgay: " K the

" Emperor abandoned the Netherlands, they would be governed by

" their own Magistrate, and defended by their own MUitia. As to

" the French, we are too weU persuaded of the benefit of our AUies,

" to
—

" Upon which the King of Prussia said, " It appeared plainly

" we had a mind to dispose as we pleased of Kingdoms and provinces

" in Italy, so that probably our next thought would be to do the

" same in Germany."

—

Dubourgay : " The allotments made in favour

" of Don Carlos have been made with the consent of the Emperor

' Despatcheg : London, 8th Februaiy ; Berlin, 2d March 1730.
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" and the whole Empire. "We could not suffer a longer interruption

" of our commerce with Spain, for the sake of the small difference

" between the Treaty of Seville and the Quadruple Alliance, in regard

" to the Garrison," '—to the iatroducing of Spanish Garrisons, at

once, into Parma and Piacenza ; which was the special thunderbolt

of the late Soissons Catastrophe, or Treaty of Seville.
—

' "WeU, then,''

' says his Prussian Majesty, " you must allow, then, there is an ia-

" fraction of the Quadruple Alliance, and that the Emperor wiU make
" war !" " I hope not," said I :

" but if so, a Ten-years War, in.

" conjunction with the AUies of Seville, never wordd be so bad as

" the interruption of our Commerce with Old and Hew Spain for one

" year.''

' The King of Prussia's notion about our disposing of provinces in

' Germany,' adds Dubourgay, ' is, I believe, an insinuation of Secken-

' dorf, who, I doubt not, has made him believe we intended to do so

' with respect to Berg and Jiilich.'

Very probably :—^but Hotham is getting tinder way, hope-

ful to spoil that game. Prussian Majesty, we see, is not in-

sensible to so much honour ; and brightens into hopefulness

and fine humour ia consequence. What radiancy spread

over the Queen's side of the House we need not say. The

Tobacco-ParHament is like to have a hard task,—^Friedrich

Wilhelm privately is well iucliaed to have his Daughter

married, with such outlooks, if it can be done. The mar-

riage of the Crown-Prince into such a family w6uld also be

very welcome; only— only—There are considerations on

that side. There are reasons; still more there are whims,

feelings of the mind towards an unloved Heir-Apparent

:

upon these latter chiefly he the hopes of Seckendorf and

the Tobacco-ParHament.

What the Tobacco-Parliament's specific insinuations and

deliberations were, in this alarming interim, no Hansard
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gives ns a hint. Faint and timid they needed, at fii-st, to

be ; such imfavourable winds having risen, blowing-off at a

sad rate the smoke of that abstruse Institution.

—

"Jami-

bleu!" snufHes the Feldzeugmeister to himself. But "Si.

Dem est nohiscum," as Grumkow exclaims once to his beau-

tiful Reichenbach, or Nosti as he calls him in their slang or

cipher language, " If God is with us, who can prevail agaiust

usf For the Grumkow can quote Scripture; nay solaces

himself with it, which is a feat beyond what the Devil is

competent to.

Excellency Hotham arrives in Berlin.

The Special Envoy to be sent to Berlin on this inter-

esting occasion is a dignified Yorkshire Baronet ; Sir Charles

Hotham, ' Colonel of the Horse-Grenadiers ;' he has some

post at Court, too, and is stUl in his best years. His Wife

is Chesterfield's Sister ; he is withal a kind of soldier, as we

see ;—a man of many sabre-tashes, at least, and acquainted

with Cavalry-DrUl, as well as the practices of Goldsticks:

his Father was a General Officer in the Peterborough Spanish

Wars. These are his eligibilities, recommending him at Ber-

lin, and to Official men at home. Family is old enough:

Hothams of Scorborough in the East Eiding; old as Wilr-

helmus BastArdus ; and subsists to our own day. This Sir

Charles is lineal Son of the Hothams who lost then- heads

iu the Civil War ; and he is, so to speak, lineal Uncle of the

Lords Hotham that now are. For the rest, a handsome

figm-e, prompt in French, and much the gentleman. So far

has Villa sped.

Hotham got to Berlin on Sunday 2d April 1730. He
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had lingered a little, "waiting to gather-up some skirts of

that Eeichenbach-Grumkow Correspondence, and have them

ready to show in the proper Quarter. For that is one of

the chief arrows in his quiver. But here he is at last : and

on Monday,, he is introduced at Charlottenburg to the Prus-

sian Majesty ; and finds an abundant welcome to himself and

his preliminaries. "Marriage into that fine high Country

(magnijike Land) will be welcome to my Daughter, I believe,

as flowers in May: to me also how can it be other than

welcome!— 'Farther instructions,' you say? Yes, surely;

and terms honourable on both sides. Only say nothing

of it, I had rather tell the girl myself."^ To that frank

purport spoke his Majesty;— and invites the Excellency

Hotham to stay dinner.

Great dinner at Charlottenburg, accordingly; Monday

3d April 1730 : the two English Excellencies Hotham and

Dubourgay, then General Borck, Knyphausen, Grumkow,

Seckendorf and others ;—
' where,' says Hotham, giving Des-

patch about it, ' we all got immoderately drunk.' Of which

dinner there is sordid narrative, fi'om Grumkow to his Nosti

(to his Reichenbach, in cant speech), still visible through

St. Mary Axe, w^ere it worth much attention fi-om us. Pass-

ages of wit, loaded with allusion, flew round the table

:

"A German ducat is change for an English half-guinea,"

and the like sprightly things. Nay at one time, Hotham's

back being turned, they openly drink,— his Majesty in a

state of exhilaration, having blabbed the secret :—" To the

health of Wilhehnina Princess of Wales!" Upon which the

whole Palace of Charlottenburg now bursts into tripudia-

tion; the very valets cutting capers, making somersets,

—

and rushing ojff with the news to Berlia. Observable, only,

« Ranke, i. 284.
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that Hotham and Dubom-gay sat silent in tlie tripudiation

;

with faces diplomatically grave. Several points to be set-

tled first ; no halloing tiU we are out of the wood.

News came to Berlin Schloss, doubtless at fuU gallop,

which would only take a quarter of an hom*. This is Wil-

helmina's experience of it. Afternoon of Monday 3d of

April 1730, in the Schloss of Berlin,—^towards sunset, some

ornamental seam in one's hand :

' I was sitting quiet in my Apartment, busy with work, and some

' one reading to me, when the Queen's Ladies rushed in, with a tor-

' rent of domestics in the rear j who all bawled out, putting one knee

' to the ground, " They were come to salute the Princess of Wales."

' I fairly heheyed these poor, people had lost their wits ; they would

' not cease overwhelming me with noise and tumult, their joy was

' so great they knew not what they did. When the farce had lasted

' some time, they at last told me'—what our readers know. What

the demure Wilhelmina professes she cared next to nothing about.

' I was so httle moved by it, that I answered, going on with my
' work, " Is that all ?" Which greatly surprised them. A while after-

' wards my Sisters and several Ladies came also to congratulate me.

' I was much loved ; and I felt more delighted at the proofs each

' gave me of that than at what occasioned them. In the evening I

' went to the Queen's : you may readily conceive her joy. On my
' first entrance, she called me " her dear Princess of Wales " and

' addressed Madam de Sonsfeld as " Milady." This latter took the

' liberty of hinting to her, that it would be better to keep quiet ; that

' the King having yet given no notice of this business, might be pro-

' voked at such demonstration, and that the least trile could still

' ruin aU her hopes. , The Countess Finkenstein joining her remon-

' strances to Sonsfeld's, the Queen, though with regret, promised to

' moderate herself. '^

This is the effulgent flaming-point of the long-agitated

° Willielmina, i. 215.
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Englisli Match, which we have so often caught in a bitterly

smoking condition. ' The King indeed spoke nothing of

' it to us, on his return to BerKn in a day or two,' says

Wilhelmina; 'which we thought strange.' But everybody

considered it certain, nothing but the details left to settle.

' Hotham had daily conferences with the King.' ' Every post

'brought. letters from the Prince of Wales :' of which WU-
helmina saw several,—^this for one specimen, general purport

of the whole :
' I conjure you, my dear Hotham, get these

' negotiations finished I I am madly in love (amoureux

' eomme un fou), and my impatience is uneq^ualled.'^" WiUiel-

miaa thought these sentiments ' very romantic' on the part

of Prince Fred, ' who had never seen me, knew me only by

'repute:'—and answered his romances and him with tiffs

of laughter, in a prettily fleering manner.

Effulgent flame-point ;—^which was of very brief duration

indeed, and which sank soon into bitterer smoke than ever,

down almost to the choking state. There are now six

weeks of Diplomatic History at the Court of BerKn,-which

end far otherwise than they began. Weeks well nigh inde-

cipherable ; so distracted are they, by black-art and abstruse

activities above ground and below, and so distractedly re-

corded for us ; of which, if it be humanly possible, we must

try to convey some faint notion to mankind.

>« Wilhelmina, i. 218.
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LANGUAGE OF BIRDS : EXCELLENCY HOTHAM PROVES

UNAVAILING.

Already next morning, after tliat grand Dinner at Charlot-

tenburg, Friedrich Wilhelm, awakening with Hs due head-

ache, thought, and was heard saying, He had gone too far

!

Those gloomy looks of Hotham and Dubourgay, on the

occasion; they are a sad memento that our joyance was

premature. The English mean the Double-Marriage ; and

Friedrich Wilhelm is not ready, and never fairly was, for

more than,the Single. " Wilhelmina Princess of Wales, yes

with all my heart; but Friedrich to an English Priacess

—

Hm, na ;"—and in a day more,^ plainly " No." And there it

finally rests ; or if rocked about, always settles there again.

And why. No 1—Truly, as regarded Crown-Prince Fried-

rich's Marriage, the question had its real difiSculties : and

then, still more, it had its imaginary ; and the subterranean

activities were busy ! The witnesses, contemporaneous and

other-, assign Three reasons, or considerations and quasi-

reasons, which the Tobacco-ParUament and Friedrich Wil-

helm's lively fancy could insist upon it till they became

irrefragable

:

First, his rooted discontent with the Crown-Prince, some

even say his jealousy of the Crown-Prince's talents, render it

unpleasant to thialc of promoting him in any way. Second,

natural German loyalty, enlivened by the hope of Jiilich and

• ' Instruction to Ms Ministers, Stli April,' cited by Eanke, i. 285 n.
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Berg, attacliing Friedricli Wilhelm to tlie Kaiser's side of

things, repels Mm with a kind of horror from the Anti-.

Kaiser or French-EngUsh side. " Marry my Daughter, if you

Hke ; I shall be glad to salute her as Princess of Wales ; but

no union in your Treaty-of-Seville operations: in politics

go you your own road, if that is it, while I go mine ; no

tying of us, by Double or other Marriages, to go one road."

Third, the magnificence of those English. " Regardless of

expense," insinuates the Tobacco -Parhament; "they will

send their grand Princess hither, with no end of money

;

brought-up in grandeur to look-down on the hke of us.

She can dazzle, she can purchase: in the end, may there

not be a Crown-Prince Party, capable of extinguishing your

Majesty here in your own Court, and making Prussia a bit

of England ; all eyes being turned to such sumptuous Prin-

cess and her Crown-Priace,—Heir-Apparent, or ' Rising Sun'

as we may call him !"

—

These really are three weighty almost dreadful consider-

ations to a poetic-tempered King and Smoking Parliament.

Out of which there is no refuge except indeed this plain

fourth one :
' No hurry about Fritz's marriage -^ he is but

' eighteen gone ; evidently too young for housekeeping.

'Thirty is- a good time for marrying, "There is, thank

" Grod, no lack of royal lineage ; I have two other Princes,"

'

—and another just at hand, if I knew it.

To air which there is to be added that ever-recurring

invincible gravitation towards the Kaiser, and also towards

JiiKch and Berg by means of him,—well acted on by the

Tobacco-Parhament for the space of those six weeks. Dur-

ing which, accordingly, almost from the first day after that

Hotham Dinner of April 3d, the answer of the royal mind,

=! Friedrich Wilhelm to Eeiohenhach (13th May), infi-a.
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"with superficial fluctuations, always is : " WiUielmina at

once, if you choose; likely enough we might agree about

Crown-Prince Friedrich too, if once all were settled ; but of

the Double-Marriage, at this present time, hore nit,^ I will

have nothing to say." And as the English answer steadily,

"Both or nonel"—meaning indeed to draw Prussia away
from the Kaiser's leadiag-striugs, and out of his present

enchanted condition under the two Black-Artists he has

about him, the Negotiation siaks again into a mere smoking,

and extinct or plainly extiuguishing state.

The Grumkow- iVbsfi Cipher Correspondence might be

reckoned as another efficient cause ; though, in fact, it was

only a big concomitant symptom, much depended onby both

parties, and much disappointing both. In the way of per-

suading or perverting Friedrich Wilhelm's judgment about

England, this deep-laid piece of machinery does not seem

to have done much, if anything; and Hotham, who with

the English Court had calculated on it (on their detection

of it) as the grand means of blowing Grumkow out of the

field, produced a far opposite result on trying, as we shall

see I That was a bit of heavy ordnance which disappointed

everybody. Seized by the enemy before it could do any

mischief; enemy turned it round on the inventor; fired it

oif on the inventor, and—it exploded through the touch-

hole ; singeing some people's whiskers : nothing more !

—

A Peep into the Nosti- Grumkow Correspondence caught

up in St. Mary Axe.

Would the reader wish to look into this Nosti-Grumkow

Correspondence at all ? I advise him, not. Good part of it

' Rauke, i. 285 n.
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still lies in the Paper-Office here ;* likely to be published by

the Prussian Dryasdust in coming time : but a more sordid

mass of eavesdroppings, kitchen-ashes and floor-sweepings,

collected and interchanged by a pair of treacherous Flun-

kies (big bullying Flunky and Httle trembling cringing one,

Grumkow and Reichenbach), was never got together out of

a gentleman's household. To no idlest reader, armed even

with barnacles, and holding mouth and nose, can the stir-

ring-up of such a dustbin be long tolerable. But the amaz-

ing problem was this Editor's, doomed to spell the Event

into clearness if he coiild, and put dates, physiognomy and

outUne to it,^ by help of such Flunky-Sanscrit 1—That Nosti-

Grumkow Correspondence, as we now have it in the Paper-

Office,—^interpretable only by acres of British Despatches,

by incondite dateless helpless Prussian Books (' printed

Blotches of Human Stupor,' as Smelfungus calls them): how

gladly would one return them all to St. Mary Axe, there to

lie through Eternity! It is like holding dialogue with a

Rookery ; asking yom* way (perhaps in flight for life, as was

partly my own case) by colloquy with successive or even

simultaneous Rookeries. Reader, have you tried such a

thing? An adventm-e, never to be spoken of again, when

once done!

Wilhelmina pretends to give quotations' from this sub-

terranean Grumkow-Reichenbach Correspondence; but hers

are only extracts from some description or remembrance;

hardly one word is close to the original, though here and

there some outline or shadow of a real passage is traceable.

What fractional elements, capable of gaining some vestige

' Prussian Despatches, vols. xl. xB. ; in a fragmentary state ; so much of it

as they had caught up, and tried to make use of ;—^far too much.

» Wilhelmina, i. 233-235.
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of meaning when laid together in their cosmic order, I could

pick from the circumambient immensity not cosmic, are here

for the reader's behoof. Let him skip, if, like myself, he is

weary; for the substance of the story is elsewhere given.

Or perhaps he has the curiosity to know the speech of birds'?

With abridgment, by occasional change of phrase, above all

by immense omission,—^here, in specimen, is something like

what the Rookery says to poor Friedrich Wilhelm and us,

through St. Mary Axe and the Copyists ia the Foreign

Office I Friedrich Wilhelm reads it (Hotham gives him

reading of it) some weeks hence; we not till generations

afterwards. I abridge to the utmost ;—^will mark in double

commas what is not Abridgment but exact Translation ;

—

with rigorous attention to dates, and my best fidelity to

any meaning there may be

:

To Nosti (the so-called Excellenz Reichenbach) in London

:

Grumkow from Berlin loquitur, Eeioheii'bach. listening with both his

ears (words caught up in St. Mary Axe).

Berlin, 3d March 1730, ' The time has now come when Eeichen-

' hach must play his game. Let him write that the heads of the

' Opposition, who play Austria as a card in Parliament, " are in con-

" stemation, Walpole having hinted to them that he was about to

" make friends with the King of Prussia ;" " that by means of cer-

" tain ministers at Berhn, and by other subterranean channels (autres

" souterrains), his Prussian Majesty had been brought to a disposition

" of that kind" ' (Knyphausen, Borck and others will be much obhged

to Eeiehenbach for so writing !),
' That Eeiohenbach knows they ia-

' tend sending a Minister to BerHn ; but is certain enough, as perhaps

' they are, his Prussian Majesty wiU not let himself be lured or

' caught in the trap : but that the very rumour of its being possible

' for him to change' from Austria, ' would be an iniinite gain to the
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' English Ministry,'—salvation of them, in fact, in the Parliamentary

cockpit. ' That they had already given-out in the -way of rmnour^

' How Sure they were of the Court of Berlin whenever it came to the

* poiat. That Eeichenbaoh had tried to learn from 73* what the real

' result from BerHn was ; and did not think it much, though the

' Walpole people,' aU hanging so perilously upon Prussia for their

existence, " affected a great gaiety ; and indeed felt what a gaiu. it

" was even to have renewed the Negotiation with his Prussian Ma-
" jesty." Here is a King likely to get himseK illuminated at first-

hand upon English affairs ; by Ministers lyiag abroad for him, and

lying at home !

—

" And so the King," concludes Grumkow, " wiU think Eeichen-

" bach is a witch (sorcier) to be so well informed about aU that, and

" will redouble the good opinion he has of Eeichenbach. And so, if

" Eeichenbach second my ideas, we wiU pack Borck and Knyphausen

" about their business ; and wiU. do the King faithful service,"

—

having, some of us, our private 500Z. a-year from Austria for doing it.

" The Bang perceives only too weU, that the Queen's sickness is but

" sham (momerie) : judge of the effect that has ! I am yours entirely

" (tout a vous). I wait in great impatience to hear your news upon

" aU this : for I inform you accurately how the land lies here ; so

" that it only depends upon yourseK to shine, and to pass for a

" miracle of just insight,"

—

'sorcier' or witch at guessing mysteries,

Grumkow calls it again. He continues in another Missive

:

Berlin, 7th March. (Let us give the original for a Hue or two) :

" Queen Sophie wUl soon rise from her bed of sickness, were this

" marriage done ; La Mhre du Prinae-Royal affects toujours d^Stre

" Men mal; mais des que Vaffaire entre le. Prince de.Galles et la

" Princesse-Royale sera faite, on la verra bientdt sur j^ed." ' It wiU.

' behove that Eeichenbach signify to the Prince-Eoyal's Father that

' aU this affair has been concocted at Berlin, with Borck and by 71*

* with Knyphausen and 103.* That they never lose sight of an

* alliance with the English Princess and the Prince of Prussia ; and

' flatter themselves the Priuce-Eoyal of Prussia wUl accompany the

* An Indecipherable.
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' Princeas-Eoyal,' Wilhelmma, ' on her marriage ttere.' ' In a word,

' that all turns on this latter point,' marriage of the P«'wce-Eoyal as

well ; and ' that ViUa has given so favourable a desoriptioii of this

' Prince, that the English Priucess will have him. at what price soever.

' Ifosti can also allege the affair of 100,'—whom we at last decipher

to he Lord Harrington, once Colonel Stanhope, of Soissons, of the

Madrid Embassy, of the descent on Vigo ; a distinguished new Lord,

with whom Newcastle hopes to shove-out Townshend,—' Lord Har-

' rington, and the division among the Ministers :'—great question.

Shall the firm be Townshend and Walpole, or Walpole and Towns-

hend ? just going on ; brewing towards decision ; in which the Prus-

sian Double-Marriage is really a kind of card, and may by Nosti be

represented as a trump card.

' The whole Town of Berlin said. This YiUa was dismissed by

' order of the "King, for he taught the eldest Princess English : but

' I see well it was Borck, 107,* Knyphausen and Dubourgay that

' dispatched him, to give a true picture of the situation here. And
' if Nosti has written to his Majesty to the same effect as he does to

' his Friend' (Despatch to Majesty has not yet come under Friend's

eye), ' on the Queen of England's views about the Prince-Eoyal of

' Prussia, it will answer marvellously [cela vient a merveille). I have

' apprised Seokendorf of aU that Nosti writes to me. " For the rest,

" Nosti may perfectly assure himself that the King never wUl aban-

" don Eeichenbach ; and if the Prince-Eoyal," sudden Fate inter-

fering, "had the reins in his hand,—in that case, Seckendorf promises

" to Eeichenbach, on the part of the Kaiser, all or more than all he

" can lose by the accession of the Prince. Monsieur Eeichenbach

" may depend upon that."*

* An Indecipherable.

" Prussian Despatolies, vol. xl. The second of these two Letters is copied,

we perceive, by Villa ; who transmits it to Hotham's Secretary at Berlin, with

great hopes from it. Letter ' unsigned,' adds ViUa (point signie). rirst was

transmitted by Townshend.-—Following are transmitted by &c. &c. It is in

that way they have got into the State-Paper Office,—as Enclosures in the vari-

ous Despatches that carried them out to Berlin to serve as Diplomatic Ammuni-

tion there.
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Slave Reichenbacli at London, when this missive comes

to hand, is busy copying scandal according to former in-

structions for behoof of his Prussian Majesty, and my Ba-

shaw Grumkow ; for example

:

To the Herr Grumkow at Berlin

:

Excellenz Eeichenbacli loquitur ;—snatched in St. Mary Axe.

London, 10th March 1730. * * ' Eeichenbach has told his

' Prussian Majesty today by a Courier who is to pass through Brussels'

(Austrian Kinsky's Courier, no doubt), ' what amours tbe Prince of

' Wales,' dissolute Pred, ' has on hand at present with actresses and

' opera-girls. Tbe King of Prussia will undoubtedly be astonished;

' Tbe affair merits some attention at present,'— especially from an

Excellenz hke me.

\_Missive (body of important Gramtow Instructions just read by

us) comes to Jiand.li

London, lUh March 1730. " Eeichenbach wiU write by the first

" Ordinary" (so they name Post, in those days) " all that Grumkow
" orders. Eeichenbach sees well, tbey mean to play the deuce here

" (jouent le diahle a guatre id) : but Eeichenbach will tell his Prus-

" sian Majesty what Grumkow finds fit." Good Excellenz Eeichen-

bach " flatters himself the King wiU remain firm, and not let his

" enemies deceive him. If Grumkow and Seckendorf have oppor-

" tunity they may tell his Prussian Majesty that the whole design

" of this Court is to render his Country a Provhice dependent on

" England. When once the Princess-Eoyal of England shaU be

" wedded to the Prince-Eoyal of Prussia, the English, by that means,

" will form such a party at Berhn, that they wiU altogether tie his

" Prussian Majesty's hands.'' A comfortable piece of news to his

Prussian Majesty in Tobacco-Parhament. " Eeichenbach wiU. assur-

" edly be vigilant ; depend on his answering Grumkow always by

" the first post."
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Continues;—turning his rook-bUl towards Majesty now
Same date (14th March), same time, place and bird

:

To liis Prussian Majesty (from Excellenz Reichenbach).

* " P.S. I had closed this Letter wheii a person of confidence

" came in'' (the fact heing, my Grumkow's Missive of instructions

came in, or flgniatively spealdng, my Grumko-w himself), " and un-

" dertook to give me in a few days a thorough insight into the in-

" trigues which are concealed under the sending of this new Minister,"

Hotham, " to Berlin ; which, and how they have heen concocted, he
" says, it will astonish me to hear. Of all this I shall immediately

" inform your Majesty in a letter of my own hand ; being ever eager

" to serve your Majesty alone."

Hotham is now faii-ly gone, weeks ago ; concluded to be

now in Berlin,—to the horror of both rooks. Here is a croak

from Nosti

:

To the Herr Grwnikow at Berlin.

London, April 1730. * * ' Hotham is no such conjuror as they

' fancy in Berhn ;—singular enough, how these English are given to

'undervalue the Germans; whilst we in Germany overvalue them'

(avom une idee trop vaste, they trap petite). " There is, for instance,

" Lord Chesterfield, passes here for a fair-enough kind of man (bon

" homme), and is a favourite with the Eing'' (not with Walpole or

the Queen, if Nosti knew it) ; " hut nobody thinks him such a pro-

" digy as you all do in Germany,"—^which latter bit of Germanism

is an undoubted fact j curious enough to the English, and to the Gerr

mans that now read in extinct Books.

Hotham, as we said, got to Berlin on the 2d of April.

From Berlin comes thereupon, at great length, sordid de-
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ecription by Grumkow, of that initiatory Hotham Dinner,

April Third, with fearful details of the blazing favour Ho-

tham is in. Which hie Majesty (when Hotham hands it to

him, in due time) will read with painful interest; as Reichen-

bach now does ;—^but which to us is all mere puddle, omis-

sible in this place.

To which sad Strophe, there straightway follows due

Antistrophe, Eeichenbach croaking responsive ;—and we are

to note, the rooks always speak in the third person and

by ambiguous periphrasis; never once say "I" or "You,"

unless forced by this Editor, for brevity's sake, to do it.

Reichenbach fi-om his perch thus hoarsely chants

:

To the Herr Grumhow at Berlin.

London, llth April. " Eeidienbaoli est eoup-de-foudre,—is struck

" by lightning,—to liear tliese Berlin news ;"—and expresses, in the

style of a whipt dog, his sorrows, uncertainties and terrors, on the

occasion. ' Struck with lightning. Feel myself quite ill, and not in

' a condition to write much today. It requires another head than

' mine to veer round so often {changer si souvent de systhne). In

' line, Nosti est au lout de son latin' (is at his wit's end, poor devil)

!

' Both Majesties have spoken openly of the favourable news from

' Berlin ; funds rose in consequence. New Minister' (Walpole come

to the top of the Firm, Townshend soon to withdraw, impatient of

the bottom) ' is aU-powerful now : tempora, mores P ' I receive

' universal congratulations, and have to smile' in a ghastly manner.

' The King and Queen despise me. I put myself in their way last

' Levee, bowing to the ground ; but they did not even condescend to

' look.' "Notre grand petit-maitre," Uttle George, the Olympian Jove

of these parts, ' passed on as if I had not been there.' " Chesterfield,

" they say, is to go, in great pomp, as Ambassador Extraordinary,

" and fetch the Princess over. And"—Alas, in short, Once I was

hap-hap-happy, but now I'm meeserable

!

VOL. S2II. (Frederick, vol. 2.) AA
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London, \Uh April. ' Slave Eeichenbacli cannot any longer write

' secret Letters to Ms Prussian Majesty according to the old strain, of

' your prescribing ; but must stand by his vacant Official Despatches

:

' the scene being entirely changed, he also must change his manner
' of writing"—poor knave. ' He will have to inform his Majesty, how-
' ever, by and by, though it is not safe at present,'—^for example,

—

" That his Britannic Majesty is becoming from day to day more hated

" by all the world ; and that the Prince of Wales is no longer liked

" by the Public, as at first ; because he begins to give himself airs,

" and takes altogether the manners of his Britannic Majesty, that is

" to say of a puppy {petit^aUre) ; let my Amiable" (Grumkow) "be
" aware of that"

—

Yes, let him be aware of that, to his comfort,—and still

more, and aU readers along with him, of what follows

:

" Eeichenbach likewise with great confidence informs the Greatest

" Confidant he has in the world" (same amiable Grumkow), " that he

" has discovered withia this day or two," a tremendous fact, known

to our readers some time ago, " That the Prince-Eoyal of Prussia has

" given his written assurances to the Queen here, Never to marry

" anybody in the world except the Princess Amelia of England,

" happen what wUl" (Prussian Majesty will read this with a terrible

interest ! Much nearer to him than it is to us). " In consideration

" of which Promise the Queen of England is understood," falsely, " to

" have answered that they should, at present, ask only the Princess-

" Eoyal of Prussia for their Prince of Wales,'' and let the Double-

Marriage he, seemingly, as his Prussian Majesty wishes it. " Mon-
" sieur de Eeichenbach did not speak of this to his Prussian Majesty;

" feeling it too dangerous just now.

—

" Lord Townshend is still at his place in the country" (Eainham

in Norfolk) :
" but it is said he wiU soon come to Town : having

" heard the great news that they had already got his Prussian Majesty

" by the nose. Eeichenbach forgets if he abeady told Grumkow that

" the rumour runs, Lord Chesterfield, in quaUty of Ambassador to
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" Berlin, is to bring tlie Princess "Wilhelinina over hither :"—you

did already, poor confused -wretch ; unusually bewildered, and under

frightful eclipse at present.

Continues after four days

:

AprillSth. * * ' Lord Stratford' (to me an unknown Lordship)

'and Heads of Opposition would like to ascertain what Hotham's

' offer to the King of Prussia is.'

Truly, yes; they mean to ask in Parliament (as poor gamblers

in that Cockpit are wont), " And why did not you make the offer

sooner, then ? Friendship with his Prussian Majesty, last year, would

have saved the whole of that large "Waterspout about the Meadows

of Clamei ! Nay need we, a few months ago, iave spent such loads

of gold subsidising those Hessians and Danes against him? The

treasures of this Country go a strange road, Mr. Speaker ! What is

the use of our industries and riches ?" Heavens, yes, what ! But we

continue to excerpt and interpret

:

Eeichenbach ' has said nothing of this to his Prussian Majesty,

' Eeichenbach has not ; too dangerous in our present downpressed

' state :—though amazingly exact always in news, and attached to

' his Prussian Majesty as mortal seldom was. Need he fear their

' new Hotham, then 1 Does not fear Hotham, not he him, being a

' man so careful of truth in his news. Dare not, however, now send

' any intelligence about the Eoyal Family here ; Prussian Majesty

' having ordered him not to write gossip Hke a spiteful woman

:

' What is he to do ? Instruct him, my Amiable.

' Know, for the rest, and be aware of it, Amiable, that Queen

' Caroline here is of opinion. The Amiable Grumkow should be con-

' ciliated ; and that Queen Sophie and Hotharn are understood to

' have been trying it. Do not abandon me, Amiable ; nay I know
' you will not, you and Seokendorf, never, though I am a poor man.

' Have found out a curious story, Mstoire fort curieuse,—about

' one of Prince Fred's amourettes.' Story which this Editor, in the

name of the whole human species, will totally suppress, and sweep

into the cesspool, to herald Eeichenbach thither. Eicept only that

'
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this corollary by the Duchess of Kendal may be appended to the

thing

:

' Duchess of Kendal,'—Hop-pole Emerita, now gone to devotion,

whom -we know, piously turns-up her eyes at such doings,—' thinks

' the Princess "Wilhelmina will have a bad life of it with Fred, and
' that she " will need the wisdom of Solomon to get on here." Not
* a good bargain, this Prince Fred and his Sister. A dissolute fellow

' he, not liked by the Public' (I should hope). " Then as to Princess

" Amelia, she, who was always haughty, begins to give herself airs

" upon the Prince-Eoyal of Prussia ; she is as ill-tempered as her

" Father, and still more given to backbiting {jplvs raillevse), and will

" greatly displease the Potsdam Majesty."

These are cheering thoughts. ' But what is to become of Nosti ?

' Faithful to his Grumkow, to his Seckendorf—to his pair of sheep-

' stealers, poor dog. But if trouble rise ;— at least do not hang
' me, ye incomparable pair !'

—

The Hotham Despatches.

Slave Nosti's terrors, could lie see behind the scenes, are

without foimdation! The tremendous Hotham Negotiation,

all ablaze at that Charlottenbm-g Dinner, is sunk low enough

into the smoking state, threatening to go out altogether.

Smoke there may still be, perceptible vestiges of smoke;

which indeed, for a long time, fitfully continued : but, at the

time while Nosti, quaking in every joint of him, wi-ites these

terrors, Hotham perceives that his errand is vain ; that pro-

perly there has as good as extinction supervened. April 3d

was the flame-point ; which lasted in its brightness only for

a few days or hours, April is not gone, or half gone, when

flaming has quite ceased, and the use of bellows, never so

judicious, is becoming desperate : and long before the end

of May, no red is to be seen in the affair at all. and the very

bellows are laid down-
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Here are the epochs : riddled out of such a mass of ex-

tinct rubbish as human nature seldom had to deal with ;

—

here are certain extracts in a greatly condensed state, from

the authentic voluminous Hotham Despatches and Responses;

which may conveniently interrupt the Nosti Babble-

ment at this point.

To iny Lord TownsJiend at London

:

Excellency Hotham loquitur (in. a greatly condensecl form).

Berlin, 12th April 1730. * * 'Of one or two noteworthy points

' I have to apprise your Lordship. So soon as his Majesty was sober,

' he found that he had gone too far at that grand dinner of Monday
' 3d; and was in very bad humour in conseq[uence. Crown-Prince has

' written from Potsdam to his Sister, " No douht I am left here lest

" the English wind get at me (de peur que le vent anglais lie me
" iouchdty Saw King at Parade, who was a little vague ; " is giving

" matters his consideration." Majesty has said to Borck and Knyp-

' hausen, " If they want the Douhle-Marriage, and to detach me from

" the Kaiser, let them propose something about Jtilich and Berg."

' Sits the wind in that quarter ? King has said since, to one Marschall,

' a Private-Secretary who is in our interest :
" I hate my Son, and my

" Son hates me : we are best asunder ;—^let them make him Statthdlter

" (Vice-regent) of Hanover, with his Princess !" Commission might

' be made-out in the Princess Amelia's name
; proper conditions fixed,

' and so on:—Knyphausen suggests it could be done. Knyphausen

' is true to us : but he stands alone' (not alone, but cannot much

help) ; ' does not even stir in the Nosti or St.-Mary-Axe Affair as

'yet'

Prince Friedi'ich to be Statthalter in Hanover with his

English Princess? That would save the expense of an

Establishment for him at home. That has been suggested

by the EJnyphausen or English party: and no doubt it
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looked flattering to his Prussian Majesty for moments. This

may be called Epoch first, after that grand Charlottenburg

Dinner.

Then as to the Nosti Affaii-, in which Knyphausen * does

not stir as yet,'—the fact is,. it was only put into Knyp-

hausen's hands the day before t/e«ferc?ay, as we soon discover;

and Knyphausen is not so sure about it as some are ! That

Hotham Despatch is of Wednesday 12th April. And not

till yesterday could Guy Dickens report performance of the

other important thing. Captain Guy Dickens, a brisk handy

military man. Secretary to Dubourgay this good while past,

' Has duly received from Head-quarters the successive Nosti-

' Grumhow documents, caught-up in St. Mary Axe ; has now
' delivered them to Knyphausen, to be laid before his Prus-

' sian Majesty in a good hour; and would fain (Tuesday

' April 11th) hope some result from this step.' Not for

almost a month does Hotham himself say anything of it to

the Prussian Majesty, good hour for Knyphausen not having

come. But now, in regard to that Hanover Statthaltership,

hear Townshend,—condensed, but not nearly so much so,

my Lord being a succinct man who sticks always creditably

to the point

:

To the Excellency Hotham at Berlin (from Lord Townshend).

London, 27fh April. ' Yes, you shall have the Hanover Vice-

* regency. We wiU set-up the Crown-Prince !Friedrich in Hanover

' as desired ; hut will give the Commission to our own Princess, that

' being more convenient for several reasons : Crown-Prince, fuither-

' more, must promise to come over to England when we require him

;

* item may repay us our expenses hereafter. As to Marriage-Portions,

' we will give none with our Princess, nor ask any with theirs. Both

' marriages or none.' And so enough.
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Alas, notliing came of this ; Prussian Majesty, in spite

of thrift, perceiving that, for several reasons, it wotild not

do. Meanwhile Grrumkow, we learn from a secret source,^

has been considerably courted by Hotham and her Prussian

Majesty; Queen Caroline having signified from England,

That they ought to gain that knave,—what price did he

charge for himself? But this also proves quite unavailing

;

never came to pricing. And so,—^hear Hotham once more

:

To Lord Townshend at London (from Excellency Hotham).

Berlin, 18th April. * * ' Grumkow is a thorn in my side : one

' woiald like to do Tn'm some service in return.' " Canaot you stop an

" Original Letter of his" (we have only deciphered Copies as yet) to

that Eeichenhach or Nosti, " strong enough to break his back ?"

—

They will try. Hotham continues ia next Despatch :

Berlin, lid April. ' Diued with the King again ; Crown-Prince

' was present : dreadfully dejected,—" at which one cannot help being

" moved; there. is something so engaging in the Prince, and every-

" body says so much good of him." ' Hear Hotham ! Who again,

three days after, says of oui Pritz :
" If I am not much mistaken, this

" young Prince will one day make a very considerable figure." ' Wish

' we could manage the Marriage ; but this Grumkow, this'—Cannot

they contrive to send an Onginal strong enough ?

Alas, from the same secret source we learn, within a

week, that Grumkow's back is very strong; the Tobacco-

ParHament in full blast again, and Seckendorf's Comiers

galloping to Vienna with the best news. Nay his Majesty

looks expressly 'sour upon Hotham,' or does not look at

all; will not even speak when he sees him;—for a reason

' Nosti, supra (18th April), p. 355 ; infra, p. 362.
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we shall hear.* Can it be thought that any liberality in use

of the bellows or other fii-e-implements will now avail with

his Majesty?

Second and last Peep into the Nosti- Grumkow Corre-

spondence caught-up in St. Mary Axe.

But at this point let our Two Rooks recommence a little:

Nosti, on the 18th, we left quaking in every joint of him ;

—

and good news was almost at the door, had afflicted Nosti

known it. Grumkow's strain (suppressed by us here), all

this while, is in general, almost ever since the blaze of

that Hotham Dinner went off into repentant headache

:

" Pshaw, don't fear !" Nay after a fortnight or so, it is

again : " Steady ! we are all right 1" Tobacco-Parliament

and the Royal Imagination making such progress. This,

is still but the third week since that grand Dinner at Char-

lottenburg

:

To the Excellenz Reiclienhach at London (from Grumkow).

Berlin, .22d April. " King wants to get rid of the Princess" Wil-

lielmina, " who is grown lean, ugly, with pimples on her face (qui

" est devenue maigre, laide, eouperosee,"^—dog : will nobody horse-

whip that He out of him !)
— "judge what a treat that will he to a

" Prince of Wales, who has his amourettes !" AU is right, Nosti, is

it not?

Berlin, 25th April. ' King declared to Seckendorf yesterday

' again, He might write to the Kaiser, That while he Uved, nothing

' should ever part his Majesty from the Kaiser and his Cause

;

' that the French dare not attack Luxembourg, as is threatened

;

« Nosti, infra (29th April), p. 362.

" This is one of the Bentenoes Wilhelmina has got hold of (Wilhelmina, i.

234).
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* and if they do— ! Upon which Seotendorf dispatched a Courier

' to Vienna.

' As to Hotham, he explains himseK upon nothiug,'—stalks ahout

with his nose in the air, as if there were nothing farther to be ex-

plained. ' I spoke yesterday of the Single Match, "WUhelmiaa and

' Prince of "Wales ; King answered, even of the Single Match, Devil

' fly away with it
!'—or a still coarser phrase.

" Meanwhile the Queen, though at the end of her eighth month,

" is cheery as a fish in water j^" and always forms grand projects

" of totally ruining Seckendorf, hy Knyphausen's and other help."

' Hotham yesterday, glancing at Nosti no douht, said to the Sieur de

' Potsdam! (cant phrase for the King), '"That great Princes were

" very unlucky to have ministers that durst not show themselves in

" good society ; for the result was, they sent nothing hut false news

" and rumours picked-up in coffee-houses."
'

' Coffee-houses f answers Reiclienbacli, by and by : "Eeich-

" enbach is in English society of the first distinction, and

" receives visits from Lords and Dukes. This all the world

" knows"—to be nothing like the case, as Townshend too

has occasionally mentioned.

At any rate, continues Grumkow, 'the Queen's Husband said,

' aside, to Nosti's Friend, " I see he is glancing at Eeichenbach ; but

" he won't make much of that (cynically speaking, we fera que, de

" Veau elaire)." Hotham is by no means a man of brilliant mind,

' and his manners are rough : but Ginkel,' the Dutchman, ' is cleverer

- (jplus souple), and much better liked by ISTosti's Master.'

Antibtbophb soon follows; London Baven is himself again;

—

ITosti loquitur

:

London, '2,5th April. * * ' King has written to me, I am to report

' to him any talk there may be in the Court here about his Majesty ?

' My Amiable and his Seckendorf, need they ask if Nosti will, and

' in a way to give tliem pleasure f * *

10 WiUxelmina has tliis too, in a disflgiirefl state (i. 233).
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Strophe (allegro by the Berlin Eaven or Eook, who has not yet

heard the ahove) ;—Grumkow loquitur

:

Ber'lin, l^th April. * * ' Wrong not to write entertaining news

' of the English Court as heretofore. King likes it.

' What you say of the Prince-Eoyal of Prussia's writing to the

' Queen of England, is very curious; and you did weU to say nothing

' of it to the Father ; the thing heing of extreme delicacy, and the

' proof difficult. But it seems likely. And I insinuated something

' of it to his Majesty, the day before yesterday' (27th April 1730,

therefore 1 One momentary glance of Hansard into the Tobacco-

Parliament), ' as of a thing I had learned from a spy" (such my pre-

»tence, Nosti)—spy 'who is the intimate friend of EJnyphausen

' and plays traitor : you may fancy that it struck terribly.' Yes

!

' And his Majesty has looked sour upon Hotham ever since ; and

' passed above an hour in coUoquy with Seckendorf and me, in sight

' both of English Hotham. and Dutch Ginkel without speaking to

' them.

' It was true enough what Nosti heard of the Queen's fair speeches,

' and Hotham's, to the Friend of Ifosti. But it is all ended : the

' Queen's, weeks ago, being in vain : Hotham too, after some civilities,

' seems now indifferent. " Enfin" {' afin' he always writes it, copying

the indistinct gurgle of his own horse-dialect)
—" Afln filouterie tout

pure^^ (whole of it thimblerig, on their part).

' Admirable story, that of Prince Ered's amourette' (sent to the

cesspool by us, herald of Eeichenbach thither): 'let his Majesty know
' it, by all means. What the Duchess of Kendal' (lean taU female

in expensive brocades, with gUt prayerbooks, visible in the body to

Nosti at that time), * what the Duchess of Kendal says to you is per-

' fectly just; and as the Princess WiLhelmina is very ill-looking' (laide,

—how dare you say so, dog ?),
' I believe she will have a bad life of

' it, the Prince of Wales being accustomed to daintier meats. Yes

' tnily, she will, as the Duchess says, " need to be wiser than Solo-

" mon" to conciliate the humours down there (la has) with the genius

' of his Prussian Majesty and Queen.—" As for your Princess Amelia,

" depend upon it, whild the Commandant of Potsdam lives, she will
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" never get liold of the Prinee-Eoyal, thougli he is so furiously taken

" with the Britannic Majesties."
'

[ContiuTies ; ia answer to a Nosti " Caw ! Caw !" which we omit.]

Berlin, 2d May. ' Wish you had not told the King so positively

' that the JInglish say, it- shall he Douhle Match or none. Hotham
' said to the Swedish Ambassador :

" Eeichenhach, walking in the

" dark, would give himself a fine knock on the nose (aurait un furieux

" pied de nez), when," or if,
" the thing was done quite otherwise."

' Have a caution what you write.'

Pooli, pooli ! Hotham must have said " if," not " when ;"

Swede is quite astray !—^And indeed we will here leave off,

and shut-down this magazine of rubbish ; right glad to wash

ourselves wholly from it (in three waters) forevermore. Pos-

sibly enough the Prussian Dryasdust will, one day, print it

in extenso, and with that lucidity of comment and arrange-

ment which are peculiar to him: exasperated readers will

then see whether I have used them ill or not, according to.

the opportunity there was !—Here, at any rate, my reader

shall be free of it. Indeed he may perceive, the negotiation

was by this time come to a safe point, the Nosti-Grumtows

triumphant, and the interest of the matter mainly out. Far-

ther transient anxieties this amiable couple had,—traceable

ia that last short croak from Grumkow,—^lest the English

might consent to that of the " Single Marriage in the mean

time" (which the English never did, or meant to do). For

example, this other screech of Nosti, which shall be his final

last-screech

:

London, I2th May. ' Lord Townshend alarmingly hinted to me :

' Better have done with your Grumkow-and-Seckendorf speculations :

' the ill-intentioned are perfectly sure to he found-out at the end of

' the accoxmt ; and their tools will get ruLned along with them. Nosti
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' endeavoured to talk big in reply : Taut lie shakes in his shoes never-

' theless ; and with a heart full of distraction exclaims now, Save

' yourselves, save me !—If Hotham speak of the Single Marriage only,

' it is certain the Prince-Eoyal must mean to run away,' and so make

it a Double one in time.

Yes, indeed! But these were transient terrors. The day

is our own, my Grumkow
;
yes, our own, my Nosti :—and so

our Colloquy of Eookeries shall be suppressible henceforth.

His Majesty gets Sight of the St.-Mary-Axe Documents ;

hut Nothing follows from it.

We have only to add what Hotham reports (Berlin,

May 6th), That he ' has had an interview with his Majesty,

* and spoken of the St.-Mary-Axe affair; Knyphausen having

' found a moment to lay it before his Majesty.' So that the

above Excerpts from St. Mary Axe (all but the last two),

—^the above, and many more suppressed by us,—are in his

Majesty's hands : and he is busy studying them ; "will, it is

likely, produce them in an amazed Tobacco-Parliament one

of these evenings !

—

"What the emotions of the royal breast were during the

perusal of this extraordinary dialogue of birds, which has

come to him through St. Mary Axe—^? Manifold probably

:

manifold, questionable ; but not tragical, or not immediately

so. Certainly it is definable as the paltriest babble; no

treason visible in it, nor constructive treason : but it pain-

fully indicates, were his Majesty candid, That his Majesty

is subject to spies in his ovwi House; nay that certain

parties do seem to fancy they have got his Majesty by the

nose, and are piping tunes with an eye to his dancing

thereto. This is a painful thought, which, I believe, does
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mucli agitate his Majesty now and afterwards. A painful

thought or suspicion, rising sometimes (in that temperament

of his) to the pitch of the horrible. I believe it occasionally,

ever henceforth, keeps haunting the highly poetic tempera-

ment of his Majesty, nor ever quits him again at all ; stalk-

ing always, now and then, through the vacant chambers of

his mind, in what we may call the night-season (or time

of solitude and hypochondriacal reflection),—though in busy

times again (in daylight, so to speak) he impatiently casts

it from him. Poor Majesty

!

But figm-e Grumkow, figure the Tobacco-Parliament

when Majesty laid these Papers on the Table I A Hansard

of that night would be worth reading. There is thunderous

note of interrogation on his Majesty's face ;—what a glim-

mer in the hard puckery eyes of Feldzeugmeister Secken-

dorf, "Jami-bleu!" No doubt, an excessively astonished

Parliament. Nothiag but brass of face will now serve the

principal Honourable Gentleman there ; but in that happily

he is not wanting.

Of course Grumkow denies the Letters point-blank:

Mere forgeries, these, of the English Court, plotting to ruin

your Majesty's faithful servant, and bring-in other servants

they will like better! May have written to Eeichenbach,

nay indeed has, this or that trifling thing : but those Copy-

ists in St. Mary Axe, " decipheriag,"— garbling, manufac-

turiag, till they make a romance of it,—alas, your Majesty?

Nay, at any rate, what are the Letters? Grumkow can

plead that they are the foolishest insignificant rubbish of

Court-gossip, not tending any bad road, if they have a

tendency. That they are adapted to the nature of the

beast, and of the situation,—this he will carefully abstain

from remarking.^
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We have no Hansard of this Session ; all is conjecture

and tobacco-smoke. What we know is, not the least effect,

except an internal trouble, was produced on the royal mind
by the St.-Mary-Axe Discovery, Some Question there might

well be, inarticulately as yet, of Grumkow's fidelity, at least

of his discretion ; seeds of suspicion as to Grmnkow, which

may sprout-up by and by ; resolution to keep one's eye on

Grumkow. But the first practical firuit of the matter is,

fierce jealousy that the English and their clique do really

wish to interfere ia our ministerial appointments ; so that,

for the present, Grumkow is firmer in his place than ever.

And privately, we need not doubt, the matter continues

painful to his Majesty.

One thing is certain, precisely a week after, his Majesty,

—^muoh fluctuating in mind evidently, for the Document
' has been changed three or four times within forty-eight

' hours,'—^presents his final answer to Hotham. Which runs

to this effect (' outrageous,' as Hotham defines it)

:

' 1°. For Hanover and your great liberality on that score, much
' obliged; but upon reconsideration, think it mil not do. 2°. Mar-

' Twge, first, Prince of Wales to "WiUielmina,—Consent with pleasure.

' 3°. Marriage second, Crown-Prince Friedrich with your Amelia,

—

' for that also we are extremely wishful, and trust it wQl one day

' take effect : but first these Seville-Treaty matters, and differences

' between the Kaiser and aUied English and French wiU require to

' be puUed straight ; that done, we wUl treat about the terms of

' Marriage second. One indispensable wiU. be,—That the English

' guarantee our Succession in JuHch and Berg.'^^

" Outrageous" indeed !—Crown-Prince sends, along with

this, a loving message by Hotham, of earnestly deprecating

11 Hotham's Despatch, IStli May 1730.
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tenor, to the Britannic Majesty; 'begs his Britannic Majesty

' not to reject the King's Proposals, whatever they may be,

' —this for poor Sister Wilhelmina's sake. " For though he,

' the Crown-Priace, was determiaed to lose his life sooner

' than marry anybody but the Princess AmeHa, yet if this

' Negotiation were broken off, his Father would go to ex-

' tremities to force him and his poor Sister into other en-

' gagements." '—Which, alas, what can it avail with the

Britannic Majesty, in regard to such outrageous Propositions

from the Prussian ?

Britannic Majesty's Ministry, as always, answers by re-

turn of Courier:— 'May 22d. Both Marriages, or none: Se-

' ville has no concern with both, more than with one : ditto

' Jiilich and Berg,—of which latter indeed we know nothing,

' —^nor (aside to Hoiharn) mean to know."^ Whereby Hotham

perceives that it is as good to throw away the bellows, and

consider the matter extinct. Hotham makes ready for an

Excursion into Saxony, to a thing called Camp of Radewitz,

or Encampment at Radewitz ; a MUitary Spectacle of never-

imagined magnificence, to be given by August the Strong

there, whither all the world is crowding ;—and considers

any Business he had at Berhn to be as good as done.

Evidently Friedrich WiLhehn has not been much wrought

upon by the St.-Mary-Axe Documents! One week they

have been revolving in the royal mind ; part of a week in

the Smoking ParHament (we know not what day they were

laid on the table there, but it must have been a grand occm-

rence within those walls !)—and this already (May 13th) is

the result arrived at: Propositions, changed three pr four

times within forty-eight hom's, and definable at last as " out-

's DeBpatch, Whitehall, 11th May (22d ty u. s.).
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rageous;" which induce Hotham to lay down the bellows,

and prepare to go his ways. Our St.-Mary-Axe discovery

seems to have no effect at all !

—

One other public result there is from it, and as yet one

only : Eeichenbach, ' from certain causes thereto moving Us

{aus gewissen Uns dasu bewegenden Grunden)' gets a formal

Letter of Recall. Ostensible Letter, dated Berlin, 13th May,

and signed Friedrich Wilhelm ; which the English may read

for their comfort. Only that along with this, of the same

date and signature, intended for Eeichenbach's comfort, the

same Leather Bag brings a Private Letter (which Dickens

or another has- contrived to get sight of and copy), apprising

Reichenbach, That, ttreostensibly, his proceedings are ap-

proved of; that he is to continue at his post till further

orders, all the same, 'and keep watch on these Marriages,

' about which there is such debating in the world (wovon in

' der Welt so viel debattirt wird) ; things being still in the same

' state as half a year ago. That is to say, I am ready for

' my Daughter's Marriage with the Prince of Wales : but for

' my Son, he is too young yet ; und hat es damit ieine Eile,

' well ich Gottlob noch zwei Sohne hab (nor is there any haste,

' as I have, thank God, two other sons,'—and a third coming,

if I knew it) :—
' besides one indispensable condition will be,

' that the English guarantee Jiilich and Berg,' which per-

haps they are not in the least hurry for, either !

—

What does the English Court think of that ? Dated

' Berlin, 13th May :' it is the same day when his Majesty's

matured Proposals, ' changed thrice or oftener within the

forty-eight hom-s,' were handed to Hotham for transmission

to his Com't. An interesting Leather Bag, this Ordinary

from Berlin. Reichenbach, we observe, wiU get his share of

it some ten days after that alarming rebuke from Towns-
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hend; and it will relieve the poor wretch from his worst

terrors : " Go on with your eavesdroppings as betore, you

alarmed wretch 1"—There does one Degenfeld by and by,

a man of better quality (and on special haste, as we shall

see) come and supersede poor Nosti, and send him home :

—

there they give Nosti some exiguous Pension, with hint to

disappear forevermore. Which he does ; leaving only these

St.-Mary-Axe Documents for his Lifemark in the History of

Mankind.

What the English Answer to his Majesty's Proposals

of Berlin, May 13th, was, we have already seen;—dated

'London, 22d May,' probably few hours after the Courier

arrived. Hotham, well anticipating what it would be, had

aheady, as we phrased it, ' laid-down the bellows ;' left- the

Negotiation, as essentially extinct ;—and was preparing for

the " Camp at Kadewitz," Britannic Majesty being anxious

to hear what Friedrich Wilhelm and August the Strong have

on hand there.

' The King of Prussia's unsteadiness and want of reso-

' lution,' writes Hotham (Berlin, 20th May), ' will hinder him

' from being either very useftd to his friends, or very for-

* midable to his enemies.' And fr-om the same place, just

about quitting it for Eadewitz, he writes again, exactly a

week after ('Berlin, 27th May'), to enclose Copy of a re-

markable Letter; remarkable to us also;—but which, he

knows and we, cannot influence the English Answer now

close at hand. Here is the copied Letter; copied in Guy

Dickens's hand;—from which we translate,—and also will

give the original French in this instance, for behoof of the

curious

:

VOL. SXn. (Frederick, vol. 2.) BB
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To his &cellency tlhc ChevaUer Hoiham.

[Potsdam, End of May 1730.]

" Monsimr,—Je erois ^as 8-est de la dermhre importance que je

' mus ecrive; et je suis assez triste d^avoir des ckosee d, vous dire que

' je devrois cacher d, towte la terre : mais il fawt franchir ce mauvais

^ pas la; et vouscomptant de mea amis,je me resoudsplus facilement

* a vous Je dire. (Test que je suis traite d'tme manihre immde du Soi,

' et que je sais qu'd present ils se trament de terribles chases contre

' moi, toucJiant certaines Lettres que fai eerifes Vhiver passe,, dontje

' crois que vous serez inforrae. -Enfin pour vous parler franchemenf,

' la vraie raison que le Roi a de ne vouloir point dormer les mains &

' ce Mariage est, qu'il me veut toujours tenir sur un has pied, et me

' /aire enrager touta sa vie, quand tertvie lui en prend; ainsi U ne

' Vaccordera jamais. Si Ton consent de vdtre cote que cette Princesse

' soit ausd traitee ainsi, vous peuvez comprendre aisement qweje serai

'fort triste de rendre malheureuse une personne que festime, et de

' rester toujows dans le meme itat ouje mis. Pour moi doncje crois

' qu'il vaudroit mieuxjinir le Mariage de ma Sceur amsi auparavant,

' et ne point demander au Moi seulement des assurances sur mon sujet,

' d'autcmt plus que sa parole n'y fait rien : suffit que Je riitere les

' promesses que fai deja fait au Roi mon Oncle, de ne prendre jamais

' d'autre epouse que sa seconde file la Princesse Amelie. Je suis une

' personne de parole, qui pourra faire r'eussir ce que favance, pourvu

'' que Von se fie a moi. Je vous le promets, et a prSsenl vous pouvez

' en avertir votre Cour; et je saurai tenir ma promesse. Je suis tou-

' jours tout a vous, FE^Dtoc.'^^

' Monsieur,—I believe it is of the last impnitaiice that I should

' -write to you ; and I am very sad to have things to «ay which I

' ought to conceal from aU the earth. But one must take that bad

' leap; "and reckoning you among my friends, 1 the more easily resolvfe

' to open myself to you.

" State-Paper OfEce : Prussian Despatches, vol. xli. (enclosed in Sir Charles

Hotham's Despatch, Berlin, 27th-16th May 1730).
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' Tke case is this : I am treated in an inLliearcl-of manneT by the

' King ; and I know there are terrihle things in prepaxation against

' me, touching certain letters which I wrote last winter, of which I

' helieve you are informed.- In a word, to spealk frankly to you, the

' real secret reason why the King Tnll not consent to this Marriage

is. That he wishes to keep me on a low footrag constantly, and to

' have the power of driving me mad, whenever the whim takes him,

' throughout his life ; thus he never will give his consent. If it were

' possible that you on your side could consent that your Princess too

' should be exposed to such treatment, you may weU comprehend

' that I should be very sad to bring misery on a Person whom I es-

' teem, and to remain always in the same istate as now.

' Por my own part, therefore, I believe it would be better to con-

' elude my Sister's Marriage ia the first place, and not even to ask

' from the King any assurances in regard to mine ; the rather as his

' word has nothing to do with it ; it is enough that I here ireiterate

' the promises which I have aheady made to the King my Uncle,

' Jfever to take another wife than his second Daughter the Princess

' Amelia. I am a person of my word .; and shall be able to bring

' about what I set forth, provided there is trust put in me. I pro-

' mise it you ; and now you may give your Court notice of it ; and

' I shall manage to keep my promise. I remain yours always.'

The Crown-Prince, for Wilhelmina's sake and everybody's,

is extremely anxious they should agree to the Single Mar-

riage in the interim: but the En^Hsh Court,—perhaps for

no deep reason, perhaps chiefly because little George had

the whim of standing grandly immovable upon his first

offer,— never would hear of that. Which was an angry

thought to the Crown-Prince in after times, as we some-

times notice.

Here, to tlie like effect, is anoiier Fragment from his

Royal HigTmess, copied in the Dickens hand, and enclosed

in the same Despatoh frow Hotham;—giving us a glance
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into the inner workshop of his Royal Highness, and his

hidden assiduities and endeavourings at that time

:

'
. . . Vous pouvez croire que je ferai^ tout ce que Je peux pour faire

' reussir man plan ; mais Von rien remarquera rien en dehors ;
—que

' Ton m'en laisse agir en suite, je ferai Men moi seul reussir le reste.

' Je finis la par vous assurer encore, Monsieur, queje suis tout d, vous.

' FKEDiEic Prince E.'

' . . . Tou may believe I will exert all my resources to succeed in

' my plan ; but there will be no outward sign visible :—leave me
' to act in this way, I will myself successfully bring it through. I
' end by again assuring you, Monsieur, that I am yours always.'

—Which again produces no effect; the English Answer

being steadily, " Both Marriages, or none.''

And this, then, is what the Hotham mission is come to ?

Grood Dubourgay is home, recalled about a month ago, ' for

the sake of his health,'^*—good old gentleman, never to be

heard of in Diplomatic History more. Dubourgay went in

the &st days of May; and the month is not out, when

Hotham is off to the Camp of Radewitz ; leaving his Nego-

tiation, as it were, extinct. To the visible regret of the

Berlin public generally; to the grievous disappointment of

Queen Sophie, of the Crown-Prince and some others,—not

to speak of Wilhelmina's feelings, which are unknown to

us.

Regretful Berlin, Wilhelmina and Mamma among the

others, had, by accident, in these dejected circumstances,

a strange Sign from the Heavens provided them, one night,

—if we may be permitted to notice it here. Monday, 29th

" Townsliend's polite Deepatch to him, Whitehall, 2lBt AprU 1730.
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May ;—and poor Queen Sophie, we observe withal, is in the

hands of the Monthly Nurse since Tuesday last I^*

St. Peter's Church in Berlin has an Accident.

Monday 29th May 1730, Friedrich WUhelm and the

Crown-Prince and Party were at Potsdam, so far on their

way towards Eadewitz. AH is peaceable at Potsdam that

night : but it was a night of wild phenomena at Berlin ; or

rather of one wild phenomenon, the ' Burning of the Sanct-

Peters Kirche,' which held the whole City awake and in

terror for its life. Dim Fassmann becomes unusually lumin-

ous on this affair (probably an eye-witness to it, poor old

soul) ; and enables us to fish-up one old Night of Berlin

City and its vanished populations into clear view again, if

we like.

For two years back Berlin had been diligently building

a non-plus-ultra of Steeples to that fine Church of St. Peter's.

Highest Steeple of them all ; one of the Steeples of the

World, in a manner;—and Berlin was now near ending it.

Tower, or shaft, has been complete some time, interior fit-

tings going on; and is just about to get its ultimate apex,

a ' Crown-Eoyal' set on it by way of finis. For his Ma-

jesty, the great ^dUe, was much concerned in the thing

;

and had given materials, multifarious helps: Three iacom-

parable Bells, especially, were his gift : melodious old Bells,

of distinguished tone, ' bigger than the Great Bell of Er-

furt,' than Tom of Lincoln,—or, as brief popular rumour has

it, the biggest BeUs in the World, at least of such a tone.

These Bells are hung, silent but ready in their upper cham-

15 1 Prince Ferdinand' (her last child, Father of him whose fate lay at Jena

Beventy-sis years afterwards), ' bom 23d May 1730.'
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ber of tHe Tower, and the gigantic Crown or apex is to go.

on ; then will the basket-work of scaffolding be peeled away,

and the Steeple stretch, high and grand, into the air, for

ages it is hoped.

Far otherwise. On Monday evening, between eight and

nine, there gathered thtmder over Berlin ; wild tumiidt of

the elements : thunderbolt ' thrice in swift succession' struck

the unfinished Steeple;, in the 'hood' of which men there-

upon noticed a light, as of a star, or sparkle of the sun;

and straightway, in spite of the rain-torrents, there biurst-

out blazes of flame. Blazes unquenchable; grand yet peril-

ous to behold. The fire-drums beat, the alarm-bells clanged,

and ceased not; all Berlin struggling there, all night, in

vaia. Such volumes of smoke : ' the heavens were black as

if you had hung them with morteloth:' such roaring cata-

racts of flame, 'you could have picked-up a copper doit at

the distance of 800 yards.'^"Hiss-s-&l" what hissing far

aloft is that ? That i» the incomparable big Bells melting.

There they vanish, their fine tones never to be tried more,

and ooze through the redhot ruin, " Hush-sh-sht !" the last

sound heard from them. And the stem for holding that

immense Crown-royalj—^it is a bar and bars of iron, ' weigh-

ing sixteen hundredweight ;' down it comes thundering,

crashing through the belly of St. Peter's, the faU of it like

an earthquake all round. And still the fire-drums beat, and

from all sui'viving Steeples of Berlin goes the clangor of

alarm; 'none but the very young children can have slept

that night,' says om* vigilant old Mend.

Wiad was awake, too ; kindling the neighbouriag streets ;,

—storming towards the Powder-Magazine; where labour

innumerable Artillerymen, 'busy with hides from the tan-

pits, with stable-dung,, aaid other material ;' speed to them.
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we will say! Forty dwelling-houses went; but not the

Powder-Magazine; not Berlin utterly (so to speak) by the

Powder-Magazine. On the morrow St. Peter's and neigh-

bourhood lay black, but still inwardly burning ; not for three

days more could the ruins be completely quenched.

That was the news for Friedrich Wilhelm, before sun-

rise, on the point of his departure for Muhlberg and King

August's scenic exhibitions. ".Hw*;—but we must go, all

the same! We will rebuild it!" said he.—And truly he

did. so.. And the polite King August, sorry to hear of the

Petersku'che, ' gave him excellent sandstone from the quar-

' ries of Pirna,' says Fassmann :
' great blocks came boat-

' ing down the Elbe' from that notable Saxon Switzerland

Country, notable to readers here in time coming; and are

to be found, as ashlar, in the modern St. Peter's at Berlin ;,

a fact which the reader, tiU Pirna be better known to him,

may remember if he likes.^^

And now let us to Eadewitz without delay.

"= FasBittaiui„pp. 406-409,



CHAPTEK in.

CAMP OP RADEWITZ.

The Camp of Miihlberg, called more properly tke Camp of

Eadewitz, towards wMcli Friedrich WiUielm, witli English

Hotham and many dignitaries are now gone, was one of

the sublimest scenic military exhibitions in the history of

the world ; leaviag all manner of imitation tournaments,

modem ' tin-tournaments,' out of sight ; and perhaps equal-

ling the Field of the Cloth of Gold, or Barbarossa's Mainz

Tournament in ancient times. It lasted for a month, re-

gardless of expense,—June month of the year 1730 ;—and

from far and wide the idle of mankind ran, by the thou-

sand, to see it. Shall the thing be abolished utterly,—as

perhaps were proper, had not our Crown-Priace been there,

with eyes very open to it, and yet with thoughts very

shut ;—or shall some flyiag trace of the big Zero be given ?

Riddling or screening certaia cartloads of heavy old Ger-

man printed rubbish,^ to omit the Hotham Despatches, we

' Chiefly tie terrible compilation called Helden- Staats- und Lebens-Geschichte

des (&c. Friedric'hs des Andem (History Heroioal, Political and Biographical of

Friedrich the Second), FranMurt and Leipzig, 1758-1760, vol. i. first half, pp.

171-210. There Aire Ten thick and thin Half-volumeB, and perhaps more. One

of the most hideous imhroglios ever puhlished under the name of Boot,—with-

out Testige of Index, and on paper that has no margin and cannot stand ink,

—

yet with many curious articles stuffed blindly into the awful belly of it, like

jewels into a rag-sack, or into ten rag-sacks all in one ; with far more authen-

ticity than you could expect in such case. Let us call it, for brevity, Helden-

Geschichte, in future references.
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obtain the following shovelful of anthentic particulars, per-

haps not quite insupportable to existing manMnd.

The exact size of the Camp of Kadewitz I nowhere find

measured ; but to judge on the map,* it must have covered,

with its appendages, some ten or twelve square miles of

ground. All on the Elbe, right bank of the Elbe ; Town of

Miihlberg, chief Town of the District, lying some ten miles

northwest; then, not much beyond it, Torgau; "and then

famed Wittenberg, all on the northwest, farther down the

Eiver: and on the other side, Meissen with its Potteries

not far to the southeast of you, up the River, on the Dres-

den hand. Nay perhaps many of my readers have seen the

place, and not kaown, in their touring expeditions; which

are now blinder than ever, and done by steam, without even

eyesight, not to say intelligence. Precisely where the rail-

way from Leipzig to. Dresden crosses the Elbe,—there, if

you happen to have daylight, is a flat, rather clayey country,

dirty-greenish, as if depastured partly by geese ; with a big

full River Elbe sweeping through it, banks barish for a mile

or two; River itself swift, sleek and of flint-colour; not

impleasant to behold, thus far on its journey from the

Bohemian Giant-Mountains seaward: precisely there, when

you have crossed the Bridge, is the southmost corner of

August the Strong's Encampment,—vanished now like the

last flock of geese that soiled and nibbled these localities

;

—and, without knowing it, you are actually upon memor-

able ground.

Actually, we may well say; apart from August and his

fooleries. For here also it was, on the ground now under

your eye, that Kurfurst Johann Friedrich the Magnanimous,

• At p. 389.
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having been surprised the day before at public -worship in

the above-mentioned Town of Muhlberg, and completely

beaten by Kaiser Karl the Fifth and his Spaniards and Duke

of Alba, did, on Monday 25th April 1547, ride forth as Pri-

soner to meet the said Kaiser ; and had the worst reception:

from him, poor man. " Take pity on me, God ! This is

what it is come tof the magnanimous beaten Kurfiirst was

heard murmuring as he rode. At sight of the Kaiser, he

dismounted, pulled-off his iron-plated gloves, knelt, and

was for humbly taking- the Kaiser's hand, to kiss it. Kaiser

would not ; Kaiser looked thunderous tornado on him, with

hands rigidly ia the vertical direction.. The magnanimous

Kuriiirst arose therefore ; doffed his hat :.
" Great-mightiest

" (grossmdchtigster) all-gracious Kaiser, I am your Majesty's

" prisoner," said he, confining himself to the historical. " I

" am Kaiser now, then?' answered the sullen Tornado, with

a black brow and hanging under-jaw.—" I request my im-

" prisonment may be prince-like," said the poor Prince. " It

" shall be as your deserts, have been !"— "I am in your

" power ; you will do your pleasure on me," answered the

other;—and was led away, to hard durance and peril oi

life for five years to come j his Cdusin Moritz having ex-

pertly jockeyed his Electoral dignities and territories firom

him in the interim;^

—

as, was told above, long since.

Expert Cousin Moritz: in virtue of which same Moritz,

or rather perhaps in vice of him, August the Strong is even

now Elector of Saxony j Papist, Pseudo- Papist Apostate

King of Poland, and Non-plus-ultra of 'gluttonous Royal

Flunkies ;' doomed to do these fooleries' on God's Earth for

a time. For the sins of the fathers are visited upon the

'' Die Wettsi Kurzgefasste LebensgeschicKte der Herzoge zu Sachsen (Wei-

mar, 1770), pp. 1, 33, 73.
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cMldren,—in ways little dreamtrof by the flunky judgment,

—^to the sixth generation and farther. Truly enough this

is memorable ground,, little as King August thinks of it

;

little as the idle tourists think, or the depasturing geese,

who happen to be there.

The ten square miles have been industriously prepared

for many months past; shaved, swept by the best engineer

science : every village of it thoroughly cleaned, at least

:

the villages all let lodgings at a Californian rate; in one

village, Moritz by name,* is the slaughter-house, killing

oxen night and day; and the bakehouse, with 160 mealy

bakers who never rest : in another village, Strohme, is the

playhouse of the region; in another, Glaubitz, the post-

office : nothing could excel the arrangements ; much supe-

rior, I should judge, to those for the Siege of Troy, and

other world-great enterprises. Worthy really of admira-

tion, had the business, not been zero. Foreign Courts, Euro-

pean Diplomacy at large, wondered much what cunning

scheme lay hidden here. No scheme at all, nor purpose on

the part of poor August ; only that of amusing himself, and

astonishing the flunkies of Creation,—regardless of expense.

Three temporary Bridges, three besides the regular ferry of

the country, cross the Elbe; for the high officers, dames,,

damosels and lordships of degree, and thousandfold spectar

tors, lodge on both sides of the Elbe : three Bridges, one of

pontoons, one of wood-rafts, one of barrels; immensely long,

made for the occasion. The whole. Saxon Army, 30,000

horse and foot with their artillery, aU in beautiful brand-

new uniforms and equipments, lies beautifully encamped in

tents and wooden huts, near by Zeithayn, its rear to the

Elbe ; this is the ' Armee-Lager (Camp of the Army)' in our

* May' at p. 389.
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old Rubbish-Books. Northward of -which,—with the Heath

of Gorisch still well beyond, and bluish to you, in the far-

ther North,—arises, on favourable ground, a high 'PaviHon'

elaborately built, elaborately painted and gilded, with bal-

cony stages round it; from which the whole ground, and

everything done in it, is surveyable to spectators of rank.

Eastward again, or from the Pavilion southeastward, at

the right flank of the Army, where agaia rises a kind of

Height, hard by Eadewitz, favourable for survey,—there,

built of sublime sUk tents, or solid well-painted carpentry,

the general colour of which is bright green, with gilt knobs

and gUt gratings all about, is the ' Hawpt-Lagerl Head-quar-

ters, Main Lager, Heart of aU the Lagers ; where his Prussian

Majesty, and his Polish ditto, with their respective suites,

are lodged. Kinglike wholly, in extensive green palaces

ready gilt and furnished; such drawing-rooms, such bed-

rooms, ' with floors of dyed wicker-work ;' the gilt mirrors,

pictures, musical clocks;—^not even the fine bathing-tubs for

his Prussian Majesty have been forgotten. Never did man

or flimky see the like. Such immense successful apparatus,

without and within; no end of military valetaille, chiefly

' janizaries,' in Turk costume ; improvised flower-gardens

even, and walks of yellow sand,—^the whole HiU of Rade-

witz made into a flower-garden in that way. Nay, in the

Army Lager too, many of the Captains have made little

improvised flower-gardens in that Camp of theirs, up and

down. For other Captains not of a poetical turn, there are

billiards, coffee-houses, and plenty of excellent beer and

other liquor. But the mountains of cavalry hay, that stand

guarded by patrols in the rearward places, and the granaries

of cavahy oats, are not to be told. Eastward, from their

open porticoes and precincts, with imitation 'janizaries' pacing
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silent lower down, the Two Majesties oversee the Army,

at discretion; can survey all things,— even while dining,

which they do daily, like very kings ! Fritz is lodged there;

has a magnificent bed: poor young fellow, he alone now
makes the business of any meaning to us. He is cm'ious

enough to see the phenomena, military and other ; but op-

pressed with black care: "My Amelia is not here, and the

tyrant Father is—tyrannous with his rattan : ye gods !"

We could insist much on the notable people that were

there ; for the Lists of them are given. Many high Lord-

ships ; some of whom will meet us again. Weissenfels, WU-
helmina's unfavoured lover, how busy is he, commanding

gallantly (in the terrific Sham-Battle) against Wackerbarth;

General Wackerbarth, whose house we saw burnt on a Dres-

den visit, not so long ago. Old Leopold of Anhalt-Dessau

is there, the Old Dessauer ; with four of his Princes ; in-

structed in soldiering, left without other instruction; with-

out even writing, unless they can pick it up for themselves.

Likely young fellows too, with a good stroke of work in

them, of battle in them, when called for. Young Anspach,

lately wedded, comes, in what state he can, poor youth;

lodges with the Prussian Majesty his Father-in-law ; should

keep rather quiet, his share of wisdom being small. Seck-

endorf with his Grumkow, they also are here, in the train of

Friedrich WUhelm. Grumkow shoves the bottle with their

Polish and Prussian Majesties: in jolly hours, things go very

high there. I observe they call King August " le Patron,"

the Captain, or "Patroon;" a fine joUity dwelling in that

Man of Sin. Or does the reader notice Holstein-Beck,

Prussian Major-General ; Prince of Holstein-Beck ; a solid

dull man ; capable of liquor, among other things : not wiser

than he should be ; sold aU his Apanage or Princeship,
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for example, and bcraglit plate -with it, wiierefore they call

Mm ever since "Holstein-FaisseZfe (Holstein i%ife)" instead

of Holstein-Beek.' His next Brother, here Kkewise 1 shotild

think, benig Major-^Greneral in the Saxon service, is still

more foolish. He, poor sonl, is jnst about to marry the Or-

zelska, incomparable Princess known to ns, who had been

her Father's mistress:—marriage, as was natural, went

asunder again (1733) after a couple of years.—^But mark

especially that middle-aged heavy gentleman. Prince of

Anhalt-Zerbst, Prussian Commandant of Stettin. Not over

rich (would not even be rich if he came to be reigning Duke,

as he will do) ; attentive at his post ia those parts, ever

since the Siege-of-Stralsund time ; has done his orders, for-

tified Stettin to perfection ; solid, heavy taciturn man :—of

whom there is nothing notable but this only. That last year

his Wife brought him a Httle Daughter, Catharine the name

of her. His Wife is a foolish restless dame, highborn and

•pennileBS ; let her nurse well this little Catharine : Httle

Catharine will become abundantly distinguished in a thirty

years hence ; Empress of aU the Eussias, that little gu'l ; the

Fates have so appointed it, mocking the prophecies of men!

Here too is our poor unmentionable Duke of Mecklenburg

:

poor soul, he has left his quarrels mth the Ritterschaft for

a week or two, and is here breathing the air of the Elbe

Heaths. His wild Eussian Wife, wild Peter's niece and

more, we are relieved to know is dead; for her ways and

Peter's have been very strange! To this unmentionable

Duke of Mecklenburg she has left one Daughter, a Princess

Elizabeth-Catherine, who will be called Princess Anne, one

day : whose fortunes in the world may turn-out to be tra-

gical. Potential hBiress of aU the Eussias, that little Eliza-

' "Biisclung's Beytrage, iv. 109.
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beth or Anne. HeireBS by 'her wily aunt, Anne of Courland,

—Anne witk the swollen cheek, whom Moritz, capable of

many things, and of being Markhal de Saxe by and by, could

not manage to fall in love with there^ and who has now just

quitted Courland, and become Czarina :*—if Aunt Anne with

the big cheek should die childless, as is Hkely, tihis little

Niece were Heiress. Was thut's, What matter !

—

In the traiu of King August are likewise splendours of

a sort, if we had time for them. Dukes of Sachsen-Gothaj

Dnkes of Meiuiugen, most of the Dukes that put Sachsen

to their name;— Sachsen-Weimar for one; who is Grand-

father of Goethe's Friend, if not otherwise distinguished.

The Lubomirskis, Czartoryskis, and others of Polish breed,

shall be considered as foreign to nis, and go unnoticed. Nor

are high Dames wanting, as we see: vast flights of airy

bright-hued womankind. Crown-Princess at tihe head of

them, who lodges in Tiefenau with her Crown-Prince,—and

though plain-looking, and not of the sweetest temper, is a

very Tiigh Lady indeed. Niece of the present Eaiser Xarl,

Daughter of the late Kaiser, Joseph of blessed memory;

—

for which reason August never yet wUl sign the Pragmatic

Sanction, his Crown-Prince having hereby rights of his own

in opposition thereto. She is young; to her is Tiefenau,

northward, on the edge of the Gorisch Heath, probably the

choicest mansion in these circuits, given up: also she is

Lady of " the Bucentatir," frigate eqnal to Cleopatra's galley

in a manner; and commands, so to speak, by land and

water. Supreme Lady, she, of this sublime world-foolery

regardless of expense : so has the gallantry of August

ordered it. Our Friedrich and she will meet again, on

occasions not like this!—What the other Princesses and

Peter II., her CouBin-genuon, died Jannary 1730 (Hannstein'B ^Inmia).
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Countesses, present on this occasion, were to Crown-Prince

Friedrich, except a, general flowerbed of human nature,

—

ask not; nor even whether the Orzelska was so much as

here! The Orzelska will be married, some two months

hence,^ to a Holsteia-Beck ; not to Holstein Plate, but to his

Brother the unfortunate Saxon Major-General : a man surely

not of nice tastes in regard to marriage ;— and I would

recommend him to keep his light Wife at home on such

occasions. They parted, as we said, in a year or two, mu-

tually indignant; and the Orzelska went to Avignon, to

Venice and elsewhither, and settled into Catholic devotion

in cheap coimtries of agreeable climate.^

Crown-Prince Friedrich, doubtless, looking at this flower-

bed of human nature, and the reward of happy daring paid

by Beauty, has vivid images ofPrincess Amelia and her Vice-

regency ofHanover; bright Princess andViceregency, divided

from him by bottomless gulfs, which need such a swim as

that of Leander across the material Hellespont was but

a trifle to !—In which of the villages Hotham and Dickens

lodged, I did not learn or inquire; nor are their copious

Despatches, chronicling these sublime phenomena from day

to day for behoof of St. James's, other than entirely inane

to us at this time. But one thing we do learn fi-om them

:

Our Crown-Prince, escaping the paternal vigilance, was se-

cretly in consultation with Dickens, or with Hotham through

Dickens ; and this in the most tragic humour on his side.

In such effulgences of luxury and scenic gi-andeur, how sad

an attendant is Black Care,—nay foul misusage, not to be

borne by human nature! Accurate Professor Ranke has

= lOth August 1730 (Sir T. EotinBon : Despatoli from Dresden ; in State-

Paper Office).

See PoUnitz (Memoirs, &o.), whoever is curious afcont her.
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Tead somewhere,—does not comfortably say where, nor com-

fortably give the least date,—^this passage, or what author-

ises him to write it. ' In that Pleasm-e-Camp of Miihlberg,

* where the eyes of so many strangers were directed to him,

' the Crown-Prince was treated like a disobedient boy, and

' one time even with strokes (hdrperlich misshandeW), to make
' him feel he was only considered as such. The enraged

' King, who never weighed the consequences of his words,

' added mockery to his manual outrage. He said, " Had
" I been treated so by my Father, I would have blown my
" brains out : but this fellow has no honour, he takes all

" that comes !"
'' Einmal hdrperlich tnisshandelt : why did not

the Professor give us time, occasion, circumstances, and name

of some eye-witness 1 For the fact, which stands reported

in the like fashion in all manner of Histories, we shall other-

wise find to be abundantly certain ; and it produced con-

spicuous definite results. It is, as it were, the one fact still

worth human remembrance in this expensive Radewitz and

its fooleries ; and is itself left in that vague inert state,

—

irremediable at present.

Beaten like a slave ; while lodged, while figuring about,

like a royal highness, in this sumptuous manner! It ap-

pears clearly the poor Prince did hereupon, in spite of his

word given to Wilhelmina, make up his mind to run. In-

genious Ranke, forgetting again to date, knows from the

Archives, that Friedrich went shortly afterwards to call on

Graf von Hoym, one day. Speaking to Graf von Hoym,

who is Saxon First-Minister, and Factotum of the arrange-

ments here, he took occasion cursorily to ask. Could not a

glimpse of Leipzig, among all these fine things, be had 1

' Banke.iVeMJt Biicher Preiisaischer Oeschichte (Berlin, 1847), i. 297.

VOL. XXII. (Fi-ederiok, vol, 2.) CO
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Order for horses to or at Leipzig, for " a couple of officers"

(Lieutenant Keith and self),—quietly, without fuss ofpasses

and the like, Herr Graf?—The Herr Graf glances into it

with eyes which have a twinkle in them : Schwerlich, Royal

Highness. They are very strict about passes. Do not try

it, Royal Highness !^ And Friedrich did desist, in that di-

rection, poor youth ; but tried it the more in others. Very

busy, in deep secrecy, corresponding with Lieutenant Katte

at Berlin, consulting tragically with Captain Guy Dickens

here.—^Whether any hint or whisper came to the Prussian

Majesty from Graf von Hoym? Lieutenant Keith was,

shortly after, sent to Wesel to mind his soldiering there,

far down the Rhine Country in the Garrison of Wesel f bet-

ter there than coUeaguing with a Fritz, and suggesting to

him idle truantcies or worse.

With Katte at Berlia the desperate Prince has concocted

another scheme of Flight, this Hoym one being impossible

;

scheme executable by Katte and him, were this Radewitz

once over. And as for his consultations with Guy Dickens,

the result of them is : Captain Dickens, on the 16th of June,

with eyes brisk enough, and lips well shut, sets out from

Radewitz express for London. This is what I read as ab-

stract of Hoiharns Despatch, 16th June 1730, which Dickens

is to deliver with all caution at St. James's :
' Crown-Prince

' has communicated to Dickens his plan of escape ; " could

' no longer bear the outrages of his Father." Is to attend

' his Father to Anspach shortly {Journey to the Reich, of

' which we shall hear anon), and they are to take a tm-n to

* Ranke, ib. ; Forster, i. 365, and more especially iii. 4 (Seckendorf's Nan-a-

iive there).

» Wilhelmuia told us lately (supra, p. 310), Eeitli had been ^ent to Wesel;

bnt she has misdated as usual.
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' Stuttgard ; wliicli latter is not very far from Strasburg on

' the French side of the Rhine. To Strasburg he will make
' his escape ; stay six weeks or a couple of months (that his

' Mother be not suspected) ; and will then proceed to Eng-
' land. Hopes England will take such measures as to save

' his Sister from ruin.' These are his fixed resolutions : what

will England do in such abstruse case?—Captain Dickens

speeds silently with his Despatch; will find Lord Harring-

ton, not Townshend any more j^" will copiously open his lips

to Harrington on matters Prussian. A brisk military man,

in the prime of his years ; who might do as Prussian Envoy

himself, if nothing great were going on? Harrington's final

response will take some deliberating,

Hotham, meanwhile, resumes his report, as we too must

do, of the Scenic Exhibitions;—and, we can well fancy, is

getting weary of it ; wishing to be home rather, ' as his

business here seems ended.'^^ One day he mentions a rum-

our (inane high rumours being prevalent in such a place)
;

" rumour circulated here, to which I do not give the slight-

" est credit, that the Prince -Royal of Prussia is to have

" one of the Archduchesses," perhaps Maria Theresa herself!

Which might indeed have saved immensities of trouble to

the whole world, as well as to the Pair in question, and

have made a very different History for Germany and the

rest of us. Fancy it! But for many reasons, change of reli-

gion, had there been no other, it was an impossible notion.

" May be," thinks Hotham, " that the Court of Vienna

" throws out this bait to continue the King's delusion,"

—

or a snuffle fi:om Seckendorf, without the Court, may have

given it currency in so inane an element as Radewitz.

'° Besigned 15th May 1730: Despatch to Hotham, as farewell, of that date.

" Preceding Despatch (of 16th June).
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Of the terrific Sham-Battles, conducted by Weissenfels

on one side and Wackerbarth on the other ; of the charges

of cavalry, play of artillery, threatening to end in a very

doomsday, round the Pavilion and the Ladies and the Koyal-

ties assembled on the balconies there (who always go to

dinner safe, when victory has declared itself), I shall say

nothing. Nor of that supreme 'attack on the entrench-

ments :' blowing-up of the very Bridges ; cavahy posted

in the woods ; host doing its very uttermost against host,

with unheard-of expenditure ofgunpowder and learned man-

oeuvre ; in which ' the Fleet' (of shallops on the Elbe, rig-

ged mostly in silk) took part, and the Bucentaur with all

its cannon. Words fail on such occasions. I will mention

only that assiduous Kiag August had arranged everything

like the King of Playhouse-Managers; was seen, early ia

the morning, ' driving his own curricle' all about, in vigilant

supei-vision and inspection ; crossed the Tub-Bridge, or per-

haps the Float-Bridge (not yet blown up), 'ia a Wurstwagen;'

giving himself (what proved well-founded) the assurance of

success for this great day ;—and finally that, on the morroAV,

there occurred an illumination and display of fireworks, the

like of which is probably still a desideratum.

For the Bucentaur and Fleet were all hung with coloured

lamplets ; Headquarters {Haupt-Lager) and Avmj-Lager ditto

ditto; gleaming upwards with their golden light into the

silver of the Summer Twilight :—and all this is still nothing

to the scene there is across the Elbe,- on our southeast cor-

ner. You behold that Palace of the Genii ; wings, turrets,

main-body, battlements : it is ' a gigantic wooden frame, on

' which two himdred carpenters have been busy for above

' six months,' ever siuce Christmas last. Two hundred car-

penters; and how many painters I cannot say: but they
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have smeared ' six thousand yards of linen canvas ;' which

is now nailed up; hung with lamps, begirt with fireworks,

no end of rocket-serpents, Catherine -wheels; with cannon

and field-music, near and far, to correspond;—and is now
(evening of the 24th June 1730) shining to men and gods.

Pinnacles, turret's, tablatures, tipt with various fires and

emblems, all is there : sym-

bolic Painting, six hundred

yards of it, glowing with

inner light, and legible to

the very owls! Arms now
piled useless ; Pax, with her

Appurtenances; Mars rest-

ing (in that canvas) on tro-

phies of lam-el honom-ably

won : and there is an Inscrip-

tion, done in lamplets, every

letter taller than a man, were you close upon it, " Sic fulta

manebit '(Thus supported it will stand),"—the it being either

Pax (Peace) or JDomus (the Genii-Palace itself), as your

weak judgment may lead you to interpret delicate allusions.

Every letter bigger than a man : it may be read almost at

Wittenberg, I should think ; flaming as pica written on the

sky, fi-om the steeple-tops there. Thus supported it will stand;

and pious mortals murmur, " Hope so, I am sm-e !"—And the

cannons fire, almost without ceasing; and the field-music,

guided by telegraphs, bursts over all the scene, at due

moments; and the Catherine-wheels fly hissing; and the

Bucentaur and silk Brigantines ghde about like living flam-

beaus;—and in fact you must fancy such a sight. King

August, tired to the bone, and seeing all successful, retired

about midnight. Friedrich Wilhelm stood till the finale;
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Saxon Crown-Prince and he, ' in a mndow of the highest

house in Promnitz;' our young Fritz and the Margraf of

Anspach, they also, in a neighbouring window,^ stood tUl

the finale : two in the morning, when the very Sun was not

far from rising.

Or is not the ultimate closing day perhaps still notabler

:

a day of universal eating? Debauchee King August had

a touch of genuine human good-humour in him ;
poor devil,

and had the best of stomachs. Eighty oxen, fat as Christ-

mas, were slain and roasted, subsidiary viands I do not

count; that all the world might have one good diimer.

The soldiers, divided into proper sections, had cut trenches,

raised flat mounds, laid planks ; and so, by trenching and

planking, had made at once table and seat, wood well se-

cured on turf. At the end of every table rose a triglyph,

two strong wooden posts with hntel; on the lintel stood

.spiked the ox's head, ox's hide hanging beneath it as drap-

ery: and on the two sides of the two posts hung free the

four roasted quarters of said ox; from which the common

man joyfully helped himself. Three measures ofbeer he had,

and two of wine ;—which, unless the measures were mira-

culously small, we may take to be abundance. Thus they,

in two long rows, 30,000 of them by the tale, dine joyfully

sub dio. The two Majesties and two Crown-Princes rode

through the ranks, as dinner went on: "King of Prussia

forever!" and caps into the air;—at length they retire to

their own Haupt-quartier, where, themselves dining, they can

still see the soldiers dine, or at least drink their three mea-

sures and two. Dine, yea dine abundantly: let all mortals

have one good dinner !

—

V 24th-25tli June: Eelden-GescUchte (atove apoken of), i. 200.
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Koyal dinner is not yet done when a new miracle ap-

pears on the field : the largest Cake ever baked by the Sons

of Adam. Drawn into the Headq[uarter about an honr ago,

on a wooden frame with tent over it, by a team of eight

horses ; tent curtaining it, guarded by Cadets ; now the tent

is struck and off;—saw mortals ever the like? It is fourteen

eUs (hleine Ellen) long, by six broad ; and at the centre half

an ell thick. Baked by machinery ; how otherwise could

peel or roller act on such a Cake 1 There are five thousand

eggs in it; thirty-six bushels (Berlin measure) of sound

flour ; one tun of nulk, one tun of yeast, one ditto of butter

;

crackers, gingerbread-nuts, for fillet or trimming, run aU

round. Plainly the Prince of Cakes! A Carpenter with

gigantic knife, handle of it resting on his shoulder,—Head

of the Board of Works, giving word of command,—enters

the Cake by incision ; cuts it up by plan, by successive signal

from the Board of Works. What high person would not

keep for himself, to say nothing of eating, some firaction of

such a Nonpareil? There is cut and come again for all.

Carpenter advances, by main trench and by side^trenches,

steadily to word of command.

I mention, as another trait of the poor devil of an Au-

gust, full of good-humour after all. That he and his Royalties

and big Lordships having dined, he gave the still groaning

table with all its dishes, to be scrambled for by ' the jani-

zaries.' Janizaries, Imitation-Turk valetaiUe ; who speedily

made clearance,-r-many a bit of precious Meissen porcelain

goiag far down in society by that means.

Eoyal dinner done, the Colonel and Officers of every

regiment, ranked ia high order, -with weapons drawn, pre-

ceded by their respective bands of music, came marching

up the HUl to pay their particular respects to the Majesty
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of Prussia. Majesty of Prussia promised them his favom-,

everlasting, as requested ; drank a glass of wine to each

party (steady, your Majesty !), who all responded by glasses

of -wine, and threw the glasses aloft with shouts. Sixty

pieces of artillery speaking the whUe, and the bands of

music breathing their sweetest;— till it was done, and his

Majesty stUl steady on his feet. He could stand a great

deal of wine.

And now— ?—Well, the Cake is not done, many cubic

yards of cake are still left, and the very corporals can do

no more : let the Army scramble ! Army whipt it away in

no-time. And now, alas now—^the time is come for parting.

It is ended ; all things end. Not for about an hour could

the Herrschaften (Lordships and minor Sovereignties) fairly

tear themselves away, under wailing music, and with the

due emotion.

The Prussian Royalties, and select few, took boat down

the Eiver, on the morrow ; towards Lichtenburg Hunting-

Palace, for one day's slaughtering of game. They slaugh-

tered there about one thousand living creatures, all driven

into heaps for them,—'six hundred of red game' (of the

stag species), ' four hundred black,' or of the boar ditto.

They left all these creatures dead ; dined immensely ; then

did go, sorrowfully sated; Crown -Prince Friedrich in his

own carriage in the rear; Papa in his, preceding by a few

minutes ; all the wood horns, or French horns, wailing sad

adieu;—and hm-ried towards Berlin through the ambrosial

night.^^

And so it is all ended. And August the Strong—what

shall we say of August ? History must admit that he at-

tains the maximum in several things. Maximum of physical

" 28tb June 1730 : Helden-Geschichte, i. 205.
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strength ; can break horseshoes, nay half-crowns -with finger

and thumb. Maximum of sumptuosity ; really a polite crea-

ture ; no man of his means so regardless of expense. Maxi-

mum of Bastards, Three himdred and fifty -four of them;

probably no mortal ever exceeded that quantity. Lastly,

he has baked the biggest Bannock on record; Cake with

5,000 eggs in it, and a tun of butter. These things History

must concede to him. Poor devil, he was full of good-

humour too, and had the best of stomachs. His amputated

great-toe does not mend : out upon it, the world itself is all

so amputated, and not like mending ! August the Strong,

dilapidated at fifty-three, is fast verging towards a less ex-

pensive country: and in three years hence will be lodged

gratis, and need no cook or flunky of either sex.

' This Camp of Eadewitz,' says Smelfungus, one of my Anteces-

sors, finishing his long narrative of it, ' this Camp is Nothing ; and

' after all this expense of King August's and mine, it flies away like

' a dream. But alas, were the Congresses of Camhrai and Soissons,

' was the lifelong diplomacy of Eaiser Karl, or the History of torpid

' moribund Europe in those days, much of a Something 1 The Prag-

' matic Sanction, with all its protocolling, has fled, like the temporary

' Playhouse of King August erected there in the village of Strohme.

' Much talk, noise and imagiaary interest about both ; but both

' literally have become zero, were always zero. As well talk about the

' one as the other.'—Then why not silence about both, my Friend

Smelfungus ? He answers :
' That truly is the thing to be aimed

' at ;—and if we had once got our own out of both, let both be con-

' sumed with fire, and remain a handful of inarticulate black ashes

' forevermore.' Heavens, will I, of aU men, object

!

Smelfungus says elsewhere

:

' The moral to be derived, perhaps the chief moral visible at pre-

' sent, from all this Section of melancholy History is : Modern Diplo-
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' macy is nothing ; miad well your own affiiirs, leave those of your

' neighhours well alone. The Pragmatic Sanction, hreaking Fritz's,

' Friedrich Wilhelm's, Sophie's, Wilhelmina's, English Amelia's and

' I inow not how many private hearts, and distracting with vain

' terrors and hopes the general soul of Europe for five-and-twenty

' years, fell at once into dust and vapour, and went wholly towards

' limho on the storm-winds, doing nothing for or against any mortaL

' Friedrich WUhelm's 80,000 well-drilled troops remained very actual

' with their firelocts and iron ramrods, and did a thing or two, there

' heing a Captain over them. Friedrich Wilhelm's Directorium, well-

' drilled Prussian Downing Street, every man steady at his duty, and

' no wind to he wasted where silence was hetter, did likewise very

' authentically remain,—and still remains. Nothing of genuine and

' human that Friedrich WUhelm did but remained and remains an

' inheritance, not the smallest item of it lost or loseahle
;—and the

' rude foolish Boor-Xing (singular enough !) is found to be the only

' one that has gained by the game.'

—



CHAPTER IV.

EXCELLENCY HOTHAM QUITS BERLIN IN HASTE.

While the Camp at Radewitz is dissolving itself ia this

manner, in the last days of June, Captain Guy Dickens, the

oracles at Windsor having given him their response as to

Prince Friedrich's wild project, is getting under way for

Berlin again,—whither also Hotham has returned, to wait

for Dickens's arrival, and directly thereupon come home.

Dickens is henceforth to do the British Diplomacy here,

any Diplomacy there can well be ; Dickens once installed,

Hotham will, right gladly, wash his hands of this Nego-

tiation, which he considers to be as good as dead for a

longish while past. First, however, he has one unexpected

adventure to go through in Berlin ; of most imexpected

celebrity in the world : this once succinctly set forth. His-

tory wUl dismiss him to the shades of private life.

Guy Dickens, arriving we can guess about the 8th or

9th of July, brings two important Documents with him to

Berlin. First, the English Response (ia the shape of ' In-

structions' to himself, which may be ostensible in the proper

quarter) in regard to the Crown-Prince's project of flight

into England. Response which is no other than might have

been expected in the cu-cumstances :
' Britannic Majesty sorry

' extremely for the Crown-Prince's situation ; ready to do

' anything in reason to alleviate it. Better wait, however

:

' Prussian Majesty wiU surely perhaps relent a little : then

' also the affairs, of Europe are in a ticklish state. Better
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' wait. As to that of taking temporary refuge in France,

' Britannic Majesty thinks that will require a mature de-

' liberation (miire dSlibSraUon), Not even time now for in-

' quiry of the French Com-t how they would take it ; which

' his Britannic Majesty thinks an iadispensable preliminary,'

—and so terminates. The meaning, we perceive, is in sum

:

" Hm, you won't, surely 1 Don't ; at least Don't yet !" But

Dryasdust, and any readers who have patience, can here

take the Original Paper ; which is written in French (or

French of Stratford at the Bow), probably that the Crown-

Priuce, if needful, might himself read it, one of these days

:

' Monsieur Guy Dickens pomrait donner au Prince les assurances

' les plus fortes de la compassion que le Roi a du triste Mat oil il se

' trouve, et du desir sincere de Sa Majeste de concourir par tout ce

' qui dependra delle d, Ten tirer. M. Guy Dickens pourrait lui com-

' muniquer en mime terns les Instrzictions donnees a Monsieur Hotlwmi

(our Answer to the Outrageous propositions, which amounts to no-

thing, and may he spared the reader), ' et lui marquer qyHon avait lieu

' Wesperer que Sa Majeste Prussienne ne refuserait pas au mains de

' Sexpliquer un peu plus en detail qu'elle n'a fait jusqu'iei. Qu'en

' attendant les suites que cette negociation pourrait avoir, Sa Majeste

' etait (favis que le Prince ferait Men de differer un peu FexScution de

' son dessein connu : Que la situation oil les affaires de TEurope se

' trouvaient dans ce moment critique ne paraissait pas propre a Vexe-

' cution d!un dessein de cette nature : Que pour ce qui est de I'inten-

' tion oil le Prince a temoigne etre, de se retirbr en France, Sa Ma-
' jests croit qu'elle demande une mure deliberation, et que le peu de

' ferns qui reste ne promet pas mime qu!on puisse s'informer de ce que

' la Cour de France pourrait penser Id-dessus; dont Sa Majeste trou-

' vait cependant absolument necessaire de Vassurer, avant de pouvoir

• conseiller a un Prince qui lui est si cher de se retirer en ce pays Zd.'i

' Pnissian Despatches, vol. xli. : No date or signature ; bound-up along with
Hari-ington'B Despatch, ' Windsor, 20th June' (1st July) ' 1730,'—on the moii-ow
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This is Document First ; of no concernment to Hotham

at this stage ; but only to us and our Crown-PrrQce. Docu-

ment Second would at one time have much interested Ho-

tham : it is no other than a Grumkow Original seized at St.

Mary Axe, such as Hotham once solicited, ' strong enough

to break Grumkow's back.' Hotham now scarcely hopes it

will be ' strong enough.' No matter ; he presents it as bid-

den. On introducing Dickens as successor, Monday 10th

July, he puts the Document into his Prussian Majesty's

hand : and—^the result was most unexpected ! Here is Ho-

tham's Despatch to Lord Harrington; which it will be our

briefest method to give, with some minimum of needful ex-

planation intercalated here and there

:

' To the Lord Harrington (from Sir Charles Hotham).

• Berlin, 30tli June (11th July) 1730.

' My Lord,—Though, the conduct of his Prussian Majesty has

' heen such, for some time past, that one ought to be surprised at no-

' thing he does,—it is nevertheless with great concern that I now
' have to acquaint your Lordship with an extravagancy of his which

' happened yesterday,' Monday 10th July 1730.

' The King of Prussia had appointed me to he with him about

' noon, with Captain Guy Dickens' (who has just returned from Eng-

land, on what secret message your Lordship knows!).—'We both

' attended his Prussian Majesty, and I presented Captain Guy Dickens

' to him, who delivered his credentials : after which the King talked

' to us a quarter of an hour about indifferent matters. Seeing him

' in a very good humour, I took that opportunity of telling him,

' " That as General Grumkow had denied his having held a Secret

of TThich day we may fancy Captain Dickens took the road for Berlin again,

—

where we auspiciously see him on Monday 10th July, probahly a night or two

after his anival.
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' Correspondence with Eeiclienbacli, or having written the Letters I

' had some time ago deliyered to his Majesty, I was now ordered hy
' the King my Master to put into his hands an Original Letter of

' General Grumkow" '

—

—^Where is that Original Letter 1 ask some minute readers.

Minnte readers, the ipissimum corpus of it is lost to mankind.

Official Copy of it lies safe here in the State-Paper Office

(Prussian Despatches, volume xli. ; without date of its own,

but near a Despatch dated 20th June 1730) ; has, adjoined

to it, an Autograph jotting by George Second to the effect,

" Yes, send it," and also some preliminary scribbles by New-

castle, to the like purport. No date of its own, we say,

though, by iatemal evidence and light oi Fassmann,^ it is

conclusively dateable ' Berlin, 20th May,' if anybody cared

to date it. The Letter mentions lightly that 'pretended

discovery' (the St.-Mary-Axe one, laid on the table of To-

bacco-Parliament, 6th May or soon after), 'innocent trifles

' aU J wrote; hope you burnt them, nevertheless, according

* to promise : yours to me I did burn as they came, and
' will defy the Devil to produce ;' brags of his Majesty's fine

spirits;—and is. Jotting and aU, as insignificant a Letter

as any. other portion of the "Rookery Colloquy," though its

fate was a little more distinguished. Prussian Dryasdust

is expected to give it in Facsimile, one day,—surely no Brit-

ish Under-Secretary will exercise an unwise discretion, and

forbid him that small pleasm-e !

—

' which was an tmdeniaUe proof of all the rest, and conld not hut

' convince his Prussian Majesty of the truth of them.'—^Well?

' He took the Letter from me, cast his eye upon it ; and seeing

' it to he Grumkow's hand, said to me with all the anger imaginable'

(fency the thunderhiirst !), ' "Messieurs, fai eu assez de ces choses let ,-"

2 p. 404.
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' ttrew tlie Letter upon the ground, and immediately turning his

' back went out of the room, and shut the door upon us,'

— probably -with a slam ! And that is the naked truth

concerning this celebrated Intercepted Letter. Majesty

answered explosively,

—

hM poor heart beiag in a burdened

and grieved condition, not unlike growing a haunted one,

—" I have had enough of that stuff before !" pitched the

new specimen away, and stormily whirled out with a slam

of the door. That he stamped with his foot, is guessable.

That he ' lifted his foot as if to kick the Honourable Eng-

lish Excellency,'^ which the English Excellency never could

have stood, but must have died on the spot,—of this, though

several Books have copied it from Wilhelmina, there is no

vestige of evidence : and the case is bad enough without

this.

' Tour Lordship will easily imagine that Captain Guy Dickens

' and I were not a little astonished at this most extraordinary be-

' havioui. I took up the Letter he had thrown upon the floor' (ipsis-

dmwm corpus of it lost to mankind, last seen going into Hotham's

pocket in this manner) ; ' and returning home, itamediately wrote

' one to his Prussian Majesty, of which a copy is here enclosed.'

—

Let us read that essential Piece : sound substance, ia very stiff in-

different French of Stratford,—which may as weU be made English

at once

:

" To his Majesty the Elng of Prmsia.

" Sire,—It is with the HveHest grief that I find myself under the

" necessity,—after what has passed today at the audience I had of

" youi Majesty, where I neither did nor said anything in regard to

" that Letter of Monsieur Grumkow's or to putting it into your Ma-

'• jesty's hands, that was not by my Master's order,—it is, I say, Sire,

' WiUieltmna, i. 228.
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" with, the liveliest grief that I am obliged to inform your Majesty

" of the necessity there lies on me to dispatch a Courier to London.

" to apprise the King my Master of an incident so surprising as the

" one that has just happened. Por which reason I heg {supplie)

" your Majesty will be pleased to cause the necessary Orders for Post-

" horses to be furnished me, not only for the said Courier, but also

" for myself,—since, after what has just happened, it is not proper

" for me to prolong my stay here {faire unplus long sejour id).

" I have the honour to be, your Majesty's &c. &c. &c.

" CHfELES HOTHAM."

' About two hours afterwards, General Borck came to me ; and

' told me He was in the utmost affliction for what had happened

;

' and beseeched me to have a little patience, and that he hoped

' means would be found to make-up the matter to me. Afterwards

' he communicated to me, by word of mouth, the Answer the King

' of Prussia had given to the last Orders I had received by Captaia

' Guy Dickens,'—Orders, " Come home immediately,'' to which, the

"Answer" is conceivable.

' I told him that, after the treatment I had received at noon, and

' the affront put upon the King my Master's character, I could no

' longer receive nor charge myself with anything that came from his

' Prussian Majesty. That as to what related to me personally, it was

' very easily made-up ; but having done nothing but in obedience to

' the King my Master's orders, it belonged to him only to judge

' what satisfaction was due for the indignity offered to his character.

' Wherefore I did not look upon myself as authorised to listen to any

' expedients till I knew his Majesty's pleasure upon the matter.

' In the evening, General Borck wrote a Letter to Captain Guy
' Dickens and two to me, the Copies of which are enclosed,'—fear

not, reader !
* The purport of them was to desire That I would take

' no farther notice of what had happened, and that the Ejng of

' Prussia desired I would come and dine with him next day.'—^En-

gaged otherwise, your Majesty, next day !
' The Answer to these

' Letters I also enclose to your Lordship,'—reader not to be troubled
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with it. ' I excused myself from dining with the King of Prussia,

' not thinking myself at liberty to appear any more at Court tiU. I

' received his Majesty's,' my own. King's, ' commands, and told General

' Borck that I looked upon myself as indispensahly obliged to acquaint

' the King my Master with everything that had passed, it being to

' no purpose to think of concealing it, since the thing was aheady

' become public, and would soon be known in all the Courts of

' Europe.

' This, my Lord, is the true state of this unaccountable accident.

' You win see, by General Borck's Letter, that the King of Prussia,

' being now letuined to his senses, is himself convinced of the ex-

' travagancy of this proceeding ; and was very desirous of having it

' concealed ;—which was impossible ; for the whole Town knew it

' an hour after it had happened.

' As to my own part, I am not a little concerned at this unfor-

' tunate incident. As it was impossible to foresee this fit of madness

' in the King of Prussia, there was no guarding against it : and after

' it had happened, I thought I could do no less than resent it in the

* manner I have done,—^without prostituting the character with which

' the King has been pleased to honour me. I hope, however, this

' affair will be attended with no ill consequences : for the King of

' Prussia himseK is at present so ashamed of his behaviour, that he

' says, He will order Count Degenfeld' (Graf von Degenfeld, going

at a leisurely pace to remove Nosti from his perch among you)* ' to

' hasten his journey to England, with orders to endeavour to make-up

' the affair immediately.

' As I had already received the King's Orders, by Captain Guy
* Dickens, To return home forthwith, I thought, after what had hap-

' pened, the sooner I left this place the better ; and the rather because

' it might be proper I should make a report of it to his Majesty. I

' shaU therefore set out a few hours after this Messenger; and wiU

' make aU the expedition possible.

' The "King of Prussia sets out for Anspach on Saturday next,'

—

11th July is Tuesday, Saturday next wiU be 15th July, which proves

* Supra, p. 369.

VOL. SXII. (Frederick, vol. 2.) DD
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conect.^ ' I am, witL. the utmost respect, My Lord, Your Lordship's

' most obedient and moat hnmMe servant, Charles Hotham.'^

No sooner was the door slammed-to than his Majesty

began to repent. At sight of the demand for Post-horses,

he repented bitterly ; sent Borck to ask Hotham to dinner,

with what success we have seen^ Sent Borck to negotiate,

to correspond, to consult with Dickens, to do his utmost in

pacifying Hotham. All which Correspondence exists, but

is not worth giving. Borck's remonstrances are ia rugged

soldier-Kke style, full of earnestness and friendliness. Do
not wreck, upon trifles, a noble interest we have in com-

mon; King is jealous about foreign interference witk his

Ministers, but meant nothing; I tell you it is nothing!

—

Hotham is polite, good-tempered; but remains inflexible:

With myself, on my own score, it were soon settled, or is

already settled; but with the King my Master,—no expe-

dient but post-horses ! The Diplomatist world of Berlin is

in a fuss; Queen Sophie and ' the Minister ofDenmark,' with

other friendly Ministers, how busy !
' All day,' this day and

the next, 'they spent in comings and goings;'^ advisiag

Hotham to relent: Hotham could not relent. The Crown-

Prince himself writes, urged by a message from his Mother

;

Crown-Prince sends Katte off from Potsdam with this EiUet*

(if this be a correct copy to translate from)

To his Excellency Monsieur the Chevalier Hotham.

• Potsdam, llth July 1730.

' Monsieur,— Having learned by M. de Leuvener,' the DaaisL

Minister, a judicious well-affected man, ' what the Bang my Father's

'^ Fassmaim, p. 410.

« State-Paper Office : Pmssian DeBpatohes, vol. xli.

' Wilhelmina, i. 229, 230. e lb. i. 230.
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' ultimate intentions are, I cannot, doubt but you will yidd to his

' desires. Think, Monsieur, that my happiness and my Sister's d&-

' pend on the resolution you shall take^^ and that your answer wiU
' mean the union or the disunion forever of the two Houses ! I flatter

' myself that it wiU he favourahle, and that you will yield to my
'' entreaties. I never shall forget such a service, but recognise it all

' my life by the most perfect esteem,' with which I now am. Tout &

mus, ' EB^DiEic'

This Billet Katte delivers: but to ihis also Hotham re-

mains inexorable
;
polite, hopeftil even i No barm will come

;

Degenfeld will go, I myself will kelp wben at bome; but

for tiie present, no resource but post-horses 1 Whieb tbey

at last yield him, the very post-horses ready to weep.

.And so Hotham, spirited judicious English, gentleman^

rolls off homewards,^ a few hours after bis Courier,— and,

retires honourably into the shades of private life, steady

there thenceforth. He has not been successful io. Berlin:

surely bis Negotiation is now out in aU manner of senses I

Long ago (to use our former ignoble figure) he had ' laid-

down the bellows, though, there was still smoke traceable
:'

but now, by this Grumkow Letter, hs has, as it were, struck

the poher through the business; and that dangerous man-

oeuvre,, not proving successful, has been fatal and final!

Qjieen Sophie and certain others may still flatter them-

selves ; but it is evident the Negotiation is at last complete.

What may lie ia flight to England and rash desperate mea-

sures, which Q^een Sophie trembles to think ofj we do not

know : but by regular negotiation this thiug can never be.

It is darkly apprehended the Crown-Prince still meditates

Plight ; the maternal heart and Wilhelmiua's are grieved

9 <Wediie8da;,'12thCI>ickeDs).
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to see Lieutenant Katte so much in Hs confidence,—could

"wish him a wiser councillor ia such predicaments and emer-

gencies 1 Katte is greatly flattered by the Prince's confid-

ence ; even brags of it in society, with his foolish loose

tongue. Poor youth, he is of dissolute ways; has plenty

of ' unwise intellect,' little of the ' wise' kiad ; and is still

under the years of discretion. Towards Wilhelmina there is

traceable ia him something,—something as of almost loving

a bright particular star, or of thrice-privately worshipping

it for his own behoof. And Wilhehnuia, during the late

Eadewitz time, when Mamma 'gave four Apartments (or

Royal Soirees) weekly,' was severe upon him, and inac-

cessible in these Com-t Soirees. A rash young fool ; carries

a loose tongue :—still worse, has a Miniature, recognisable

as Wilhelmina; and would not give it up, either for the

'Queen's Majesty or me !—" Thousand and thousand pardons.

High Ladies both; my loose tongue shall be locked: but

these two Miniatures, the Prince and Princess Royal, I

copied them firom two the Prince had lent me and has got

back, ask me not for these ;—never, oh, I cannot ever !"

—

Upon which Wilhelmina had to take a high attitude, and
* pass him speechless in the Soirees. The foolish fellow :

—

and yet one is not heartily angry either ; only reserved in

the Souees ; and anxious about one's Brother in such hands.

Friedrich Wilhelm repents much that Hotham explosion

;

is heard saying that he will not again treat in person with

any Envoy from foreign parts, being of too hot temper, but

will leave his Ministers to do it.^" To Queen Sophie he says

coldly, " Wilhehnina's marriage, then, is off; an end to it.

Abbess of Herford" (good Protestant refage for unprovided

Females of Quality, which is in om' gift), " let her be Ab-

•» Dickens's Despatch, Berlin, 22a July (n. s.) 1730.
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bess there ;"—and writes to the then extant Abbess to mate

Wilhehnina ' Coadjutress,' or Heir-Apparent to that Chief-

Nmiship ! Nay what is still more mortifying, my Brother

says, " On the whole, I had better, had not If The cruel

Brother ; but indeed the desperate !—^For things are mount-

ing to a pitch in this Household.

Queen Sophie's thoughts,—they are not yet of sm-render;

that they wiU never be, while a breath oflife is left to Queen

Sophie and her Project : we may fancy Queen Sophie's mood.

Nor can his Majesty be in a sweet temper; his vexations

lately have been many, Fu-st, England is now off, not off-

and-on as formerly: that comfortable possibiKty, hanging

always in one's thoughts, is fairly gone ; and now we have

nothing but the Kaiser to depend on for Jiilich and Berg,

and the other elements of our salvation in this world ! Then

the St.-Mary-Axe discoveries, harassing shadows ofsuspicion,

that wiU rise from them, and the unseemly Hotham cata-

strophe and one's own blame in it ; Womankind and House-

hold still virtually rebellious, and all thiugs going awry;

Majesty is in the worst htunour;— bullies and outrages his

poor Crown-Prince ahnost worse than ever. There have

been rattan-showers, hideous to think of, descending this

very week^^ on the fine head, and far into the high heart of

a Eoyal Young Man ; who cannot, ia the name of manhood,

endure, and must not, in the name of sonhood, resist, and

vainly calls to all the gods to teach him what he shall do iu

this intolerable inextricable state of matters.

Fate and these Two Black-Artists have driven Friedrich

WUhelm nearly mad ; and he,' in turn is driving everybody

so. He more than suspects Friedrich of an intention to fly

;

which is horrible to Friedrich Wilhelm : and yet he bullies

" Guy Dickens's Despatoh, 18th July 1730.
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Mm occasionally, as a spiritless wretcii, for bearing such

treatment. " Cannot yon renoimce the Heir-Apparentship,

then
; yonr httle Brother is a fine youth. Give it up ; and

go, unmolested, to the—in fact to the Devil: Cannot youf
—" K yom- Majesty, against the honour ofmy Mother, de-

clare that I am not your eldest son : Yes, so ; not otherwise,

evier !" modestly but steadily persists the yoimg man, when-

ever this expedient is proposed to him,— as perhaps it

already sometimes is. Whereat the desperate Father can

only snojrt indignantly futile- A case growing nearly des-

perate. Desperate, yes, on all hands-: nnless one had the

' high mast' above alluded to, with two pulleys and ropes

;

and could see a certain Pair of Scoundrels moimt rapidly

thither, what hope is there for anybody ? A violent crisis

does not last, however ; that is one certainty in it. Either

these agonistic human beings, young and old, will all die,

all go to Bedlam, with their intolerable woes ; or else some-

thing of explosive natm-e will take place among them. The

maddest boil, unless it kill you with its torments, does at

length burst, and become an abscess.

Of course Captain Dickens, the instant Hotham was gone,

hastened privily to see the Crowm-Prince j saw Katte and

him ' at the Gate of the Potsdam Palace at midnight,'^ or

in some other less romantic way;—read him the Windsor

Paper of 'Instructions^ known to us; and preached from that

text. No definite countenance from England, the reverse

rather, your Highness sees ;—^how can there be 1 Give it

up, your Highness ; at least delay it !—Crown-Prince does

not give it up a whit ; whether he delays it, we shall see.

A busy week for the Cro-wn-Prince and Katte, this of the

u Wilhelmma ; Hauke, i. 301.
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Hotham Catastrophe; wlio have many consultations, the

Journey to Anspach being on Saturday next ! Cro-wn-Prince

has given him ia, keeping a writing-case with private let-

ters ; 1,000 ducats of money, money raised by loan, by pick-

ing jewels off some miniatures of honour, and the like sore

methods. Katte has his very coat, a gray topcoat or travel-

ling roquelam-e, in keeping ;—and their schemes are many.

Off we must and will be, by some opportunity. Could not

Katte get a 'Eecrni1;ing Furlough,' leave to go into the

JReich on that scoxe; and join one there? Lieutenant Keith

is at Wesel ; ready, always ready. Into France, into Hol-

land, England? If the English would not,—^there is war to

be in Italy, say all the Newspapers : why not a campaign

as Volimteers in Italy, till we saw how matters went % Any-

thing and all i;hings are preferable to ignommy like this.

No dog could endure it I

—



CHAPTER V.

JOURNBT TO THE EEIOH.

On Saturday the 15th Jtily 1730, early in the morning as

his wont was, Friedrich Wilhelm, with a small train of offi-

cial military persons, roUed-off from Potsdam, towards Leip-

zig, on that same journey o£ his, towards Anspach and the

Reich. To Anspach, to see our poor young daughter, lately

married there ; therefrom we can have a run into the Reich,

according to circumstances. In this wide route there lie

many Courts and scenes, which it might behove us to look

iato; Courts needing to be encouraged to stand for the

Kaiser's rights, against those English, French and intrusive

Foreigners of the Seville Treaty. We may hope at least to

ease om* own heavy mind, and have the chaff somewhat

blown out of it, by this.rushiug through the open atmo-

sphere.—Such, so far as I can gather, were Friedrich WU-

helm's objects in this Journey; which tm'ned-out to be a

more celebrated one than he expected. The authentic re-

cords of it are slight, the rumours about it have been many.-^

After painful sifting through mountains of dust and ashes

for a poor cinder of a fact here and there, our duty is, to

tell the English reader one good time, what certainties, or

available cinders, have anywhere turned up.

' Forster (iii. 1-11) contains Seckendori's Narrative, as sent to Vienna;

PreiiBS (iv. 470), a Prussian Belatio ex Actis : these are the only two original

pieces which I have seen ; Excerpts of others (correct doubtless, but not in a

very distinct condition) occur in Bauke, i. 294-340.
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Crown-Prince Friedrich, it lias been decided, after some

consultation, sliall go with, his Majesty. Better he go with

ns, to be under our own eyes, lest he run away, or do other

mischief. Old General Buddenbrock, old Colonel Waldau,

and Lieutenant-Colonel Rochow travel in the same carriage

with the Prince ; are to keep a strict watch over him, one

of them at least to be always by him. Old Greneral Budden-

brock, a grim but human old military gentleman, who has

been in all manner of wars : he fought at Steenkirk even,

and in the Siege of Namxu-, under Dutch William ; stood,

through Malplaquet and much else, under Marlborough ; did

the Siege of Stralsund too, and descent on Riigen there,

which was not his first acquaintance with Karl of Sweden

;

and is a favourite old friend of Friedrich Wilhelm's. A good

old gentleman, though very strict ; now hard on sixty. He
is chief of the Three.

Old Waldau, not younger, though still only Colonel of

Horse, Hkewise celebrates the Malplaquet anniversary; a

Pomeranian man, and silent smoker in the Tabagie, well

seen by the master there. To these two elderly authorities,

Lieutenant-Colonel Rochow, still only about forty, and prob-

ably sharper of eye, is adjoined as active partner. I conclude,

the Prince and Buddenbrock ride face forward; Budden-

brock can tell him about so many things, if he is convers-

able : about Dutch William ; about Charles XH., whose Polish

fights he witnessed, as an envoy from Berlin, long ago. A
Colonel Krocher, I find, is general manager of the Journey

;

— and it does not escape notice that Friedrich, probably

out of youthful curiosity, seems always very anxious to

know, to the uttermost settled point, where our future

stages are to be. His Royal Highness laid-in a fair stock

of District Maps, especially of the Rhine Coimtries, at Leip-
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zig, too;^ and is assiduous in studying them,—evidently

very desirous to know the face of Germany, the ilhine

Countries in particular ?

Potsdam, Wittenberg, Leipzig, the wheels rush rapidly

on, stage succeeding stage ; and early in the afternoon we
are at Leipzig,*—^never looking out at Luther's vestiges, or

Karl V.'s, or thinking about Luther, which thou and I, good

English reader, would surely have done, in crossiag Witten-

berg and the birthplace of Protestantism. At Leipzig we
were thinking to have dined. At the Peter's Gate there,

—

where at least fresh horses are, and a topographic Crown-

Prince can send hastily to buy maps,—a GeneralHopfgaxten,

Commandant of the Town, is out with the military honours

;

he has, as we privately know, an excellent dinner ready in

the Pleissenburg Fortress yonder,'—^but he compliments to

a dreadful extent ! Harangues and compliments ia no end

of florid inflated tantologic ornamental balderdash ; repeat-

ing and again repeating. What a never-imagined honour it

is ; in particular saying three times over. How the Majesty

of Saxony, King August, had he known, would have wished

for wings to fly hither; and bowing to the very ground, "as

if, in the Polish manner, he wished to clasp your feet," said

Friedrich Wilhelm afterwards. I can fancy Friedidch Wil-

helm somewhat startled ! How, at the first mention of this

idea of big August, with his lame foot, taking wing, and,

coming like a gigantic partridge, with lame foot and cocked-

hat, Friedrich Wilhelm grinned. How, at the second men-

tion, and Polish threat of your feet, Friedrich Wilhelm, who

hates all lies, ajid cares not for salutations in the market-

place, jerks himself impatiently and saves his feet. At the

third mention, clear it is, Friedrich Wilhelm utters the

« Forster, iii. 2. * Hap, p. 458a. » FaBsmann, p. 410.
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word, "Anspannen, Horses !"—and in very truth takes to

ihe road again; hungry indeed, but still angrier; leaving

Hopfgarten bent into the shape of a parabola, and his grand

dinner cooling futile, in what tragic humour we can ima-

giae.* Why has no Prussian Painter done that scene? Let

another CihodowiecM, when another comes, try whether he

cannot.

Friedrich Wilhelm regretted the dinner, regretted to

hurt the good man's feehngs ; but could stand it no longer.

He j:ushcs off for Meuselwitz, where Seckendorf, with at

least silence, and some cold collation instead of dinner, is

awaiting him. Twenty miles off is Meuselwitz; up the flat

valley of the Pleisse Eiver towards Jkltenburg ; through a

legion memorable, were we not so hungry. Famed fights

liave had their arena here ; Liitzen, the top of its church-

£teepl« visible on your right, it is there where the great

Gustavus iell two hundred years ago : on that wide cham-

paign, a kind of Bulh-iag of the Nations, how many fights

liave been, and will be! Altenburg one does not see to-

night: happy were we but at Meuselwitz, a few miles nearer,

and had seen what dinner the old Feldzeugmeister has.

Dinner enough, we need not doubt. The old Feldzeug-

meister has a big fine Schloss at Meuselwitz; his by unex-

pected inheritance ; w^ith uncommonly fine gardens ; with a

good old Wife, moreover, bHthe though childless ;—and he

is capable of ' lighting more than one candle' when a King

comes to visit him. Doubtless the man hurls his thrift into

abeyance ; and blazes-out with conspicuous splendour, on

this occasion. A beautifiil Castle indeed, this Meuselwitz of

his; the towers ofAltenburg visible in the distance; Alten-

burg, wherie Kunz von Kaufiimgen stole the two little

' FasBmann, p. 411.
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Princes, centuries ago ;—^where we do not mean to pause at

this time. On the morrow morning,—unless they chose to

stay over Sunday, which I cannot affirm or deny,—Secken-

dorf also has made his packages; and joins himself to Fried-

rich Wilhelm's august travelling party. Doing here a portion

of the long space (length of the Terrestrial Equator in all)

which he is fated to accomplish in the way of riding with

that Monarch.

From Meuselwitz, through Altenburg, Grera, Saalfeld,

to Cobm-g, is our next day's journey. Up one fork of the

Leipzig Pleisse, then across the Leipzig Elster, these streams

now dwindling to brooks ; leading us up to the water-

shed or central Hill-countries between the Mayn and Saale

Eivers; where the same shower will run partly, on this

hand, northward, by the Elster, Pleisse or other labyrinthic

course, into the Saale, into the Elbe; and partly, on the

other hand, wiU flow southward into the Mayn; and so,

after endless windings ia the Fir Mountains (Fichtel-Gebirge),

get by Frankfurt into the Rhine at Mainz. Mayn takes the

south end of yom- shower; Saale takes the north,—or far-

ther east yonder, shower will roll down into the same grand

Elbe-river by the Mulde (over which the Old Dessauer is

minded to build a new stone bridge; Wallenstein and others,

as well as Time, have ruined many bridges there). That is

the line of the primeval mountains, and their ever-flowing

raia-courses, in those parts.-

At Gera, dim old Town,—does not your Royal Highness

well know the "Grera Bond (Geraische Vertrag)"! Duhan

did not forget to inform you of that 1 It is the corner-stone

of the House of Brandenburg's advancement ia the world.

Here, by your august ancestors, the Law of Primogeniture

was settled, and much rubbish was annihilated in the House
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of Brandenburg : Eldest Son always to inherit the Elector-

ate unbroken; after Arispach and Baireuth no more apan-

ages, upon any cause or pretext whatsoever; and these

themselves to lapse irrevocable to the maia or Electoral'

House, should they ever faU vacant agaia. Fine fruit of the

decisive sense that was in the HohenzoUerns ; of their fine

talent for annihilating rubbish,—which feat, if a man can do

it, and keep doiag it, will more than most others accelerate

his course ia this world. It was in this dim old Town of

Gera, in the Year 1598, by him that had the twenty-three

children, that the " Gera BoneH^ was brought to parchment.

But indeed it was intiinsicaUy only a renewal, more solemnly

sanctioned, of Albert AchiUes's Haus Ordnung (House-Order),

done ia 1478, above a century earlier.

—

But see, we are under way again. His Prussian Majesty

rushes forward without pause; will stop nowhere, except

where business demands; no Majesty of his day, travels

at such a speed. Orlamunde an hour hence,—your Royal

Highness has heard of Orlamiinde and its famed Counts of

a thousand, years back, when Kaiser Eedbeard was in the

world, and the Junior Hohenzollern, tired of hawking, came

down from the Hills to him? Orlamunde (OrlajwowiA) is not

far off, on our right; and this itself is the Orla; this pleasant

streamlet we are now quitting, which has borne us company

for some time : this too will get into the Saale, and be at

Magdeburg, quite beyond the Dessauer's Bridge, early to-

morrow. Ha, here at last is Saalfeld, Town and Schloss,

and the iucipient Saal, itself: his Serene Highness Saalfeld-

Cobm-g's \it\\.Q Residenz

;

—probably his Majesty will caU on

him, in passing % I have no doubt he does ; and transacts

the civilities needful.

Christian Ernst, whose Schloss this is, a gentleman of
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liis Majesl^f's age (bom 1683)^ married an amiah\& Fraulein

not of quality, whom indeed the Kaiser has ennobled : he-

Kves here,—^I thinfe, courting- the shade rather; and ruleg

conjointly with his younger Brother, or Half-Brotber, Franz

Josias, who resides at Cobnrg; Dukes of Saalfeld-Cobnrg,

&ueh is their style, and in good part their possession; though,

it is well known to this travelling party and the world,

there has been a Lawsuit about Gbburg this half-century

and more ; and though somewhere about 200 ' Condusa,'^ or

Decrees of AuHc Council, have been given in favour of the

Saalfelders, their rivals of Meiningen never end.- Nor will

end yet, for five years more to come; till, in 1735, '206 Corv-

clusa being given,' they do end, and leave the Saalfelders

in peaceable possession ; who continue so ever since to this

day.^ How long his Majesty paused in that Schloss of

Saalfeld, or what he there did, or what he spake,—except

perhaps encourage Christian Ernst to stand-by a Kaiser's

Majesty against these French insolences, and the native

German, Spanish, English derelictions of duty,—we are left

to the vaguest guess of fency. And must get on to Cobnrg

for the.night.

At Coburg, in its snug valley, under the Festurtff or HiTl

Castle,—^where Martin Luther sat solitary during the Diet of

Augsburg (Diet known to us, our old friend Margraf George

of Anspach hypothetical^ 'laying his head on the. block'

there, and the great Kaiser, Karl V., practically burning

daylight, with pitiable spilling of wax, in the Corpus-Chvisti

procession there),^—where Martin Luther sat solitary, and

wrote that celebrated Letter about 'Crows holding ihm

« MichaeliB, i. 524, 518; BuscLing, ErdbescUreibimg^ -n. 2464; (Ertel, t. 74;

Hiibner, 1. 166.

° Carljle's Miscellmiea, vi. § Prim^enraiib', ' AMtea, vol. i. p. 246.
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' Parliament all rotmd,' and how ' the Pillars of the -w-orM

' were never seen by anybody, and yet the world is held np,

' in these dumb continents of space ;'—at Goburg, we will

not donbt, his Majesty found Franz Josias at home, and

illuminated to receive him. Franz Josias, a hearty man of

thirty-five, he too will stand by the Kaiser ia these coming

storms ? With a weak contingent trulyr perhaps some score

or two of fighters : but many a little makes a miekle !—
remark, however, two points, of a merely genealogical na-

ture. First, that Franz Josias has, or rather is going to

have, a Younger Son,* who in some sixty years hence will

become dreadfully celebrated in the streets of Paris, as

"Austrian Goburg." The Austrian Goburg of Eobespierre

and Gompany. An immeasurable terrox and portent,—no(fe

much harm in him, either, when he actiiially comes, witii

nothing but the Duk© of York and I>unkirk for accompani-

ment,—to those revolutionary French of 1792-4. This is

point fivst. Point second is perhaps still more interesting j~

this namely : That Franz Josias has an Eldest Son (boy of

six when Friedrich Wilhelm makes his visit),—a Grandson's

Grandson of whom is, at this day. Prince of Wales among

the English People, and to me a subject of interuae icefleetion

now and then !

—

From Goburg, Friedrich Wilhelm, affier pause again, un-

known, rushed on to Bamberg; new scenes and ever new
opening on the eyes of our young^Hero and his Papa. The

course is down the valley of the Itz, one of the many little

valleys ia the big slope of the £odach; for the waters are

now turned, and all streams and brooks are gurgling inces-

santly towards the Mayn. Towards Frankfurt, Mainz and

the Ehine,:—far enough from the Saale, Mulde, or the Old

• FnedtickJIaBiaa: WSZ-ISIS..
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Dessauer's Bridge today; towards Rotterdam and the utter-

most DutcL. swamps today. Near upon "Bamberg we cross

the Mayn itself; Red Mayn and White conjoiaed, coming

from Cuhnbach and Baireuth,—^mark that, your Highness.

A country of pleasant hills and vines : and in an hour hence,

through thick fir-woods,—each side of your road horribly

decked with gibbeted thieves swinging aloft,'—^you arrive

at Bamberg, chief of Bishoprics, the venerable town ; whose

Bishop, famous in old times, is like an Archbishop, and 'gets

his pallium direct from the Pope,'—^much good may it do

him! 'Is bound, however, to give-up his Territory, if the

Kaiser elected is landless,'— far enough from likely now.

And so you are at last fairly ia the Mayn Valley; River

Mayn itself a little step to north ;—^long com-se and many

wide windings between you and Mainz or Frankfurt, not to

speak of Rotterdam, and the ultimate Dutch swamps.

At Bamberg why should a Prussian Majesty linger, ex-

cept for picturesque or for mere baiting purposes 1 At

Bamberg are certain fat Catholic Canons, in indolent, opu-

lent circumstances ; and a couple of sublime Palaces, with-

out any Bishop in them at present. Nor indeed does one

much want Papist Bishops, wherever they get their pallium;

of them as well keep to windward! thinks his Majesty. And

indeed there is no Bishop here. The present Bishop of Bam-

berg,—one of those Von Schonboms, Counts, sometimes Car-

dinals, common in that fat Office,—is a Kaiser's Minister of

State ; lives at Vienna, enveloped in red tape, as well as

red hat and stockings; and needs no exhortation in the

» PoUnitz, Memoirs and Letters (English Translation, London, 1745), i. 209.

Let me say again, tHs is a different Book from tlie ' Memoirs of PoUnitz ;' and

a stiU different from the Memoiren, or 'Memoirs of Brandenhurg by PoUnitz:'

such the exceUeuce of nomenclatnre in that old fooll
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Kaiser's favour. Let us yoke again, and go.—^Fir-woods all

round, and dead malefactors blackening in tlie wind: this

latter point I know of the then Bamberg ; and have expla^

nation of it. Namely, that the Prince-Bishop, though a

humane CathoHc, is obliged to act so. His small Domain

borders on some six or seven bigger sovereignties; and,

being Ecclesiastical, is made a cesspool to the neighbom-iag

scoundrelism ; which state of things this Prince-Bishop has

said shall cease. Young Friedrich may look, therefore, and

old Friedrich Wilhelm and Suite ; and make of it what they

can.

' Bamberg, through Erlangen, to Niirnberg ;' so ruQS the

way. At Erlangen there loiters now, recruiting, a certain

Rittmeister von Katte, cousin to our Potsdam Lieutenant

and confidant; to him this transit of the Majesty and Crown-

Prince must be an event hke few, ia that stagnant place.

French Eefugees are in Erlangen, busy building new straight

streets; no University as yet;—nay a high Dowager of

Baireuth is ia it, somewhat exuberant Lady (friend Weissen-

fels's Sister), on whom Friedrich WUhehn must call in pass-

ing. This high Widow of Baireuth is not Mother of the

present Heir-Apparent there, who wiU wed our WUhelmina

one day :—ah no, his Mother was ' divorced for weighty rea-

sons i'^" and his Father yet lives, in the single state ; a com-

paratively prosperous gentleman these four years last past

;

Successor, since foui- years past, of this Lady's Husband,

who was his Cousia-german. Dreadfully poor before that,

the present Margraf of Baireuth, as we once explained ; but

now things are looking up with him again, some jingle of

money heard in the coffers of the man ; and his eldest

Prince, a fine yoimg fellow, only apt to stanxmer a little

i» Hiibner, t. 181.

VOL. XXII. (Frederick, vol. 2.) EE
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"when agitated, is at present doing the return part of the

Grand Tour,—coming home by Geneva, they say.

Rittmeister von Katte, I doubt not, witnesses this transit

of the iacognito Majesty, this call upon the exuberant Dow-

ager ; but can have little to say to it, he. I hope he is get-

ting tall recruits here in the Eeich; that will be the useful-

poiat for him. He is our Lieutenant Katte's Cousin, an

elder and wiser man than the Lieutenant. A Eeichsgraf's

and Field-marshal's nephew, he ought to get advanced in

his profession;—and can hope to do so when he has deserved

it, not sooner at all, in that thrice-fortunate Coimtry. Let

the Eittmeister here keep himself well apart from what is

not his business, and look-out for tall men.

Bamberg is halfway-house between Coburg and Niirn-

berg ; whole distance of Coburg and Niirnberg,—say a htm-

dred and odd miles,—is only a fair day's driving for a rapid

King. And at Niirnberg, surely, we must lodge for a night

and portion of a day, if not for more. On the morrow, it is

but a thirty-five miles drive to Anspach
;
pleasant in the

summer evening, after all the sights in this old Niirnberg,

'city of the Noricans (Noricorum Burgum).' Trading Staple

of the German world in old days; Toyshop of the German

world in these new. Albert Diirer's and Hans Sach's City,

—mortals infinitely indifferent to Friedrich Wilhelm. But

is it not the seed-ground of the HohenzoUems, this Niirn-

berg, memorable above cities to a Prussian Majesty? Yes,

there in that old white Castle, now very peaceable, they

dwelt; considerably liable to bickerings and mutinous heats;

and needed all their skiU and strength to keep matters

straight. It is now upon Seven-hundred years since the

Cadet of Hohenzollern gave his hawk the slip, patted his

dog for the last time, and came down from the Eough-Alp
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countries hitherward. And found favour, not unmerited I

fancy, witli the great Kaiser Redbeard, and the fair Heiress

of the Vohbm-gs ; and in fact, with the Earth and with the

Heavens in some degree. A loyal, clever, and gallant kind of

young fellow, if your Majesty will think? Much has grown

and waned since that time : but the HohenzoUerns, ever •

siQce, are on the waxing hand;—^unless this accursed Treaty

of Seville and these English Matches put a stop to them?

Alas, it is not likely Friedrich Wilhelm, in the hurry

and grating whirl of things, had many poetic thoughts in

him, or pious am'oral memories from the Past Ages, instead

of grumbly dusty provocations from the present,—^his feel-

ing, haste mainly, and need of getting through ! The very

Crown-Prince, I should guess, was as good as indififerent

to this antique Cadet of the HohenzoUerns ; and looked on

Niirnberg and the old white Castle with little but ennui:

the Princess of England, and black cares ' on her beautiful

account and his own, possess him too exclusively. But in

truth we do not even know what day they arrived or de-

parted; much less what they did or felt in that old City.

We know only that the pleasant little town of Anspach,

with its huge unfinished Schloss, lay five-and-thirty miles

away; and that thither was the ne^t and quasi-final bit of

driving. Southwestward thirty-five miles ; through fine

summer hiUs and dales ; chmbing always, gently, on the

southward hand; still drained by the Mayn Eiver, by the

Regnitz and other tributaries of the Mayn:—half-way is

Heilsbroim," with its old Monastery; where the bones of

" Not Heilbronn, the well-Imowii, much larger Town, in Wiirtemherg, 80 or

100 miles to westward. Both names (which are applied to still other places)

Bigniij Health-Well, or even Holy -Well,—these two woi-iB, Healthy and Holy

(what is very remarkable), being the same in old Teutonic speech.
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our HohenzoUern Forefathers rest, and Albert Achilles's

'skull, with no sutui-es visible.' On the gloomy Church-

walls their memorials are still legible : as for the Monastery

itself, Margraf George, our memorable Keformation friend,

abolished that,—purged the monks away, and put School-

masters in their stead; who were long of good renown la

those parts, but have siace gone to Erlangen, so to speak.

The July sunset streaming over those old spu-es of Heils-

bronn might awaken thoughts in a Prussian Majesty, were

he not in such haste.

At Anspach, what a thrice-hospitable youthfaUy joyful

welcome from the young married couple there ! Margravine

Frederika is still not quite sixteen ; ' beautiful as Day,' and

rather fooKsh: fancy her joy at sight of Papa's Majesty and

Brother Fritz; and how she dances about, and perhaps

bakes ' pastries of the finest Anspach flour.' Ah, did you

send me Berlin sausages, then, you untrue Papa? Well, I

will bake for you, won't I ;—Sarah herself not more loyally

(whom we read of in Genesis), that time the Angels entered

her tent in a hungry condition!

—

Anspach, as we hint, has an unfinished Palace, of a size

that might better beseem Paris or London; Palace begun

by former Margraves, left-off once and agaia for want of

cash; stands there as a sad moniunent of several thiags;

—

the yoimg family living meanwhile in some soUd comfort-

able wing, or adjacent edifice, of natm-al dimensions. They

are so young, as we say, and not too wise. By and by they

had a son, and then a second son; which latter came to

manhood, to old age ; and made some noise in the foolish

parts of the Newspapers,—^windiag-up finally at Hammer-

smith, as we often explain ;—and was the last of the Ans-

pach-Baireuth Margraves. I have heard farther that Fre-
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derika did not want for temper, as the HohenzoUerns seldom

do; that her Husband likewise had his own stock of it,

rather scant of wisdom withal ; and that then- life was not

quite symphonious always,— especially cash being short.

The Dowager Margravine, Margraf's Mother, had governed

with great prudence during her Son's long minority. I think

she is now, siace the marriage, gone to reside at her Witt-

wensitz (Dowager-Seat) of Feuchtwang (twenty miles south-

west of us); but may have come up to welcome the Majesties

into these parts'. Very beautiful, I hear ; still almost young

and charming, though there is a mortal malady upon her,

which she knows of.^^ Here are certain Seckendorfs too,

this is the Feldzeugmeister's native country;—and there

are resources for a Royal Travelling-Party, How long the

Royal Party staid at Anspach I do not know; nor what

they did there,—except that Crown-Prince Friedrich is said

to have privately asked the young Margraf to lend him a

pair of riding-horses, and say nothing of it ; who, suspect-

ing something wrong, was obliged to make protestations

and refuse.

As to the Ci'own-Prince, there is no doubt but here at

last things are actually coming to a crisis with him. To

say truth, it has been the young man's fixed purpose ever

since he entered on this Journey, nay was ever since that

ignominy in the Camp of Radewitz, to run away ;—and in-

deed aU this while he has measures going on with Katte

at Berlin of the now-or-never sort. Rash young creatures,

elder of them hardly above five-and-twenty yet : not good

at contriving measures. But what theni Human nature

cannot stand this always ; and it is time there were an end

>2 Pollnitz, Memoirs and Letters, i. 209 (date, 29tli September 1729 ;—needs

watching before believing).
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of deliberating. Can we ever have such a chance again ?

—

"What I find of certain concerning Friedrich while at Ans-

pach is, That there comes hj wakj of Erlangen, guided for-

ward from that place by the Rittmeister von Katte, a certain

messenger and message, which proved of deep importance

to his Royal Highness. The messenger was Lieutenant

Katte's servant : who has come express from Berlin hither.

He inquired, on the road, as he was bidden, at Erlangen,

of Master's Cousin, the experienced Rittmeister, Where his

Royal Highness at present was, that he taight deliver a

Letter to him 1 The Master's Cousin, who answered natu-

rally, " At Anspach," knew nothing, and naturally could get

to know nothing, of what the message in this Letter was.

But he judged, from cross-questionings, added to dim whis-

pering rumours he had heard, that it was questionable,

probably in an extreme degree. Wherefore, along with his

Cousin the Lieutenant's messenger to Anspach, the Ritt-

meister forwarded a Note of his own to Lieutenant-Colonel

Rochow, of this purport, " As a friend, I warn you, have a

watchful eye on yom- high charge!"—and, for his own share,

determined to let nothing escape him in his corner of the

matter. This note to Rochow, and the Berlin Letter for the

Crown-Prince reach Anspach by the same hand; Lieutenant

Katte's express, conscious of nothing, delivering them both.

Rochow and the Rittmeister, though the poor Prince does

not know it,' are broad awake to all movements he and the

rash Lieutenant may make.

Lieutenant Katte, in this Letter now arrived, complains

:

' That he never yet can get recruiting furlough ; whether

' it be by accident, or that Rochow has given my Colonel a

' hint, no furlough yet to be had : will, at worst, come with-

' out furlough and in spite of all men and things, whenever
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' wanted. Only—Wesel still, if I might advise I' This is

the substance of Katte's message by express. Date must

be the end of July 1730; but neither Date nor Letter is now

anywhere producible, except from Hearsay.

Deeply pondering these things, what shall the poor Prince

do ? From Canstatt, close by Stuttgard, a Town on our

homeward route,—from Canstatt, where Katte was to 'ap-

pear in disguise,' had the furlough been got, one might

have slipt away cross the Hills. It is but eighty miles to

Strasburg, through the Kniebiss Pass, where the Murg, the

Kinzig, and the intricate winding mountain streams and

valleys start Rhine -ward: a labyrinthic rock-and-forest

country, where pursuit or tracking were impossible. Near

by Strasburg is Count Rothenburg's Chateau
;
good Rothen-

bm'g, long Minister ia Berlin,—who saw those Profossen,

or Scavenger-Executioners ia French costume long siace,

and was always good to me :—might 'not that be a method 1

Lieutenant Keith indeed is in Wesel, waiting only a signal.

Suppose he went to the Hague, and took soundings there

what welcome we shotdd have ? No, not till we have actu-

ally run ; beware of making noise I— The poor Prince is

in unutterable perplexity ; can only answer Katte by that

Messenger of his, to the effect (date and Letter burnt like

the former): 'Doubt is on every hand; doubt,—and yet

certainty. Will write again before undertaking anything.'

And there is no question he did write again ; more than

once : letters by the post, which his faithftil Lieutenant

Katte in Berlin received; one of which, however, stuck on

the road ; and this one,—by some industry of postmasters

spirited into vigilance, as is likeliest, though others say by

mere misaddressing, by ' want of Berlin on the address,'

—

fell into the hands of vigilant Rittmeister Katte at Erlangen
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Who grew pale in reading it, and had to resolve on a pain-

ful thing ! This was, I suppose, among the last Letters of

the series ; and must have been dated, as I guess, about

the 29th of July 1730; but they are now all burnt, huddled

rapidly into annihilation, and one cannot say !

—

Certaia it is that the Koyal Travelling-Party left Ans-

pach ia a few days, to go, southward still, ' by the CEttingen

Country towards Augsburg.''^ Feuchtwang {Wet Wang, not

Dtirrwang or Dry Wang) is the first stage ; here lives the

Dowager Margravine ofAnspach: here thePriace does some

inconceivably small fault, ' lets a knife, which he is handing

to or from the Serene Lady, fall,'-"^* who, as she is weak,

may suffer by the jingle ; for which Friedrich Wilhelm bursts

out on him like the L-ish Rebellion,—to the silent despair

of the poor Prince. The poor Prince meditates desperate

resolutions, but has to keep them strictly to himself.

Doubtless the Buddenbrock Trio, good old military gen-

tlemen, would endeavour to speak comfort to him, when

they were on the road again. Here is Nordlingen, your

Highness, where Bernhard of Weimar, for his over -haste,

got so beaten in the Thirty-Years War ; would not wait till

the Swedes were rightly gathered : what general, if he have

reinforcement at hand, would not wait for it 1 The waters

now, you observe, run all into the Wornitz, into the Donau

:

it is a famed war-country this; known to me well in my
young Eugene-Marlborough days !—" Hm, Ha, yes !" For

the Prince is preoccupied with black cares; and thinks Blen-

heim and the Schellenberg businesses befell long since, and

were perhaps simple to what he has now on hand. That

Feuchtwang scene, it would appear, has brought him to

'- FaSBmaim, p. 410.

" Eanke, i. 304 ('from a Letter the Prince had written to Katte').
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a resolution. There is a young page Keith of the party,

Lieutenant Keith of Wesel's Brother; of this page Keith,

who is often busy about horses, he cautiously makes ques-

tion, "What help may be in him ? A willing mind traceable

ia this poor lad, but his terrors great.

To Donauworth from Anspach, through Feuchtwang and

Nordlingen, is some seventy or eighty miles. At Donau-

worth one surely ought to lodge, and see the Schellenberg

on the morrow ; nay drive to the Field of Hochstadt (Blen-

heim, Blindheim), which is but a few miles farther up the

River % Buddenbrock was there, and Anhalt-Dessau : for

their very sake, were there nothing farther, one surely ought

to go 1 Such was the probability, a visit to Blenheim field

in passing. And surely, somewhere in those heart-rending

masses of Historical Rubbish, I did at last find express evan-

escent mention of the fact,—^but cannot now say where ;—
the exact record, or conceivable image of which, would have

been a perceptible pleasure to us. Alas, in those dim dreary

Books, all whirling dismal round one's soul, hke vortices of

dim Brandenburg sand, how should anything human be

searched out and mentioned to us ; and a thousand things

not-human be searched out, and eternally suppressed from

us, for the sake of that 1 I please myself figuring young

Friedrich looking at the vestiges of Marlborough, even in a

preoccupied uncertain manner. Your Majesty too, this is

the very ' Schellenberg (or Jingle-Hill),' this Hill we are now

sku'ting, on highways, on swift wheels; which overhangs

Donauworth, om- resting-place this hot July evening. Yes,

your Majesty, here was a feat of storming done,— pang,

pang !—such a noise as never jingled on that Hill before :

hke Doomsday come; and a hero-head to rule the Dooms-

day, and turn it to heroic marching music. A very pretty
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feat of war, your Majesty I His Majesty well knows it

;

feat of his Marlborough's doing, famed everywhere for the

twenty-six years last past ; and will go to see the Schellen-

berg and its Lines. The great Duke is dead four years;

sank sadly, eclipsed under tears of dotage of his own, and

under human stupidity of other men's ! But Buddenbrock

is still living, Anhalt-Dessau and others of us are stUl alive

a little while

!

Hochstadt itself,—Blenheim, as the English call it, mean-

ing Blindlieim, the other village on the Field,—^is but a short

way up the River ; well worth such a detour. By what

way they drove to the field of honour and back from it, I

do not know. But there, northward, towards the heights,

is the little wood where Anhalt-Dessau stood at bay hke

a Molossian dog, of consummate military knowledge ; and

saved the fight ia Eugene's quarter of it. That is visible

enough ; and worth looking at. Visible enough the rolling

Donau, Marlborough's place; the narrow ground, the bor-

deriug Hills all green at this season ;—and down old Bud-

denbrock's cheek, and Anhalt's, there would roll an iron tear

or two. Augsburg is but some thirty miles off, once we

are across the Donau,—by the Bridge of Donauworth, or

the Ferry of Hochstadt,—swift travellers in a long day, the

last of July, are soon enough at Augsburg.

As for Friedrich, haunted and whipt onwards by that

scene at Feuchtwang, he is inwardly very busy during this

latter part of the route. Probably there is some progress

towards gaining Page Keith, Lieutenant Keith of Wesel's

Brother ; some hope that Page Keith, at the right moment,

can be gained: the Lieutenant at Wesel is kept duly ad-

vised. To Lieutenant Katte at Berlin Friedrich now writes,

I should judge from Donauworth or Augsburg, ' That he
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' has had a scene at Feuchtwang ; that he can stand it no

' longer. That Canstatt being given up, as Katte cannot

' be there to go across the Kniebiss with us, we will endure

' till we are near enough the Khine. Once in the Rhineland,

' in some quiet Town there, handy for Speyer, for French

' Landau,'—say Siazheim, last stage hitherward of Heidel-

berg, but this we do not write,—'there might it not be"?

' -Be, somewhere, it shall and must ! You, Katte, the instant

' you hear that we are off, speed you towards the Hague

;

' ask for " M. le Comte d'Alberville ;" you will know that

' gentleman when you see him : Keith, om- Wesel friend, will

' have taken the prehmiaary soundings ;—and I tell you,

' Coimt d'Alberville, or news of him, will be there. Bring

' the greatcoat with you, and the other things, especially

' the 1,000 gold ducats. Count d'Alberville at the Hague,

' if all have gone right :—nay if anything go wrong, cannot

' he, once across the Rhine, take refuge in the convents in

' those Catholic regions % Nobody, under the scapulary, will

' suspect such a heretic as him. Speed, silence, vigilance

!

' And so adieu !' A letter of such purport Friedrich did

write; which Letter, moreover, the Lieutenant Katte re-

ceived ; it was not this, it was another, that stuck upon the

road, and fell into the Rittmeister's hand. This is the young

Prince's ultimate fixed project, brought to birth by that

slight accident of.dropping the knife at Feuchtwang ;^* and

hanging heavy on his mind during this Augsburg drive.

At Augsburg, furthermore, 'he bought, in all privacy, red

cloth, of quantity to make a topcoat ;' red, the gray being

unattainable in Katte's hands: in all privacy; though the

watchful Rochow had full knowledge of it, all the same.

^ Eanke, i. 304.



CHAPTER VI.

JOURNEY HOMEWAEDS FROM THE REIOH ; CATASTROPHE ON

JOURNEY HOMEWARDS.

The traveUing Majesty of Prussia went diligently up and

down, investigating ancient Augsburg : saw, I doubt not,

the Fuggerei, or ancient Hospice of tbe Fuggers,—^wbo were

once Weavers ia those parts, and are now Princes, and

were known to entertain Charles V. Avith fires of cinnamon,

nay with transient flames of Bank-bUls on one old occasion.

Saw all the Fuggeries, I doubt not ; the ancient Luther-

and-Melanchthon rehcs, Diet-Halls and notabilities of this re-

nowned Free Town ;—^perhaps remembered Margraf Greorge,

and loud-voiced Kurfiirst Joachim with the Bottle-nose

(our direct Ancestor, though mistaken in opinion on some

points !), who were once so audible there.

One passing phenomenon we expressly know he saw;

a human, not a historically important one. Driving through

the streets from place to place, his Majesty came athwart

some questionable quaint procession, ribbony, perhaps, mu-

sical ; Majesty questioned it : "A wedding procession, your

Majesty I"
—" Will the Bride step out, then, and let us see

how she is dressed !" " Vom Herzen gem ; will have the

honovir." Bride stept out, with blushes,—^handsome we "w-iH

hope; Majesty surveyed her, on the streets of Augsburg,

having a human heart in him; and (says Fassmann, as if
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with insidious insiauation) 'is said to have made her a

present.' She went her way; fulfilled her destiny in an

anonymous manner : Friedrich Wilhelm, loudly named ia

the world, did the like; and their two orbits never inter-

sected again.—Some forty-filve miles south of Augsburg, up

the Wertach River, more properly up the Miadel River, lies

MindeUieim, once a name known in England and in Prussia

;

once the Duke of Marlborough's "Principality:" given him

by a grateful Kaiser Joseph; taken from him by a neces-

sitous Kaiser Karl, Joseph's Brother, that now is. I know

jiot if his Majesty remembers that transaction, now while

in these localities ; but know well, if he does, he must think

it a shabby one.

On the same day, 1st August 1730, we quit Augsburg;

set out fah'ly homewards again. The route bends westward

this time; towards Frankfurt-on-Mayn; there yachts are

to be ready ; and mere sailing thenceforth, gallantly down

the Rhine -stream,—such a yacht-voyage, in the summer

weather, with no Tourists yet infesting it,—to end, happily

we will hope, at Wesel, in the review of regiments, and

other business. First stage, first pause, is to be at Lud-

wigsburg, and the wicked old Duke ofWurtemberg's; thither

first from Augsburg. We cross the Donau at DiUingen, at

Giinzberg, or I know not where; and by tomorrow's sun-

set, being rapid travellers, find ourselves at Ludwigsburg,

—

clear through Canstatt, Stuttgard, and certainly no Katte

waiting there 1 Safe across the intermediate uplands, here

are we fairly in the Neckar Country, in the Basin of the

Rhine again; and old Duke Eberhard Ludwig of Wiirtem-

berg bidding us kindly welcome, poor old bewildered crea-

tm'e, who has become the talk of Germany in those times.

Will EngHsh readers consent to a momentary glance into
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liis affairs and him ? Strange things are going on at Lud-

wigsburg ; nay the origin of Ludwigsburg, and that the

Duke should be there and not at Stuttgard, is itself strange.

Let us take this Excerpt, headed Ludwigsburg in 1730, and

then hasten on

:

Ludwigsburg in 1730.

' Duke Eberhard Ludwig, now an elderly gentleman of fifty-four,

' has distinguislied himseK in his long reign, not by political obK-

' quities and obstiriacies, though those also were not wanting, but by
' matrimonial and amatory ; which have rendered him conspicuous.

' to his feUow-creatures, and stUl keep him mentionable in History,

' briefly and for a sad reason. Duke Eberhard Ludwig was duly

' wedded to an irreproachable Princess of Baden-Durlach (Johanna

' Elizabeth) upwards of thirty years ago ; and he duly produced one

' Son in consequence, with other good results to himseK and her. But

' in course of time Duke Eberhard Ludwig took to consorting with

' bad creatures ; took, in fact, to swashing about at random in the

' pool of amatory iniquity, as if there had been no law known, or of

' the least validity, in that matter.

'Perceiving which, a certain young fellow, Gravenitz by name,

' who had come to him from the Mecklenburg regions, by way of

' pushing fortune, and had got some pageship or the like here in

' Wilrtemberg, recollected that he had a young Sister at home
;
pretty

' and artful, who perhaps might do a stroke of work here. He sends

' for the young Sister ; very pretty indeed, and a gentlewoman by
' birth, though penniless. He borrows clothes for her (by onerous

' contract with the haberdashers, it is said, being poor to a degree)
;

' he easily gets her introduced to the Ducal Soirees ; bids her—She

' knows what to do ? Eight well she knows what ; catches, with her

' piquant face, the dull eye of Eberhard Ludwig, kindles Eberhard

' Ludwig, and wUl not for something quench him. Not she at ah.

:

' How can she; your Serene Highness, ask her not ! A virtuous

' young lady, she, and come of a stainless Eanuly!—In brief, she
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' hooks, she of all the fishes in the pool, this lumher of a Duke
;

' enchants him, keeps him hooked ; and has made such a pennyworth

' of him, for the last twenty years and more, as Germany cannot

' match.i Her brother Gravenitz the page has become Count Grave-

' nitz the prime minister, or chief of the Governuig Cabal ; she

' Countess Gravenitz and Autocrat of Wiirtemberg. Loaded with

' wealth, with so-caUed honours, she and hers, there go they, flaunt-

' ing sky-high ; none else admitted to more than the liberty of

' breathing in silence in this Duchy ;—the poor Duke Eberhard

' Ludwig making no complaint ; obedient as a child to the bidding

' of his Gravenitz. He is become a mere enchanted simulacrum of

' a Duke ; bewitched under worse than Thessalian spells ; without

' faculty of wining, except as she wills ; his People and he the play-

* thing of this Circe or Hecate, that has got hold of him. So it has

' lasted for above twenty years. Gravenitz has become the wonder

' of Germany ; and requires, on these bad grounds, a slight mention

' in Human History for some time to come. Certainly it is by the

' Gravenitz alone that Eberhard Ludwig is remembered : and yet,

' down since UMch with the Thumb,^ which of those serene abstruse

' Beutelsbachers, always an abstruse obstinate set, has so fixed him-

' self in your memory 1—
' Most persons in Wiirtemberg, for quiet's sake, have complied

' with the Gravenitz ; though not without protest, and sometimes

' spoken protest. Thus the Eight Eeverond Osiander (let us name

' Osiander, Head of the Church in Wurtemberg) flatly refused to

' have her name inserted in the Public Prayers :
" Is not she already

' prayed for?" said Osiander : "Do we not say, Deliver us from evil ?"

' said the indignant Protestant man. And there is one other person

' that never will comply with her : the lawful Wife of Eberhard

' Ludwig. Serene Lady, she has had a sad existence of it ; the voice

' of her wrongs audible, to little purpose, this long while, in Heaven

' and on Earth. But it is not in the power of reward or punishment

1 Miehaelis, iii. 440. •

" UMons PolUx (right thumb bigger than lelt) j died a. d. 1265 (MiehaeliB,

iii. 262).
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' to bend her female will in the essential point :
" Divorce, your

' Highness t When / am found guilty, yes. Till then, never, your
' Highness, never, never," in steady crescendo tone :—so that his High-

' ness is glad to escape again, and drop the subject. On which the

' Serene Lady again falls silent. Gravenitz, in fact, hopes always to

' be wedded with the right, nay were it only with the left hand : and

' this Serene Lady stands like a fateful monument irremovably in

' the way. The Serene Lady steadily inhabits her own wing of the

' Ducal House, would not exchange it for the Palace of Aladdin

;

' looks out there upon the grand equipages, high doings, impure splen-

' dours of her Duke and his Gravenitz with a clear-eyed silence, which

' seems to say more eloquently than words, " Mene. mene, You are

' weighed !" In the land of Wiirtemberg, or under the Sun, is no

' reward or punishment that can abate this silence. Speak of divorce,

' the answer is as above : leave divorce lying, there is silence looking

' forth clear-eyed from that particular wing of the Palace, on things

' which the gods permit for a time.

' Clear-eyed silence, which, as there was no abating of it, grew

' at last intolerable to the two sinners. " Let us remove," said the

' Gravenitz, "since her Serene Highness wUl not : build a new charm-

' ing Palace,—say at our Hunting Seat, among those pleasant HilLs

' in the Waiblingen region,—and take the Court out thither." And
' they have done so, in these late bad years ; taking out with them
' by degrees aU. the Courtier Gentry, aU the Baths, Government

' Boards, public businesses; and building new houses for them, there.

^

' Founding, in fact, a second Capital for "Wiirtemberg, with what dis-

' tress, sulky misery and disarrangement to Stuttgard and the old

' Capital, readers can fancy. There it stands, that Ludwigsburg, the

' second Capital of Wiirtemberg, some ten or twenty miles from Stutt-

' gard the first : a lasting memorial of Circe Gravenitz and her Lud-

' wig. Has not she, by her incantations, made the stone houses dance

' ' From 1727 to 1730' was this latter removal. A hunting-lodge, of Eber-

' hard Ludwig's hnilding, and named by him Ludwigsburg, stood here since 1705

;

nucleus of the suhsequent palace, mth its ' Pheasantries,' its ' Favoritas,' &c. &a.

The place had originally been monastic (Busching, Erdbeschreibung, vi. 1518).
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' out hither ? It remains to this day a pleasant to'wii, and occasional

' residence of sovereignty. WaiUingen, within an hour's ride, has

' got memorability on other grounds ;—what reader has not heard of

' Glnbellines, meaning Waihlingens ? And in an another hour up the

' River, you wlU come to Beutelsbach itself, where Ulric with the

' Thumb had his abode (better luck to him !), and generated this

' Lover of the Gravenitz, and much other nonsense loud now and then

' for the last four centuries in the world !

—

' There is something of abstruse ia aU these Beutelsbachers, from

' Ulrich with the Thumb downwards : a mute ennui, an inexorable

' obstinacy ; a certain streak of natural gloom which no illumination

' can abolish. Veracity of all kinds is great in them ; sullen passive

' courage plenty of it ; active courage rarer ; articulate intellect de-

' feotive : hence a strange stiff perversity of conduct visible among

' them, often marring what wisdom they have ;—it is the royal stamp

' of Fate put upon these men. What are called fateful or fated men

;

' such as are often seen on the top places of the world, making an

' indifferent figure there. Something of this, I doubt not, is con-

' cemed in Eberhard Ludwig's fascination ; and we shall see other

' instances farther down in this History.

' But so, for twenty years, the absurd Duke, transformed into a

' mere Porcus by his Circe in that scandalous miraculous manner, has

' lived ; and so he stiU lives. And his Serene Wife, equally obsti-

' nate, is living at Stuttgard, happily out of his sight now. One Son,

' a weakly man, who had one heir, but has now none, is her only

' comfort. His Wife is a Prussian Margravine (Friedrich WUhehn's

' Half-Aunt), and cultivates Calvinism in the Lutheran Country

:

' this Husband of hers, he too has an abstruse life, not likely to last.

' We need not doubt " the Fates" are busy, and the evU demons,

' with those poor fellow-beings ! Nay it is said the Circe is becoming

' much of a Hecate now ; if the bewitched Duke could see it. She

' is getting haggard beyond the power of rouge ; her mind, any mind

' she has, more and more filled with spleen, malice, and the dregs

' of pride run sour. A disgusting creature, testifies one Ex-Official

' gentleman, once a Hofrath under her, but obliged to run for Kfe,

VOL. XXII. (Frederick, vol. 2.) FP
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' and invoke free press in Ms defence :* no end to the foul things she

' iwill say, of an nnspeakaWe nature, about the veiy Duke her victim,

' teeti&es this Ex-Offioial ; malicious as a witch, says he, and as ugly

'as onfl in spite of paint,— " toujours uii Havsment a ses irousses."

' Good Heavens J'

But here is tlie august Prussian Travelling-Party: shove

aside your bewitchments and be-wilderments ; hang a decent

screen over many thiags ! Poor Eberhard Ludwig, who is

infinitely the gentleman, bestirs himself a good deal to wel-

come old royal Mends ; nor do we hea/r that the least thing

went awry duririg this transit of the royalties. "Field of

Blenheim, fiaye your Majesty? Ah me!"—For Eberhard

Ludwig knows that ground ; Btood the World-Battle there,

and so much has come and gone since then : Ah me indeed!

Friedrich Wilhelm and he have met before this, and have

much to tell one another; Treaty of Seville by no means

their only topic. Nay the flood of cordiality went at length

so far, that at last Friedrich Wilhelm, the conscientious

King, came upon the most intimate topics : Gravenitz ; the

Word of God; scandal to the Protestant Eehgion: no likely

heir to your Dukedom ; clear peril to your own soul. Is not

her Serene Highness an unexceptionable Lady, heroic under

sore woes ; and your wedded Wife above aU?

—

'M-^a, and

might bring Heirs too : only forty come October :—Ah Duke,

ah Friendl Avisez la fin, Eberhard Ludwig; consider the end

of it all ; we are growing old feUows now ! The Duke, I

conceive, who was rather a fat little man, blushed blue, then

red, and various colours; at length settHng into steady pale,

* Afologw de Monsieur Forstner de Breitenibowg dre. (Paris, 1716 ; or ' ^ Lon-

dres, smx dSpens de la Compagnie, 1745') : in Spittler, GescMchte Wurtembergs

(Spittlers F'crftc, Stuttgard nnd Tubingen, 1828; vol. v.), 497-539. Miciaelis,

iii. 428-439, gives (in atBtrnse Chancery German) a Sequel to this fine affair of

Forstner'B.
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as it were, indicating anthracitie wMte-lieat : it is certain

lie said at length, -with emphasis, " I will 1" And he did so

by aaad by- Friedrich Wilhelm .sent a messenger to Stutt-

gard to do his reverence to the high injured Lady there,

perhaps to show her ,afar off some ray of hope if she could

endure. Eberhard Ludwig, raised to a white-heat, perceives

that in fact he is heartily tired of this Circe-Hecate ; that

in fact she has long been an iatolerable nightmare to him,

could, he but have knowm it.

And his Royal Highness the -Crown-Prince all this while?

Well, yes; his Royal Highness has got a Court Tailor at

Ludwigsburg; and, in all privacy (seen well by Rochow),

has had the Augsburg red cloth cut into a fine upper wrap-

page, overcoat or roquelaure for himself; intending to use

the same before long. Thus they severally, the Father and

the Son ; these are their known acts at Ludwigsburg, That

the Father persuaded Eberhard Ludwig of the Gravenitz

enormity, and that the Son got his red topcoat i-eady. On

Thursday 3d of August (late in the afternoon, as I perceive),

they, well entertained, depart towards Mannheim, Kur-Pfalz

(Elector Palatine) old Karl Philip of the Pfalz's place ; hope

to be there on the morrow some time, if all go well. Gloomy

much enlightened Eberhard takes leave of them, with ab-

struse but grateful feelings; will stand byihe Kaiser, and

dismiss that Gravenitz nightmare by the first opportunity.

As accordingly he did. Next Summer, going on a visit

northward, spedally to Berlin,* he left order that the Grave-

nitz was to be got out of his sight, safe stowed away, before

his return. Which by the proper officers, military certain of

them, was accomplished,—by fixed bayonets at last, and not

^ There for some three weeks, ' till 9th June 1731, with a suite of aboTe

fifty persons' (Fassmann, pp. 421, 432).
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without futile demur on the part of the Gravenitz. Poor

Eberhard Ludwig, ' he pubhshed in the pulpits, That he was

now minded to lead a better life,'—had time now been left

him. Same year, 1731, November being come, gloomy Eber-

hard Ludwig lost, not unexpectedly, his one Son,—the

one Grandson was gone long since. The serene steadfast

Duchess now had her Duke again, what was left of him

:

but he was fallen into the sere and yellow leaf; in two years

more, he died childless f and his Cousin, Karl Alexander,

an Austrian FeldmarschaU of repute, succeeded in Wiirtem-

berg. With whom we may transiently meet, in time com-

ing; with whom, and perhaps less pleasantly with certain

of his children ; for they continue to this day,—^with the old

abstruse element stOl too traceable in them.

Old Karl Philip, Kurfiirst of the Pfalz, towards whom
Friedrich Wilhelm is now driving, with intent to be there

to-morrow evening, is not quite a stranger to readers here

;

and to Friedrich Wilhelm he is much the reverse, perhaps

too much. This is he who ran away with poor Prince So-

bieski's Bride from Berlin, at startiug in life ; who fell upon

his own poor Protestant Heidelbergers and their Church of

the Holy Ghost (being himself Papist, ever since that slap

on the face to his ancestor) ; and who has been in many

quarrels with Friedrich WiLhelm and others. A high expen-

sive sovereign gentleman, this old Karl Philip ; not, I should

suppose, the pleasantest of men to lodge with. One appre-

hends, he cannot be peculiarly well disposed to Friedrich

Wilhelm, after that sad Heidelberg passage of fence, twelve

or eleven years ago. Not to mention the inextricable Jiilich-

and-Berg business, which is a standing controversy between

them.

« Slst October 1733 : Miohaelis, iU. 441.
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Poor old Kurfurst, he is now within a year of seventy.

He has had crosses and losses; terrible campaignings against

the Turk, in old times ; and always such a stock of quarrels,

at home, as must have been still worse to bear. A life of

perpetual arguing, squabbling and battling,—one's neigh-

bours being such an unreasonable set I Brabbles about Hei-

delberg Catechism, and Church of the Holy Ghost, so that

foreign Kings interfered, shaking their whips upon us. Then

brabbles about boundaries; about inheritances, and detached

properties very many,— clearly mine, were the neighbom's

reasonable ! In fact this sovereign old gentleman has been

in the Kaiser's courts, or even on the edge of fight, oftener

than most other men ; and it is as if that first adventure, of

the Sobieski wedding tm-ned topsyturvy, had been symbo-

lical of much that followed in his hfe.

We remember that unpleasant Heidelberg affair: how
hopeful it once looked ; fact done, Church of the Holy Ghost

fairly ours; your Corpus Evangelicorum fallen quasi-dead;

and nothing now for it but protocoUing by diplomatists,

pleading in the Diets by men in bombazeen, never like end-

ing at aU;—^when Friedrich Wilhelm did suddenly end it;

suddenly locked up his own Catholic estabhshments and

revenues, and quietly inexorable put the key in his pocket

;

as it were, drew his own whip, with a " Will you whip my

Jew?"—^and we had to cower out of the afiair. Kaiser him-

self ordering us, in a most humiliated manner ! Readers can

judge whether Km-Pfalz was likely to have a kindly note

of Friedrich Wilhelm in that comer of his memory. The

poor man felt so disgusted with Heidelberg, he quitted it

soon after. He would not go to Diisseldorf (in the Berg-

and-Jiilich quarter), as his Forefathers used to do ; but set

up his abode at Mannheim, where he still is. Friedrich Wil-
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kelm, who was far from meaning harm or insolence in that

Heidelberg affair, hopes there is no grudge remaining. But

so stand the facts: it is towards Mannheim, not towards

Heidelberg that we are now travelling !—^For the rest, this

scheme of reprisals, or whipping your Jew if you whip mine,

answered so well, Friedirieh Wilhelm has used it, or threat-

ened to use, as the real method, ever since, where needful;

and has saved thereby much bombazeen eloquence, and con-

fusion to mankind, on several occasions.

But the worst between these two High Gentlemen is

that Jiilich-and-Berg controversy ; which is a sore stiU run-

ning, and beyond reach of probable surgery. Old Karl Philip

has no male Heir; and is like to be (what he iadeed proved)

the last of the Nenhurg Electors Palatine. What trouble

there rose with the first of them, about that sad business;

and how the then Brandenburger, much wrought upon,

smote the then Neuburger across the very face, and drove

him into CathoHcism, we have not forgotten ; how can we

ever?—^It is one Hundred and sixteen years since that after-

dinner scene; and, Heavens, what bickering and brabbling

and confused negotiation there has been; lawyers' pens

going almost continually ever since, shadowing-out the

mutual darkness of sovereignties; and from time to time

the military implements brandishing themselves, though

loath generally to draw blood ! For a hundred and sixteen

years :—^but the Final Bargain, lying on parchment in the

archives of both parties, and always acknowledged as final,

was to this effect: 'You serene Neuburg keep what you
' have got ; we serene Brandenburg the like : Gleve with

' detached pertinents om-s ; Jiilich and Berg, mainly yoiirs.

' And let us live in perpetual amity on that footing. And,

'note only frirtheEmore, when our Line fails, the whole of
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' these, fine DucMes shall be yottrs : if your Line fail, ours.'

That was the plain bargain,, done solemnly in 1624, and

agaitt more solemnly and brought to parchment with sig-

nature in 1666, as Friedrich Wilhelm knows too well. And

now the veiy case is about to occur ; this old man, childless

at seventy, is the last of the Neuburgs.. May not one rea-

sonably pretend that a bargain, should be kept 1

" Tush," answers old. Karl Phihp always ; " Bargain ?"

And will not hear reason against himself on the subject; not

even when the Kaiser asks him,—as the Kaiser really did,

after that Wuaterhausen Treaty, but could get only negaj-

tives. B^rl PhUip has no romantic ideas of justice, or of old

parchments tying-up a man. Karl Philip had one Daughter

by that dear Eadzivil Princess, Sobieski's stol«n Bride ; and

he never, by the dear Eadzivil or her dear siaccessor/ had

any son, or other daughtei- that lived to wed. One Daugh-

ter, we say; a first-born, extremely precious to him. Her

he married to the young fortunate Sulzbach Cousin, Karl

Joseph Heir-Apparent of Sulzbach, who, by aD la-ws, was to

succeed in the Pfalz as w^ell,—Karl Phihp thinking further-

more, "He and. she, please Heaven, shall hold fast by Diis-

seldoif too,, and. that fine Jiilich-and-Berg Territory, which

i^ mine. Bargains?" Such was, and is, the old man's, in-

flexible notion. Alas, this one Daughter died lately, and her

Husband lately;^ again leaving only Daughters; will not this

change the notion? Not a whit,;—^though Friedrich Wil-

hehn may have fondly hoped it by possibility might. Not

a whit: Karl Philip cherishes his httle Granddaughter,

now a child of nine, as he did her Mothsrand her Mother's

' See Buchiolz, i. 61 n.

' She in 1728 ; he in 1729 : their eldest Daughter was born 1721 (Hiibner,

t. 140; MichaeUs, ii. 101, 123).
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Mother ; hopes one day to see her wedded (as he did) to a

new Heir-Apparent of the Pfalz and Sulzbach ; and, for her

behoof, will hold fast by Berg and Jiilich, and part with no

square inch of it for any parchment.

What is Friedrich Wilhelm to do 1 Seek justice for him-

self by his 80,000 men and the iron ramrods 1 Apparently

he will not get it otherwise. He is loath to begin that

terrible game. If indeed Europe do take fire, as is likely at

Seville or elsewhere—But in the meanwhile how happy if

negotiation would but serve ! Alas, and if the Kaiser, Eng-

land, Holland and the others, could be brought to guarantee

me,—as iadeed they should (to avoid a casus belli), and

some of them have said they wiU ! Friedrich Wilhelm tried

this Jiilich-and-Berg Problem by the pacific method, all his

life ; strenuously, and without effect. Eesult perhaps was

coming nevertheless ; at the distance of another hundred

years 1 One thing I know : whatever rectitude ^and patience,

whatever courage, perseverance, or other human virtue he

has put into this or another matter, is not lost ; not it nor

any fraction of it, to Friedrich Wilhelm and his sons' sonsj

but will well avail him and them, if not soon, then later, if

not in Berg and Jiilich, then in some other quarter of the

Universe, which is a wide Entity and a long-lived I Courage,

your Majesty I

So stand matters as Friedrich Wilhelm journeys towards

Mannheim : human politeness will have to cloak well, and

keep well down, a good many prickly points in the visit

ahead. Alas, poor Friedrich Wilhelm has got other matter

to think of, by the time we arrive in Mannheim.
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Catastrophe on Journey Homewards.

The Royal Party, quitting Ludwigsbiirg,—on Thursday

3d August 1730, some hours after dinner, as I calculate it,

—

had but a rather short journey before them : journey to a

place called Sinzheim, some fifty or sixty miles ; a long way
short of Heidelberg ; the King's purpose being to lodge in

that dilapidated silent Town of Sinzheim, and leave both

Heidelberg and Mannheim, with their civic noises, for the

next day's work. Sinzheim, such was the program, as the

Prince and others imderstood it; but by some accident, or

on better calculation, it waa otherwise decided in the royal

mind: not at Sinzheim, intricate decayed old Town, shall

we lodge tonight, but five or six nules short of it, in the

naturally silent Village of Steinfurth, where good clean

empty Bams are to be found. Which latter is a favourite

method of his Majesty, fond always of free air and the ab-

sence of fiiss. Shake-downs, a temporary cooking appara-

tus, plenty of tobacco, and a tub to wash in : this is what

man requires, and this without difficulty can be got. His

Majesty's tastes are simple; simple, and yet good and hu-

man. Here is a small Royal Order, which I read once, and

ever since remember,—^though the reference is now blown

away, and lost ia those tmindexed Sibylline Farragos, the

terror of human nature ;—^let us copy it firom memory, till

some deliverer arise with finger on page.^ * At Magdeburg,

' on this Review-Journey, have dinner for me, under a cer-

» Probably in Eodenbeck's Beytrdge,—but long sad searching there, and

elsewhere, proves onaTailing at present. Historical Farragos without Index

;

a hundred, or several hundred, blind sacks of Historical clippings, generally

authentic too if useless, and not the least scrap of label on them:—are not

these a handy article 1
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' tain Tree you know of, outside the ramparts.' Dinner of

one sound portion solid, one ditto liquid, of the due quality;

readied honestly,—and to be eaten under a shady Tree;

on the Eeview-gpound itself, with the: summer sky over

one's head. Could Jjipiter Tbnams, had he been travelling

on business in those paxts', have done better with his din-

ner?—
"At Siazheim'?" thinks hisi Eoyal Highness; and has

spoken, privily to the Page Keith,. To gKde out of their-

quarters there, ia that waste negligent old Town, (where

post-horses can be had),, in. the gray q£ the summer's, dawn.?

Across the Rhine to Speyer is but three hours riding; thence

to Landau, into France^, iato— ? Enough, Page Keith has

undertaken to get horses, and the flight shaU at last be.

Husht, hnsht. Tomorrow morning, before the sparrow wake,,

it is our determination to be upon the road I

Ruins of the Tower of Stauffen, Hohen or High Stamffm,.

where Kaiser Barbarossa lived once; young and ruddy, and

was not yet a Myth, ' winking and nodding under the HiU-

at Salzburg,'—^yes, it is but a few miles to the right there,

were this a deliberate touring party. But this is a rapid

driving one ; knows n.othiag about Stauffen, cares nothing.

—^We cannot fancy Friedrich remembered Barbarossa at all;

or much regarded. Heilbronn itself, the priacipal and only

famous Town they pass this day. The St.. KiLia"n''s Church,

your Highness, and big- stone giant at the top of the steeple

yonder,—adventurous masons, and slater people get upon

the crown of his head, sometimes,, and stand waving flags."

The Townhouse too {RathJiaus),, with its amazing old Clock ?

And Gotz von Berhchingen, the Town-Councillors once had

him in prison for one night, ia the " Gotz's Tower" here

;

i» Buddaus, Lexicon, ii. § Heilbronn. . .
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your Highness has heard of " G-otzi with the Iron Hand" ?

Berlichingens still live at Jaxthansen, farther down the

Neckar Valley, in these parts ; and show the old Hand, con-

siderably rusted now. Heilbronn, the most famous City on

the Neckar; and its old miraculous Holy Well— f What

eares his Highness ! Weinsberg again, which is but a few

miles to the right of us,—there it was* that the B'esi'eged

Wives did that astonishing feat, 600 years ago ; coming out,

as the capitulation bore, ' with their most valuable property,'

each brought her Husband on her back (were not the fact

a Kt;tle uncertain!)—whereby the old Castle has, to; this

day, the name " WeiBertrkvte, Faithfiiliiess of Women." Welfs

Duchess, Husband on back, was at the head of those women;

a HohenzoUern ancestor of yours; I think I have heard, was

of the besieging party.-^^ Alas, thinks his Royal Highness;

is there not a flower of'Welfdom now in England;- and I,

unluckiest of HohenzoUerns, still' far away from her here

!

It is at Windsor, not in Weinsberg, or among the ruins of

Weihertreue, that his Highness wishes to be.

At Heilbronn om- road branches-off'to the left; and we

roll diligently towards Sinzheim, calculating to be- there be-

fore riightfall. Whew ! Something has gone awry at Sinz-

heim : no right lodging' in the waste Inns there ; or good

clean Barns, of a promising character, are to be- had nearer

than there : we absolutely do not go to Sinzheim tonight

;

we are to stop at Steinfurth, a small quiet Hamlet with

Barns, four or five miles short of that ! This was a great

disappointment to the Prince,—and some say, a highly mo-

^'' Siege is notSoiibus enotigh ; a.d. 1140 : Kohler, Meichshistbrie, p.- 167, who

does not mention the story of the women ; Menzel (Wolfgang), GeschicTite der

Deutschen, p. 287, who takes no notice that it is a highly mythical story,—sup-

ported only by tha testimony of one poor Monk in Koln, vaguely chronicling

fifty years after date, and at that good distance.
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mentous circumstance in his History :^^—^however, he ralKes

in the course of the evening ; speaks again to Page Keith.

" Steinforth" {Stony-ford, over the Brook here) ; " be it at

Steiafiirth, all the same !" Page Keith will manage to get

horses for us here, no less. And Speyer and the Ferry of

the Rhiae are within three hours. Favoui- us, Silence and

all ye good genii !

—

On Friday morning 4th August 1730, ' usual horn- of

startiag, 3 A.M.,' not being yet come, the Royal Party lies

asleep in two clean airy Barns, facing one another, in the

Village of Steinfurth ; Bams facing one another, with the

Heidelberg Highway and Village Green asleep in front be-

tween them ;^' for it is little after two in the morning, the

dawn hardly beginning to break. Priuce Friedrich, with

his Trio of Vigilance, Buddenbrock, Waldau, Rochow, lies

in one Bam; Majesty, with his Seckendorf and party, is in

the other: apparently all still locked in sleep? Not all:

Prince Friedrich, for example, is awake ;—the Trio is indeed

audibly asleep ; unless others watch for them, their six eyes

are closed. Friedrich cautiously rises ; dresses ; takes his

money, his n^w red roquelaure, unbolts the Bam-door, and

walks out. Trio of Vigilance is sound asleep, and knows

nothrag : alas, Trio of Vigilance, while its own six eyes are

closed, has appointed another pair to watch.

Gummersbach the Valet comes to Rochow's bolster: "Hst,

Herr Oberst-Lieutenant, please awaken! Priuce -Royal is

up, has on his topcoat, and is gone out of doors !" Rochow

'2 ' Might perhaps have succeeded at Sinzheim' (Seckendorf's Relation of the

Crown-Prince's meditated Flight, p. 2 ;—addressed to Prince Eugene few days

afterwards
;
given in Pbrster, iii. 1-13).

" Compare Wilhehnina, i. 259 (her Account of the Flight : " Heard it from

my Brother,"—and report it loosely after a dozen years !).
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starts to his habiliments, or perhaps has them ready on

;

in a minute or two, Rochow also is forth into the gray of

the morning ;—finds the young Prince actually on the Green

there; in his red roquelaure, leaning pensively on one of

the travelling carriages. " Guten Morgen, Ihro Konigliche

Hoheit !"^*—Fancy such a salutation to the young man!

Page Keith, at this moment, comes with a pair of horses,

too :
" Whither with the nags, Sirrahf Rochow asked with

some sharpness. Keith, seeing how it was, answered with-

out visible embarrassment, " Herr, they are mine and Kunz

the Page's horses" (which, I suppose, is true); "ready at

the usual hour I" Keith might add.—" His Majesty does not

go till five this morning;—^back to the stables!" beckoned

Rochow; and, according to the best accounts, did not sus-

pect anything, or affected not to do so.

Page Keith returned, trembling in his saddle. Friedrich

strolled towards the other Barn,—at least to be out of Ro-

chow's company. Seckendorf emerges from the other Barn;

awake at the common hour :
" How do you like his Royal

Highness in the red roquelaure f asks Rochow, as ifnothing

had happened. Was there ever such a baffled Royal High-

ness; or young bright spirit chained in the Bear's Den in

this manner? Our Steinfurth project has gone to water;

and it is not today we shall get across the Rhine!—Not

today; nor any other day, on that errand, strong as our

resolutions are ! For new light, in a few hom-s afterwards,

pours-in upon the project; and human finesse, or ulterior

schemes, avail nothiag henceforth. ' The Crown-Prince's

meditated Flight' has tried itself, and failed. Here and

so that long meditation ends; this at Steinfurth was all

the overt-act it could ever come to. In few hours more it

" Ranke, i. 305.
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will melt into aii-; and only the terrible consequences will

remain. !

—

By last night's arranigBment, the Prince with his Trio

was to set-ont an hoiir before his Father, which circiamstance

had helped Page Keith in his excuses. Naturally the Prince

had now no wish to linger on the Green of Steinfurth, in

such a posture of affairs :
" Towards Heidelberg, then ; let

us see the big Tun there : allons /" How the young Prince

and his Trio did this day's journey; where he loitered, what

he saw, said or thought, we have no account: it is certain

only .that his Eather, who set-out from Steinfurth an hour

after him, arrived in Mannheim several houirs before him;

and, in spite of Kurfurst Karl Philip's welcome, testified

the liveliest inqxiietude on that unaccountable circumstance.

Beautiful Rhine-stream, thrice-beautiful trim Mannheim;

—

yes, all is beautiful indeed, your Serenity ! But where can

the Prince be ? he kept ejaculating. And Karl Philip had

to answer what he could. Of course the Prince may be

lingering about Heidelberg, looking at the big Tun and

other miracles :—" I had the pleasure to repair that world-

famous Tub or Tun, as yom* Majesty knows; which had

lain half-burnt, ever since Louis XIV. with his firebrand

robberies lay upon us, and burnt the Pfalz in whole, small

honour to him! I repaii-ed the Tun:''' it is probably the

succesBfulest feat I did hitherto ; and well worth looking

at, had your Majesty had time!"

—

"Ja wohl;—^but he came

away an hour before me !"—The polite Karl Philip, at length,

" Kohler, Miinzbelustigungen (vfii. 418-424 ; 145-152), who gives a view of

the world's wonder, lying horizontal with Btairs rnnning up to it. Big Tims of

that kind were not uncommon in Germany ; and had uses, if multiplex dues of

wine were to he paid in naturd : the Heidelherg, the higgest of them, is small

to the Whitbread-aud-Company, for porter's-ale, in our time.
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sent-off one of his o-vm Equerries to ride towards Heidel-

berg, or even to Steinfurth if needful, and see what was

become of the Prince. This Official person met the Prince,

all in ordel', at no ^eat distance ; and brought him safe to

Papa's presence ^again.

Why Papa "was in such a fass about this little circum-

stance ? Truly there has something come to Papa's know-

ledge sincehe started, pei^haps since he arrived at Mannheim.

Page Keith, who. rides always behind the King's coach, has

ridden this day in an agony of remorse and terror ; and at

length (probably in Mannheim, once his Majesty is got to

his Apartments, or now that he finds his Majesty so anxious

there) has fallen on his knees, a;nd, with tears and obtesta^

tioHS, made a clean breast. Page Keith has confessed that

the Crown-Prince and he were to have been ia Speyer, or

farther, at this time of the day ; flying rapidly into France,

"God's Providence alone prevented it! Pardon, pardon:

£lay me, your Majesty ; but there is the naked truth, and

the whole of it, and I have -nothing more to say !" Here-

upon ensues dispatch of thB Equerry ; and hereupon, as we

may conjecture, the Equerry's return with Fritz and the

Trio "is an unspeakable relief to Friedrich Wilhelm.

Friedrich Wilhelm now summons Buddenbrock and Com-

pany straightway ; shows, in a suppressed-volcanic manner,

with questions and statements,—obliged to suppress oneself

in foreign hospitable Serene Houses,—^what atrocity of scan-

dal and terror has been on the edge of happening; "And

you three, Kochow, Waldau, Buddenbrock, mark it, you

three are responsible ; and shall answer, I now tell you, with

your heads. Death the penalty, unless you bring him to

our own Country again,—' living or dead,' " added the Sup-

pressed-Volcano, in low metallic tone ; and the sparkling
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eyes of him, the red tint, and rustling gestures, make the

words too credible to us.^*

What Friedrich Wilhelm got to speak about with the

old Kur-Pfalz, dm-ing their serene passages of hospitality

at Mannheim, is not very clear to me ; his Prussian Majesty

is privately in such a desperate himiom', and the old Kur-

Pfalz privately so discrepant on all manner of points, espe-

cially on the JiHich-and-Berg point. They could talk freely

about the old Tm-k Campaigns, Battle of Zentha," and Prince

Eugene ; very freely about the Heidelberg Tun. But it is

known old Karl Philip had his agents at the Congress of

Soissons, to secure that Berg-and-Jiilich interest for the

Sulzbachs and him : directly in the teeth of Friedrich Wil-

helm. How that may have gone, since the Treaty of Seville

broke-out to astonish«mankind,—will be unsafe to talk about.

For the rest, old Karl Philip has frankly adopted the Prag-

matic Sanction; but then he has, likewise, privately made

league with France to secure him in that Jiilich-and-Berg

matter, should the Kaiser break promise;— league which

may much obstruct said Sanction. Nay privately he is

casting glances on his Bavarian Cousin, elegant ambitious

Karl Albert Kurfiirst of Baiern,— are not we all from the

same Wittelsbach stock. Cousins from of old?—and will

undertake, for the same Jiilich-and-Berg object, to secure

Bavaria in its claims on the Austrian Heritages in defect of

Heirs Male in Austria.^^ Which runs directly into the throat

of said Pragmatic Sanction ; and engages to make it mere

1" Eanke, i. 307.

" 11th Septemher 1697; Eugene's crowning feat;—treaking o£ the Grand

Turk's back in this world; who has staggered about, less and less of a terror and

outrage, more and more of a nuisance growing unbearable, ever since that day.

See Hormayr (iii. 97-101) for some description of this useful bit of Heroism.

'» MichaeUs, ii. 99-101.
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waste sheepskin, so to speak! Truly old Karl Philip has

his abstruse outlooks, this way, that way; most abstruse

politics altogether :—and in fact we had better speak of the

Battle of Zentha and the Heidelberg Tun, while this Visit

lasts.

On the morrow, Saturday August 5th, certain French-

men from the Garrison of Landau come across to pay their

court and dine. Which race of men Friedrich WUhelm does

not love ; and now less than ever, gloomily suspicious they

may be come on parricide Fritz's score,—you Rochow and

Company keep an eye ! By night and by day an eye upon

him I Friedrich Wilhelm was, no doubt, glad to get away

on the morrow afternoon ; fairly out into the Berg-Strasse,

into the summer breezes and umbrageous woods, with all

his pertinents stUl safe about him ; rushing towards Darm-

stadt through the Sunday stillness, where he will arrive in

the evening, time enough,^'

The old Prince of Darmstadt, Ernst Ludwig, Landgraf of

Hessen-Darmstadt, age now sixty-three, has a hoary vener-

able appearance, according to PoUnitz, ' but sits a horse well,

walks well, and seems to enjoy perfect health,'—^which we

are glad to hear of. What more concerns us, 'he lives

' usually, quite retired, in a small house upon the Square,'

in this extremely small Metropolis of his, ' and leaves his

' Heir-Apparent to manage all business in the Palace and

' elsewhere.'^" Poor old Gentleman, he has the biggest Pal-

ace almost in the world; only he could not finish it for

want of funds ; and it lies there, one of the biggest futilities,

vexatious to look upon. No doubt the old Gentleman has

» ' Sunday Evemng arrive at Darmstadt,' Bays Seckendorf (in Forster, iii.

3), tut by mistake calls it the ' 7th' instead of ' 6th.'

2» Pollmtz, Memoirs and Letters, ii. 66.

VOL. XXII. (Proderick, vol. 2.) GtO
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had vexations, plenty of them, first and last. He is now
got disgusted with the afiairs of public life, and addicts

himself very much to ' turning ivory,' as the more eligible

employment. He lives ia that small house of his, among

his turning-lathes and ivory shavings; dines in said small

house, ' at a table for four persons :' only on Sunday, and

above all on this Sunday, puts off his apron
;
goes across

to the Palace; dines there m state, with his Heir and the

Grandees. He has a kinship by affinity to friedrich Wil-

helm ; his Wife (dead long years since), Mother of this Heir-

Apparent, was an Anspach Princess, Aunt to the now Queen

Caroline of England. Poor old fellow, these insignificancies,

and that he descends direct from Philip the Magnanimous

of Hessen (Luther's Philip, who insisted on the supplements

ary Wife), are all I know of him ; and he is somewhat

tragic to me there, turning ivory in this extremely anarchic

world. What the passages between him and Friedrich Wil-

hehn were, on this occasion, shall remain conjectural to all

creatures. Friedi-ich Wilhelm said, this Sunday evening at

Darmstadt, to his own Prince :
" Still here, then? I thought

you would have been in Paris by this time!"—To which

the Prince, with artificial firmness, answered, He could cer-

tainly, ifhe had wished ;^^ and being familiar with reproaches,

perhaps hoped it was nothing.

From Darmstadt to Frankfurt-on-Mayn is not quite forty

miles, an easy morning drive ; through the old Country

called of Katzen-ellenbogen ; Cats-Elbow, a name ridiculous

to hear.*^^ Berg-Strasse and the Odenwald (Forest of the

=' Seokendorf (in Forster, iii.), p. 3.

22 Cattimelihocum, that is, Cattum-Melibocum {Oatti a famed Nation, Meli-

feociis the chief Hill or Fortress of their Conntry), is said to be the original;

—

which has got changed; like Aiallaba into 'Appleby,' or God encompass tis into

' The Goat and Compasses,' among oarselres.
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Otti) are gone ; but blue on the northeast yonder, if youi

Royal Highness "will please to look, may be seen summits

of the Spessart, a much grander forest,—tall branchy tim-

bers yonder, one day to be masts of admirals, when floated

down as far as Rotterdam, whitherward one still meets them

goiQg. SpessaH ;—and nearer, well hidden on the right, is

an obscure village called Dettingen, not yet become famous

in the Newspapers of an idle world ; of an England surely

very idle to go thither seeking quarrels ! All which is, na-

turally, in the highest degree indifferent to a Crown-Prince

so preoccupied.— They reach Frankfurt, Monday, still in

good time.

Behold, at Frankfurt, the Trio ofVigilance, Buddenbrock

and Company (horrible to think of!) signify, " That we have

the Kiug's express orders Not to enter the Town at all with

your Royal Highness, We, for om- part, are to go direct

into one of the Royal Yachts, which swing at anchor here,

and to wait in the same tiU his Majesty have done seeing

Frankfurt, and return to us." Here is a message for the

poor young Prince : Detected, prisoner, and a volcanic Ma-

jesty now likely to be in full play when he returns !—Gilt

weathercock on the Mayn Bridge (which one Goethe used

to look at, ia the next generation)—this, and the steeple-

tops of Frankfurt, especially that steeple-top with the grin-

ning scull of the mutinous malefactor on it, warning to

mankind what mutiny leads to ; this, then, is what we are

to see of Frankfurt ; and with such a symphony as oui-

thoughts are playing in the background. Unhappy Son,

unhappy Father, once more I

Nay Friedrich WUhelm got new lights in Frankfurt

:

Rittmeister Katte had an estafette waiting for him there.
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Estafette with a certain Letter, whicli the Rittmeister had

picked-up in Erlangen, and has shot across by estafette to

wait his Majesty here. Majesty has read with open eyes

and throat : Letter from the Crown-Prince to Lieutenant

Katte in BerKn : treasonous Flight-project now indisputable

as the sun at noon!—His Majesty stept on board the Yacht

in such humour as was never seen before :
" Detestable rebel

and deserter, scandal of scandals— !"— it is confidently

written everywhere (though Seckendorf diplomatically keeps

silence), his Majesty hustled and tussled the unfortunate

Crown-Prince, poked the handle of his cane into his face

and made the nose bleed,—" Never did a Brandenburg face

suffer the like of this !" cried the poor Prince, driven to the

edge of mad ignition and one knows not what : when the

Buddenbrocks, at whatever peril, interfered ; got the Priuce

brought on board a different Yacht ; and the conflagration

moderated for the moment. The Yachts get under way

towards Mainz, and down the Rhine-stream. The Yachts

glide swiftly on the favouring current, taking advantage of

what wind there may be : were we once ashore at Wesel in

om- own country,—^wait till then, thinks his Majesty

!

And so it was on these terms that Friedrich made his

first acquaintance with the beauties of the Rhine ;—^readers

can judge whether he was in a temper very open to the

picturesque. I know not that they paused at Mainz, or

recollected Barbarossa's World-Tournament, or the Hoch-

heim vineyards at all : I see the young man's Yacht dashing

in swift gallop, not without danger, through the Gap of

Bingen; dancing wildly on the boiling whirlpools of St.

Goar, well threading the cliffs ;—the young man gloomily

insensible to danger of life, and charm of the pictm-esque.
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Coblenz (Conjluentia), the Moselle and Ehrenbreitstein : Ma-

jesty, smoking on deck if lie like, can look at these throngli

grimly pacifying tobacco ; but to the Crown-Prince life itself

is fallen haggard and bankrupt.

Over against Coblenz, nestled in between the Rhine and

the foot of Ehrenbreitstein,^^ there, perhaps even now, in his

Hunting-Lodge of Kerlich yonder, is his Serene Highness

the fat little Kiurfurst of Trier, one of those Austrian Schon-

borns (Brother to him of Bamberg); upon whom why should

we make a call ? We are due at Boim ; the fortunate young

Kurfiirst of Koln, richest Pluralist in the Church, expects us

at his Residence there. Friedrich Wilhehn views the fine

Fortress of Ehrenbreitstein:— what would your Majesty

think if this were to be yomrs in a hundred years ; this and

much else, by way of compound-interest for the Berg-and-

Jiilich and other outstanding debts ? Courage, your Majesty I

—On the iat little Kurfiirst, at Kerlich here, we do not call

:

probably out hunting ; ' hunts eveiy day,'^* as if it were his

trade, poor little soul.

At Bonn, where we do step ashore to lodge with a lean

Kurfiii-st, Friedrich Wilhelm sti-ictly charges, in my (Secken-

dorf's) hearing, the Trio of Vigilance to have an eye; to

see that they bring the Prince on board again, " living or

dead."—^No fear, your Majesty. Prince listened with silent,

almost defiant patience, ' mit grosser GeduldP'^ At Bonn the

Prince contrived to confide to Seckendorf, ' That he had in

' very truth meant to run away : he could not, at the age

' he was come to, stand such indignities, actual strokes as

' in the Camp of Radewitz ;—and he would have gone long

' since, had it not been for the Queen and the Princess his

" Pollnitz, Meitwirs and Letters, iii> 180.

'^ Biisching, Beytrdge, iv. 201. ^ Seckendorf (in Forster, iii. 4).
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' Sister's sake. He could not repent what he had done : and
' if the King did not cease beating him in that manner, &c.,

' he would still do it. For loss of his own life, such a life as

' his had grown, he cared little ; his chief misery was, that

' those Officers who had known of the thing should come to

' misfortune by his means. If the King would pardon these

' poor gentlemen, he would tell him everything. For the

' rest, begged Seckendorf to help him in this labyrinth
;
—

' nothing could ever so oblige Vn'm as help now ;' and more

of the Kke sort. These things he said, at Boim, to Secken-

dorf, the fountain of all his woes.^^ What Seckendorf's re-

flections on this his sad handiwork now were, we do not

know. Probably he made none, being a strong-minded case-

hardened old stager ; but resolved to do what he could for

the poor youth. Somewhere on this route, at Bonn more

Kkely than elsewhere, Friedrich wrote in pencil three words

to Lieutenant Keith at Wesel, and got it to the Post-Office

:

' Sauvez-^ovs, tout est dicouvert (All is found out;—away)!'^^

Clement August, expensive Kurfiirst of Koln (Elector of

Cologne, as we call it), who does the hospitalities here at

.Bonn, in a grand way, with 'above a hundred and fifty

chamberlains' for one item,—glance at him, reader
;
perhaps

we shall meet the man again. He is younger Brother of the

elegant ambitious Karl Albert, Kui-fiirst of Bavaria, whom
we have transiently heard of: sons both of them are of that

" Elector of Bavaria" who haunts us in the Marlborough His-

tories,—^who joined Louis XIV. in the Succession War, and

got hunted about at such a rate, after Blenheim especially.

'^ Seckendorf (in Porater, iii. 4).

2' WilhelmiBa (i. 265) says it was a Page of the Old Dessauer's, a comrade

of Keith's, who, having known in time, gave him warning. Certain it is, this

Note of Friedrich's, which the Books generally assign as cause, could not have

done it (infr^, p. 463, and the icrefragahle date there).
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His Boys, prisoners of the Kaiser, were bred-np in a confis-

cated state, as sons of a mere private gentleman; nothing

visibly ahead of them, at one time, but an obscure and ex-

tremely limited destiay of that kind ;—though now again,

on French favour, and the turn of Fortune's inconstant

wheel, they are mounting very high. Bavaria came all back

to the old Elector of Bavaria; even Marlborough's 'Princi-

pality of Mindelheim' came.^* And the present Kurfiirst, who

will not do the Pragmatic Sanction at all,—Kurfurst Karl

Albert of Baiern, our old Karl Philip of Mannheim's genealo-

gical " Cousin ;"—we heard of abstruse colleaguings there,

tendencies to break the Pragmatic Sanction altogether, and

reduce it to waste sheepskin ! Not impossible Karl Albert

will go high enough. And this Clement August the cadet,

he is Kurfiirst of Koln ; by good election-tactics, and favour

of the French, he has managed to succeed an Uncle here

:

has succeeded at Osnabriick iu like fashion ;—poor old Ernst

August of Osnabriick (to whom we once saw George I.

galloping to die, and who himself soon after died), his suc-

cessor is this same Clement August, the turn for a Catholic

Bishop being come at Osnabriick, and the French being kind.

Kurfiirst of Koln, Bishop of Osnabriick, ditto of Paderborn

and Miiuster, ditto now of Hildesheim ; richest Plurahst of

the Chm-ch. Goes about here in a languid expensive man-

ner; 'in green coat trimmed with narrow silver- lace, small

' bagwig done with French garniture {Schleife) in front; and

' has red heels to his shoes.' A lanky indolent figure, age

now thirty ; ' tall and slouching of person, long lean face,

'« At the Peace of Baden (corollary to Utrecht), 1714. Elector had been

' banned' (gedehtet, solemnly drammed out), 1706 ; nothing but French pay to

live upon, till he got back : died 26th February 1726, when Earl Albert suc-

ceeded (Michaelis, ii. 255).
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hook-nose, black beard, mouth somewhat open.'^' Has above

one himdred and fifty chamberlains;—and, I doubt not, is

inexpressibly wearisome to Friedrich Wilhelm in his Ma-

jesty's present mood. Patience for the moment, and polite-

ness above all things !—The Trio of Vigilance had no diffi-

culty with Friedrich ; brought him on board safe again next

day, and all proceeded on their voyage; the Km-fiirst in

person pohtely escorting as far as Koln.

Koln, famed old City of the Three Kings, with its famed

Cathedral where those three gentlemen are buried, here the

Kurfiirst ceases escorting ; and the flat old City is left, ex-

citing what reflections it can. The architectural Dilettanti

of the world gather here ; St. Ursula and her Eleven Thou-

sand Virgins were once massacred here, your Majesty; an

English Princess she, it is said. " Narrenpossen (Vack ofnon-

sense) !" grumbles Majesty.—Pleasant Diisseldorf is much

more interesting to his Majesty; the pleasant Capital of

Berg, which ought to he owrs, if right could be done; if old

Pfalz would give-up his crotchets; and the bowls, in the

big game playing at Seville and elsewhere, would roll fair!

Diisseldorf and that fine Palace of the Pfalzers, which ought

to be mine;—and here next is Kaiserswerth, a place of

sieges, cannonadings, known to those I knew. 'M-ma, from

father to son and grandson it goes on, and there is no end

to trouble and war !

—

His Majesty's next lodging is at Mors ; old gaunt Castle

in the Town of Mors, which (thanks to Leopold of Anhalt-

Dessau and the Iron Eannods) is now his Majesty's in spite

of the Dutch. There the lodging is, at an hour's drive west-

» Biisoliing {Beytrage, iv. 201-204 : from a certain Travelling Tutor's Ms.

Diary ot 1731 ; where also is detail of the Kurfiirst's mode of Dining,—elaliorate

hut dreary, both mode and detail). His SchloBS is now the Bonn TJniTerBity.
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ward from the Rldnershore:—wliere his Majesty quitted the

River, I do not know; nor whether the Crown-Prince went

to Mors with him, or waited in his Yacht; but guess the

latter. His Majesty intends for Geldern on the morrow, on

matters of business thither, for the Town is his : but what

would the Piince, in the present state of things, do there"?

—At Mors, Seckendorf found means to address his Majesty

privately, and snuffled into him suggestions of mercy to the

repentant Prince, and to the poor Officers whom he was so

anxious about. " Well, if he will confess everything, and

leave-off his quirks and concealments: but I know he won't!"

answered Majesty.

In that dilapidated Castle of Mors,—^look at it, reader,

though in the dark ; we may see it again, or the shadow of

it, perhaps by moonlight. A very gaunt old Castle; next

to nothing living in it, since the old Dessauer (by stratagem,

and without shot fired) flung out the Dutch, in the Treaty-

of-Utrecht time ; Mors Castle and Territory being indisput-

ably ours, though always withheld from us on pretexts.^"

At Geldern, in the pressure of business next day, his

Majesty got word from Wesel, that Lieutenant Keith was

not now to be found in Wesel. " Was last seen there (that

we can hear of) certain hom-s before your Majesty's All-

gracious Order arrived. Had saddled his own horse ; came

" Narratiye of the march thither (Night of 7thNovemter 1712), and dextrous

BurpriBal of the place, in Leopoldi von Anhalt-Dessau Leben und Thaten (Anony-

mous, 'bjBanfft),, pp. 85-90;—^where the Despatch of the astonished Dutch Com-

mandant himself, to their High Mightinesses, is given. Part of the Orange

Heritage, this Mors,—came by the Great Elector's first Wife ;—^but had hung

sub lite (though the Parchments were plain enough) ever since our King Wil-

liam's death, and earlier. Neuchitel, accepted instead of Orange, and not even

of the value of Miirs, was another item of the same lot. Besides which, we shall

hear of old Palaces at Loo and other dilapidated objects, incidentally in time

coming.
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ambling through the Brunen Gate, '.going out to have a

ride,' he said; and did not return."— "Keith gone, scan-

dalous Keith, whom I pardoned only few weeks ago ; he too

is in the Plot! Will the very Army break its oath, thenf

His Majesty bursts into fire and flame, at these new tidings;

orders that Colonel Dumoulin (our expertest rogue-tracer)

go instantly on the scent of Keith, and follow him till found

and caught. Also, on the othei; hand, that the Crown-Prince

be constituted prisoner ; sail down to Wesel, prisoner in his

Yacht, and await upon the Rhine there his Majesty's arrival.

Formidable omens, it is thought.

His Majesty, all business done in Geldern, drives across

to^Wesel ; can see Fritz's Yacht waiting duly in the River,

and black Care hovering over her. It is on the evening of

the 12th of August 1730. And so his Majesty ends this me-

morable Tour into the Reich ; but has not yet ended the

gloomy miseries, for himself and others, which plentifully

sprung out of that.
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CHAPTER VII.

CATASTROPHE, AND MAJESTY, AREIVE IN BERLIN.

At Berlin dark rumours of this intended flight, and actual

Arrest of the Crown-Prince, are agitating all the world; espe-

cially Lieutenant Katte, and the Queen and Wilhelmina, as

we may suppose. The first news of it came tragically on

the yoting Princess.^

' Mamma had given, a ball in honour of Papa's Birthday,'—^Tues-

day 15th August 1730 ;—and we were all dancing in the fine saloons

of Monhijou, with pretty intervals in the cool boscages and orangeries

of the place : all of us as happy as could he ; Wilhelmina, in par-

ticular, dancing at an unusual rate. ' We recommenced the ball after

' supper. For sis years I had not danced before ; it was new fi:uit,

' and I took my fill of it, without heeding much what was passing.

' Madame Biilow, who with others of them had worn long faces all

' night, pleading " illness" when one noticed it, said to me several

' times :
" It is late, I wish you had done."—" Eh, mon Dieu .'" I

' answered, " let me have enough of dancing this one new time ; it

' may be long before it comes again."—" That may well be !" said she.

' I paid no regard, but continued to divert myself. She returned

' to the charge half an hour after :
" Will you end, then !" said she

' with a vexed air :
" you are so engaged, you have eyes for nothing."

' —" You are in such a humour," I rephed, " that I know not what

' to make of it."
—"Look at the Queen, then. Madam; and you wUl

' Apparently some rmnonr from Frankfwt, wMch she confuses in her after-

memory Tvith the specific news from Wesel ; for her dates here, as usual, are

all awry (Wilhelmina, i. 246 ; Preuss, i. 42, It. 473 ; Seckemdorf, in FSrster,

iii. 6).
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' cease to reproach me !" A glance "wliicli I gave tliat way filled me
' with terror. There sat the Queen, paler than death, in a corner of

' the room, in low conference with Sonsfeld and Coimtess Finkenstein.

' As my Brother was most in my anxieties, I asked, If it concerned

' him ? Biilow shrugged her shoulders, answering, " I don't know at

' all !" A moment after, the Queen gave Good-night ; and got into

' her carriage with me,—speaking no word aU the way to the Schloss

;

' so that I thought my Brother must be dead, and I myself took vio-

' lent palpitations, and Sonsfeld, contrary to orders, had at last to tell

' me in the course of the night.' Poor "Wilhelmina, and poor Mother

of Wilhelmina

!

The fact, of Arrest, and Tiiikiiowii miscliief to the Prince,

is taken for certain ; but what may be the issues of it ; who

besides the Prince have been involved in it, especially who

will be found to have been involved, is matter of dire guess

to the three who are most interested here. Lieutenant ,

Katte finds he ought to dispose of the Prince's effects which

were intrusted to him ; of the Thousand gold Thalers in

particular, and, beyond and before all, of the locked Writ-

ing-desk, in which lies the Prince's correspondence, the very

Queen and Princess Kkely to be concerned in it! Katte

dispatches these two objects, the Money and the little Desk,

in all secrecy, to Madam Finkensteio, as to the sm-est hand,

with a short Note shadowing out what he thinks they are

:

Coimtess Finkenstein, old General von Finkenetein's Wife,

and a second mother to the Prince, she, like her Husband,

a sworn partisan of the Prince and his Mother, shall do with

these precious and terrible objects what, to her own wise

judgment, seems best.

Madam Finkenstein carries them at once, in deep silence,

to the Queen. Huge dismay on the part of the Queen and

Princess. They know too well what Letters may be there

;
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and tliere is a seal on tlie Desk, and no key to it ; neither

must it, in time coming, seem to have been opened, even if

we could no-w open it. A desperate pinch, and it must be

solved. Female wit and Wilhelmina did solve it, by some

preeminently acute device of their despair;^ and contrived

to get the Letters out: hundreds of Letters, enough to be

our death if read, says Wilhelmina. These Letters they

burnt; and set to writing, fast as the pen would go, other

letters in their stead. Fancy the mood of these two Royal

Women, and the black whirlwind they were in. Wilhel-

mina's dispatch was incredible
;
pen went at the gallop

night and day : new letters, of old dates and of no meaning,

are got into the Desk again ; the Desk closed, without mark

of injury, and shoved aside while it is yet time.— Time

presses; his Majesty too, and the events, go at gallop. Here

is a Letter from his Majesty, to a trusty Mistress of the

Robes, or whatever she iS ; which, let it arrive through

what softening media it likes, will complete the poor Queen's

despair

:

' My dear Fran von Kamecke,—Fritz has attempted to desert. I

' have been under the necessity to have him arrested. I request you

' to tell my Wife of it in some good way, that the news may not ter-

' rify her. And pity an unhappy Father.
' Fribdkioh Wilhelm.'^

The same post brought an order to the Colonel of the

Gens-d'Armes to put that Lieutenant Katte of his under

close confinement:—we hope the thoughtless young fellow

has already got out of the way? He is getting his saddle

altered : fettling about this and that ; does not consider

' Wilhelmina, i. 253-257.

= No date : ' arrived' (from Wesel, we conclude), Sunday ' 20th August,' at

the Palace of Berlin (Preuss, i. 42).
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what danger he is in. This same Sunday, his Major met

him on the street of Berlin ; said, in a significant tone, " You
still here, Katte !"—" I go this night," answered Katte ; but

he again put it ofi", did not go this night ; and the order for

his arrest did come in. On the morrow morning. Colonel

Pannewitz, hoping now he was not there, went with the

rhadamanthine order ; and finding the unlucky fellow, was

obliged to execute it. Katte lies in ward, awaiting what

may be prepared for him.

Friedrich Wilhelm at Wesel has had rough passages with

the Prince and others. On the Saturday evening 12th Au-

gust ITSO,* his Majesty had the Culprit brought on shore,

to the Commandant's House, for an interview. Ciilprit

proving less remorseful than was expected, and evidently

not confessing everything, a loud terrible scene ensued

;

which Friedrich Wilhelm, the unhappy Father, winded up

by drawing his sword to run the unnatural Son through the

body. Old General Mosel, Commandant of Wesel, sprang

between them, " Sire, cut me to death, but spare your Son !"

and the sword was got back to its scabbard ; and the Prince

lodged in a separate room, two sentries with fixed bayonets

keeping watch over him. Friedrich Wilhelm did not see

his face again for twelve months to come,—' twelve months

and three days.'

Military gentlemen of due grimness interrogated the

Prince next evening,* from a Paper drawn-up by his Majesty

in the interim. Prince confesses little : Did design to get

across the Rhine to Landau; thence to Strasburg, Paris, in

the strictest incognito ; intended to volunteer there, thought

he might take French service, profoundly incognito, and

i PreusB, iv. 473 ; Seckendorf (Forster, iii. 6) Bays 13th, but wrong.

" Seckendorf (in Forster, iii. 5).
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signalise himself in the Italian War (just expected to break

out), which might have recovered him some favour from

his Majesty: does not tell clearly where his money came

from: shy extremely of elucidating Katte and Keith;—in

fact, as we perceive, struggles agaiast mendacity, but will

not tell the whole truth. " Let him lie ia ward, then ; and

take what doom the Laws have appointed for the like of

him !" Divine Laws, are they not? Well, yes, your Majesty;

divine and human;—or are there perhaps no laws but the

human sort, completely explicit in this case ? " He is my
Colonel at least," thinks Friedrich Wilhelm, "and tried to

desert and make others desert. If a rebellious Crown-Prince,

breaking his Father's heart, find the laws still inarticulate

;

a deserting Colonel of the Potsdam Kegiment finds them

speak plain enough. Let him take the answer they give

him."—

DumouliQ, in the mean while, can make nothing ofKeith,

the runaway Lieutenant. Dumoulin, with his sagacious

organ, soon came upon the scent of Keith; and has dis-

covered these things about him: One evening, a week be-

fore his Majesty arrived, Sunday evening 6th August 1730,*

Lieutenant Keith, doubtless smelHng something, saddled his

horse as above mentioned, decided to have a ride in the

country this fine evening, and issued out at the Briinen

Gate of Wesel. He is on the right bank of the Ehine
; plea-

sant yellow fields on this hand and that. He ambles slowly,

for a space; then gradually awakens into speed, into full

speed ; arrives, within a couple of hours, at Dingden, a Vil-

lage in the Miinster Territory, safe over the Prussian Border,

by the shortest line: and from Dingden rides at more leisure,

but without losing time, into the Dutch Overyssel region,

« Belatio ea Actis : in PreusB, ir. 473.
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straight towards the Hague, He must be in the Hague?
said Diunoulin to the Official persons, on arriving there,

—

to Meinertshagen the Prussian Ambassador there,' and to

Keppel, Dutch Official gentleman who was once Ambassador

at Berlin, Prussian Ambassador applies, and again applies,

in the highest quarters; but we fear they are slack. Du-

moulin discovers that the man was certainly here ; Keppel

readily admits. He had Keith to dinner a few days ago : but

where Keith now is, Keppel cannot form the least guess.

Dumoulin suspects he is with Lord Chesterfield, the Eng-

lish Ambassador here. A light was seen, for a night or two,

in one of the garret-rooms of Lord Chesterfield's house,—

probably Keith reading?—^but Keith is not to be heard of,

on inquiry there; and the very light has now gone out.

The distinguished English Lord is gone to England in these

days ; but his German Secretary is not gone : the House is

inviolable, impregnable to Prussia. Who knows, iu spite of

the light going out, but Keith is still there, merely with a

window-shutter to screen him? One morniag, it becomes

apparent Keith is not there. One morning, a gentleman at

the seaside is admiring Dutch fishing-skiffs, and how they

do sail. " Pooh, Sir, that is nothing !" answers a man in

multiplex breeches : " the other night I went across to Eng-

land in one, with an Excellency's Messenger who could not

wait!"—Truth is, the Chesterfield Secretary, who forbade

lights, took the first good night for conveying Keith to

Scheveningen and the seaside; where a Fisher-boat was

provided for him; which carried him, frail craft as it was,

safe across to England. Once there, the Authorities took

pity on the poor fellow;—furnished the modicum of cash

and help ; sent him with Admiral Norris to assist the Por-

' Seokendorf (Forster, iii. 7).
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tuguese, menaced with Spanish war at this time ; among

whom he gradually rose to be Major of Horse. Friedrich

Wilhelm cited him by tap of dxmn three times in Wesel,

and also in the Gazettes, native and Dutch ; then, as he did

not come, nailed an Effigy of him (cut in four, if I remember)

on the gallows there ; and confiscated any property he had.

Keith had more pedigree than property; was of Poberow

in Pommem; son of poor gentlefolks there. He sent no

word of himself to Prussia, for the next ten years; so that

he had become a kind of myth to many people ; to his poor

Mother among the rest, who has her tragical surmises about

him. He will appear again ; but not to much purpose. His

Brother, the Page Keith, is packed into the FusUeer Kegi-

ment, at Wesel here; and there walks sentry, unheard of

for the rest of his life. So much for the Keiths.*

Other difficulty there is as to the Prison of the Prince.

Wesel is a strong Town ; but for obvious reasons one nearer

Berlin, farther from the frontier, would be preferable. To-

wards Berlin, however, there is no route all on Prussian

ground : from these divided Cleve Countries we have to

cross a bit ofHanover, a bit of Hessen-Cassel : suppose these

Serene Highnesses were to interfere? Not likely they will

interfere, answer ancient military men, of due grimness ; at

any rate, we can go a roundabout road, and they need not

know! That is the method settled on; neighbourhood of

Berlin, clearly somewhere there, must be the place? Old

Castle of Mittenwalde, in the Wusterhausen environs, let that

be the first resting-point, then; Rochow, Waldau, and the

" Preuss : Friedrich mit seinen Verwandten und Fretmden, pp. 380, 892.

—

See, on this and the other poiats, Pollnitz, Memoiren, n. 852-374 (and correct

his many hltinders).

VOL. XXIL CFrederiok, vol. 2.) . HH
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Wesel Fusileer-Colonel here, sure men, with a trooper or

two for escort, shall conduct the Prisoner. By Treuenbriet-

zen, by circuitous roads: swift, silent, steady,—and with

vigilance, as you shall answer !—These preliminaries settled,

Friedrich Withelm drives off homewards, black Care riding

behiad him. He reaches BerHn, Sunday 27th August ; finds

a world gone all to a kiad of doomsday with him there,

poor gentleman.

Scene at Berlin on Majesty's Arrival.

On Sunday evening 27th August 1730, his Majesty, who

had rested overnight at Potsdam from his rapid journey,

drove iato Berlia between four and five m the afternoon.

Deserter Fritz is following, under escort of his three mili-

tary gentlemen, at a slower rate and by circuitous routes,

so as to avoid the territories of Hanover and Hessen,

—

towards Mittenwalde ia the Wusterhausen neighbourhood.

The military gentlemen are vigilant as Argus, and, though

pityiug the poor Priuce, must be rigorous as Rhadamanthus.

His attempts at escape, of which tradition mentions more

than one, they will not report to Papa, nor even notice to

the Piince himself; but wiU take care to render fatUe, one

and all : his Majesty may be secure on that score.

The scenes that follow are unusual in royal history ; and

having been reported ia the world with infinite noise and

censure, made up of laughter and horror, it will behove us

to be the more exact in relating them as they actually

befell. Very difScult to pull, out of that ravelled cartload of

chaotic thrums, here a thread and there a thread, capable of

being brought to the straight state, and woven into legible
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narrative ! But perhaps, by that method the mingled laugh-

ter and horror will modify itself a little. What we can well

say is, that pity also ought not to be wanting. The next six

months were undoubtedly by far the wretchedest of Fried-

rich Wilhelm's Kfe. The poor King, except that he was not

conscious of intending wrong, but much the reverse, walked

in the hollow night of Gehenna, all that while, and was often

like to be driven mad by the turn things had taken.

Here is scene first : Wilhelmiaa reports his Majesty's

arrival that Sunday afternoon, to the following effect ; she

was present ia the adventure, and not a spectatress only

:

' Tlie Queen "was alone in Ms Majesty's Apartment, waiting for

' him as he approached. At sight of her, in the distance, he called

' out :
" Tour losel of a Son {voire indigne Jils) has ended at last

j you

' have done with him," or words to that effect. " What," cried the

' Queen, "you have had the barbarity to kill him?"—"Yes, I tell

' you,—but where is the sealed Desk ?" The Queen went to her own
' Apartment to fetch it; I ran in to her there for a moment : she was

' out of herself, wringing her hands, crying incessantly, and said with-

' out ceasing :
" Mon Dieu, monfils (0 God, my Son) !" Breath failed

' me ; I fell fainting into the arms of Madam de Sonsfeld.'—The

' Queen took away the Writing-case ; King tore out the letters, and

' went off; upon which the Queen came down again to us.

' We learned from some attendant that, at least, my Brother was

' not dead. The King now came back. We all ran to kiss his hands

;

' but me he no sooner noticed than rage and fury took possession of

' him. He became black in the face, his eyes sparkling fire, his mouth

' foaming. " Infamous canaille," said he ;
" darest thou show thyseK

' before me ? Go, keep thy scoundrel of a Brother company !" And
' so saying, he seized me with one hand, slapping me on the face with

'the other,'—clenched as a fist (poing),— 'several blows; one of

' which struck me on the temple, so that I fell back, and should have

' split my head against a corner of"the wainscot, had not Madam de
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' Sonsfeld caught me hj the headdress and broken the fall I lay on

' the ground -without consciousness. The King, in a frenzy, was for

' strikiDg me with his feet ; had not the Queen, my Sisters, and the

' rest, run hetween, and those who were present prevented him. They
' all ranked themselves round me, which gave Mesdames de Elamecke

' and Sonsfeld time to pick me up. They put me in a chair in the

' embrasure of a wiadow ; threw water on my face to bring me to

' life : which care I lamentably reproached them with, death being

' a thousand times better, in the pass things had come to. The Queen
' kept shrieking, her firmness had quite left her : she wrung her

' hands, and ran in despair up and down the room. The King's face

' was so disfigured with rage, it was frightful to look upon. The
' little ones were on their knees, begging for me,'^

—

—poor little beings, what a group : Amelia, the- youngest

girl, about six ; Henri, ia Ms bits of trousers, hardly over

four !—For the rest, I perceive, this room was on the first

or a lower floor, and such noises were very audible. The

Guard had turned out at the noise; and a crowd was col-

lecting to see and hear :
" Move on ! Move on 1"

—

' The King had now changed his tune : he admitted that my
' Brother was stiU alive ; but vowed horribly he would put him to

' death, and lay me fast within four walls for the rest of my life. He
' accused me of being the Prince's accomplice, whose crime was high

' treason ;—also of having an intrigue of love with Katte, to whom,
' he said, I had borne several children.' The timid Gouvernante

flamed-up at this unheard-of insult :
' " That is not true,'' said she

' fiercely; "whoever has told your Majesty such a thing has told a

' lie !" " 0, spare my Brother, and I wiU marry the Duke of Weis-

' senfels," whimpered I ; but in the great noise he did not hear ; and

' while I strove to repeat it louder, Sonsfeld clapt her handkerchief

' on my face.

' Hustling aside to get rid of the handkerchief, I saw Katte cross-

» Wilhelmina, i. 265-267.
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' ing the Square. Foiir soldiers were conducting him to the King;
' trunks, my Brother's and his own, sealed, were coming on in the

' rear. Pale and downcast, he took off his hat to salute me,'—^poor

Katte, to me always so prostrate in silent respect, and now so un-

happy !
'A moment after, the King, hearing he was come, went out

' exclaiming, " Kow I shall have proof about the scoundrel Fritz and

' the offscouiing {canaille) WiUielmina ; clear proofs to cut the heads

' off them." '—The two Hofdames again interfered ; and one of them,

Kamecke it was, rebuked him ; told him, in the tone of a prophetess,

To take care what he was doing. Whom his Majesty gazed into with

astonishment, but rather with respect than with anger, sayiag, " Your

intentions are good !"

And so his Majesty flimg out, seeking Katte ; and van-

ished : Wiliielmina saw no more of him for about a year

after ; being ordered to her room, and kept prisoner there

on low diet, with sentries guarding her doors, and no out-

look but the worst horror her imagination pleased to paiut.

This is the celebrated assault of paternal Majesty on

Wilhelmiaa; the rumour of which has gone into all lands,

exciting wonder and horror, but could not be so exact as

this account at first hand. Naturally the crowd of street-

passengers, once dispersed by the Guard, carried the matter

abroad, and there was no end of sympathetic exaggerations.

Keport ran in Berlin, for example, that the poor Princess

was killed, beaten or trampled to death ; which we clearly

see she was not. Voltaire, in that mass of angry calumnies,

very mendacious indeed, which he calls Vie Privh du Roi

de Prusse, mentions the matter with emphasis ; and says

farther, The Princess once did him (Voltaire) the 'honour

' to show him a black mark she carried on her breast ever

' after ;'— which is likelier to be false than true. Captain

Guy Dickens, the Legationary Captain, who seems a clear.
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ingenuous and ingenious man, and of cottrse had access to

the highest circles of refined rumour, reports the matter

about ten days after, with several errors, in this manner

:

' Berlin, 5ih September 1730. Four or five days ago' (by tlie

Almanac nine, and directly on his Majesty's return, which Dickens

had announced a week ago without that fact attached), 'the King
' dreadfully ill-treated Wilhelmuia in bed' (not in bed at aU) ; ' whole

' Castle (Schloss or Palace) was alarmed ; Guard turned out,'—to

clear away the crowd, as we perceive. Ifot properly a crowd, such

was not permissible there : but a stagnation of the passeis-by would

naturally ensue on that esplanade ; till the Guard turned out, and in-

dicated with emphasis, "Move on !" Dickens hears farther that 'the

Queen fares no better;'—such is the state of rumour in Berlin at

present.

Poor Katte had a hard audience of it too. He fell at

Friedrich Wilhelm's feet ; and was spurned and caned ;

—

for the rest, beyond what was already evident, had Kttle

or nothing to confess : Intention of flight and of accom-

panying in flight very undeniable; although preliminaries

and ulterior conditions of said flight not perfectly known

to Katte ; known only that the thought of raisiag trouble

in foreign Coui-ts, or the least vestige of treason against

his Majesty, had not entered even into their dreams, A
name or two of persons who had known, or guessed, of

these operations, is wrung from Katte ;—name of a Lieu-

tenant Spaen, for one ; who, being on guard, had admitted

Katte into Potsdam once or twice in disguise :— for him

and for the Uke of him, of whatever rank or whichever sex,

let arrests be made out, and the scent as with sleuth-hounds

be diligently followed on all sides ; and Katte, stript of his

uniform, be locked-up in the grimmest manner. Berlin, with

the rumour of these things, is a much-agitated city.



CHAPTER VIII.

SEQUEL TO OEOWN-PEmOE AND FRIENDS.

As for the Crown-Prince, prosecuting his circuitous route,

lie arrives safe at Mittenwalde ; is lodged in the old Castle

there, I think, for two nights (but the date, in these index-

less Books, is blown away again), in a room bare of all

things, with sentries at the door ; and looks out, expecting

Grumkow and the Officials to make assault on him. One

of these Officials, a certain " Gerber, Fiscal General," who,

as head of Prussian Fiscals (kind of Public Prosecutor, or

supreme Essence of Bailiffs, Catchpoles and Grand-Juries

all in one), wears a red cloak,—gave the Prince a dreadful

start. Eed cloak is the Berlin Hangman's or Headsman's

di'fess ; and poor Friedrich had the idea his end had sum-

marily come in this manner. Soon seeing it was otherwise,

his spirits recovered, perhaps rose by the shock.

He fronted Grumkow and the Officials, with a high,

almost contemptuous look ; answered promptly,—if possible,

without lying, and yet without telling anything;—showed

self-possession, pride; retorted sometimes, "Have you no-

thing more to askf Grumkow finding there was no way

made into anything, not even into the secret of the Writing-

case and the Royal Women's operations there, began at last,

as WUhelmina says, to hint. That in his Majesty's service

there were means of bringing out the truth in spite of re-

fractory humours ; that there was a thing called the rack, not
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yet abolished in his Prussian Majesty's dominions ! Friedrich

owned afterwards, his blood ran cold. However, he put on

a high look :
" A Hangman, such as you, naturally takes

" pleasure in talking of his tools and his trade : but on me
" they will not produce any effect. I have owned every-

" thing;—and almost regret to have done so. For it is not

" my part to stand questionings and bandy responses with

" a coquin comme vous, scoundrel hke you," reports Wilhel-

mina,^ though we hope the actual term was sHghtly less

candid !—Grumkow gathered his notes together ; and went

his ways, with the man in red cloak and the rest; thus

finishing the scene in Mittenwalde. Mittenwalde, which

we used to know long since, in our Wusterhausen rides

with poor Duhan; Kttle thinking what awaited us there

one day.

, Mittenwalde being finished, Friedrich, on Monday 5th

September 1730, is sent forward to Ciistrin, a strong little

town in a quiet Country, some sixty or seventy miles east-

ward of Berlin. On the evening of the 5th he finds himself

lodged in a strong room of the Fortress there,—room con-

sisting of bare walls lighted from far up ; no furniture, not

even the needfulest ; everything indicating that the proud

spirit and the iron laws shall here have their duel out at

leism-e, and see which is stronger.

His sword was taken fi:om him at Wesel ; sword, uniform,

every mark of dignity, all are now gone : he is clad in brown

prison-dress of the plainest cut and cloth ; his diet is fixed

at tenpence a-day ('to be got fi:om the cook's shop, six

groschen for dinner, four for supper');^ food to be cut for

him, no knife allowed. Room, is to be opened, morning,

noon and evening, ' on the average not above foiu" minutes

' i. 280. 2 Order, 14th Septemher 1730 (in Forster, i. 872).
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each time ;' lights, or single tallow-light, to be extinguished

at seven P.M. Absolute solitude ; no flute allowed, far from

it ; no books allowed, except the Bible and a Prayer-Book,

—or perhaps Noltenius's Manual, if he took a hankering for

it. There, shut-out from the babble of fools, and conversing

only with the dumb Veracities, with the huge inarticulate

moanings of Destiny, Necessity and Eternity, let the fool

of a Fritz bethink himself, if there is any thought in him

!

There, among the Bogs of the Oder, the very sedges getting

brown all round him, and the very cm-lews flying off for

happier climes, let him wait, till the question of his doom,

rather an abstruse question, ripen in the royal breast.

As for Wilhelmina, she is close prisoner in her apart-

ments in the Berlin Palace, sentries pacing at every outlet,

for many months to come. Wilhelmina almost rather Hkes

it, such a dog of an existence has she had hitherto, for want

of being well let alone. She plays, reads ; composes music

;

smuggles letters to and from Mamma,—one in Pencil, from

my Brother even, Heavens ! Wilhelmina weeps, now and

then, with her good Sonsfeld ; hopes nevertheless there will

be some dawn to this ragnaroh, or general ' twilight of the

gods.' Friedrich Wilhelm, convinced that England has had a

hand in this treason, signifies officially to his Excellency Cap-

tain Dickens, That the English negotiations are concluded;

that neither in the way of Single-Marriage nor of Double-

Marriage will he have anything more to do with England.

" Well," answers England, " who can help it % Negotiation

was not quite of our seeking. Let it so end!"^—Nay at

dinner one day (Seckendorf reports, while Fritz was on the

road to Ciistrin) he proposes the toast, " Downfall of Eng-

' Dickens's Despatch, 26th September 1730 ; and Harrington's Answer to it,

of 6th October: Seckendorf (in Forster, iii. 9), 23d September.
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landl"* and would have liad the Queen drink it; who na-

turally wept, but I conjecture could not be made to drink.

Her Majesty is a weeping, almost broken-hearted woman

;

his Majesty a raging, almost broken-hearted man. Secken-

dorf and Grumkow are, as it were, too victorious ; and now
have their apprehensions on that latter score. But they

look on with countenances well veiled, and touch the helm

judiciously in Tobacco -Parliament, intent on the nearest

harbour of refuge.

Her Majesty nevertheless steadily persists ; merely sinks

deeper out of sight with her English schemes ; ducking till

the wave go by. Messages, desperate appeals still go,

through Mamsell Biilow, Wilhelmina's Hofdame, and other

channels ; nay Wilhelmina thinks there were still intentions

on the part of England, and that the non-falfilment of them

at the last moment turned on accident ; English ' Courier

arrived some hours too late,' thinks Wilhelmina.^ But that

is a mistake. The negotiation, in spite of her Majesty's

endeavours, was essentially out ; England, after such a mess-

age, could not, nor did, stir farther in the matter.

In that Writing-case his Majesty found what we know;

nothing but mysterious effects of female art, and no light

whatever. It is a great source of wrath and of sorrow to

him, that neither in the Writing-case, nor in Katte's or the

Prince's so-caUed ' Confessions,' can the thing be seen into.

A deeper bottom it must have, thinks his Majesty, but knows

not what or where. To overturn the Country, belike ; and

fling the Kaiser, and European Balance of Powei-, bottom

uppermost ? Me they presumably meant to poison ! he tells

» Seckendorf (in Forster, iii. 11).

" Willielniiiia (i. 369, 384), and Preuss and others after her.
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Seckendorf one day/ Was ever Father more careful for his

children, soul and body ? Anxious, to excess, to bring them

Tip in orthodox nurture and admonition : and this is how
they reward me, Herr Feldzeugmeister I " Had he honestly

" confessed, and told me the whole truth, at Wesel, I would

" have made it up with him quietly there. But now it

" must go its lengths ; and the whole world shall be judge

" between us."'

His Majesty is in a flaming height. He arrests, punishes

and banishes, where there is trace of cooperation or con-

nexion vdth Deserter Fritz and his schemes. The Biilows,

brother and sister, brother in the King's service, sister ia

Wilhehnina's, respectable goldstick people, origiaally ofHan-

over, are hurled out to Lithuania and the world's end: let

them Kve in Memel, and repent as they can. Minister Knyp-

hausen, always of English tendencies, he, with his Wife,—
to whom it is specially hard, while General Schweria, gal-

lant witty Kurt, once of Mecklenburg, stays behind,— is

ordered to disappear, and follow his private rural business

far off; no minister, ever more. The Lieutenant Spaen of

the Giant Regiment, who kept false watch, and did not tell

of Katte, gets cashiering and a year in Spandau. He wan-

dered elsewhither, and came to something afterwards, poor

Spaen.^ Bookseller Hanau with this bad Fritz's Books : To

Memel with hiTin also ; let him deal in more orthodox kinds

of Literature there.

It is dangerous to have lent the Crown-Prince money,

contrary to the Eoyal Edict ; lucky if loss of yom- money

will settle the account. Witness French Montholieu, for one;

Count, or whatever he styled himself; nailed to the gallows

' Dickens's Despatch, 16th Septemher 1730.

' Seckendorf (Porster, ubi suprsl), 23d Sept. ' Preuss, i. 63, 66.
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(in effigy) after lie had fled. It is dangerous to have spoken

kindly to the Crown-Prince, or almost to have been spoken

to by him, Doris Ritter, a comely enough good girl, no-

thing of a beauty, but given to music, Potsdam Cantoris

(Precentor's) daughter, has chanced to be standing ia the

door, perhaps to be siaging within doors, once or twice,

when the Prince passed that way: Prince inquired about

her music, gave her music, spoke a civility, as young men
will,—nothing more, upon my honour ; though his Majesty

beheves there was much more; and condemns poor Doris

to be whipt by the Beadle, and beat hemp for three years.

Rhadamanthus is a strict judge, your Majesty; and might

be a trifle better informed !—Poor Doris got out of this sad

pickle, on her own strength; and wedded, and did well

enough,—Priace and King happily leaving her alone thence-

forth. Voltaire, twenty years after, had the pleastire of

seeing her at Berlin :
' Wife of one Shommers, Clerk of the

Hackney-Coach Office,'—read, Schomer, Farmer of the Ber-

lin Hackney-Coach Enterprise in general ; decidedly a poor

man. Wife, by this time, was grown hard enough of fea-

ture : ' taU, lean ; looked like a Sibyl ; not the least appear-

' ance how she could ever have deserved to be whipt for a

' Prince.''

The excellent Tutor of the Crown-Prince, good Duhan

de Jandun, for what fault or complicity we know not, is

hurled off to Memel; ordered to live there,— on what re-

som-ces is equally unknown. Apparently his fault was the

general one, of having miseducated the Prince, and intro-

duced these French Literatm-es, foreign poisonous elements

of thought and practice into the mind of his Pupil, which

» Voltaire, (Euvres (oalumnious Vie Privie du JRoi de Frusse), ii. 51, 52.

Preuss, i. U, 66.
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have ruiaed the young man. For his Majesty perceives that

there Hes the source of it ; that only total perversion of the

heart and judgment, first of all, can have brought about

these dreadful issues of conduct. And indeed his Majesty

understands, on credible information, that Deserter Fritz

entertains very heterodox opinions ; opinion on Predesti-

nation, for one;—which is itself calculated to be the very

mother of mischief, in a young mind inclined to evU. The

heresy about Predestination, or the "Freie Gnadenwahl (Elec-

tion by Free Grace)," as his Majesty terms it, according to

which a man is preappointed from all Eternity either to

salvation or the opposite (which is Fritz's notion, and in-

deed is Calvin's, and that of many benighted creatures, this

Editor among them), appears to his Majesty an altogether

shocking one; nor would the whole Synod of Dort, or Calvin,

or St. Augustine in person, aided by a Thirty-Editor power,

reconcile his Majesty's practical judgment to such a tenet.

What! May not Deserter Fritz say to himseli, even now,

or in whatever other deeps of sin he may fall into, " I was

foredoomed to it : how could I, or how can I, help itT The

mind of his Majesty shudders, as if lookiag over the e'dge

of an abyss. He is meditating much whether nothing can

be done to save the lost Fritz, at least the soul of him, from

this horrible delusion;—hurls forth your fine Duhan, with

his metaphysics, to remote Memel, as the first step. And

signifies withal, though as yet only historically and in a

speculative way, to Finkenstein and Kalkstein themselves,

That their method of training-up a young soul, to do God's

will, and accomphsh useful work in this world, does by no

means appear to the royal mind an admirable one l-^" Fink-

enstein and Kalkstein were always covertly rather of the

" His Letter to them (Sd December 1730), in Porster, ii. 382.
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Queen's party, and now stand reprimanded, and in marked

disfavour.

That the treasonous mystery of this Crown-Prince (parri-

cidal, it is likely, and tendiug to upset the Universe) must

be investigated to the very bottom, and be condignly pun-

ished, probably with death, his Majesty perceives too well;

and also what terrible difficulties, formal and essential, there

wUl be. But whatever become of his perishable life, ought

not, if possible, the soul of him to be saved from the claws

of Satan !
' Claws of Satan ;' ' brand from the burniag

;'

' for Christ our Saviour's sake ;' ' in the name of the most

merciful God, Father, Son, and Holy Ghost, Amen :'— so

Friedrich Wilhelm phrases it, in those confused old docu-

ments and Cabinet-Letters of his -^^ which awaken a strange

feeling in the attentive reader ; and show us the ruggedest

of human creatures melted into blubbering tenderness, and

growling huskily something which we perceive is real prayer.

Here has a business fallen out, such as seldom occurred be-

fore I
—

•

" Porster, i. 374, 379, &c.



CHAPTER IX.

COURT-MARTIAL ON CROWN-PRINCE AND CONSORTS.

The rumour of these things naturally fQls all minds, and

occupies all human tongues, in Berliu and Prussia, though

an Edict threatens. That the tongues shall be cut out which

speak of them in any 'way,-' and sounds far and wide into

foreign Courts and Countries, where there is no such Edict.

Friedi'ich Wilhelm's conduct, looked at from without, ap-

pears that of a hideous royal ogre, or bliad anthropophagous

Polyphemus fallen mad. Looked at from within, where the

Polyphemus has' his reasons, and a kiud of inner rushlight

to enlighten his path ; and is not bent on man-eating, but

on discipline in spite of difBculties,— it is a wild enough

piece of humanity, not so much ludicrous as tragical. Never

was a royal bear so led about before by a pair of conjuring

pipers in the market, or brought to such a pass in his

danciag for them

!

' General Ginkel, the Dutch Amhassador here,' -writes Dickens,

' told me of an intervieTV he had with the King ;' being ordered by

their High Mightinesses to soUcit his Majesty ia this matter. King

' barbouis " most monstrous wicked designs, not fit to be spoken of

" ia words," reports Ginkel. " It is certaui," added he, " if the King

" of Prussia continue in the mind he is in at present, we shall see

" scenes here as wicked and bloody as any that were ever heard of

" since the creation of the world." " Will sacrifice his whole family,"

1 Dickens, of 7th November 1730.
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not th.e Crown-Priace alone ;
" everybody except Grumkow teing, as

" h.e fancies, in conspiracy against him." Poor enchanted King !

—

" And aR these things he said with such imprecations and disordered

" looks, foaming at the mouth aU the while, as it was terrible either

" to see or hear." ' That is Ginkel's report, as Dickens conveys it.^

Another time, on new order, a month later, when Ginkel went again

to speak a word for the poor Prisoner, he found his Majesty clothed

not in delirious thunder, hut in sorrowful thick fog ; Ginkel " was

" the less able to judge what the King of Prussia meant to do with

" his Son, as it was evident the King hunself did not know."^

Poor Friedricli Wilhelm, thxougli these montlis, wanders

about, shifting from room to room, in the night-time, like a

man possessed by evil fiends ; ' orders his carriage for Wus-

terhausen at two in the morning,' but finds he is no better

there, and returns ; drinks a great deal, ' has not gone to

bed sober for a month past.'* One night he comes gliding

like a perturbed ghost, about midnight, with his candle in

his hand, into the Queen's apartment ; says, wildly staring,

" He thinks there is something haunting him :"— FeeMn,

erring disobedient Wife, wilt not thou protect me, after all 1

Whither can I fly when haunted, except to thee 1 Feeldn,

like a prudent woman, makes no criticism ; orders that his

Majesty's bed be made-up in her apartment tiU these phe-

nomena cease.* A much-agitated royal Father!

The question what is to be done vdth this unhappy

Crown-Prince, a Deserter from the army, a rebel against the

paternal Majesty, and a believer ia the doctriae of Election

by Free Grace, or that a man's good or iU conduct is fore-

doomed upon him by decree of God,—becomes more iatri-

cate the longer one thinks of it. Seckendorf and Grumkow,

^ Despatch, 7th September 1730. » lb. 10th October.

' lb. 19th December 1730. » lb. 27th Feb. 1731.
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alarmed at being too victorious, are set against violent high

methods ; and suggest this and that consideration :
" Who

is it that can legally try, condemn, or summon to his bar, a

Crown -Prince 1 He is Prince of the Empire, as well as

your Majesty's Son !"—" Well, he is Heir of the Sovereign

Majesty in Prussia, too ; and Colonel in the Potsdam Guards !"

answers Friedrich Wilhelm.

At length, after six or seven weeks of abstruse medita-

tion, it is settled in Tobacco-Parliament and the royal breast,

That Katte and the Crown-Prince, as Deserters from the

Prussian Army, can and shall be tried by Com-t-Martial ; to

that no power, on the earth or out of it, can have any

objection worth attendiag to. Let a fair Court-Martial of

our highest mihtary characters be selected and got ready.

Let that, as a voice of Rhadamanthus, speak upon the two

culprits ; and tell us what is to be done. By the middle of

October, things on Friedrich Wilhelm's side have got so far.

Crown-Prince in Custrin.

Poor Friedrich meanwhile has had a grim time of it,

these two months back ; left alone, in coarse brown prison-

dress, within his four bare walls at Ciietrin; in uninterrupted,

unfathomable colloquy with the Destinies and the Neces-

sities there. The King's stern orders must be fulfilled to

the letter; the Crown-Prince is immm-ed in that manner.

At Berlin, there are the wildest rumours as to the state he

has fallen into; 'covered with rags and vermin, unshaven,

no comb allowed him, lights his own fire,' says one testi-

mony, which Captain Dickens thinks wortt reporting. For

the truth is, no unofficial eye can see the Crown-Prince, or

know what state he is in. And we find, in spite of the

VOL. SXII. (Frederick, vol. 2.) II
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Edict, ' tongues,' not ' cut out,' kept wagging at a high rate.

'People of all ranks are unspeakably indignant' at certain

heights of the business: 'Margravine Albert said publicly,

" A tyrant as bad as Nero !" '^

How long the Crown-Prince's defiant humour held out,,

we are not told. By the middle of October there comes

proposal of ' entire confession' from the Prince ; and though,

when Papa sends deputies accordingly, there is next to

nothing new confessed, and Papa's anger blazes out again,

probably we may take this as the turning-point on his Son's

part. With him, of course, that mood of mind could not

last. There is no wildest lion but, finding his bars are made

of iron, ceases to bite them. The Crown-Prince there, in his

horror, indignation and despair, had a lucid human judg-

ment in him, too; loyal to facts, and well knowing their

inexorable nature. Just sentiments are in this young man,

not capable of permanent distortion into spasm by any form

of injustice laid on them. It is not long till he begins to

discern, athwart this terrible, quasi-infernal element, that

so the facts are ; and that nothing but destruction, and no

honour that were not dishonour, will be got by not con-

forming to the facts. My Father may be a tyrant, and

driven mad against me : well, well, let not me at least go

mad I

Grumkow is busy on the mild side of the business ; of

course Grumkow and all official men. Grumkow cannot but

ask himself this question among others : How if the King

should suddenly die upon us ! Grumkow is out at Ciistrin,

and again out ; explaining to the Prince, what the enormous

situation is; how inflexible, inexorable, and of peril and

horror incalculable to Mother and Sister and self and royal

« Dickens, 7th Novemlier, 2d Decemher 1730.
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Hotise ; and tliat ther^ is one possibility of good issue, and

only one : that of loyally yielding, where one cannot resist.

By degrees, some luiid tronblons hut perceptible light-gleam

breaks athwart the black whirlwind of our indignation and

despair ; and saner thoughts begin to insinuate themselves.

" Obey, thou art not the strongest, there are stronger than

thou 1 All men, the highest among them, are called to learn

obedience."

Moreover, the first sweep of royal fury beiag past, his

Majesty's stern regulations at Ciistrin began to relax in ful-

filment ; . to be obeyed only by those immediately respon-

sible, and in letter rather than in spirit even by those. Pre-

sident von Miinchow who is head of the Domaia-Kammer,

chief representative of Government at Ciistrin, and resides

in the Fortress there, ventures after a little, the Prince's

doors being closed as we saw, to have an oriiice bored

through the floor above, and thereby to communicate, with

the Prince, and sympathetically ask. What he can do for

him? Many things, books among others, are, under cun-

ning contrivance, smuggled in by the judicious Miinchow,

willing to risk himself in such a service. For example,

Miinchow has a son, a clever boy of seven years old ; who,

to the wonder of neighbours, goes into child's-petticoats

again; and testifies the liveliest desire to be admitted to

the Prince, and bear him company a little ! Surely the law

of No-company does not extend to that ofan innocent child?

The innocent child has a row of pockets all round the inside

of his long gown ; and goes laden, miscellaneously, like a

ship of the desert, or cockboat hot forbidden to cross the

line. Then there are stools, one stool at least indispensable

to human nature ; and the inside of this, once you open it,

is a chest-of-drawers, containing paper, ink, new literature
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and mucli else. No end to Miinchow's goodwill, and hie in-

genuity is great.^

A Captain Fouquet also, fiirtliered I think by the Old

Dessauer, whose man he is, conies to Ciistrin Garrison, on

duty or as volunteer, by and by. He is an old friend of the

Prince's;—ran oif, being the Dessauer's little page, to the

Siege of Stralsund, long ago, to be the Dessauer's little sol-

dier there :—a ready-witted, hot-tempered, highly estimable

man ; and his real duty here is to do the Prince what ser-

vice may be possible. He is often with the Prince; their

light is extinguished precisely at seven o'clock: "Very well,

" Lieutenant," he would say, " you have done your orders

" to the Crown-Prince's light. But his Majesty has no con-

" cern with Captain Fouquet's candles !" and thereupon

would light a pair. Nay, I have heard of Lieutenants who

punctually blew-out the Prince's light, as a matter of duty

and command ; and then kindled it again, as a civility left

free to human nature. In short, his Majesty's orders can

only be fulfilled to the letter ; Commandant Lepel and all

Officers are willing not to see where they can help seeing.

Even in the letter his Majesty's orders are severe enough.

Sentence of Court-Martial.

Meanwhile the Court-Martial, selected with intense study,

instals itself at Cbpenick; and on the 25th of October com-

mences work. This Deserter Crown-Prince and his accom-

phces, especially Katte his chief accomplice, what is to be

done with them? Copenick lies on the road to Ciistrin,

within a morning's drive of Berlin ; there is an ancient Pal-

ace here, and room for a Court-Martial. " Que fairef Us out

' Preuss, i. 46.
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des canons!" said the old Prussian Ratlis, wandering about

in these woods, when Gustavus and his Swedes were at the

door. " Que fairs f' may the new mihtary gentlemen think

to themselves, here again, while the brown leaves rustle

down upon them, after a hundred years

!

The Com-t consists of a President, Lieutenant-General

Schulenburg, an elderly Malplaquet gentleman of good ex-

perience; one of the many Schulenburgs conspicuous for

soldiering, and otherwise, in those times. He is nephew of

George I.'s lean mistress; who also was a Schulenburg ori-

ginally, and conspicuous not for soldiering. Lean mistress

we say; not the Fat one, or cataract oftallow, with eyebrows

like a cartwheel, and dim coaly disks for eyes, who was

George I.'s half-sister, probably not his mistress at all ; and

who now, as Countess of Darlington so-called, sits at Isle-

worth with good fat pensions, and a tame raven come-of-

will,—^probably the soul of George I. in some form.^ Not

this one, we say :—but the thread-paper Duchess of Kendal,

actual Ex-mistress; who tore her hau- on the road when

apoplexy overtook poor George, and who now attends cha-

pel diligently, poor old anatomy or lean human nailrod. For

the sake of the English reader searching into wliat is called

" History," I, with indignation, endeavour to discriminate

these two beings once again; that each may be each, till

both are happily forgotten to all eternity. It was the latter,

lean maypole or nailrod one, that was Aunt of Schulenbiu-g,

the elderly Malplaquet gentleman who now presides at Cope-

nick. And let the reader remember him ; for he will tm-n up

repeatedly again.

The Court consisted farther of three Major- Generals,

among whom I name only Grumkow (Major-General by rank

' See Walpole, Reminiscences.
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though more of a diplomatist and black-artist than a sol-

dier), and Schweria, Kurt von Schwerin of Mecklenburg

(whom Madam Knyphausen regrets, in her now exile to

the Country); three Colonels, Derschau one of them; three

Lieutenant-Colonels, three Majors and three Captains, all of

whom shall be nameless here. Lastly come three of the

'Auditor' or the Judge-Advocate sort: Mylius, the Com-

piler of sad Prussian Quartos, known to some ; Gerber,

whose red cloak has frightened us once already; and the

Auditor of Katte's regiment. A complete Court-Martial, and

of symmetrical structure, by the rule of three;— of whose

proceedings we know mainly the result, nor seek much to

know more. This Com-t met on Wednesday 25th October

1730, in the little Town of Copenick ; and in six days had

ended, signed, sealed and dispatched to his Majesty; and

got back to Berlin on the Tuesday next. His Majesty, who

is now at Wtisterhausen, in hunting time, finds conclusions

to the following effect

:

Accomplices of the Crown-Prince are two ; First, Lieutenant Keith,

actual deserter (who cannot he caught) : To he hanged in effigy, out

in four quarters, and nailed to the gallows at Wesel :

—

Good, says

his Majesty, Secondhj, Lieutenant Katte of the Gens-d'Armes, in-

tended deserter, not actually deserting, and much tempted thereto

:

All things considered. Perpetual Fortress Arrest to Lieutenant Katte :

—Not Good this; Bad this, thinks Majesty; this provokes from his

Majesty an angry rebuke to the too lax Court-Martial. Eebuke which

can still be read, in growling, unlucid phraseology ; but with a rhada-

manthine idea clear enough in it, and with a practical purport only

too clear : That Katte was a sworn soldier, of the Gens-d'Armes even,

or Bodyguard of the Prussian Majesty ; and did nevertheless, in the

teeth of his oath, ' worship the Eising Sun' when minded to desert

;

did plot and colleague with foreign Courts in aid of said Eising Sun,

and of an intended high crime against the Prussian Majesty itself
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on Eising Sun's part ; far from at once revealing the same, as duty-

ordered Lieutenant Katte to do. That Katte's crime amounts to high-

treason {crimen Icesm majestatis) ; that the rule is, Fiat justitia, et

pereat mmidus

;

—and that, in brief, Katte's doom is,, and is hereby

declared to bo. Death. Death by the gallows and hot pincers is the

usual doom of Traitors ; but his Majesty will say in this case, Death
by the sword and headsman simply ; certain circumstances moving the

royal clemency to go so far, no farther. And the Court-Martial has

straightway to apprise Katte of this same i and so doing, ' shall say,

' That his Majesty is sorry for Katte ; but that it is. better he die than

' that justice depart out of the world' (WusterJiausen, Isi November

1730). ' Eeibdrich Wilhelm.'^

This is tlie ii'on doom of Katte ; which no prayer or in-

fluence of mortal tvlII avail to alter,—lest justice depart out

of the -world. Katte's Father is a General of rank. Com-

mandant ofKonigsberg at this moment; Katte's Grandfather

by the Mother's side, old Fieldmarshal Wartensleben, is a

man ia good favour with Friedrich Wilhelm, and of high

esteem and mark in his country for half a century past.

But all this can effect nothing. Old Wartensleben thinks

of the Daughter he lost; for, happily Katte's Mother is dead

long since. Old Wartensleben writes to Friedrich Wilhelm

;

his mournful Letter, and Friedrich Wilhelm's mournful but

inexorable answer, can be read in the Histories ; but show

only what we already know.

Katte's Mother, Fieldmarshal Wartensleben's Daughter,

died ia 1706 ; leaving Katte only two years old. He is now
twenty-six ; very young for such grave issues ; and his fate

is certainly very hard. Poor young soul, he did not resist

farther, or quarrel with the inevitable and inexorable. He

listened to Chaplain Miiller of the Gens-d'Ai'm'es ; admitted

' PreuBS, i. 44.
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profoundly, after Jhis fashion, that the great God was just,

and the poor Katte sinful, foolish, only to be saved by

miracle of mercy ; and piously prepared himself to die on

these terms. There are three Letters of his to his Grand-

father, which can still be read, one of them in Wilhelmina's

Book,^" the sound of it like that of dirges borne on the

wind. Wilhelmina evidently pities Katte very tenderly ; in

her heart she has a fine royal-maiden kind of feeling to the

poor youth. He did heartily repent and submit ; left with

Chaplain Miiller a Paper of pious considerations, admonish-

ing the Prince to submit. These are Katte's last employ-

ments in his prison at Berlin, after sentence had gone forth.

Katte's End, Qth November 1730.

On Sunday evening 5th November, it is intimated to

him, imexpectedly at the moment, that he has to go to

Clistrin, and there die ;—carriage now waiting at the gate.

Katte masters the sudden flurry ; signifies that all is ready,

then; and so, under charge of his old Major and two brother

Of&cers, who, and Chaplain Miiller, are in the carriage with

him, a troop of his own old Cavalry Regiment escorting,

he leaves Berlin (rather on sudden summons) ; drives all

night, towards Ciistrin and immediate death. Words ofsym-

pathy were not wanting, to which Katte answered cheerily;

grim faces wore a cloud of sorrow for the poor youth that

night. Chaplain MixUer's exhortations were fervent and con-

tinual; and, from time to time, there were heard, hoarsely

melodious through the damp darkness and the noise of

wheels, snatches of ' devotional singing,' led by Miiller.

It was in the gray of the winter morning, 6th November

i» Wilhelmina, i. 302.
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1730, that Katte arrived in Ciistrin garrison. He took kind

leave of Major and men: Adieu, my brothers; good be with

you evermore !—And, about nine o'clock he is on the road

towards the Kampart of the Castle, where a scaffold stands.

Katte wore, by order, a brown dress exactly like the Prince's;

the Prince is already brought down into a lower room, to

see Katte as he passes (to ' see Katte die,' had been the

royal order; but they smuggled that into abeyance); and

Katte knows he shall see him. Faithful Miiller was in the

death-car along with Katte : and he had adjoined to him-

self one Besserer, the Chaplain of the Garrison, in this sad

function, since arriving. Here is a glimpse from Besserer,

which we may take as better than nothing

:

' His (Katte's) eyes were mostly directed to God ; and we (MiiUer

' and I), on oiir part, strove to hold his heart up heavenwards, by
' presenting the examples of those who had died in the Lord,—as of

' God's Son himself, and Stephen, and the Thief on the Cross,—till,

' under such discoursing, we approached the Castle. Here, after long

' wistful looking about, he did get sight of his beloved Jonathan,'

Eoyal Highness the Crown-Prince, ' at a whidow in the Castle ; from

' whom he, with the poHtest and most tender expression, spoken in

^ French, took leave, with no httle emotion of sorrow.'i"^

President Munchow and the Commandant were with the

Prince; whose emotions one may fancy, but not describe.

Seldom did any Prince or man stand in such a predicament.

Vain to say, and again say :
" In the name of God, I ask

you, stop the execution till I write to the King!" Impos-

sible that; as easily stop the course of the stars. And so

here Katte comes ; cheerfiil loyalty still beaming on his face,

death now nigh. " Pardonnez-moi, mon clier Katte .'" cried

" Letter to Katte's Father (Extract, in PreuBS, Frieckich mit Freunden und

Verwandten, p. 7).
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Friedricli in a tone: Pardon me, dear Katte; 0, that this

should be what I have done for you !—" Death is sweet for

a Prince I love so well," said Katte, " La mort est douce pour

un si aimable Prince ;"^^ and fared on,—around some angle of

the Fortress, it appears ; not in sight of Friedrich ; who

sank into _a faint, and had seen his last gKmpse of Katte in

this world.

The body lay all day upon the scaffold, by royal order

;

and was buried at night obscurely in the common church-

yard; friends, in silence, took mark of the place against

better times,—and Katte's dust now lies elsewhere, among

that of his own kindred.

" Never was such a transaction before or since, in Modern

History," cries the angry reader :
" cruel, like the grinding

of human hearts under millstones, like

—

" Or indeed like

the doings of the gods, which are cruel, though not that

alone? This is what, after much sorting and sifting, I

could get to know about the definite facts of it. Comment-

ary, not likely to be very final at this epoch, the reader

himself shall supply at discretion.

'2 Wilhelimiia, i. 307; Preuss, i. 45.

END OF VOL. IL OF FREDERICK THE GREAT.
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